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JUNO-106
PROGRAMMABLE

POLYPHONIC SYNTHESIZER

MIDI
The JUNO.106 is a completely new polyphonic

synthesizer that accepts all MIDI information. The
Juno -106 features three MIDI jacks on the rear panel -

In, Out, and Through - as well as a Function switch
used to select the send and receive mode for I KYBD, II

KYBD + BENDER + PGM CHANGE, or III ALL. The
settings of all front panel controls (LFO, DCO, HPF,

VCF, VCA, ENV, and Chorus) can be sent and received
using the Exclusive Message in the ALL mode.

There are sixteen MIDI channel select buttons on the
front panel, enabling you to interface with other MIDI

products. Several MIDI devices can then be
simultaneously controlled using the MIDI Through

jack. All instrumental parts of a composition can also
be performed using the data stored in a computer.

ELEMENTAL PARTS
The JUNO.106, 61 -key, 6 -voice polyphonic synthesizer
is easy to operate and packed with exciting functions.
The JUNO-106 features a highly stable DCO, the same
kind as used in Roland's famous JX-3P and JUNO.60.

There are 2 groups (A and B) with 8 banks stored in
each group. Each bank stores 8 patches for a total of

128 patch memories. All the LFO, DCO, HPF, VCF,
VCA, ENV, and Chorus settings can be memorized. A

cassette interface is provided to allow all program data
to be stored on a cassette tape.

Since the program data of groups A and B are saved
and loaded independently, it can be combined or

rearranged as you like.
A memory protect switch is provided to prevent the

program data from being accidentally erased.

PROGRAM MEMORY
The DCO's waveforms and ranges are selected by

touch pads and the PWM, Sub -Oscillator, Noise and
LFO controls are adjusted by sliding controls. The tone
color is tailored at will by both VCF and HPF. The VCA

has a level slider and ENV/Gate select switch. A
Chorus effect is provided to reproduce realistic string

or organ sounds. And for the first time in this price
class, the JUNO.106 features a portamento function

that is effective for both live performances and
multitrack recording.

IRoland

Typical set-ups using MIDI

A. JUNO-106 + other MIDI Keyboards
to MIDI OUT

,lififfiTt!!!1f114111-
JUNO-106

to MIDI IN

JUNO-106
!!! !!!!! H

to MIDI THRU to MIDI IN

I! !!!!1
JUNO-106, JX-3P or JUPITER6

The JUNO-106 can control another MIDI keyboard. By connecting with its
MIDI THRU jacks, the JUNO-106 can also control more than one MIDI
keyboard simultaneously.

B. JUNO-106 + MSQ-700

to MIDI IN

o MIDI OUT

r
to MIDI THRU I to MIDI IN

!11,11 111 11 111 11 111 11 111 !!1!,1!!!T!! !!!

to MIDI OUT to MIDI IN

JUNO 106 JUNO-106, JX 3P or JUPITER -6 - MSQ 700

When the JUNO-106 is connected with the MSQ-700 MIDIIDCB MULTI-
TRACK DIGITAL KEYBOARD RECORDER, the MSQ-700 can memorize the
JUNO-106's performance data.
If two JUNO-106 units are assigned different MIDI channels when writing
performance data into the MSQ-700, the two JUNO-106 units can
simultaneously perform two different instrumental parts.

C. JUNO- iub -I- MPU-401 l..oi I pu tet

to MIDI IN

to MIDI OUT to MIDI IN

rtiniorri
I THRU to MIDI IN I

U
JUNO.106

to MIDI IN 1

!!!
JUNO.106 : to MIDI THR

to MIDI IN

6`o 0

MD -8 1 to DCB OUT

to DCB IN
JI40-00

H!

JUNO-60

r to MIDI OUT

to MIDI OUT I
...*
11.1.41

R-909

MPU.401 /MEW
COMPUTER

The MPU-401 MIDI PROCESSING UNIT allows
the JUNO-106 to be connected with a computer
to dramatically expand your music potential.
For example you can perform all instrumentation
parts automatically using the data stored in the
computer.
Software planned for IBM, Apple Ile, BBC '13' and
Commodore 64.

Roland (UK) Ltd Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Ro
Brentford, Middx. TW8 9DN Telephone: 01.568 4578



THE CHASE "BIT ONE"
SENSATION
HAS ARRIVED

The new "BIT ONE" heralds the dawn for a new age in
synthesizers. It is what every true musician has been waiting
for - the ability to control musical expressivity from the
keyboard alone.

Sounds Great
The keyboard is completely touch
sensitive giving you total control
through the velocity of the keys
over the attack and envelope of the
VCF's, the attack and amount of
the VCA's, the pulse width
modulation of the DCO's and the
modulation rate of the LFO's - all
by the way you touch the keys -
note by note ...but you'll really
have to hear it to appreciate the
difference this makes.

Great Sounds
In addition this six voice dual
oscillator synthesizer combines
the perfect blend of Digital access
controls linked to Analogue filters
to give a unique blend of the
benefits of each technology
combined with assignable

splitable keyboard, doubling mode,
unison feature, stereo output and
cassette and rnidi interfaces.

The Complete System
Designed for simplicity of operation
the "BIT ONE" is the first of a new
series of modular electronics.
Also coming soon,
the "BIT ONE Expander Unit",
the "BIT ONE Sequencer" and
the "BIT ONE Rhythm Unit".

And The Price
Normally for a synthesiser with all
these features, but still not the
revolutionary "BIT ONE" sound,
you would expect to pay nearly
£1,400. Our special introductory
offer is an amazing £699.

TRY A "BIT ONE" TODAY -& YOU'LL
NEVER WANT ANYTHING LESS

cucccx

CRUMAR SCOOP
CRUMAR TRILOGY
POLYPHONIC SYNTHESISER

=Ent
Er MI MEE

T1210,3f

I II

The Trilogy gives
you that big fat Crumarsound by combining three different soundsfrom the same

keyboard at the same time.Organ, Strings and Synth sections are allinfinitely variable and mixable at the sametime. The Professionals'
synth.Original Recommended
Price £1300.

OF THE
YEAR

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
DEPOSIT

12 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF

TOTAL CREDIT PRICE

£51.00

£29.00

C

044 CHItSE*
roof LONDON 22 Charlton Street, off Euston Road, London NW1 Tel: 01-387 7626/7449

MANCHESTER 58 Oldham Street, off Piccadilly, Manchester M4 1LE, Tel: 061-2366794/5

BIRMINGHAM 10 Priory Queensway, Birmingham, 64 6BS Tel 021-236 8146
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rgent's
Rod ET DaDep

20 Denmark Street London WC2
Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01.240 0085 (service)

ROD ARGENTS
ARE THE

MAIN AGENTS
FOR THE

FOLLOWING:-

WAL BASSES
BOSS PRODUCTS

OSCAR PRODUCTS
CHAPMAN STICK

REPAIR DEPT.
Our service dept. is one of the
most professional in England.

For all modifications and
repairs call Tim on:

01240 0085

THE PRO ROOM
You may book a personal

demonstration or take time to
evaluate any product we

stock, simply by booking on
appointment 10.30am-
6.00pm, Monday-Friday

ddrum
on Digital Percussion Modules

Lou he incorporated into any acoustic or
electronic drum kit. Features digitally sampled

sounds. totally variable dynamics, inter
changeable sound cartridges. can be triggered

manually sticks etcl or by Synths or Sequencers
Ci .

ted digisound
THESE NEW COST

EFFECTIVE DIGITAL DRUM
MODULES, ALLOW THE

OWNERS OF DRUM
MACHINES TO GET REAL
DIGITAL SOUNDS SIMPLY

BY TRIGGERING, OR
MANUALLY PLAYING

THEM. CALL FOR A DEMO

*YAMAHA RX15

Oscillator
PCM oscillator (256k bit Wave ROM x dl

SOUND
15 Sounds
Bass Drum
Snare Drum x 2 (Medium. Hi Tune)
Rimshot
High Hat Open
High Hat Closed
High Hat Pedal
Tom Tom x3
Cymbal Ride
Cymbal Crash
Hand Claps
Cowbell
Shaker

Output
L & R Phones

Display
16 LCD Alphanumeric LED ,-tca!'),
Pattern. Song. Run

Control Terminals
Foot SW Midi IN-OUI IN STOCK
Cassette INFOUT

CALL FOR PRICE

0 YAMAHA

MUSIC COMPUTER

The CX5M is an extremely versatile computer
which interfaces with all MIDI compatible
equipment. as well as Yahama's DX synthesisers
and RX Drum machines.
The CX5M also has a built-in digital FM voice
generator, in effect an "on -board" DX9 with 46
preprogrammed voices. However you can also
check your own voices and then store them on
tape.
You can use the CX5M as the nucleus of your Midi
system as it will not only sequence all your
synthesisers but will also control the tempo
phasing and dynamics.
Furthermore there is an optional DX7 voicing
programme where the parameters are displayed
and editing then becomes simple.
Call for more details on the micro everyone's
been waiting for.

CALL FOR PRICE

EOUErlriLIL
laum,CiRCUiEl inc

SIX TRAK -£650
SPECIAL OFFER ONLY WHILE

PRESENT STOCKS LAST

MODEL 64 SEQUENCER - £142
Also available for your DRUM TRAKS. new sound

' chips. bass snare. electric ton; timp congo etc

YAMAHA D1500

MIDI COMPATIBLE DIGITAL DELAY

in addition to being a top-flight Digital Delay line
with a delay time of 1 023 seconds at a 20HZ to
18 KHZ bandwidth, it is equipped with 16 memory
banks that can be selected (remotely). (roma Midi
keyboard or other Midi equipment. That means
you can select a voice on your Midi keyboard. and
the appropriate delay settings for that voice are
automatically called via the Midi interface

0 YAMAHA RX11

Oscillator
PCM oscillator (256k bit Wave ROM x

SOUND
29 Sounds
Bass Drum x 3
Snare Drum x 8
Rimshot x 2
High Hat Open x 2
High Hat Closed x 2
High Hat Pedal
Tom Torn x 4
Cymbal Ride
Cymbal Crash
Hand Claps x 2
Cowbell x 2
Shaker

Output
Ind. 12ch L & R Phones

Display
16 LCD Alphanumeric LED indicator
Led Display Pattern. Song. Run

Control Terminals
Foot SW. Midi IN -OUT
Cassette IN -OUT
'RAM Cartridge IN STOCK

CALL FOR PRICE

Rod Argent's
Musicstore

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774

nu/ma/tot
EMU SYSTEMS

Now available from stock the new sound
chips for your Drumulator, Latin

Percussion, African Percussion, Heavy
Rock Drums, Special Effects, 5 Trigger

Conversions. Also the New Emu Playing
Pads to trigger your Drumulator and
Graphics Rhythm Display for Apple

computers SPECIAL OFFER

(i 'Roland

MKB1000
NOW; ON DEMONSTRATION

MAY BE USED WITH ANY MIDI KEYBOARD. TO
GIVE EXCELLENT PIANO FEEL USE AS THE

HEART OF YOUR MIDI SYSTEM

,SIMMONS,
MI

iifll'-^ h! i
I

'

\

1 JIL _I
f".3 1.1; 1.±.111 9+11.1 I.-

EPB SAMPLER
FACILITIES WILL INCLUDE OTHER

APPLICATIONS IE CHIPS FOR OTHER DRUM
MACHINES.

The new sampling device from Simmons. Allows
the user to sample sounds from mic. or line
source. review sample in RAM and it desired

"blow" the sound onto 8 or 16 KBYTEE Prom.
This E -Prom can then replace the E -Prom in a

SDS7 module and can in turn be triggered from
Simmons Pads

Simmons SDS8 available from stock
All colours, phone for the best price.

Free delivery mainland U.K.
Simmons SDS7 available to order. Call for

a demonstration
* NOW IN *

SIMMONS SDS I
SELF CONTAINED DIGITAL DRUM PAD,

INTERCHANGEABLE SOUNDS FROM
SIMMONS LIBRARY OR SIMMONS E-
PROM BLOWER. CALL FOR DETAILS

CUSTOMER FILE
For written details on all products,

fill in the following: -

Name

Address

Product Information
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Bigger Means Better
November's E&MM saw us

increase the size of the
magazine by eight pages,

and it probably hasn't escaped your
attention that this month, we've
added another eight. It's a reflection
both of the growth in the electronic
music marketplace and of the in-
crease in the magazine's stature that
this expansion has come about so
swiftly. And it's for both those things
that we owe such a huge debt to
you, our readers.

More pages mean, among other
things, more in-depth reviews - not
press release re -writes or tentative
previews - on the hardware that
matters, more revealing interviews
with well-known synth players and
composers, more constructional
projects and explanatory features,
and more space into which our regu-
lar Computer Musician supplement
can grow.

In short, the same formula we've
all come to know and love, only
more so.

It's also a fair bet that the increase
in E&MM's cover price - to £1.20 -
hasn't gone unnoticed either, and
the most we can say in consolation
is: it's not our fault. Inflation may have
been comfortably in single figures for
some while, but the publishing and
printing industries have still got to
face a whopping 25% increase in
the cost of paper this winter. Faced
with this daunting prospect, we dec-
ided that rather than cut paper qual-
ity or reduce the amount of colour

inside the magazine, we'd give
E&MM its first price rise for over 18
months.

What's your money bought you
this month?

Well, on the review side of things,
the first and only detailed report on
the Kurzweil 250, an electronic
instrument that can't quite repro-
duce all the colour and sparkle of a
concert grand piano, but comes a
damn sight nearer than any of its
sampled -sound opposition; the first
pro music products to come from
two Japanese companies - Akai and
Panasonic - intent on earning their
share of what's becoming an increa-
singly profitable and wide-ranging
cake; and four new electronic per-
cussion devices - two Far Eastern,
two British - that show there's
plenty of innovation left in the field of
electronic drums and drum machines.

Moving to the back of the issue
and Computer Musician, you'll find
an exclusive appraisal of Acorn
Computers' Music 500, an extra-
ordinary add-on for the BBC Micro
that incorporates both a well -speci-
fied synthesis section and AMPLE, a
music composition language sec-
ond to none in terms of expand-
ability and musician -friendliness.

There's also a roundup of six new
software packages, three for the
Commodore 64, two for the BBC B
and one for the Spectrum. And the
conclusion almost all our software
reviewers come to is that, after a
somewhat shaky start, the pro-

grammers now seem to be getting
their act together, producing software
that's both imaginative and easy to
use.

Not that Vangelis, subject of this
month's cover feature and one of the
most influential composers of his
generation, will care overmuch
about software. As the interview
shows, the great man has succeeded
in producing most of his best-selling
music without the aid of a single
computer, preferring instead the
immediacy of conventional analogue
synths such as the Yamaha CS80. If
nothing else, his attitude affirms the
theory that, despite the onslaught of
micro technology, there's still plenty
of room for all shades of opinion in
today's electronic music scene.

Talking of shades of opinion, next
month's E&MM will include our
annual readership survey, in which
you'll get the chance to air your
views on what we as a magazine
should and should not be doing.

Actually, you needn't wait till
January, as our regular Interface
page is ready and waiting for your
comments on the direction E&MM is
taking. The many interconnection
queries we receive have been domi-
nating the letters page for some
while now, so let's have some
comment - of the constructive kind,
preferably - to add that little bit of
spice.

After all, the more feedback we
get, the better the magazine will
become.
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David Ellis Administration Sandra Young Technical Administration l'aul Gilby Art Editor Stuart Catterson Deputy Art Editor Eddie Allen Art Assistant Sam
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CX5ME
YK 01 Mini keyboard
YK10 Larger keyboard
All software available

£449
£85

£165

KEYBOARDS

0 YAMAHA
DX7 FM synth WOW!
DX9 FM synth COR!
PF15 FM piano GIMME!
PF10 FM piano STREWTH!
KX5 remote K/b HA HAA!
CS01 II monosynth 139 SMACKERS

Roland
Juno 106 OH NO!
JX3P YEAH?
SH101 You're kidding
MKB1000 mother k/b Mums the word!
MKS10 piano module Never!
MKS30 Polysynth module Crumbs!
Piano Plus HP70 £350
Piano Plus HP60 £279
Piano Plus HP11 £225

3iouEnziaL CACUir.) inc
Six Trak £679
Prophet 600 One Arm
T8 One Leg
Model 64 Sequencer r Commodore 64
Computer A Song

KORG
Poly 800 £449
Poly 6IM Whoopee!
Poly 6 Shop around!
EX385 expander £385
All the above keyboards come with tree
coffee (Personal Callers only) Percolated
for preferred customers.

RECORDING

FosteX (IPSWICH ONLY)
x15 Multitracker 279 sovs
250 4 track cassette 650 sheckels

TASCAM
AT LAST tTS-HERE! THE 'FANTASTIC

PORTA ONE MINI STUDIO
ONLY 429 NICKER

SUSS ONE OUT NOW,

244 Porta Studio Thingy
offers around £675
225 2 track cassette £219
38 8 track open reel £1695
34 4 track open reel £799
22 4 track open reel £599

(*YAMAHA
Fender Squier popular strut
Fender Squier popular tele
Fender Squier precision bass
ha nez Gary Moore model
banez RS530BK
banez RS750 BK bass
bane? RS135
banez RS630 bass
banez RS315CS

Dinar Strat copies
Cimar prec bass copies
Yamaha SG200
Yamaha SG300

£179
£180
£185
£315
£299
£249
£195
£190
£195
£99

£115
£169
£215

Cobra 90 bass combo
String Ray bass combo (150 watt)
String Ray lead combo (150 watt)
String Ray bass top (150 watt)
Cobra 90 bass top

£201
£294
£329
£181
£121

IS THERE ANYONE OUT THERE WHO
WILL GIVE ME £485 FOR THIS LUVERLY

MT44 RECORDER. MM30 MIXER.
RACK+ PATCHBAY

BOOTIFUL'
DRUM

Tama Swing Star (deep)
Pearl Export deep kit
Pearl DLX megaforce kit
Ana 5 drum kit
Premier Royale kit

£499
£399
£995
£299
£250

RACK EFFECTS
Yamaha D1500 digital dela,, £619
Yamaha R1000 reverb £495
Yamaha Motor Cycles nut of stock Yamaha SG2000S £550

NEW - JUST ARRIVED'Ibanez DM500 digital delay £245 Yamaha BB400 f/less bass £231
Ibanez DM1000 digital delay £280 Yamaha BB400 bass £231 WORTH A WHACK!
Ibanez DM1100 digital delay £285 Yamaha BB1600 bass £399 YAMAHA 7000 SERIES KIT
Ibanez DM2000 digital delay £299 Yamaha BBVIS bass £250 £800 COMPLETE
Ibanez HD1000 harmonizer £300 Washburn force 2 guitar £99
Roland SDE1000 digital delay Loot Washburn force 3 guitar £135
Roland SDE3000 digital delay Swag Washburn force 4 bass £159 PAISTE CYMBALS

.))02 14 H H. £125Roland SE0331 digital delay Booty
Boss DE200 digital delay Spondies M=AMPLIFICATIOM== '002 16 C M R £80
Aria EQ552 graphic £149 '002t8 C M R £95
Aria ADO9 analog delay £108 700220 C M H £117

IACCESSIT EFFECTS
Noise Gate
Compressor
Stereo reverb
Dual sweep equalizer

C1 ateilla4N1 STACK
100W AMP 2 4 BY 10 CABS

£499

2002 22 C M R
7002 China 18
5051-14-1
505 16
505 18
595 20

£148
£123
£79
£51
£62
£75

481/2 gns
£481/2 gns

£1251/2 gns
£481/2 gns

Dual power amp (15 r- 15w) £53 gns 505 22 £94
4 way reg. power supply £311/2 gns MV100 valve amp top (lead/bass) £307 505 China £57
Great British Spring £218 gns MV50 valve amp top (lead, bass) £252 104 14 H/H £55

AFFECTS PEDALS
4 12 280 watts
60 watt keyboard combo

£206
£257

104 16
104 18

£39
£49

Boss DD2 digital delay £139 12 watt keyboard combo £74 104 20 £62
Boss CE3 stereo chorus £63 150 watt bass combo £344 101 14'- Hi H £25
Boss BF2 flanger £65 60 watt bass combo £207 101 16 £19
Boss GE7 graphic £65 30 watt bass combo £131 101 18 £24
Boss HC2 handclap £50 12 watt bass combo £74 101 20 £29
Boss HM2 heavy metal £39 100 watt valve split end combo £412
Boss SDI overdrive £45 50 watt valve split lead combo £339
Boss PH IR phaser £59 50 watt valve MV combo 2  12 £351
Boss TU12H tuner
Boss DR110 Dr Rhythm

£42
£105

50 watt split  reverb combo
30 watt lead combo

£220
£131 CASES

Ibanez tube screamer £39 12 watt lead combo £67 5 STAR CASES
Ibanez stereo chorus £68 Full range of top quality low prices cases
Ibanez compressor £39 eilLSEIA0 available to fit any goods in this mag.
Ibanez flanger £55 Guitar cases £35
Ibanez graphic £57 Cobra 90PA £166 Flight cases (aluminium) £69

PA Speaker cabs - all 15.'0 OFF Drum cases now available. We've ni
Cobra 90 keyboard combo £244 cases to fit anything - literally.

=ELECTRONIC DRUM KITS=
Ultimate. percussion up five £555
Tama S500 tech star £899
Kinn, kit Mkt £350

MICROPHONES
Sennheiser MD4411U £149
Sennheiser MD431 £119
Sennheiser MD21U £69
Sennheiser MD421U £108
Headphones from £12.95

I AUDIO TECHNICA MIKES -
WE GIVE THEM AWAVi

WELL ALMOST

MNII=GUITARS
Encore Super Strut copies fro!, £65
Encore pleasing ovation copies from £95
Westone Thunder Jet £124
Westone Thunder Jet bass £135
Westone Thunder 1 guitar £124
Westone Thunder 1A guitar £159
Westone Thunder 1 bass £135
Westone Thunder to bass £151
Westone Thunder 1A bass If £159
Fender strat  trem (USA) £285
Fender precision bass (USA) £259
Fender Elite strut £495
Fender Elite tele £455
Fender Squire vintage strut £219
Fender Squier vintage tele £188

WHAT WE OFFER THAT THE OTHERS DON'T
Is a special guarantee - over and above any normal
manufacturers warranty - on all new or used goods.
What this means is a no hassle. fast, free, efficient
repair/replacement service

DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT! ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ORDER
NOW

CARRIAGE
Effects £1.50
Guitar £5.00
Synth/Amp
T/Recorder £10.00
Drum kit £15.00

NAMF

ADDRESS

PHONE

PLEASE SEND MF

I enclose cheque/PO for £

or charge my Visa/Access/Diners/Amex card

111111[1111111111

96 High Street Colchester (0206) 65652 41 St Nicholas Street Ipswich (0473)54996
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Syncing ProblemsProblems
Dear E&MM,

I've tried unsuccessfully to sync a
Roland MC202 from the Trig Out of a
Boss Dr Rhythm Graphic. What's the
problem? And is there an interface I could
buy to solve it?

Clare Newman
Bristol

Quite a common problem these days,
as unlike the Titanic, these two products
are virtually unsyncable. Although the
Boss DR110 will fire some synths and
sequencers, it only gives out one pulse
depending, of course, on where the
Accent has been programmed. Unfor-
tunately, the MC202 is expecting a 24
pulses -per -bar (not per quarter -note as is
commonly thought) sync code and is
therefore incompatible.

Readers' Technical
Directory
Dear E&MM,

In recent months, I have contacted
various organisations that offered a

communication service for electronic
musicians. So far, none of these have
replied, so I've decided to organise
something myself.

What I propose is a co-operative system
which would help everyone from those
with little equipment (like me!) to those
with a reasonable studio set-up, and this
would involve the pooling of talents and
resources. For example, I'm an electronics
engineer with several years' experience
in analogue and digital electronics and I
enjoy building circuits, but my skills as a
cabinet maker are less than spectacular,
so my projects are usually boxed in a
rather basic and unattractive enclosure.
Similarly, there may be a musician with no
electronic skills whatsoever, but who can
build attractive cabinets. If a contact
system existed, both of us would ob-
viously benefit.

This is just a basic outline, very similar
to E&MM's Technical Directory except
that the idea can be extended to equip-
ment exchanges and mutual assistance
with recording or gigs. If the demand was
there, newsletters and social functions
could be arranged to provide greater
contact between individuals. This, I'm
sure, would go some way towards break-

bik

ing the isolation a lot of home musicians
experience.

If anyone is interested in this, they can
contact me, with details of themselves
and their music, enclosing SAE for reply.
If the response is good, I'll send further
details; if not, I'll send each person a list
of interested people in their area.

John Palmer
33 Peel Road

N Wembley
Middlesex

Es 01-9084709

This seems like a perfect opportunity to
print a list of readers interested in having
their names included in a Readers'
Technical Directory. This was originally
proposed in E&MM May 84 and, although
the response has not been enormous, we
hope this list will encourage readers to
add their names to the system.
P= Professional, A=Amateur, S=Student,
F=Services offered free of charge.
Derek Burton, 34 Keymer Court, Burgess
Hill, West Sussex RH15 OAA. gr (04446)
43684.
M Steele (5), 110 Kinghall Avenue,
Northolt, Middlesex. fr 01-841 6123.
Christopher Rickenberg (P), 129 lfield
Drive, !field, Crawley, West Sussex RH11
OEA. 25' (home) (0293) 36809 (work (0293)
28833 Ext 238.
M Camilleri-Ferrante (P), 35 Minster
Road, London NW2. (home) 01-904
1262, (work) 01-435 4676.
Andy Wilson (P) (practically F), 64 Drew
Gardens, Greenfield, Middlesex UB6 7QG.
23' 01-903 4105.
Simon Batty (A), 3 The Poplars, Whit -
barrow Road, Lymm, Cheshire WA13
9AZ. Lymm 3509.
K Singh (S) (F), 55 Willes Road, Winson
Green, Birmingham B18 4PZ.
Alan Wright (A), 11 Tormusk Road,
Glasgow G45 OBS.
S S Verik (P), Flat 60, Comerfielde,
Wavertree Road, Streatham Hill, London
SW2.

A Question of Style

Dear E&MM,
I would like to play a polysynth (purely

for home use, and without using multitrack
equipment), but am unsure whether to
use a piano or organ style of playing
technique.

I'm learning to play keyboards on a
twin -manual home organ, using left-hand
block chords and a melody line in the

right hand: this doesn't work on a single
manual organ as the chords drown the
melody.

Could you please advise me on a
playing style to adopt, and suggest a
suitable book, tutor or cassette course to
help?

B J Kinder
Essex

The technique employed when playing
a synth is dictated by a number of factors,
but primarily by the type of sound the
synth is set up to produce. With the
exception of split -keyboard instruments,
most models are only capable of pro-
ducing one sound at a time, be that
strings, harpsichord, electric piano, funky
bass, 'Cosmic Waterfall' (!) or whatever.
In imitative synthesis, in order to get the
maximum benefit from a good patch, the
playing style of the instrument being
copied should be adopted as far as
possible, ie. avoid block chords on strings,
keep within the instrument's frequency
range (no high-pitched tubas), and so on.
Also, modulation (as well as vibrato,
tremolo, glissando and so on) should be
introduced as naturally as possible (de-
layed vibrato on solo violin, short pitch
bends on fretless bass). Other factors
governing technique include the actual
keyboard, eg. whether it's touch -sensitive,
if it has aftertouch, how many octaves it
spans, and whether or not it has a split -
keyboard facility. In non -imitative syn-
thesis (ie. when the sound you're playing
bears no resemblance to any 'conven-
tional' instrument) anything goes. It's
your personal preferences that should
dictate things above all.

As far as publications are concerned,
your letter indicates an unfamiliarity with
sound synthesis in general, and if you'd
like to avoid the (we hope, diminishing)
number of synth players who consider
the programmable memories on a synth
as little more than presets, we recommend
you take a look at The Complete Syn-
thesiser by David Crombie (published by
Omnibus Press), the recently -released
Complete Synthesiser Handbook by
Michael Norman and Ben Dickey (Zomba
books) or the brand new Synthesiser &
Electronic Keyboard Handbook by David
Crombie (see this month's Newsdesk
and look out for reviews of these latter
two publications in next month's E&MM).

Remember that without a grounding in
basic principles even the best playing
technique won't make your music sound
right!

6 DECEMBER 1984 E&MM
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SYNTHESIZERS
Roland SI-1101 ...
Roland MGS1
Roland SH 101 & MGS1
Roland Juno 106
Roland JX3P
Roland PG200
Roland JP8A
Roland JP8, as new
MIDI MODULAR SYSTEM
Roland MKS 1000 midi keyboard. 88 keys £1665
Roland MKS 400 midi keyboard, 76 keys £990
Roland MKS 10 midi piano module E990
Roland MKS 30 midi poly synth module £875
Roland MKS 80 midi poly module E1800
SEQUENCERS/MICROCOMPOSERS
Roland JSQ 60
Roland MSO 700
Roland MOO 100
Roland MC48 as new
Roland MOPS as new
Roland MC202 only

GUITAR SYNTHESIZER
E335 Roland GR700 programmable guitar synth

£32 Roland G707 guitar controller
£369 PIANOS
E775 Roland HP20
E945 Roland HP30
E199 Roland HP60

£3500 Roland HP70
E1795 Roland HP300

Roland HP400
Roland PR800
Roland P6300
AMPLIFIERS
Roland JC50
Roland JC77
Roland JC 120
Roland JC I 20H

£249 Roland Cube 20
E850 Roland Cube 40
£465 Roland Cube 60
£850 Roland Cube 608
E250 Roland Cube 40K
£175 Roland Cube 60K

SPECIALA DEMO A 0
DECEMBER10th at the Bed E

7.30pm to 10.30pm featuri C 5 F

QX1, TBPa. Adm ssion Iree r m

POA
POA

£245 L,1.1
£285
£485
£580
£875
E995
f395
£295

DRUM MACHINES Roland Cube 40CH
Roland MPC8 Midi percussion pads POA Roland Cube 60CH
Roland TR606 'Drurnatbe E230 Roland Spirit 10A
Roland TB303 'Baseline' E230 Roland PA150
Roland TR909 E699 Roland SDE 1000 delay
New Roland TR707 [499 Roland SDE 3000 delay

ALL BOSS IN STOCK AT THE RIGHT PRICE
PSA 220 Mains Adaptor to PSM5 or SH101 ... £POA PV -1 Rocker Volume
ACA -220 Mains Adaptor EPOA PSM5 Power Supply/Effects Loop Pedal ..
BF -2 Flanger £POA Inc. Including PSA 220
CE -2 Chorus £POA BCB6 Boss Effect Pedal Carry Case
CE -3 Chorus (with 2 stereo modes) £POA HA5 Play Bus Headphone Amp
DS -1 Distortion £POA RH11M Stereo Phones and Microphone
SD -1 Super Overdrive £POA DM3 Stereo Analogue Delay
GE -7 7 Band Graphic £POA BOSS TUNERS AND RHYTHMS
GE -1010 Band Graphic £POA TU-12 Chromatic Tuner £POA
NF -1 Noise Gate £POA TU-12H Chromatic Tuner £POA
PH1-R Phaser W. Resonance £POA DR -110 Dr. Rhythm £POA
1W-1 Touch Wah £POA BOSS MIXERS, AMPLIFIERS 8. SPEAKERS
DD -2 Digital Delay
0C2 Octaver
VB2 Vibrato
HM2 'Heavy Metal'
HC2 Hand Clapper
PC2 Percussion Synthesiser
RX-100 2 Chan. Reverb Box
DE -200 Digital Delay
FV-100 Guitar Mono Vol. Pedal
FV-200 Keyboard Stereo Vol. Pedal
PD -1 Rocker Distortion
PW-1 Rocker Wah

J-5 Junction Box

E295
PGA

E545
E320
E149
E195
E225
E250
E215
E275
£199
E245

E87
E695
E399
E795

£POA
£POA

£POA
£POA
£POA
£POA

£POA J-44 Junction Box Phono Mini - RCA
£POA BX-400 4 Channel Mixer
£POA BX-600 6 Channel Stereo Mixer
£POA BX 800 8 Channel Stereo Mixer
£POA KM -04 Compact 4-1 Mixer
£POA MA -15A Monitor Arno 15W
£POA MA -5 Monitor Amp 5w
£POA MS -100A Monitor Speaker 100w
£POA MSA-100 Microphone Stand Adpa
£POA for MS1OC
£POA (Add E1.50 car mge per item)

CP0A
EPOA
£POA
CP0A
CP0A
EPOA
CP0A
CP0A

111111111111111111111111111111/11111111111111111111
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tan, CRCUiEl 'Inc £895 Six tracs

£749

KORG
NEW

DIGITAL DRUM WO  
MACHINE
ONLY E220

KORG E X800
EXPANDER E399 991

- KORG RK100 MIDI
KEYBOARD (poser

machine!( E449

ADDLESTONE 11

CPOA

YAMAHA HI-TEC
NEW CX5 M COMPUTER ONLY £449

Choice of keyboards
YKO1 Mini keyboard £85
Y10 Keyboard £165
Yamaha RX15 Drum machine £499
Yamaha RX11 Drum machine E799
Yamaha 01500 Digital
delay &midi £659

Yamaha DX7 £1299

Yamaha DX9 £799
Yamaha PF10 £749

Yamaha PF15 £949

YAMAHA CSO1 SYNTH ONLY f 99
ItPfPlIPEN11.1411111.111114101111411 1111

Available Software
YRM102 FM Voicing ROM E36
YRM101 FM Composer ROM £36
YRM103 DX 7 Voicing ROM £36
YRM104 Music Macro ROM £36

UDC01 Data Cartridge £65
CA01 Single Cartridge £19

CALL IN
FOR IN-STORE
DEMONSTRATION

SPECIAL YAMAHA DEMO
ON MONDAY DEC 10

AT THE BEAR HOTEL, ESHER, SURREY
STARTS 7.30 TO 10.30

FEATURING: CX5, CX7, RX11, RX15, QX1
T8PR, TX1

New Casio Keyboards -
All Carriage Free
Amazing new models in stock
Casio MT46

NEW!
CASIO C.T. 6000 Touch
sensitive polyphonic synth
WITH MIDI ONLY

£645

Casio 10(101
Casio CT310S
Casio MT400
Casio CT410

£99 Casio MT800
Casio MT68 £129 Casio CT810

0295
£199
£199
£295
£249
£345

And the CASIO MT200, the first computer -compatible low priced stereo keyboard 0129
(all other Casio keyboards in stock).

MR111111111111111 11111111111118111111B11111111111111MR111111
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Now you can link your home computer to your Midi keyboard, a great
range of software is available with more on the way. CALL IN FOR A
DEMONSTRATION AND SEE HOW THE MIDI MICRO LINK OPENS UP A
WHOLE NEW DIMENSION IN MODERN MUSIC.

For Commodore 64
RMS 20L Multi Track Composer
RMS 21L Sound Editor for DX7
RMS 22L Sound Library for 007
RMS 23L Arpeggiator
FOR SPECTRUM
RMS 105 Live Recording
RMS 110 Arpeggiator
RMS 125 Multi Track Composer
HARDWARE
RMS 1M Midi Interlace for Commodore
RMS 2H Midi Interlace for Commodore/Spectrum
RMS 3H Double Footswitch
RMS 4H Syncro Lable
RMS 5H Syncro Lable (Commodore use port)
All Carriage Free

: I

' KINGSTON
.

' SLOUGH
lt

HIP N 4ADD H

ON
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A4 BATH ROAD

49.95
49.95
49.95
19.95

29.95
19.95
49.95

29.95
89.95
18.95
5.75

15.50

AMPS GUITARS
Carlsbro Yamaha
Carlsbro Martin P4150 £255 Yamaha SG 200 E185
Carlsbro P490 E181 Yamaha SG 300 E225
Carlsbro PA Speaker Cabs in Stock Yamaha SG 10004.... ..... E325 -'11.

Carlsbro Cobra 90K Combo E269 Yamaha SG 20001 E599 ........

Carlsbro Cobra 90B Combo .......... ...... £211 Yamaha SG 3000s E679 l.:
Carlsbro Cobra SOL Combo £211 Yamaha SG 2000s £479 -:.-1

Carlsbro Hornet 45K Combo E179 Yamaha BB 400 SF E225 1:,

Cartsboro Hornet 458 Combo E149
Carlsbro Cobra 150K Combo E251 Westone

..

Carlsbro Stringray Bass 150 Combo 0330 Westone Thunder 1._.E135 ..--1
Westone Thunder Jet E135 ......-

Session Westone Thunder 1A.. . £157
Sessonette SG75-112 Combo E249 Westone Spectrum 111 E189

.Sessionette SB100-112 Bass Combo 0275 Westone Thunder 1 Bass £145 1-

Westone Thunder 14 Bass E160
Peavey Westone Thunder Jet Bass E145

Peavey Studio Pro 40 E159
Peavey Bandit 65 £225 Aria
Peavey Special 130 £275 Aria SO 900 £499

.:.Peavey KB 100 E219 Ana CSB 380. E210 ..-

Pevey KB 300 E325 Ana SBR 150 E699 .-

Peavey Basic 40 £149 Aria SBR Elite II E450

Peavey TKO 65 f195 Aria TA 30. £195
Peavey TNT 130 E267 4:!
Peavey combo 300 . £399 We stock Fender-Squier-Tokai-Hondo -.1;

and Ibanez guitars plus loads of used
Send for free amp fact sheets, bargains -send 101 free guitar fact sheets
with all our prices with all our prices.

O 0

LO DO

ABCmusic
Where to find ABC MUSIC

56 Surbiton Rd. Kingston
ABC music Tel 01-546 9877

KEYBOARD REPAIR & SERVICE DEPT. NOW OPEN

ABC MUSIC ABC MUSIC
14-16 High St. Addlestone 324-326 Farnham Rd. Slough
Tel. Weybridge 40139/54877 Tel. Slough 822754

I I 4141:11141iffftlilliffil3ititila1:#1?tIlliii3414:1111414.:11:1:1:#1:11:N

:4....:04:1,11:Mi

 7 DAY MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE

 INSTANT CREDIT

Great guitar offers on Fender,
Yamaha, Ibanez, Aria, Westone,
Hondo, Tokai, plus many used
bargains at all our branches.
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/HARDWARE/
The new year should see the arrival of the

Casio CZ101, the first in a new range of Casio
keyboards aimed specifically at the pro synth
market. The CZ101 is an eight -note polyphonic
synth with a miniature keyboard (though a full-
sized model is in the pipeline), possessing 16
preset digital voices and a further 16 program-
mable voice memories, these being storable
on RAM cartridge. It boasts a selection of no
fewer than 33 waveforms which can be mixed

Casio CZ101.

together, plus three envelope generators, two
keyboard followers, and octave shift, pitch -
bend, programmable portamento, solo voice
mix and transpose functions. Fully equipped
with MIDI, the CZ101 can be strapped across
the shoulder for performers who want to pose,
and will retail at just £395 including VAT.

Casio have also launched a full-size keyboard
version of their breath -controllable MT400V
(labelled MT410V) whch will retail at £345.

Further information from Casio, Unit 6, 1000
North Circular Road, London NW2 7JD. Er 01-
450 9131.

First shown at this year's British Music Fair,
the Jen DT Piano 73 is a 73 -note touch -
responsive keyboard with built-in stereo
speakers. It has three (mixable) piano presets,
variable touch -sensitivity, a split -keyboard
facility, and an onboard phaser section with
adjustable speed and depth. It retails at £440
complete with sustain pedal, stand, cover and
music rest.

Contact British Music Strings, Bedwas
House Industrial Estate, Bedwas, Newport,
Gwent. 21" (0222) 883904.

Elka have made available a MIDI retrofit kit
for their professional polysynth, the Synthex,
while new Synthex models complete with MIDI
as standard can now be purchased at a
reduced price of £1199 (including VAT) from
Oxford Synth Consultants, 23 01-767 7052.

For those unfamiliar with the Synthex, it's a
five -octave, eight -voice split/layer synth with
an onboard four -track sequencer that can use
one or two MIDI channels. Unique features
include digital ring mod and provision for
cross -modulating the two oscillators. See full
review, E&MM December 82.

Further information from Elka-Orla (UK) Ltd,
3-5 Fourth Avenue, Bluebridge Industrial
Estate, Halstead, Essex C09 25Y. It (0787)
475325.
Linn Electronics have announced the release
of the Linn 9000, the first product to integrate a

MIDI -compatible keyboard recorder and digital
drum machine in one unit, with programming
operation identical for both. The 9000 keyboard
recorder (or sequencer) memorises every
aspect of performance - dynamics, pitch
bend, modulation and patch change - for up to
16 MIDI -equipped synthesisers, with a maxi-
mum of 32 tracks.

Linn claim that the 9000 digital drum machine
embodies all current technology for such
devices (including the LinnDrum), while intro-
ducing several unique features. These include:
1) front panel velocity -sensitive rubber pads
and/or rear panel electronic drum pad inputs
for spontaneous dynamic programming; 2) hi -
hat decay programming via manual control,
allowing simulation of a drummer's varying
foot pressure; 3) built-in mixer with separate
slider assigned to each drum for programming
of volume, panning and tuning; 4) 'Repeat'
function providing quick programming of rolls
and so on; 5) versatile tempo programming via
'tap' button or numeric entry (including tenths
of a beat); 6) 18 drum and percussion sounds.

Recording and editing functions have been
conceived to simulate the familiar operation of
a multitrack tape machine, with record, play,
fast forward, rewind and autolocate buttons
among many others provided for easy and
efficient operation.

Retrofittable options soon to become avail-
able will include: 1) a plug-in audio input circuit
board for sampling sounds; 2) a 3.5" disk drive
to augment the present cassette capability to
Linn 9000.

load and store drum and sequence programs,
as well as drum sound samples; 3) another
plug-in circuit board to implement SMPTE
interlocking.

For further information contact Syco, 20
Conduit Place, London W2. 23' 01-724 2451.

/ STOP PRESS /
One for the stocking . . . 'The Synthesiser

and Electronic Keyboard Handbook' is the
title of an impressive new publication from
one-time E&MM author David Crombie. Cover-
ing the history of keyboard playing, how to
choose electronic keyboards, playing tech-
niques, music theory, amplification and record-
ing, the new book is published by Dorling
Kindersley on November 15 and retails at

-
s /

 % 1;C:.

f .1
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£9.95, from all good bookshops.
A special Yamaha demonstration, held in

association with ABC Music, will take place
on Monday December 10, at the Bear Hotel,
Esher, Surrey between 7.30 pm. and 10.30
pm. The latest hi -tech equipment, including
the DX synths, CX5M computer, QX1, TX816
and KX1 will be put through its paces by
Yamaha's Ken Campbell and the ABC staff.
Admission is free but by ticket only from ABC
Music, 85 High Street, Esher, Surrey. 23'

(0372) 66195.
It's been a busy month for Turnkey. The

Turnkey Shop was officially opened by Jools
Holland recently. Solely dedicated to home
and studio recording equipment, the store -
which places the emphasis firmly on 'hands
on' demonstrations - is at 14 Percy Street,
London W1 (23 01-637 1701) . E&MM and
sister magazine Home Studio Recording were
present at the Hands On Show which, by all
accounts, was the best yet and confirmed its
position as the most important home record-
ing show in Britain . . And meanwhile, Fostex
importers Bandive Ltd and Atlantex Music
have announced a merger between the two
companies, resulting in probably the biggest
independently -owned music wholesaler/
distributor in the UK.

The DX Owners Club and Yamaha-Kemble
have announced the results of the recent DX
Voicing Competition, designed to find the
best new voices for the DX9. First prize of a
Yamaha MT44 multitracker and PB44 patchbay
went to John Pagan for his voice `J M Jarre',
and were presented to him by Martin Tennant
of Yamaha-Kemble and Tony Wride of the
Club.

A cassette containing the voice data for the
Top 20 voices will be available shortly (and free
of charge) from the DX Owners Club, PO Box
6, Ripon, N Yorks, HG4 20T. Inbidentally, the
Club is now also geared to cater for the CX5M
owners, and a cassette containing 48 new
voices for the music computer is available to
enrolling members.

If you're wondering what `J M Jarre' sounds
like - turn to this month's Patchwork!

Chase Bit One (E&MM November 84)
It was reported last month that the Bit One

could only receive MIDI data at present, but it's
been brought to our attention that the Bit One
will communicate MIDI information both ways
when used with a DX7 fitted with the latest
MIDI software .

Step -Time Sequencing (E&MM November
84)

The following table should have been inserted
before the fourth paragraph and allows the
wiring to be checked without the program:

"Now type into your- EaLk

PO K 56579,255 ( RE:TURN)
F' 0 K Li: 56577,32 ( R E: T UR ) "
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The London Rock Shops
Following the complete refurbishment of our London store we are delighted

to present this new three page listing of Hi -Tech musical equipment. Both our

London and Bristol stores carry the complete range of product thatyou see

advertised here (subject to availability). We pride ourselves in givingyou the

best choice in Hi -Tech that you will find anywhere in the U.K.

We hope that this listing will helpyou make your choice and thatyou visit our

London or Bristol stores for "Sound advice ands Better price".

LONDON ROCK SHOPS: 26 Chalk Farm Road London NW1 Tel. 01-267 7851/5381/1771
7 Union Street Bristol Avon Tel. 0272 276944

* Open 10.00 a.m. to 18.00 p.m. (Bristol 17.30 p.m.) Monday to Saturday

.11111111111ilr
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THE LONDON

"ROCK SHO\)1

*We accept Access and
Barclaycard and will be happy to

arrange purchases on extended
credit through HFC Trust or Instant

Credit through Club 24.

U11111-1 13

(formerly advertised as
Rocksoft)
The London Rock Shop has just released a
professional sequencer/composer package for
the BBC "B" computer and MIDI keyboards. Our
unique hardware/software combination
package is now called UMI-18 (Universal Midi
Interface no. 1 for the BBC "B" microcomputer)
and we are delighted to announce that UMI-18
is on display and available for sale exclusively in
our London and Bristol stores. The outline
specification of UMI-1B is now as follows:

Hardware MIDI interface unit:
Sync -to -tape In & Out
MIDI In (x1)& Out (x2)
Clock In & Out plus Start/Stop
Sync 24 (Roland) 5 -pin DIN
output

Metronome audio output
Expansion port
Tempo control knob
Start/Stop & Step controls
Internal/External Clock switch

THE LONDON

ROCK SHOP
26 CHALK FARM RD. LONDON NW1. CR011674381

Software on sideways ROM with Aries 20K
expansion board supplied:
Step -time sequencer with polyphonic, MIDI keyboard loading.
Real-time sequencer with quantizing and overdubbing.
Editing by note deletion from MIDI keyboard (real or step -time).
Step -time input allows varied velocity entries (DX -7).
16 channel full MIDI specification (no need for MIDI channel send

information on DX -7) with expansion port for future multi-ACIA
MIDI tasking.

Software control of External clock input speed (24, 48 or 96).
Pattern & Song display for Song creation with ± 8ve. transpose.
Pattern & Song dump to disk or cassette.
Yamaha DX -7 single voice patch dump to disk or cassette.
Song & DX -7 voice catalogue on one disk.
Built-in Sync -to -tape to use UMI-1B as master clock.
Digital tempo and memory used display.
Variables: count -in, metronome on/off, beats per pattern, beats per

bar, steps per beat, clock speed, quantizing.
"Pack" control for modulation and pitch -bending increases overall

memory facility for length of song.
Multi -screen colour display.

PRICE: £495.00 inc. vat. This includes the hardware interface
unit (complete with mains cable and plug), software on sideways
ROM, "Aries" B-20 20K RAM expansion board (from Cambridge
Computer Consultants Ltd. value £70) and plastic -bound users' guide.
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SPECIAL "GO FASTER" FOSTEX A-8
PACKAGE:
During December we are offering a ready -to -roll
eight track system at a very special price including
all the following items absolutely FREE:
8030A-8 full remote control £46
8050 drop -in footswitch E.9

ACCESSIT compressor .. £51
ACCESSIT power supply for

above E8

3 reels of AMPEX GM- 1800 7'

tape ' £24
plus all necessary cables. E27
Total FREE offer value E165
THIS SPECIAL OFFER MUST

END DECEMBER 31st.

TASCAM
TEAC Production Products

TASCAM: 38 8 track on 1/2" recorder
TASCAM: 34 4 track on 1/4" recorder
TASCAM: 32 2 track on 1/4" recorder
TASCAM: DX4D 4 channel dbx noise reduction
TASCAM: DX2D 2 channel dbx noise reduction
TASCAM: 244 Portastudio with dbx noise red.
TASCAM: Porta One mini portastudio -NEWI
TASCAM: 234 Syncassette rack -mounting unit
TASCAM: 133 3 channel AN cassette
TASCAM: 122 Professional rack cassette
TASCAM: 225 Sound -on -sound syncassette-NEWI
TASCAM: Meter Bridge MB -20 for M -2A
TASCAM: Mixer M -2A 6 into 4 desk
TASCAM: Mixer M-30 8 into 4 Pro desk
TASCAM: Ge-20 dual 10 -band graphic equaliser
TASCAM: M -1B 8/2 line mixer
TASCAM: MH4OB 4 way headphone amplifier
TASCAM: MX -80 rack -mounting mic/line mixer

TASCAM: PE -40 4ch. 4 -band parametric eq.
TASCAM: PB-32P 32 x jack patch bay
TASCAM: PB-32R 32 x phono patch bay
TASCAM: PB-32H jacks (front) phon (rear)
TASCAM: PB-32W mixed jacks & phonos
TASCAM: RC -30P punch -in switch
TASCAM: RC -71 remote control
TASCAM: Microphones and TEAC: accessories
*Special introductory prices on all TASCAM
recording equipment during our December
promotion: please call in person to our London
or Bristol stores for full details of our extra
special December deals! (must end Dec. 31st)
Instant Credit (Club 24) up to £1,000 on all
TASCAM recording gear for credit card holders
(subject to status). Please ring for further details

TASCAM
WRNISTUC,
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HOME RECORDING A

REVERB UNITS:
LEXICON: PCM-60 NEW digital reverb
YAMAHA: R-1000 digital 4 delay settings
FOSTEX: 3180 stereo spring with pre -delay
VESTA-FIRE: RV -1 mono in stereo out spring
GREAT BRITISH SPRING: updated black tube mode
CUTEC: AE -400 spring with analog pre -delay
ACCESSIT: mono in stereo out spring inc. psu
BOSS: RX-100 mono/stereo in/out spring

DIGITAL DELAYS:
YAMAHA: D-1500 MIDI 1023ms. 16 memories
DELTA LAB: Effectron 3 1024ms. 4 memories
ROLAND: SDE-3000 8 full memories digital readou
KORG: SDD-3000 8 memories with excellent mod.
ROLAND: SDE-1000 4 memories long delay
DELTA LAB: Effectron 2 1024ms 17khz
KORG: SDD-1000 NEW with ext. trigger
IBANEZ: DM -1100 long delay suitable for guitar
IBANEZ: DM -2000 digital read-out of echo time
BOSS: DE -200 with external trigger input
VESTA FIRE: Dig 410 excellent all-round DDL
DELTA LAB: Effectron 1 1056ms. 12khz
FOSTEX: 3050 Short delay ADT/chorus/flanger
*Please call for further technical details*

COMPRESSORS/LIMITERS etc.
DRAWMER: DS -201 Dual noise gates
DRAWMER: DL -221 Dual limiter/compressor
DRAWMER: DL -231 Limiter/compressor/expander
FOSTEX: 3070 Gated compressor/limiter
VESTA FIRE: SL -020 Dual compressor/limiter
IBANEZ: HD -1000 Pitch shifter + digital delay
ASHLEY: SC -33 Stereo noise gates
APHEX: Model "B" aural exciter
ROLAND: Dimensions "D" few only left
VESTA FIRE: TC-810 2 channel driving exciter
VESTA FIRE: SF -010 Dual Hanger/chorus
IBANEZ: UE-400 Multi -effect pedal rack unit
ACCESSIT: Compressor
ACCESSIT: Parametric equaliser 2 way
ACCESSIT: Noise gate
ACCESSIT: 4 -way power supply
ACCESSIT: Headphone splitter box
ACCESSIT: Stereo 15w power amp for above
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ND: MKB-300 NEW 76 note Mother keyboard
ND: MKS -80 NEW Super Jupiter rack polysynth
ND: MPG -80 Programmer module for MKS -80
ND: MKS -30 NEW Planet "S" polysynth module
ND: MKS -10 NEW Planet "P" piano module
ND: AXIS 1 Remote MIDI keyboard controller
ND: Jupiter 8A DCB/MIDI compatible polysynth
ND: Juno 106 polysynth 120 memories

LAND: JX-3P programmable/preset/poly synth
LAND: PG -200 add-on programmer for JX-3P
LAND: MD -8 Midi-DCB interface unit (Juno 60)
LAND: MC -4B Microcomposer & OP -8 interface
LAND: OP -8M CV/Gate to MIDI or DCB
I -ATOM: CV/Gate to MIDI Rack -mounting unit
LAND: MC -202 Microcomposer with sync -to -tape
LAND: SBX-80 Sync Box SMPTE to MIDI
LAND: MSO-700 Multitrack MIDI sequencer
LAND: MS0-100 Midi sequencer

ND: JSO-60 JP -8A & Juno 60 dig. sequencer
ND: SH-101 Monophonic synth with built-in

step sequencer and arpeggiator
ND: MGS-1 hand grip and mod. control for SH-101

G: Poly 800 Midi polyphonic synth w/sequencer
G: Poly 61M now with MIDI & 64 memories
G: EX -800 Expander polysynth (no keyboard)
RHEIM OB-8 Midi polyphonic synth
RHEIM XPANDER amazing analog/digital hybrid
RHEIM DSX multi voice polyphonic sequencer

I: Midi multi -track sequencer for BBC "8"
UENTIAL CIRCUITS: Prophet 600 w/sequencer
UENTIAL CIRCUITS: Prophet 5 no with MIDI
UENTIAL CIRCUITS: Prophet T-8 Wooden keyboard
UENTIAL CIRCUITS: Six Traks Midi polysynth
OG: Source new model with clock in, sync in
AHA: DX -7 Midi 32 memories + RAM storage
AHA: DX -9 Midi 20 memories FM sounds
AHA: CX-5ME MSX computer with full-size

oard
AHA: CX-5101E MSX computer with mini keyboard
AHA: CS -01 incredibly versatile mini synth
AHA: Breath controller for CS -01 and DX -7
10: CT -6000 New touch -sensitive keyboard

ELECTRIC PIANOS
ices listed are RRP only. Please call in person to
er store for our competitive prices.
AHA: PF-15 FM 88 -note weighted keys.... £1049
AHA: PF-10 FM 76 -note touch sensitive £849
AHA: CP-7 5 octave stereo chorus £399
: Piano PX 10 voices (Bristol only) £635
: Piano QUATTRO (Bristol only) £985
: Piano PX JR (Bristol only) £399

LAND: NEW HP -20 5 octave wood or silver £275
ND: HP -400 & HP -300 Home pianos (Bristol)
ND: HP -70, HP -60 & HP -30 Piano Plus (Bristol)
ND: EP -11 Piano w/rhythms/auto acc. (Bristol)

DRUM MACHINES
RHEIM: DMX extra memory & s'ware updates
RHEIM: DMXe Main frame choose your own cards
RHEIM: Replacement cards for DMX from stock
RHEIM: DX now with sync -to -tape
UENTIAL CIRCUITS: DrumTraks tuneable
MULATOR: New 64 song model crash or ride

ND: MPC-8 MIDI Pad Controller NEW!
ND: TR-909 digital/analog hybrid RAM pack
ND: TR-707 NEW Digital drum unit
ND: TR-606 "Drumatix"

AHA: RX-11 digital 16 voice & RAM pack
AHA: RX-15 digital 12 voice tape drum
G: DDM-110 Digital drum unit-NEW!
G: DDM-220 Digital percussion unit-NEW!
: Sync Track sync -to -tape for TR-606/808
S: DR -110 New Dr. Rhythm best value budget unit
AHA: MR -10 presets with playing pads

NDON  BRISTOL  LONDON  BRISTOL 

hyoure i*ggering
value for money! YAMAHA: CX-5ME Music Computer £ 444a

YK-01: 40!Myboard £85 YK-10: Full-size keyboard E 1 65)iii:

YRM-#OiEN Voicing ROM for internal voices

YRIVI-101: FM Music composer ROM. 8 part. 8 different
FM Voices for song composition £3G

YRM-103: DX -7 voicing ROM create and edit DX -7
voices via MIDI £

YRM-104: Music Macro ROM add sounds to your
programmes via MSX Basic language £ 36O

' UDC -01: Data cartridge £65
CA -01: Single cartridge adapter £ 19j

is

... and donforget that other MSX standard programmes will run on the CX-51111E.Sotittle
All models are available at our Bristol store OUR
but only selected models in London. RRP: PRICE:
CASIO: CT -7000 digital multitracking £525 £475
CASIO: CT -6000 NEW touch sensitive MIDI £695 £645
CASIO: CT -810 Full size MT -800 stereo £395 £345
CASIO: CT -610 5 octave stereo full size £395 £345
CASIO: CT -410V full size MT -400V £345 £295
CASIO: CT -310s portable but full size £255 £199
CASIO: MT -800 stereo with ROM pack £295 £249
CASIO: MT -400V stereo with ADSR filter £255 E199
CASIO: MT -200 mini with computer i'face £155 £129
CASIO: MT -68 best value portable grey f.155 £129
CASIO: M-46 same as MT -45 but cheaper £125 £99
CASIO: MT -35 small portable keyboard £95 £79
CASIO: PT -80 ROM pack reader £79 £69
CASIO: PT -20 mini, programmable £59 £49
CASIO: PT -1 updated VL-tone £44.95 £39
CASIO: KX-101 Portable Hi-Fi & keyboard £255 £199

Please note: Prices listed are RRP for your reference only. Please
call in person to either store for our 'Better Prices"!
BCB-6 Effects pedal carrying case
BF -2 Flanger pedal
CE -2 Original mono chorus pedal pale blue
CE -3 Stereo chorus pedal metallic blue
CS -2 Compressor/sustainer for guitars
DD -2 Digital delay pedal
DE -200 Rack -mounting digital delay w/trigger
DF-2 NEW Distortion and feedbacker pedal
DM -3 NEW Stereo analogue delay pedal
DR -100 Doctor Rhythm drum unit
DS -1 Distortion pedal fuzz box type
FV-100 Volume pedal with minimum volume
FV 200 Stereo volume and/or filter pedal
GE -7 7 -band graphic equaliser with boost
GE -10 10 -band graphic equaliser (mains)
HA -5 Play Bus "Rothman" type unit
HC -2 Hand clap unit with ext. trigger or pad
HM -2 Heavy metal overdrive pedal
NF -1 Noise gate pedal
OC-2 Octaver pedal with I & 2 octaves down
PC -2 Percussion synth syndrum type w/ext. trigger
PD -1 Rocker distortion foot controllable
PW-1 Rocker wah-wah pedal variable depth
PV -1 Rocker active boost volume pedal + 20db
PH -1 R Phaser pedal with added resonance
PH -2 NEW Super Chaser
RH-11 M Stereo mini h'phones & mic for HA -5
RH-10 Lightweight stereo headphones
RX-100 Mono or stereo add-on spring reverb
SD -1 Super overdrive pedal
TW-1 Touch Wah auto triggered wah-wah pedal
VB-2 Vibrato pedal excellent for bass h"monics
PSM-5 Power supply/effects for up to 8 pedals
PSA-220 Mains adapter for SH-I01 synth
ACA -220 Individual pedal battery eliminator
MA -5 Min 5 watt mains practice combo 2 inputs
MA -15 Ace 15 watt keyboard/practice combo
MS -100 100 watt 2x4" mini mic stand monitor
MS -100A Microphone stand adapter for MS -100
J-44 Junction box phono-mini jack jack
J-5 5 -way interconnected jack socket splitter
KM -04 4 into I battery powered compact mixer
BX-400 4 into 1 mixer
BX-600 6 into 2 stereo mixer lightweight
BX-800 8 into 2 compact mixer
TU-12 Chromatic auto guitar/bass tuner CI -B5
TU-12H NEW extended range auto tuner C2 -B6
Mail Order: just ring Bristol store with your credit card number and
we will despatch within 24 hours (subject to stock availability).
Personal cheques take some time to clear.

£75
105
£99

99
£82

£195
£350

£75
£125
£150
£69
£71
£82
£99

£135
£125
£75
£60
£57
£71
£71
£99

£109
£105

£99
£105

£75
£27

£181
£69
£81
£87
£82
£18
£18

- £83
£143
f.109
£27

 C.23
£24
£59

£109
£165
£300

£57
£60

In our computer music showroom we have a good
selection of MIDI software for a wide range of home
computers. The BBC B, Commodore 64, Spectrum,
Apple II/Ile and IBM PC are all covered but the quality
of sequencing programmes varies greatly.
At the moment we have MIDI interfaces from
JELLNGHAUS, SIEL, EMR, ROLAND DG,
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS and UMI-1B but software is
not interchangeable between the various interfaces,
so beware' Prices start from
£99.95 complete.
Rather than just produce a list MIDI
of all software available we
would rather talk to you about
your own requirements-so
why not give us a call? Try
London on 01-2677851,
5381, or 1771 and Bristol on
0272 276944.

The London Rock Shop is the main London outlet for the
superb TRACE ELLIOT bass equipment.
TRACE ELLIOT: GP -11 Rack -mounting bass preamp
TRACE ELLIOT: AH-150 150w bass head 7 band eq.
TRACE ELLIOT: AH-250 250w bass head 11 band eq.
TRACE ELLIOT: 4x10" and lx15" cabs
TRACE ELLIOT: 4x10" 150w combos 7 or 11 band
TRACE ELLIOT: lx15" 150w combos 7 or 11 band
ROLAND: Cube 60 Keyboard (silver) 2 inputs
ROLAND: Cube 40 Keyboard (silver)
ROLAND: Cube 60 Chorus (grey) stereo chorus
ROLAND: Cube 40 Chorus (grey) stereo chorus
ROLAND: Cube 60 footswitch overdrive (orange)
ROLAND: Cube 40 I x10" w/master volume (orange)
ROLAND: Cube 20 w/master vol. and reverb
ROLAND: Cube 60 Bass portable small combo
ROLAND: Spirit 10 w/master volume budget amp
ROLAND: Jazz Chorus JC-50 1x12"
ROLAND: Jazz Chorus JC-120 2x12" "a classic"
CARLSBRO NEW Keyboard 150 combo 9 inputs
CARLSBORO Cobra 90 bass combo 1 x15"
CARLSBORO Cobra 90 keyboard combo and head
CARLSBORO Hornet 45 keyboard combo 2 ch. Mrev
CARLSBORO Hornet 45 bass combo I x 12"
SESSIONETTE Mk. 2 SG: 75 1 x 12" Mos/Fet
SESSIONETTE Mk. 2 SG: 75 2x 10"Mos/Fet

GUITARSWe now stock only a few, very tasty
models. At the moment these range from the best value
budget basses by WESTONE right up to STATUS,
STEINBERGER and the ROLAND GR-700 guitar synth.

THE LONDON ROCK SHOPS H=*<
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and quote your "Better Price.
I enclose 34p in stamps to cover postage and catalogues.



Kurzweil 250
Digital Keyboard

Its manufacturers claim the use of Artificial Intelligence enables the
Kurzweil to sound better than any other sampled -sound instrument, but
can it really replicate all the timbral characteristics of a concert grand

piano? David Ellis

When the Kurzweil 250 made its first
public appearance at the June 83
NAMM show in Chicago, it set a lot

of tongues waggling and a lot of mouths
salivating. A digital keyboard with high -quality
sampled sounds that captured the dynamic
timbral changes of a concert grand for under
$10,000? Well, it couldn't be done. Could
it . ..?

In fact Kurzweil have succeeded magnifi-
cently in casting aside all the carps of doubting
Thomases, because what they've done works
superbly well. But the 250 hasn't arrived
without incurring a few penalty points along
the way. For starters, when the 'under $10,000
price tag was first quoted, the pound was
rather nearer the two -dollar mark than it is
now, which means that a middling indentation
into musicians' pockets has turned into an
RRP further into the big league of computer
music systems. As of October 22, both the

Kurzweil's UK importers - Scenic Sounds and
Syco - have agreed on an RRP of £10,995,
and that's without VAT.

But let's look on the bright side first. Where
the 250 really scores over its more expensive
and world -wise competitors is in the way it
approaches the technique of sound sampling.
As I've said before, it's just about the easiest
thing in the world to digitise sound into
memory and then chuck it out again as a more
or less pale imitation of the original. The only
problem is that you rapidly find yourself on the
receiving end of a reality that's doing its
darndest to make life difficult, and which goes
something like as follows:
1 High bandwidth sampling requires very fast
sampling.
2 Very fast sampling chews up memory like
there's no tomorrow.
3 Memory (ROM especially) is both expensive
and power greedy.

4 The finished product ends up being costly,
heavy, and hot.

Taking the 360 Systems keyboard as a
commercial example of this flow of sampling
logic, we find 352K of eight -bit storage space
(48 x 2764 ROMs) being used for just a single
sound - the bowed violin. And even though
this is a realistic bowed violin that decays quite
naturally without using looping to prolong the
sound artificially, it's still only a collection of
four string samples taken at various intervals,
and more to the point, only at a single dynamic
level. If you're happy to pay £700 for a high -
quality string orchestra that's stuck in a single
dynamic groove, look no further.

Background
However, Ray Kurzweil, principal designer

behind the 250, had other plans in mind for his
keyboard. His aim was to create a system that
allowed sounds to be digitised, analysed,
coded, modified, and played, taking into ac-
count timbre changes that are both pitch- and
amplitude -dependent. His starting point was
the piano. It's the instrument that just about
every manufacturer has sought to emulate, but
few have come within spitting distance of
reproducing its vast range of colours. Kurzweil
puts the pianistic sampling situation like this:

. each of the piano's 88 keys can create
about 250 distinct timbres. Each of these
22,000 sounds lasts about 25 seconds for a
total of about half -a -million seconds. If these
were recorded using standard digital audio
disk techniques (44,000 16 -bit samples), it
would require about 350 billion bits. With
256Kbit memory chips, that would require
over a million memory chips for the piano
alone!

Faced with all this mind -boggling mathema-
tics, a lesser man would have given up and
joined the West Coast lemmings for a life of
sun, sea, and silicon dreams. Not so Ray
Kurzweil. Fact was, he had another string to
his bow in the form of the work his other
company, Kurzweil Computer Products, had
put into a machine called the Kurzweil Reading
Machine. This is, basically, a $30,000 box of
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/HARDWARE/
tricks that translates printed text into phonetic
speech (Stevie Wonder has one of these as
well as his 250 Keyboard). What's important
about the Reading Machine is that it uses the
principle of Artificial Intelligence to learn as it
goes, rather than just diving into the deep end
every time a particular character is encountered.
Kurzweil realised that a similar technique
could be applied to sound, so that if a sound
changes its timbre as it's played louder or
softer, a computer can be used to analyse
these changes and work out the rhyme and
reason - the timbral algorithm, if you like (or
what Kurzweil themselves call the 'Contoured
Sound Modelling') - needed to recreate a
particular sound at a given pitch and dynamic
level.

The way this 'Contoured Sound Modelling'
works goes something as follows.

Let's suppose you've got a friendly grand
piano to hand that doesn't mind sharing its

What goes in must come out ... the Kurzweil's
timbral information provided you promise to
polish it next week. If you play a note as loud as
the piano is capable of, and sample it for as
long as it takes to decay, you'll have gained a
single timbral point from the 250 sounds that
Kurzweil claims for each key. At this stage, if a
computer was asked to analyse the sound and
suggest how it would differ if played at half the
intensity, its only clue would be the height of
the constituent harmonics, so a key played
with half the intensity would imply half the
levels of all the harmonics over the entire
course of the note.

To help the computer guess more accurately
the next stage is actually to sample the note
played at half intensity. This gives the computer
a better representation of how the constituent
harmonics change with intensity, so that if you
then play a key at somewhere in between
these two sampled intensities, the computer
can interpolate between the two lots of sample
information and come up with an educated
guess. And, of course, it doesn't take a vast
leap of the imagination to see that the more
samples you take per note for different intensi-
ties of playing, the better the computer will be
at filling in the gaps.

So what's being created is a system that
improves its performance each time you give it
more information. That, in a nutshell, is what
Artificial Intelligence is all about, and what
makes the 250's sounds tick. And according
to Kurzweil's publicity info, the sound complex-
ity captured by the 250 is 'at least 200 times
greater than that of most other digital keyboard
instruments'. Not 125,000 exactly, but still a lot
closer to home.

Close Up
Make no mistake, the Kurzweil 250 is big.

Big, black, and beautiful. Well, the last-
mentioned lies in the eyes of the beholder, but
remember that this near-as-dammit hundred-
weight of solidly constructed bulk won't spare
those hernial orifices if it's manhandled solo. A
bit like taking on Grace Jones without the
assistance of Arnold Schwarzenegger . But

there's more to come - the 221b 'power pod'
that doubles as power supply and foot pedal
unit, to be exact. Clever idea, that - massive
transformers are probably about as good as
anything for preventing footpedal boxes from
skating about on a polished floor. Also, putting
the power supply on the floor gets around hum
and heat problems.

The keyboard itself is an honest -to -goodness
Pratt & Reed type covering an 88 -note range.
The keys are somewhat lighter in feel than the
average concert grand, and they're also the
standard synth length of 5.5 inches from back
to front, but the keyboard plays like a very
responsive grand, not a synth.

Central position of the control panel is
occupied by a back -lit LCD. Underneath it,
there's a trio of momentary contact switches
(Yes, No, and Select) and a keypad with a
cursor cluster to the right. Arranged around
this focal centre are the Effect, Assignment,

internal circuitry revealed.
Program and Media control sections. To the
keypad's immediate left lie buttons for Chorus,
Split Keyboard, and Transpose, and next
come switches and sliders for detuning and
assigning functions to the two performance
wheels. Finally, at the far left, we find the
master tuning and balance/output level con-
trols. On the keypad's right, you've got the
section for program control - the means of
setting up keyboards, instruments, and se-
quences - and at the far right, the media
section for organising the 250's intercourse(!)
with MIDI keyboards, sync receivers and
senders, and computers. Oh, and before I

forget, there's also a socket underneath the
front of the keyboard ready to receive plug-in
ROM sound cartridges (at £600 each), though
there are conflicting reports as to if and when
these will actually appear.

Unlike similar instruments that oblige you to
wrestle with umpteen screws and hinged
keyboards before you can find out what's
where inside the box, the 250 adopts the
blindingly sensible approach of putting all the
circuitry on a sliding plate that can be pulled
out from the back of the keyboard by merely
undoing a trio of screws. Superb for servicing
or replacing ROM boards. This manoeuvre
reveals three large PCBs that normally stretch
their way underneath the keyboard. The first of
these gives pride of place to a 68000 processor
plus all its attendant circuitry, together with
108K of battery backed -up CMOS RAM (16 x
6264s -a cool £500 -worth on the UK market!).
Next, the middle board, which houses the
massive amount of memory embodied in 60 x
23256 ROMs -a total of 2Mbyte. Now, it's only
recently that these 256K ROMs (32K x eight -
bit) have appeared on the market, which is
probably one of the reasons for the delay in the
250 coming off the production line. And at a
one-off price of $25 for a 23256 ROM, it's not
hard to see where a healthy slice of that
£11,000 is going. However, unlike the average
drum machine ROM, where the data in the
chips is essentially a brute -force digital record-
ing of the original, what's ensconced in the

250's ROMs is a load of tables that represent
Kurzweil's Al-derived model of the sound. So,
if a note's played on the keyboard, the 68000
trots off to the ROMs to yank out the necessary
information on that sound played at that pitch
and velocity, performs some impressive num-
ber crunching to reconstitute all the necessary
sound data, and then sends it off to the third
board to 12 AD7545 12 -bit DACs, attendant
sample & holds, and some well -shielded
switched -capacitor type low-pass filters to
create the instrument's 12 output channels.

Finally a derriere, there's a host of inputs and
outputs to cover most contingencies. Specifi-
cally, and from right to left, the 250 provides
Line In, Mic In, a couple of jacks for footpedals,
headphones, balanced left and right outputs,
low and high outputs, the main multicore
power/footpedal socket, MIDI Out, Thru and
In, Sync Out and In, Click Out, Trigger In, and
last but far from least, a 37 -way D -connector
marked 'computer', more of which anon.

Even given this generous list of ins and outs,
what stands out as a curious omission is
separate outputs for each of the 12 channels.
No doubt Kurzweil will argue that separate
outputs are irrelevant on a performance key-
board like the 250, but given that it's possible
to set up 13 different drum sounds on the
keyboard (as Kurzweil have done themselves
- not once, but four times - in the factory
keyboard setups) and record each one separ-
ately into the multitrack sequencer, it seems
strange not to put the final layer of icing on the
cake and provide individual outs for the per-
formance and (especially) recording situations
that demand them. Apparently though, Kurz-
weil are giving this one some careful thought . .

Sound Comparisons
Kurzweil have made a great deal of advertis-

ing mileage out of their claim that the 250
'perfectly recreates the sound quality, as well
as the dynamic range, of any acoustic instru-
ment - even a concert grand'. At this year's
NAMM show, an A-B comparison was staged
between a 'top -of -the -line' 9ft concert grand
and the 250, both played through a $40,000
sound system. According to Kurzweil, the
general consensus was that it was impossible
to distinguish any difference between the two.
Hence the motto adopted by the company:
'you can't tell the difference'. Well, ever eager
to take up the gauntlet, I dug out my dusty
volumes of Rachmaninoff and Debussy, rang
up a friend with a 9ft Bosendorfer concert
grand, and arranged to drop round with the
250. Much back -straining and estate car groan-
ing later (the things I do for E&MM!), I put the
comparison to the test, as well as going
through the other factory sounds in the 250's
ROM catalogue.

As far as the bass end of the piano was
concerned, the poor old Bosendorfer hardly
got a look in - even with its extra notes flap
lifted. And yes, as some other reviewers have
commented, the Kurzweil's piano does sound
as if it's being piped in from a studio - albeit via
some expensive monitors - rather than being
actually there in front of you. In fact, it was a
rather curious feeling -a sort of 'Out of Body'
pianistic experience. But hang about, didn't I
hear a difference in tone going from this note to
that even though I was using the same touch?
And what about that group of notes further up
- isn't the hammer sound a little too strong for
comfort? To be precise, what actually trans-
pired from this critical going-over is that the
250's 88 notes split into about 16 clearly
definable sampling regions, where both the
notes below and notes above are timbrally
different to their neighbours. The following
notes illustrate what I noticed going up the
grand piano keyboard from middle C:
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C-E: bright sound, velocity leads
to brighter tone
F-C: darker tone, velocity leads to
more hammer sound; pitch of
hammer increases going up the
group
C-F: thinner, noticeable delay
glitch with pitch wobble over entire
group
G-F: close-miked sound, very pro-
minent hammer tone
F-D: wooden, very pronounced
hammer strike which changes pitch
with the note
E-F: brighter and louder, less ham-
mer
G-C: same brightness, hammer
rises in pitch

If there was a general impression to be
gained from this devious detective work, it was
that the bottom note of each group was darker
and had a lower -pitched hammer tone than
the top. Superficially, this sounds pretty much
like what we've come to expect from the multi-
sampling technique - not enough samples to
cope with going smoothly from one section of
the keyboard to another. But that's only one
side of the story. What about the effect of
velocity on the timbre? Well, it's here that the
250 really shines: the way the tone darkens
and lightens with dynamics is nothing short of
stunning. During the comparisons, this promp-
ted me to start burying myself in sheet music to
see how the 250 could cope with the tonal ebb
and flow of Rachmaninoff and the atmospheric
haze of Debussy. Perhaps not surprisingly, the
Bosendorfer won on both counts, but isn't that
what you'd expect from a £25,000 concert
grand? was a darn
good loser in this (extremely unfair) competition
only goes to show that its designers have got a
lot right. And when you remember that this
particular 88-note piano has been squashed
into just 512K of ROM with an utterly natural
dynamic performance complete with the requi-
site timbral changes, a smooth glitch -free
decay that stretches off into the distance for
tens of seconds, and a 50kHz sampling rate to
boot, it's difficult not to be a little awestruck by
what Kurzweil have achieved.

The rest of the stock factory sounds are
roughly what you'd expect from a sampling
system that's aiming to prove its point to as
wide a range of musicians as possible. Namely,
a mixture of organs of all shapes and sizes with
key clicks that turn into noise chiffs down at
the bottom end, various string sections seem-
ingly caught in a time -warp, sundry brass
instruments of which only the baritone horn
really stands out as being exceptional, the very
quirky 'endless glissando', which'd put even a
barber's pole in a twist, a superb acoustic bass
(similar to the DX7's, but without the gut -
wrenching strain that comes from digging into
the keys), an acoustic guitar that isn't quite
there and shows an alarming inconsistency of
tone below middle C, and about 13 different
drum sounds arranged in a variety of somewhat
bizarre drum kits.

As in the case of the grand piano, all these
instruments (with the exception of the velocity -
less electric organs), prove the usefulness of
Contoured Sound Modelling. Strings bite more
deeply, horns get brighter, kick drums get
thuddier. In short, the technique works trium-
phantly.

But at the same time, the problems that
cropped up with the grand piano appear just
as significantly on these sounds. Taking the
fast -attack strings as an example, we find a
rich 'cello at the bottom - real C -string stuff,
this - that wends its way up the keyboard
changing quality here and there. Perhaps

that's to be expected when you've a 'cello
turning into a viola into a violin, but that doesn't
explain why a sustained note should give a
very good impression of glitched looping. This
was especially bad above the C above middle
C, where the cycling background noise (the
bow sound?) plus an all too obvious loop point
give a good impression of an altogether too
groovy string section. Going up, the D two
octaves above middle C has an annoying chirp
at the start of it, and then in the top fifth of the
keyboard, all the notes have a twenties -like
portamento at the start of them, effectively

Yet another case of 'too many chips'?
transforming what should be sweet-sounding
fiddle lines into something reminiscent of the
shower scene from Psycho . . .

The lack of quality control between the
different factory sounds was something that
struck me repeatedly during the time I had with
the 250. Take the baritone horn, for instance -
a rich, silky sound of character and quality, and
an asset to any musician. Next to that in the
brass line-up, we find a rather weak trumpet,
whose over -emphasised 'wah' results in a
sound that's more reminiscent of a harmonium
than any member of the brass family, and the
distinctly flabby trombone, with a pitch wobble
that can only be described as flatulent. Move
to the percussion and you'll find a host of
powerful timps, toms, and kicks, snappy snares,
and crashing cymbals (with a decent if not
generous decay time of 2 seconds). In short,
excellent percussion that responds as dyna-
mically as all the other 250 sounds. But
doesn't it seem a bit bizarre putting drum kit
percussion on a performance keyboard? Sure,
it's a good way of extending the number of

`Ever eager to take up
the gauntlet, I dug out
my dusty volumes of

Rachmaninoff and
Debussy, rang up a

friend with a 9ft
Bosendorfer concert
grand, and arranged
to drop by with the

250:

sounds on the ROM board up to the quoted
30, but shouldn't the remaining ten keyboard -
orientated sounds be uniformly better than
they are in reality?

Modifications
Kurzweil's original promotional material made

great play of the modifications that can be
applied to sounds, both sampled and preset.
The original intention of offering program-
mable VCFs seems to have been ditched in the
production version, but what is now offered -
20 different functions for echo/chorusing,
vibrato, tremolo, pitch bend, and envelope

control - should be enough for most aspiring
Kurzweilers.

And if it isn't, there's always the Sound
Laboratory software to come, which should
allow you and an Apple Macintosh computer
to indulge in the analysis of sounds, simulation
of fitter sweeps, mergings, cross -fades, or
whatever. In short, whatever your favourite
form of sound manipulation may be, the Sound
Laboratory should provide the means for its
realisation.

Of the currently available options, perhaps
the most interesting is to customise a particular
instrument with its own ambient surroundings
courtesy of the Kurzweil's chorus system. The
main problem with this is that all the delay line
effects consume extra channels, and the
reason for this is that the effects are achieved
by subtly -applied pitch offsets and staggered
envelopes rather than a true recycling of a
sound through RAM. Again, that's one of the
limitations imposed on the 250 by ROM -based
sound storage.

There are four types of effect available:
doubling, full chorus, flanging, and echo. Full
chorus is the greediest of the four in that it
spawns chorused voices on either side of the
root voice, thereby reducing the keyboard's
12 -note polyphony to just four -note. In practice,
it's `not that bad because of the dynamic
channel assignment, but you've still got to
watch your Ps and Qs pretty closely. Person-
ally, I'd be more inclined to add on a MIDI -
controllable DDL (like the Yamaha D1500 or
Powertran MCS1) than mess around with pre-
defining delay line effects.

A further modification (of a sort) is the facility
to combine different sounds across the key-
board, both as conventional splits and specially
layered set-ups. Indeed, of the 40 keyboard
set-ups preset in the 250, only 13 are of single
instruments, the remainder including a wide
variety of split arrangements (ranging from an
acoustic bass/piano combination, with a single
split at B2, to multiple -split drum kits) and
more or less complex layerings (the slow
strings and guitar or octave-detuned layered
guitars, for instance). In fact, each keyboard
set-up can have as many as six layers. Within
each single instrument layer, the sound can be
transposed, pitch -shifted, timbre -shifted (within
the limits of LFO modulation and delay line
tactics), or velocity -adjusted (less or more
sensitive, or even anti -velocity sensing), and
up to 50 of these user -defined set-ups can
then be saved in the backed -up RAM. The
advantage of all this is that particular keyboard
set-ups will then function as automatic arrang-
ing tools, playing several instruments from a
single key - if that's what turns you on. The
disadvantage is that, like the 250's chorus
system, layering uses up yet more channels.

Sequencing
Again, the sequencer looks wonderful on

paper.
It would take a pedant and a half to complain

about specs that run to 12 independent real-
time polyphonic tracks, 8500 -note battery -
backed RAM (with the expansion RAM in
place, which, depending on whom you ask or
wave a bunch of green ones at, may or may not
be fitted as standard), all manner of sequence
and track editing, playback quantisation, multi -
input tempo control (whatever that may be),
and variable -rate external sync. However, the
majority of these functions were missing from
the software in the 250 I was using. Indeed, as
you read through the sequencer section in the
beautifully-Macintoshed manual, you come
across comments such as 'you cannot currently
edit sequences', 'none of the special effects
(including sustain) are recorded in the sequence
track (this will be remedied in future releases)',
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Digital mixing consoles
for those people who
really are creative and
expert in their use of

sound
It's true. Neve mixing consoles - whether analogue or digital - are of such
a high standard and quality that it is only the people who use them that limit

their capability and sound quality.

When you specify or use Neve products, you have the backing of the world's
most creative manufacturers of mixing consoles; you have the backing of
some of the best production experts in the world; and you have the backing

of the international resources of Neve.

The end result is the sound quality you want.

Ai Neve
Sound mixing consoles and systems

Digital and Analogue mixing consoles for recording studios, television and radio broadcasting and the film industry.

For full details of sound mixing consoles and systems phone the Neve technical information service on Royston (0763) 60776.

Neve Electronics International Ltd, Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AU
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'as yet quantization is not available', 'tempo
tap is not yet implemented', and 'this version
of the sequencer is not doing append correctly'.
Nuff said.

Don't get me wrong. The 250's sequencer
isn't a bad sequencer, it's just an unfinished
one. Which raises the question as to whether
the release of this version was perhaps just a
little too premature for Kurzweil's own good,
bearing in mind how difficult it is to review
features that are outside current reality. Another
problem is that as the 250 stands, there's no
way in which either instrument parameters,
keyboard set-ups or sequences can actually
be saved external to the battery backed -up
RAM, aside from putting a £2000 Macintosh
on-line to the 250. Again, this reflects an
about-turn from Kurzweil's original promo
material, in which an artist's impression of the
control panel showed cassette controls and
the specs list included 'off-line digital cassette
storage'.

What I can say is that the sequencer works
very well as far as it goes. But you can
understand the frustration I felt when, having
played in a track using the grand piano
keyboard set-up, I discovered that the sequen-
cer had omitted to lodge the function of the
sustain pedal in its frame of consciousness.
True, the manual informs you as such, but that
doesn't stop it being a hell of a let -down after
all the hype and expectation behind the 250.
Still, the multitracking works more or less
painlessly and the LCD is used to good effect
to keep you informed about where your tracks
and sequences are going, a factor that's vital if
you want to avoid inadvertently erasing a
sequence.

One point that's vitally important to bear in
mind when using the sequencer is the fact that
the 250 has 12 output channels. So, if you go
overboard with your polyphony on the 12
sequencer tracks, don't be surprised if you fail
to hear everything you put in. Remember that
the thing's only human, and you'll be all right.
In fact the 250's software includes a variety of
different 'channel stealing algorithms' (also a
feature of the Synergy, as it happens) designed
to reallocate channels dynamically as and
when they're needed, without giving the idea
that notes have suddenly been cut off in their
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prime. I was impressed by the operation of
this: even with lots of sustain and big power
chords, you got the impression there were
more than just 12 channels at work. Mind you,
with multitrack facilities to hand, it would
obviously be a safer proposition to use the
250's tape sync (when it's working, of course)
to stagger recording the 12 potential sequencer
tracks onto tape.

Anyhow, having laid down a couple of ditties
on top of an excellent, driving drum pattern
some kind personage had left in the sequencer, I
scanned through the remainder of the 25
sequences that can be stored onboard just to
see what others had been up to. And lo and
behold, what should I come across but an
`arrangement' of Handel's Arrival of the Queen
of Sheba, scored for fast strings and baritone

horn presets. This proved a revelation, though
not quite in the sense you'd expect. True, the
intended string orchestra sounded as if it was
playing most of the notes, but the quality of the
playing and sound was such that it was all too
reminiscent of those awful 78 recordings of ad
hoc orchestras waging war with the classics.
Mind you, not all the blame can be laid at the
feet of the strings samples, because the lack of
sustain was yet another thorn in the flesh.
Which left the two baritone horns truly out -
front with a style of playing and quality of
sound that was completely at odds with the

`Of the currently
available options,
perhaps the most

interesting is to
customise a particular

instrument with its
own ambient
surroundings,
courtesy of the

Kurzweil's chorus
system.'

backing - though stunning nonetheless. Some-
how, I don't think even the Alan Parsons
Project would put up with these strings .

Future Prospects
The future of the 250 is really summed up by

that connector on the back of the keyboard
marked 'computer'. Kurzweil ditched their
efforts in the direction of linking the 250 with
the IBM PC some time ago which, bearing in
mind the comparative slowness of the IBM, is
hardly something worth losing much sleep
over. More to the point is the fact that the IBM
PC's 8088 processor only has an eight -bit
data bus, whereas Kurzweil's current chosen
computer, the Apple Macintosh, uses the
same 68000 processor as the 250, which
obviously makes for easier communication
and software compatibility.

The first, and for 99% of musicians, most
crucial expansion facility is sampling. As things
stand, the 250 can't sample unless some
additional hardware and software is pressed
into service. This comes under the name of the
Sound Digitizer, and comprises a set of PCBs,
the first holding 512K of conventional RAM (no
battery back-up) and plugging into the 68000
board, the second including an anti-aliasing
filter, 12 -bit ADC, and sampling software in
ROM and plugging into the analogue board.
This combination is expected to retail for
between £1000 and £1500, and should make
its appearance early in 1985. What you'll then
be able to do is sample up to 20 seconds of
sound into the extra RAM (at a sampling rate
contingent on sound length and bandwidth
requirements), perform a limited degree of
analysis on it (along the lines of Contoured
Sound Modelling, but without all the bells and
whistles), and then use the sound(s) in con-
junction with the ROM board presets. How-
ever, this welcome addition carries the major
penalty point that you won't be able to save
your own samples unless you also attach at
£2000 Apple Macintosh computer.

Exactly what the Composition/Notation soft-
ware package will offer isn't clear at present,
but the main aims would seem to be a non real-
time transcribing facility that puts any piece of
music played on the 250 onto the screen of an
Apple Mac, a printout feature that supports a

gamut of possibilities from orchestral to vocal
score preparation, and perhaps most impor-
tantly, the implementation of `KMS Language',
Kurzweil's own MCL.

One major problem is going to be the cost of
all the software enhancements necessary for
getting a Mac communicating with a 250:
namely £2500 for the Sound Modelling Program,
£1670 for the Sound Laboratory, and a further
£1670 for the Composition/Notation Software.
Add on the approximate figure of £1200 for the
Sound Digitizer, and that's £7040 on top of the
£10,995, making the princely sum of £18,035
in all: not a figure to be sneezed at. And that's
still without the extra £850 quoted for each
alternative set of ROM -based sounds.

Finally, there's the MIDI side of the 250. The
fact that Kurzweil have devoted 34 pages of
the manual to this feature is a clear sign of their
intent. More importantly for the uninitiated
user, the manual takes great pains to guide the
average MIDI interfacer over the bumpy terrain
of getting one instrument to communicate with
another. In fact, the 250's features vis-à-vis
MIDI are pretty comprehensive, and include
programmable channel transmit and receive
and the capacity to utilise system exclusive
information.

Conclusions
The fact that the 250 has so much expensive

ROM inside it highlights the major problems
associated with ROM -based sounds. If all 30
sounds were of equal value, that wouldn't be
so bad, but the truth is that some of them are
really rather poor, so an upgrade has got to be
on the cards (pun intended) in the near future.
The alternative is to make sure that when you
buy your 250, you have a good listen to the
different ROM sound boards that are available.
After all, if you're not a piano man (or woman -
Production Ed) it's hardly worth sacrificing a
quarter of the ROM space just for that one
sound.

Doing the Devil's advocate bit, I have to say
that I'm not convinced by the usefulness of
ROM sound storage in a machine of this
calibre and cost. It's fine for the drum machine
market, where sounds are by tradition 'preset',
and relatively high volume sales are the norm,
but for this sort of quality keyboard, I'd have
put my money on replacing the 2Mbytes of
ROM with an equivalent amount of (cheaper)
RAM, and then adding on a nice, fast (using
DMA) double or quad density 5.25" disk drive
for loading and saving sounds to and from
RAM as and when you sample or need them.
Indeed, it seems perverse in the extreme to go
in the opposite direction to E -mu Systems,
who've just added a further disk drive to the
Emulator II (see review, E&MM November) in
order to improve storage facilities.

Still, dress the 250 up with a nice, clean
Macintosh and you've got a dual -68000 system
that outstrips all its competitors in the areas of
sound quality, hardware design, and software
intelligence. So I back the principles, if not the
practicality, of the 250 wholeheartedly.

I can't help thinking that what I've been
looking at represents the tip of the 250
iceberg, given the promises its designers are
making for the future. And of course, there's
still the question as to whether Kurzweil have
any intentions to licence their software tech-
niques to other manufacturers. That would
really put the Artificially Intelligent cat amongst
the eight -bit pigeons.

Further information on all things Kurzweil can
be had from Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London
W2, gr 01-724 2451; or Scenic Sounds Equip-
ment, Unit 2, 10 William Road, London NW1
3EN, 23 01-734 2812. Review model supplied
by Scenic Sounds.
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SEQUENTIAL Prophet 600
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 511, mint
SEQUENTIAL Sixtraks, demo
SEQUENTIAL Sixtraks
SEQUENTIAL Pro one
SEQUENTIAL 64 Interface
SEQUENTIAL 64 900 & 910 stware
ROLAND Juno 106
ROLAND Juno 60, mint
ROLAND Juno 6, mint
ROLAND SH-101
ROLAND MC 202
ROLAND SA -09 Synth, mint
ROLAND SH-1000 Synth, mint

-

MINI Moog, mint
MOOG Prodigy, mint
YAMAHA SK -10 strings
CRUMAR Performer strings etc
ELKA 610 strings etc
Hohner EK-4 strings etc
ELKA Soloist Synth, mint
MOOG Realistic 2VCO
TRANCENDENT 2000 Synth
RHODES Stage 7311 Piano
RHODES Suitcase 8811 Piano
RHODES Stage 731 Piano
RHODES Suitcase 881 Piano
WURLITZER EP -200 Piano
ARP 4 -voice Piano (Great!)
ROLAND Piano Plus 300
ROLAND PR -800 Digital Piano Recorder
ROLAND JSQ-60 Sequencer
FIRSTMAN Synth/Sequencer, mint
JEN SX-1000
JEN SX-1000 s/h
Wasp Synth 2 VCO
CASIO MT -400V *New Model*
CASIO CT -600 *New Model*
CASIO MT -200 *New Model*
CASIO CT -810 *New Model*
CASIO PT -1 * New Model*
CASIO CT -610
CASIO CT -310
CASIO CT -501
CASIO CT -101
CASIO CT -1000P
CASIO MT 800
CASIO MT -70
CASIO MT 68
CASIO MT -46
CASIO MT 41
CASIO PT -80
CASIO PT -50
CASIO PT 30
CASIO PT -20
CASIO VL-1 (Midi Extra!)

E1113110(11

414,,
HmaLE_OSREDLETTAIONNYTOHFINNUEtNYIIVusEHDERE!!!

#titt4 EQUIPMENT AT THE LOWEST PRICES!!!

10 HIGH ROAD, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX
Arri I k S 01-599 4228/01-598 9506

KEYBOARDS
CX5-ME Music Computer £449
YRM-101 Music Composer ROM £36
YRM-102 FM Voicing ROM £36
YRM-103 DX7 Voicing ROM £36
YRM-104 Music Macro ROM £36
UDC -01 Data Memory Cartridge C65

CA -01 Single Cartridge Adaptor £19
YK-01 MINI Computer Keyboard £85
YK-10 Full Computer Keyboard £165
RX-11 Digital Drum Machine
RX-15 Digital Drum Machine

* PLEASE CONTACT FOR DETAILS *

YAMAHA DX7 *WE WILL
YAMAHA DX9 NOT BE
YAMAHA PF-10 Piano BEATEN
YAMAHA PF-t5 Piano ON PRICE!!
YAMAHA KX-5 Remote MIDI k/board
YAMAHA YP-40 Piano £899
YAMAHA CP-7 Piano £299
YAMAHA CS -01 Synth £99
YAMAHA CS -50 Polysynth £395
YAMAHA CS -20M Synth £295
YAMAHA CS -5 Synth £129
SIEL DK-600 (Brillian £Phone!
KORG Poly 800 £Phone!
KORG Poly 61M £Phone!
KORG Monopoly (Half-price) £299
KORG 80S Piano/Strings, mint £499
KORG MS -10 Synth, mint £129
KORG PE -1000 Polysynth, mint £189

£1150
£1295

£595
£Phone!

£325,
£173

EPhone!
£Phone!

£595
£395

£Phone!
£159
£195
£129
£495
£159
£199
£249
£249
£199
£129
£149
£129
£595
£595
£395
£495
£325
£495
£650
£250
£199

£99
£129

£89
£89

£199
£599
£119
£375

£35
£325
£195
£249
£169
£199
C249
£169
£129

£99
£79
£69
£89
C59
£45
£29

ALL CASIO PRICES INCLUDE
MAINS ADAPTOR & DELIVERY

HOHNER Duo (Pianet +Clay) £229
SOLINA String Machine £199

HOME RECORDING

TASCAM MAIN DEALER
PORTA ONE Mini -Studio

*BEST UK PRICE!!*
244 PORTASTUDIO £595

234 SYNCASSETTE E525

225 STEREO Cassette £Phone!
122 STEREO Cassette £440

38 8 -Track Reel to Reel EPhone!
34 4 -Track Reel -to -Reel £899

32 2 -Track Reel -to -Reel £699
2A 6 into 4 Mixer £224
M.09 4 into 2 Mixer £153

MODEL 308 into 4 Mixer C750

PE -40 Parrnetric EQ C295

MX -80 Microphone Mixer C275

MU -40 Meter Unit C125

*INSTANT NO DEPOSIT CREDIT!!!

MH-40 Multi -Phones Amp ... £125
DX2D 2 Channel DBX £168
DX4D 4 Channel DBX £224
EX -20 4 CH. Mixer Expander £Phone
GE -20 Graphic EQ £Phone

CUTEC MR -402 4 -track cassette £395
CUTEC MX -121012 into 2 mixer £325
CUTEC MX -161016 into 2 mixer £399

HTR 12>8>2 Mixer £399
MTR 6>4>2 Mixer £199
ACES 12>4>2 Mixer £699
ACES 16>8>2 Mixer £1199
STAR SOUND Dynamix 12>2 £250
STAR SOUND Dynamix 6>2 £Phone
FOSTER Powered Personal Monitor £69
TEAC LS -X7 Mini Monitors (pair) £69
ELECTROVOICE Sentry 100A Monitors £489
ARIA 4 -track Cassette Recorder £385

RACK UNITS
YAMAHA R.1000 Digital Reverb £Phone
YAMAHA D.1500 Digital Delay (The Best!) £Phone
IBANEZ DM -2000 Digital Delay, Lowest UK Price!!
IBANEZ DM -1100 Digital Delay £269
CUTEC CD424 Digital Delay £249
WASHBURN WD -1400 Digital Delay £249
VESTA FIRE RV -1 Reverb £199
VESTA FIRE RV -2 Reverb £249

VESTA-FIRE MODULAR RACK
PROCESSORS, E.G. Noise Gate,

Compressor, Parametric EO
Fantastic Value from only £7411

RING FOR DETAILS

JHS Digital Delay
FRONTLINE Multi Effect
(flange/chorus/delay etc £149
IBANEZ HD 1000 Harmonizer/delay EPhone

DRUM MACHINES
YAMAHA FIX -11 (The Guvriod) *WE WILL NOT BE
YAMAHA RX-15 BEATEN ON PRICE!!*
YAMAHA MR -10 with brass kick pedal £89
SEQUENTIAL Drumtraks *BEST UK PRICE!!*
ROLAND TR-808, several from £349
ROLAND TR-606 Drumatix £199
ROLAND TB -303 Bassline
*SPECIAL PRICE* £159
BOSS DR -110 £99
HAMMOND DPM-48 Digital £499

*KAY PROGRAMMABLE DRUM MACHINE
Fantastic Offer!! - Less than half price!!

Limited Quantity at £39!! HURRY!!!*

E.H. Space Drums, to clear at £39
STIX Programmable (The only cheap machine with
separate outputs Very Handy!!) £149
KORG KPR-77 Programmable £239
KORG PPS 50 Super section £229

C229
C229
£199

KORG DDM-110 Digital Rhythm
KORG DDM-220 Digital Percussion
KORG KR -55 (presets -easy to use)

*M&A 8 -DRUM ELECTRONIC KIT
including Controller & Hardware*

ONLY £675

EFFECTS PEDALS/
MICROPHONES

DS -1 Distortion £39
CE -2 Chorus ............._.£69 OD -1 Overdrive £39
CE -3 Chorus ........ ..... ...£79 SD -1 S/Overdrive.. £39
BF -2 Flanger... .......... ...f69 CS -2 Compressor £39
HM -2 Heavy Metai.......C49 HC -2 Handclap £48

Phasor £49 PC -2 Perc. Synth £48
GE -7 Graphic £49 TW-1 Touch Wah £49
0C-2 Odaver . . £49

SHURE
515 -SA £43 588 -SA -LC £52
517 -SA -LC £33 PE75L-LC £103
518 -SA £50 PE85L-LC £117
545D £99 PE65
PE25 £POA SM-57-LC £104
PE35 £POA SM-58-LC £134

YAMAHA SG3000S+case £737
YAMAHA SG2000S+case £805
YAMAHA SG13007 £499
YAMAHA SG200 £199
YAMAHA SG450T £336
YAMAHA SE200 £172
YAMAHA SE300 £209
YAMAHA SE700E £359
*Yamaha Guitars & Basses are some of the

best instruments on the market!
Come in and see for yourself!!

ALSO fantastic Christmas Offers on
Yamaha Folk & Classic Guitars - Most models

in stock - Save Up to 35%!!!
Prices from only £5211

GUITARS
GIBSON SG STD+Trem, mint
GIBSON LP deluxe, mint

£295
£395

GIBSON LP Firebrand, mint £229
GIBSON 345 Stereo, 1960 £695
GIBSON Maurauder, mint £229
FENDER Vintage '62 Strats (all colours) £299
FENDER Vintage Paisley Teles £268
FENDER USA Strat std £299
FENDER USA Strat std w/trem £325
FENDER USA Teles £299

SQUIER '57 Maple neck Strats, from £149
SQUIER '62 R/wood neck Strats, from £159
SQUIER '52 Butterscotch Teles £199
SQUIER Popular Stets £174
SQUIER Popular metes £174
SQUIER S.3 Bullets *SPECIAL OFFER* £129

BANEZ RS135 £177
BANEZ RS225 £193
BANEZ RS430 £230
BANEZ RS440 £230
BANEZ RS520 £271
BANEZ RS530 £279
BANEZ RS1300T £319
BANEZ AM50 semi £239
BANEZ AM205 semi £361
BANEZ AS80 semi £337
BANEZ BL500 £195

WESTONE Thunder I £129
WESTONE Thunder% £159
WESTONE Thunder Jet £145
WESTONE Concord II trem £136
WESTONE Spectrum III £219
WESTONE Rainbow I semi £199
WESTONE Prestige 150 £179
WESTONE Thunder II £169
VOX Custom 24 (Dimarzio X -2N) £229
VOX Custom 25 (Dirnarzio X -2N) £229
VOX Std 25 (Dimarzio's) £169
WASHBURN Tour 24 (Wow!) £Phone!
IBANEZ RS1000, mint £249
TOKAI ST -50 £179
HONDO Flying Whatsit (heavyyy) £Offers!
KAY Strats (only 56 left -hurry!) £69
ARIA TA -50 semi £249
ARIA ES 500 semi, mint £229
ARIA DE -R80 £349
ARIA XX deluxe £169
ARIA U 60T Urchin £169
ARIA TA -100 Semi £Phone
ARIA FE -T-75 Electro Acoustic £Phone
KAWAI Aquarius -3 pick-up (Great!) £199

ARIA Fantastic New Model - All Black.
Super Trem System, 2 sincle coil and

one Humbucker!! Inc. Case £199!!

AMPLIFICATION
SESSION
SESSIONETTE 75w 1 x 12 reverb £245
SESSIONETTE 75w 2 x 10 reverb C275
SESSIONETTE 100w 1 012 bass combo £275
SESSIONETTE 100w 4 x10 bass combo £349
SESSIONETTE 100w 1015 bass combo £339
*SESSION 'MOSFET' Amps are available in black

or beige and are terrific value!!*

CRIPLSBAO
WASP lOw lead combo £69
SCORPION 20w lead combo £109
SCORPION 20w bass combo C99
HORNET 45w lead combo £149
HORNET 45w bass combo £139
HORNET 45w keyboard combo £168
COBRA 90w lead combo £199
COBRA 90w bass combo £199
COBRA 90w keyboard combo £249
COBRA 90w bass head £119
COBRA 90w keyboard head £159
COBRA 90w PA head £169
STINGRAY 150w keybord head £217
STINGRAY 150w lead head £217
STINGRAY 150w bass head £178
MARLIN 150w PA head £247
MARLIN 300w PA head £329
STRINGRAY 150w k/board combo £385
STRINGRAY 150w led combo £325
STRINGRAY 150w pro lead combo £465
PA cabs 2 x12+ homs pair £298
PA cabs 1 x 12+ homs, pair £198

*ALL OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE, PHONE*
LANEY
LANEY 100w pro bass combo £299
LANEY 100w keyboard combo £249
LANEY 45w keyboard combo £169
LANEY Theatre 850150w PA 5ch £229
LANEY Theatre 750150w PA 4ch £159
LANEY Micro lead combo £49
LANEY Micro bass combo £49

SIDEKICK lOw lead combo £75
SIDEKICK 20w lead combo

CSIDEKICK 30w lead combo £114297

SIDEKICK 30w bass combo £144
SIDEKICK 50w bass combo £209
CHAMP Valve lead combo £79
SUPER Champ £206
CHAMP II £149
PRINCETON Reverb II £276
PRINCETON Reverb EV £359
DELUXE Reverb II £359
CONCERT 1x 12 £415
CONCERT 2x 10 £436
HARVARD Reverb II 1x 1018w £160
YALE Revert 1 x 12 50w £224
STUDIO Lead 1 x 12 50w £289
STAGE Lead 1 x12 100w E321
STAGE Lead 2 x10 100w £354
MONTREAUX 1 x12 100w C385
LONDON 1 x 12 100w £449
LONDON 2 x12 100w £469
SHOWMAN 1 x12 200w £515
SHOWMAN 2x 10200w £534
SHOWMAN 1 x 15200w £534
SHOWMAN 2 x 12200w £579
TWIN Reverb II 2 x12 100w £589
TVVIN Reverb II 2 x12 JBL 100w £776
OHM
KA125w 1 x 15 4ch k/board combo £279
TRAMP Keyboard combo £115
TRAMP bass combo £99
TRAMP lead combo £89
OHM 2 x12 PA cabs £230
OHM 1 x12 PA cabs £150

1 SC -70w 2 x10 lead combo £199

1
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*Best UK Deals on New BOSE Systems!!

Part -Ex Welcome on your PA Gear*
PAIR 802 PA cabs £840
PAIR 302 bass bins £1175
802C System Controller £160
PAIR 402 cabs £616
BOSE Speaker stands £99
BOSE Super-Dooper speaker stands £189

KULOS,
PAIR 6x 5 PA cabs £398
PAIR 2x 5 PA monitors £13E1
6 Channel PA Mixer with echo £498

We also supply superb quality, ultra compact
JBL 4612 2 x10+hom cabs plus the new

Yamaha S.250X cabs, both are real
Bose altematives

TRAYNOR 6400 mixer/amp (pecked with
acilities11 £Phone

TRAYNOR CS15 PA cabs, 1 x15+hom £Phone

AMPLIFICATION BARGAINS!!
ORANGE 50w 2x 12 combo, miN £179
VOX AC.30 reverb combo, mint £189
PEARL 100w 2 x 12 rev. combo, mint £159
MARSHALL 50w valve head £99
FVH BL.215 200w bass cab, mint £119
I-VH BL.412 200w cab, mint £119
CARLSBRO 100w valve rev. head, good £99
VOX Escort 30w combo, mint £99
LOCO 60w micro -combo, mint £99
LITTLE Rock 2 x15 200w bass cab, new £169
I-VH Micro -30w combo, mint £99
WEM 100w 2 x12 combo, mint £119
TOTAL 100w 2 x12 combo, good £99
WEM Dominator 35w combo, good £79
SOUND CITY 50w 6ch PA, mint £99
PEAVEY Centurion 130w basshead, new £239
PEAVEY 2 x15 basscab, good £159
SELMER 1 x 18 basscab £40
VOX 1 x18 basscab, mint £50
ATC 1 x 12 Mini-bassbin £95
ROLAND Bott 30 combo, good £195
TRUCKER 65w 2x 10 rev. combo £169
FENDER Pro-reverb 2 x 12 MV combo, mint £229
I-VH Studio 50w 1 x12 combo, mint £149
ROLAND Cube 60 lead, mint £149
MM 15>2 mixer desk £345
MM 500w stereo power amp £195
PAIR Gauss 1 x15Nitavox horn bins £590
CARLSBRO 1 x15 bassbin, good
PAIR Peavey 2x 12, 2 x10, 3x hom cabs, mint £250
PAIR Peavey 1 x12 hom cabs, new £198
PAIR Marshall 4x 12 PA cols £148
MARSHALL 100w 4ch PA amp £90
PAIR WEM 2 x12 PA cabs £120
PAIR Sound City 4 x12 PA cabs £99

Pair Yamaha Super Quality 1 x12, 1 x 10,
4 x hom cabs, Setf-Powered with 75w Power

Amps!! New, Half -Price!! £380

PEAVEY MP4 4ch mixer amp, new £150
PEAVEY XR-500 5ch mixer amp, new £250
VOX Escport 30 bass combo, mint £99
BADGER Piccolo 8w combo, mint £39
BADGER Minuet 10w combo, mint £59
BADGER Bass Boogie lOw combo mint £69
KAY 50w 1 x12 combo, new £89
LANEY 100w 5ch PA amp, mint £119
H/H Pro -80w PA cabs, pair mint £225
H/H Pro 1 x15+ horn cab, mint £95

JHS 3>2 or 6ch mono rev. mixers
Half -Price!! Brand New £79

CUSTOM Sound 100w bass head, new £140
HI -WATT 4 x12 cab £60
H/H Multi -Echo, mint £95
FENDER Champ combo, new £79

ALL MAIL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO A
SMALL DEUVERY CHARGE: PLEASE RING

PEAVEY MkIll 210w bass head, mint £230
PEAVEY 2 x15 cab (for above), mint £170

BASSES
YAMAHA BB1100s £352
YAMAHA BB1000s £299
YAMAHA BB400S f/less £249
YAMAHA BBVIs £279
FENDER USA precisions from £199
SQUIER Precisions from £149
SQUIER Jazz basses £229
TOKAI Jazz sound £198
RICKENBACKER 4001 s/h £349
WESTONE Thunder I
WESTONE Thunder 1A

£135
£159

WESTONE Thunder Jet £159
WESTONE Concord II £189
WESTONE Thunder II £225
WESTONE Thunder III f/less
IBANEZ MC -924

£249
£418

IBANEZ RB-850 £266
IBANEZ RB 750 £222
IBANEZ RB-650 £197
IBANEZ RS -920 £249
IBANEZ BL -700 Vhand £199
ARIA SB special II £222
ARIA SB special II Vless £252
ARIA RSB std £149
ARIA TSB -400 £199
WASHBURN Force 8 £199
WASHBURN Vulture II sill £99
KAY Prec. basses £69
KRAMER 4001 £199
GUILD B302 Custom active (/less £199
GUILD B302 Vhand £199
MAYA Pres bass f/less £99
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Roland TR707
Digital Rhythm Composer

It's taken them a while, but now that Roland have produced their first
digital drum machine, they look set to re -capture their premier position
among the world's electronic percussion manufacturers. Dan Goldstein
It had to happen sooner or later, of course.
Roland had already had a brief flirtation with
sampled -sound percussion in the form of

the cymbal voices on their TR909 drum mach-
ine, and their MIDI Pad system unveiled at
August's British Music Fair (and soon to
appear in dealers' showrooms) was surely
tailor-made for an entirely digital system.

Specification
If the 707's appearance looks familiar, it's

because the row of pushbutton voice selectors
across the machine's lower half is similar
to that on the TR808 (Roland's first fully -
programmable drum box), the 606 (their budget
version), and the 909 (their deluxe version, still
in production). Also similar are the pattern and
programming selector layout and the illustra-
tions of the four timing options available to the
budding programmer, but the 707 differs from
its predecessors in having a large LCD readout
that incorporates a 16 -by -10 matrix display on
which programming data is indicated, and a
three -digit numeric readout that shows tempo,
measure, or MIDI channel number, depending
on the mode currently in use. In fact, the LCD
grid is a refined version of that found on the
Boss Dr Rhythm Graphic, and as well as
looking smart, it also makes programming
(especially in step -time) a lot easier.

Programming on the 707 takes place on four
levels: steps, measures, patterns and tracks. A
measure is made up of 16 steps, patterns are
made up from a series of measures, and up to
64 patterns can be chained together to form a
maximum of four tracks. However, twice that
number of tracks can be stored on external
RAM cartridge (optional extras, these), and
one advantage the 707 has over the 909 is that
the receptacle for the said cartridge is mounted
on the front panel instead of the rear one,
which makes access a great deal easier.
Incidentally, Rolandophiles will probably be
interested to know that the 707 uses the same
RAMs - Roland designation M64C - as the
company's MKS30 MIDI synthesiser module.

There are 16 digitally -sampled drum voices
on the 707, and all of these fall into the loose
category of 'kit' sounds. Two variations of
bass, snare, and closed hi -hat are available,
but whereas on use 909 the difference between
such alternative voices was purely one of level,
the 707's duplicates differ substantially in
tone, which, given the presence of a program-
mable accent, would seem to make a lot more
sense in programming terms.

Individual slider pots are used for indepen-
dent level control (though two sliders govern
both rimshot and cowbell and handclaps and
tambourine respectively), and in addition to
these, a similarly -configured group of individual
voice outputs (all on quarter -inch jacks) resides
on the 707's back panel - a real boon for
multitrack recording. The other (though in this
instance, less significant) side of the coin is

that the odd tone control present on the 909 is
missing on the new, cheaper model, and that
although the 707's output is stereo, no provision
has been made for users to pan sounds
themselves as they see fit a la Yamaha RX
series. Instead, the Roland's voices are pre -
panned, as they are on Korg's DDM series, to
form a vaguely realistic stereo picture.

The 707's back panel incorporates a veritable
plethora of interfacing options, which is good
to see at a time when so many instrument
designers are fitting MIDI and MIDI only. The
707 has the dreaded five -pin In and Out
sockets, of course, and these are made more
useful by the fact that the machine can be
programmed to receive and transmit data on
any one of 16 MIDI channels. But the machine
also incorporates Roland's own 24 pulses -
per -beat sync standard (itself only recently

is es suson

adopted by Korg, remember), and sockets
facilitating syncing to and from tape, which
incidentally doubles as the program dump -to -
cassette connectors.

Programming
One thing that is fairly clear the moment you

remove the TR707 from its protective packaging
is that it's been designed down - rather than
up - to a cost. The clever people at Roland in
Japan must have drawn up a list of facilities
they considered essential and then tried to
think up ways of packaging them as econo-
mically as possible, in order to show some sort
of profit at the end of the day. The results of all
this are that (a) the 707 is astonishingly
lightweight (some would say flimsy) in its
construction, and (b) almost every control on
the front panel - the level sliders excepted - is
multi -functional, thereby eliminating excess
hardware as far as possible.

To make selecting functions a little easier,
Roland have stuck to the Shift key system
pioneered on the TR909, and this makes mode
and voice selection a lot less of a chore than it
might have been.

Programming can be undertaken in either
real-time or step -time (the 707 calls the former
'tap -time'), and the LCD matrix is particularly
helpful in the latter mode, as it enables you to

see at a glance which drum voice has been
programmed and where. The grid operates in
Play mode, too.

Real-time programming obviously has the
advantage that all the 707's drum voices can
be programmed simultaneously (in step -time
you have to hold down the Instrument push-
button and press the relevant selector each
time you want to program a different drum,
while a flashing cursor indicates the newly -
selected voice on the matrix display), but
thanks to the 707's logical layout, neither
mode poses any real logistical problems. I

suspect that the majority of readers will have
come up against a programmable Roland
drum machine before at some stage, and if
you're one of that majority, things will be easier
still.

It's worth noting that cost-cutting hasn't
stopped the 707 from having both flam and
shuffle program options, and these add greatly
to the amount of 'human feel' that can be
injected into a pattern.

Once you're happy with your patterns, these
can be chained together to form tracks using,
oddly enough, the same programming selectors
you use to do the pattern writing, though this
time in their Shift mode.

Ten of the 16 voice selectors double as
numeric keys used to specify such things as
measure number and MIDI channel number,
while a further three are used for Insert, Delete
and Copy functions (these see a lot of use
during the chaining process), and the remaining
three carry out the customary tape dump
functions of Save, Verify and Load.

Sounds
I can remember it being speculated not all

that long ago that the reason Roland were
reluctant to bring out a sampled -sound drum
machine was that their analogue voices were
already well liked by large numbers of the
modern music fraternity. Those sounds were
well liked, and for good reason, because a
number of them (I'm thinking of the 808's clap
and conga sounds as examples) were just as
good as anything digital technology could
offer.

However, all that has now gone by the
wayside, because the TR707 has brought
Roland into the sampled -drum stakes with a
vengeance. The 16 sounds on offer are uni-
formly and disarmingly good, and although the
Roland lacks the variety of sounds offered by
the Yamaha RX11 or the tuning options of the
SCI Drumtraks, I doubt many musicians will
have the courage to complain.

Both bass drum sounds are strong and
punchy, with just the right length of attack and,
interestingly, a hint of recorded ambience that
reminded me a little of the ddrum's recorded-
through-a-digital-reverb voices. Have Roland
done the same with the 707? Well, personally I
doubt it, as none of the other voices exhibits
this reverb, but it's nice to have all the same.

The snare drum sounds are fashionably
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mellow and rounded, and a far cry from the
lightweight slap that characterised Roland's
analogue endeavours in this direction. It's the
second of the two that has the greater 'snare'
component (remember the 'Snappy' control
on the 808 and 909?), and after only a short
while I found myself greatly preferring it,
though there's no reason why you shouldn't
decide on the first for one application and the
second for a different one.

The three toms are also fashionable in that,
although they've obviously been sampled
from an acoustic torn (and it may have been
just one: there's a slight aural suspicion that
the trio might all be derived from the same
sample and then tuned apart), the inconsis-
tencies of the sampling process have made
them just a teeny bit Simmons-ish.

The 707's rimshot is simply superb, though
for some reason (probably because it's a
sound that, in real life, occupies both a limited
time span and a relatively narrow frequency
spectrum, and is therefore easier to store in
solid state memory), this is a sound most
digital drum machines get right. However,
unlike some of those computing machines, the
707's programming system doesn't prevent
you from defying the laws of acoustic drumming
and entering a rimshot and a snare voice
together on the same beat. The wonders of
modern technology, and all that.

Cowbell is perfectly competent if a little
characterless, and much the same can be said
of tambourine. The handclaps must have
posed the 707's development engineers with a
real problem, since as I've already explained,
the clap sound is one thing Roland's electronics
can reproduce Very Well Indeed. To be quite
candid, these claps sound more 'electronic'
than any other sample I've come across, which
isn't necessarily to their discredit. Is it a

sampled 808? Frankly, I suspect not, but you
never know . . .

The three hi -hats and two cymbals (crash
and ride) are absolutely wonderful, even if the
crash and open hi -hat don't have quite enough
decay on them to be utterly convincing. In fact,
this is a problem that afflicts most of the 707's
voices in one way or another, the degree of
discomfort varying depending on how much
decay the voice has on an acoustic kit. It's
worth bearing in mind that digital memory still
isn't nearly as cheap as a lot of people seem to
think it is (let alone want it to be), so there are
bound to be compromises on a machine in this
price category, where storage space for
samples is still very much at a premium.

Digital noise also makes an appearance,
though it's similar in overall level to that
produced by competing machines. In other
words, quite noticeable when a voice is played
repeatedly, thorough headphones, and in iso-
lation, but not overly intrusive otherwise.

So yes, the 707's voices are excellent.
Perfection is an entirely different matter.

Two further points worth making about the
707's sonic capabilities, both connected
(no pun intended) with the unit's interfacing
facilities.

As you kow, several MIDI -equipped drum
machines are capable of sending their voices
via the MIDI bus to a similarly -equipped
synthesiser where they can be 'played' from
that instrument's keyboard, but few of them do
what the 707 does in allowing you to program
which keys relate to which drum voice. Not
only does this programming facility make
remote performance a more logical process, it
also turns the 707 into a simple -to -use and,
obviously, rather cost-effective MIDI sequen-
cer. I've tried it, and it's great fun.

Secondly, the inclusion of the combined
Sync In/Out five -pin DIN socket enables the
707 to be linked up to older -generation gear
such as Roland's own MC202 Microcomposer
(actually, it's less than 18 months old, but
that's progress for you), as well as the recent
Korg digital drum machines.

Connecting the TR707 in tandem with a
Korg DDM220 might be the makings of an
unholy marriage, but the pairing certainly isn't
an incompatible one, as the two sets of voices
complement each other (only tambourine and
cowbell are duplicated - the 220 is better at
both) to form a truly unstoppable digital rhythm
section. And the combined price tag is almost
laughably small.

Conclusions
A very real advance not only for Roland but

also for rhythm machines as a whole, the
TR707 looks set to have as bright a future
ahead of it as any other drum box from the
same stable has ever had. It may not possess
the fancy (and, it must be said, rather useful)
programming functions of some of its com-
petitors or the elephantine memory of its elder
brother, the TR909, but the 707 sounds superb.
It contains sufficient programming and inter-
connection facilities for just about any recording
or composing situation, and most significantly
of all, its price tag is neither too heavy nor too
light for it.

Perhaps the header for this review should
have been 'The Empire Strikes Back' . . .

RRP of the TR707 is £525 including VAT.
Further information from Roland UK, Great
West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road,
Brentford, Middx. 01-568 4578.

ek NOW AVAILABLE WITH MIDI.,
+ 1500 EVENT SEQUENCER

+ 36 USER PROGRAMMABLE MEMORIES
All earlier models can be updated to the new specification

 Fully programma e monop onic with duophonic option, and new note priority keyboard  24 factory preset sounds plus
12 user programmable sounds  Two digital oscillators that never go out of tune  Full complement of "standard"
waveforms, plus the option of creating and storing your own digital waveforms, by adding any of 24 different harmonics up
to 16 times each  Unique dual peak filter with low pass, high pass and band pass modes  6 option L.F.O. with variable
delay  6 different glide modes including a unique constant glide time function  Programmable wheel amounts  Pro-
grammable arpeggiator with up, down, up/down and hold functions  Fully comprehensive sequencer with 12 sequences
and 1O chains. Voice changes, legato phrasing, repeat event, rests and tied notes can all be incorporated  Cassette inter-
face to selectively save programmable waveforms, voices and sequences
The OSCar is unrivalled for performance and sound creation. Contact your local dealer now for a demonstration.

MAIN DEALERS
Rod Argents, London WC2 01-379 6690

Chromatix, Ealing Broadway W5 01-567 3623
Dougies Music, Northwich 0606 782 522
Gig Sounds, Catford SE6 01-690 8621/2

McCormacks Music, Glasgow 041-332 6644
Flash St. Electro Music, Bolton 0606 782522

Musical Exchanges, Birmingham 021 236 7544
Musicland, Cardiff 0222 621715

Rock City, Newcastle 0632 324175
Sound Control, Dunfermline 0383 733353
Sounds Control, Edinburgh 031 557 3986

Sounds Plus, Bury St. Edmunds 0284 703366
Southern Music Brighton 0273 733387

White Electric Music, Sunderland 0783 780589
Eddie Moors, Bournemouth 0202 35135

JSG, Bingley 0274 564389/568843
Carlsbro Sounds Centres:
Nottingham 0602 581888

Leicester 0533 24183
Sheffield 0742 640000
Mansfield 0623 651633

Norwich 0603 666891
Sensomania, Amsterdam 020 230398

OXFORD SYNTHESISER COMPANY LTD., 5 Gladstone Court, Gladstone Road, Headington, Oxford.
Tel: (0865) 862856/67065.
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PROGRAMMABLE
MUSK SYNTWStS.
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Siel DK600
Programmable Polysynth

The Opera 6 gets improved MIDI facilities, a cosmetic spring-clean and a
significant reduction in price. How does it rate now? Geoff Twigg

As far as the basic specification is con-
cerned, the new DK600 is almost iden-
tical to its predecessor, the innovative

Siel Opera 6. That is to say, a programmable
six -voice MIDI polysynth with two oscillators
per voice, a VCF and a VCA, and a touch -
sensitive keyboard which, seeing as the Opera
was released marginally earlier than Yamaha's
much -lauded DX7, made it a first for an
instrument in this price category (under £1500).

The Italians pride themselves in their design
skills, and while the Opera 6 was no eyesore,
its successor is a definite aesthetic improve-
ment. The layout of the controls is similar, but
each control section is now distinguished by a
pale blue outline instead of the solid blue
background of the previous model, which
tended to distract players from the job in hand.

However, the most significant changes are
ergonomic as well as aesthetic. You may recall
that the Opera 6's facia design incorporated
small white pushbuttons (only 18mm apart) for
program change functions. These were fiddly
and unpredictable in live situations, and have
therefore been replaced on the DK600 by a
single row of (much larger) switches. Unfortu-
nately, changing patches still requires three
button pushes (two digits followed by Enter),
and although this system enables you to select
a new patch in advance of when you actually
need to use it, the process is just a little too
time-consuming to be a complete success.

Oscillators
The major hardware improvement incorpo-

rated into the DK600 lies in the fact that its
oscillators are now digitally - as opposed to
voltage -controlled. The good news is that
these improve tuning stability and fine-tuning
facilities, but the bad news is that no additional
control options over and above those on the
Opera 6 have been made available.

To be fair, the Opera's controlling possibilities
are pretty good anyway. Oscillator A is taken
as the reference pitch, while B may be coarse -
tuned almost a fifth down from it: the fine-
tuning control makes a difference of almost a
semitone in each direction, and using both
controls together, at maximum 'flatness', puts
the oscillators exactly a fifth apart.

There is no provision for reducing the output
of Oscillator A, but there is a Half Volume
switch for B, while a level control for Oscillator
A's noise element allows some sound -blending
to be carried out. Both sound sources can
produce pulse or ramp waves (or both together,
or none at all), and both incorporate 16', 8',
and 4' octave range options.

Somewhat confusingly, the DK600's front
panel credits it with three LFOs, but in fact
these are governed by only two sets of
controls. Notionally, LFO1 controls the pitch
modulation of Oscillator A while LFO2 controls
that of B, but as these share the same set of
Depth and Speed controls, the presentation is
a little misleading. LFO1 is entirely separate,
and may be directed to control either Pulse
Width Modulation and/or the operation of the
DK's filter.

`The DK600's filtering
section is identical to
that of the Opera 6,
which is probably no

bad thing, since
filtering was one of

the things the
previous Siel did

rather well,

Again, the DK600's filtering section is iden-
tical to that of the Opera 6 (ie. a 24dB-per-
octave low-pass design), which is probably no
bad thing, since filtering was one of the things
the previous Siel did rather well. There are six
filters in all - one for each voice- and these are
all programmed by a simple set of controls, viz
Cutoff Frequency, Resonance, and ADSR
Amount, with a switch for keyboard tracking.

Unusually, the Siel also incorporates a Dy-
namic ADSR section that can be assigned to

either the VCF or the VCA, while the keyboard
touch -sensitivity (programmable for the first
time on the DK) may be directed to control this
ADSR level or the attack time (or both, or
neither). If you're a competent player, or even
someone experiencing the joys of touch -
sensitivity for the first time, these features
should prove invaluable.

MIDI Functions
The DK600 is the first Siel synth to incorpo-

rate a fully -developed range of MIDI software
facilities. As a result, it can receive information
sent to it in either Omni or Poly modes, and can
interact fully with Siel's own MIDI Expander
and MIDI -equipped instruments from other
manufacturers.

Selecting a Poly mode Channel number is
accomplished by accessing voice preset 96
(which is, obviously, blank), and entering a
number from 1 to 16 - or as the Siel system
would have it, 00 to 15.

A further refinement lies in the facility for
using MIDI to receive keyboard -split informa-
tion. The way it works is this. The DK600 uses
MIDI data to re -define the synth's keyboard so
that it controls the DK's internals at the upper
end and those of the connected MIDI instru-
ment at the lower one. The precise point at
which this split occurs can be set anywhere
simply by pressing the appropriate key, and on
each of these occasions, the Enter button
works as a Return function, and the change is
written into the DK600's software.

Conclusions
Sonically, the DK600 is little different from

the Opera 6. In other words, it possesses a
distinctly European character that makes it
pretty good at brass imitations, OK for strings,
and as good as any other instrument in its
class at producing 'synth' noises of various
descriptions. Digital control has given the DK a
strength at reproducing percussion sounds
too: the factory bell/gong preset - among
several voices that make use of the instrument's
programmable dynamics - is particularly
impressive.

Not surprisingly, the DK's strengths and
weaknesses are similar to those of its prede-
cesssor, but the most dramatic change - the
£300 reduction in asking price - has made it an
altogether more attractive proposition. Just
think, the DK's programmable dynamics and
split -keyboard facilities almost match those of
Roland's mother keyboards, but it does it all at
a fraction of the price.

I freely admit that the Siel's characteristic
sound is not my favourite, but even if it isn't
yours either, the DK's performance functions
make it a mighty impressive package, all
things considered.

RRP of the DK600 is £999 including VAT.
Further information from Siel UK, Ahed Depot,
Reigate Road, Hookwood, Horley, Surrey RH6
OAY. 22 (02934) 76153.
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Bill Nelson's home studio revealed...Steve
Hackett on Ambisonic recording...build-ityourself
Modular Effects system...new Tascam Porta One
Ministudio reviewed... Noise Gates: what they are
and how to use them...

All this and more in the December issue.

On sale now at leading newsagents - only 95p!

COUVITIU music CENTRE

rFOR THE BEST DEAL - BEST SERVICE

Ikr )Roland 0 YAMAHA KORG

deo' istv,
VOX

Plus loads to keep the guitarist happy. Always a large
selection of acoustic and electric guitars (including left-
handed and fretless) by Tokai, Washburn, Westone,
Squier, Peavey, Fender, ESP, Riverhead, Gordon Smith,
Yamaha, Aria, Ibanez, Vox etc. and amplifiers by
Marshall, Trace Elliott, Roland, Laney (hear the new Pro
Tube valve amps, great!), Session, McGregor, Carlsbro,
ER and loads of effects, strings and accessories.

STOCKISTS OF PREMIER, TRAK,

L PEARL AND MAXWIM DRUMS

3-5 WHITEFRIARS STREET, COVENTRY
TEL: (0203) 58571

ACCESS -BARCLAYCARD -FINANCE ARRANGED -MAIL ORDER
PARKING fN STREET - CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY
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CHROAIATIX is one of the country's premier electronic musical
instrument stores.
WHY? Because it is jointly run by the two owners, Howard Brain and
David Crombie.
SO? Well, as those of you who have experience of any business will
know, if the owners are actively involved in the day-to-day running of
the company, you are assured that you get the best service from the
people who make the decisions - no dealing with managers who are
more interested in promoting their own careers, than looking after
their customers.
WHO ARE THESE MEN? David Crombie is one of Europe's
leading authorities on electronic musical instruments and has
written several books on the subject including 'The Complete
Synthesizer' and 'The Electronic Keyboard and Synthesizer
Handbook'. Howard Brain is one of the most experienced retailers in
the country, and is known throughout the industry for his
friendliness and efficiency. Together Messrs Brain and Crombie
form a team that will give you the best advice, service and deals.
ROLAND
MC -202 Micro -Composer £159
SDE-1000 Digital Delay £359
SDE-3000 Digital Delay £699
TR-707 Digital Rhythm Unit £499
MSQ-700 MIDI Sequencer £795
MSQ-100 MIDI Sequencer £449
CMU-802 Sync -Tape Unit £99
ALL SYNTHESISERS £POA
DR -110 Prog. Rhythm Unit £110
DE -200 Digital Delay £259

YAMAHA
DX -7 Prog. Poly -Synth £1189
DX -9 Prog. Poly -Synth £695
RX-15 Digital Rhythm Unit £449
RX-1 1 Digital Rhythm Unit £799
R-1000 Digital Reverb. £549
D-1500 Digital Delay £639
CX5ME £449
Software ROM's £36
YKO1 Mini Keyboard £85
YK10 keyboard £165
QX1 Sequencer £2499
TX816 FM Modules £4239

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS
Drumtraks Prog. Rhythm £850
Six-Trak Multi-Timbral Synth £749
64-SEQU MIDI Interface £175
910 Software £60

SIMMONS
SDS-8 Electronic Drums £675
SDS-7 Digital Drums £2156
SDS-EPB Sampling System £392
SDS-1 Digital Drum £249

OSC
OSCar MIDI Synthesizer £524
OSCar Non -MIDI version £499

AKAI
MG1212 12-ch Micro -studio £PO

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
01-567 3623
ACCESSNISA
24 hour service
- free UK delivery
Open MON-SAT
9.30 to 6.00

CHROMA TIX
Ealing Broadwa,, Centre,
Oak Road, London W5
Tel: 01-567 3623

IIRC)MATIX
/
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Technics Digital 10
PCM Digital Keyboard

PCM voices come to the professional arena in the shape of Technics' new
Digital I 0, an electronic piano that should put the Japanese giant firmly on

the pro keyboard map. Trish McGrath

Technics' move into the professional
keyboard market has been a slow,
deliberate process, because it must

have been obvious some time ago to a
few souls at parent company Matsushita
that the PCM voicings incorporated into
the firm's range of organs could find a
place in the pro field.

PCM - or Pulse Code Modulation - is a
relatively simple method of sampling a
sound digitally and then storing it in solid
state memory for later retrieval. It should
theoretically be possible for PCM voices
to sound at least as good as their FM -
Frequency Modulation - equivalents, but
one problem facing the former technique's
proponents is that creating a user -
programmable PCM instrument is far too
expensive to be practicable. However,
Technics have attempted to side-step
this by incorporating an unusually wide
variety of sounds into their Digital 10, so
that although the instrument retains a
piano bias, there are also a number of
less common sounds available as well.

The Digital 10 is a five -octave (C to C),
eight -note polyphonic keyboard measur-
ing a mere 42" x 31/2" x 16" and weighing in
at under 30Ibs. Two built-in loudspeakers
positioned at each end of the keyboard
literally `pop' up when pressed (a bit like
the headlights on a Triumph TR7) and
provide ample volume (5W per speaker)
for practice or domestic use. Both stereo
phono and quarter -inch sockets are pro-

vided on the rear panel for routing to your
hi-fi, should further amplification be re-
quired. Meanwhile, in a gigging situation
the phono pair can be sent to the keyboard
sub -mixer for monitoring while the quarter -
inch jacks are connected directly to the
main mixer for further processing.

The instrument is constructed from
black plastic and sports grey lettering
punctuated by incidental dark blue
designs: in other words, another keyboard
that declares its professional intentions
even before it's switched on. The Digital
10 is supplied complete with music rack,
AC cord and sustain pedal (though no
pedal arrived with the review model),
while optional accessories include a stand,
bench, expression pedal (for controlling
the volume), and headphones, as well as
a smart blue carrying case.

Front panel controls are neatly laid out
and comprise - from left to right - Main
Volume, Tuning, Transpose, Tone
Selector, Harmonic Control, Effect, Sus-
tain and Power sections.

Sounds
Ten different PCM voices are available

to the user at a push of a button, with an
appropriate built-in red LED illuminating
to show the voice selected. Best of the
bunch to my ears were the 'keyboard'
voices, namely Acoustic Piano, Electric
Piano, Harpsichord, and Clavi, though
these were all vastly enriched by the

application of some sustain and a little
tinkering with the Effect section (more on
this later). Acoustic Piano certainly lives
up to its name over the top two octaves
where the sound is stunningly realistic,
but sadly this lapses gradually into a
more electronic version of the real thing
as the keyboard is descended. Electric
Piano performs well over the full octave
range and benefits particularly from some
added Chorus. To be honest, this voice
sounds more acoustic in the bass octave
than Acoustic Piano does!

Harpsichord becomes even more
medieval than its name suggests when
Chorus is applied, but the top octave is if
anything delicate almost to the point of
being drowned out by the volume of the
remainder of the keyboard.

Most of the voices are greatly improved
by the use of external amplification, but
none more so than Clavi which really
comes into its own on those funky bass
riffs (man), while setting the Harmonic
Control (see later) to its brightest tone
adds further to this voice's authenticity.

Of the remainder, Vibraphone reacts
well to a touch of sustain, but the
general concensus of opinion seems to
be that it sounds more like a xylophone
than anything else. Still, it's a nice sound
and may find a niche for itself in your
repertoire. Glockenspiel gives a realistic
impression in the top register and sounded
great as an accompaniment to E&MM's
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CASIO
Considering a Casio keyboard - then go no further
than Micro Musical

Micro Musical have been Casio Mail Order Specialists
ever since the keyboards were introduced into the UK.
We're a company you can trust because we're the
established specialists who can offer you Casio's
outstanding performance and quality - at the lowest
possible all inclusive prices.
Each of our keyboards also carries our extended
manufacturers guarantee for an incredible 18 months.

Computer Controlled Keyboards.
The Casio MT200 plus MICROLINK

Now there's an even more compelling reason to buy your
Casio from Micro Musical. Our technical support
laboratory has developed a range of Casio approved
MICROLINK products for use with the MT -200.
MICROLINK is an interface to suit the popular home
computers plus a music editor program on cassette. So
make your move into Music & Computers with the full
support of Micro Musical. It won't cost you any more.

Casio and Micro Musical are leading the way into the future today.

CASIOTONE MT200

IIIIIII II ill 11 ttll

A STEREO PERFORMER
PLUS

COMPUTER CONTROL

*49 KEYS, 4 OCTAVES, 8 NOTE
POLYPHONIC, 8 PRESET SOUNDS, 6
AUTO RHYTHMS, CASIO AUTO CHORD,
SUSTAIN, STEREO CHORUS, TWIN
AMPS AND STEREO SPEAKERS, LINE
OUTPUT, MAINS/BATTERY OPERATION.

Imagine a computer controlled stereo
electronic keyboard that can automatically
perform your own compositions. Imagine
being able to provide a superb
accompaniment for any band, group or
solo artist. Now stop imagining. Because
just such a keyboard is here and well
within your price bracket.

PA -1 ADAPTOR
Link up with optional PA -1 interface allows
instrument to be controlled from a home
computer.
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE MT -200 £129.00
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE PA -1 £29.50

MICROLINK SYSTEMS

ML -1
Modification to CT -1000P to allow Roland drum
machines to be linked to the CT -1000P
arpeggio/sequencer system. In D.I.Y. kit form.

Micro Musical Price £75.00
ML -2
An Editor/Interface system to link MT -800 and PT -50
keyboards to a Spectrum 48K computer. Includes a
cassette based operating program.

Micro Musical Price £89.95
ML -10
Editor/Interface system to link MT-200/PA-1 to
Spectrum 48K. Includes special interface socket for
computer control of external drum machines or
sequencers etc and also provides for planned future
expansions. The supporting software is MUSICOM. This
is a professional quality operating program to make
music entry and editing fast and error free. Includes a
comprehensive manual. Casio Approved.

Micro Musical Price £49.95
ML -11
Editor/Interface system to link MT-200/PA-1 to
Commodore 64 computer. Supported by MUSICOM.

Micro Musical Price £29.95

1

FM/AM COMPUTER STEREO
CASSETTE KEYBOARD
*37 keys, 3 octaves, 4 -voice
polyphonic keyboard *9 preset sounds
*12 auto -rhythms.
*Computerised cassette drive for a
whole variety of automatic playback and
recording possibility such as Space
Search, Recording Return, Programmed
Playback *Built-in FM/AM radio
*Three channel programming system
*Auto Play, One Key Play.
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE

ML -12
Editor/Interface system to link MT-200/PA-1 to BBC
Model B computer. Supported by MUSICOM.

Micro Musical Price £29.95
ML -13
Interface system to link MT-200/PA-1 to Commodore 64
computer.

Micro Musical Price £19.95
ML -14
Interface system to link MT-200/PA-1 to BBC Model B
computer.

Micro Musical Price £13.50

( CASIOTONE CT610 )

THE FLOWING SOUND OF THE
STEREOPHONIC KEYBOARD
*61 keys, 5 octaves *8 note polyphonic
(simultaneous sounds 8 notes at max)
*20 preset sounds
*Stereo chorus, sustain sound effects
*12 auto -rhythms *Casio Chord Auto -
Accompaniment
*Pitch control
MICRO MUSICAL PRICE

TELE-ORDER SERVICE
Phone us now, for a friendly chat with our experts. Ask for our product leaflets
covering our complete range of Keyboards, the're free on request.
Ask too, about easy credit terms (details on request).

c.
Micro

c.°LMusicalsys-/
37 WOOD LANE SHILTON

24 HOUR ORDERING SERVICE

VISA (0203)
616760

COVENTRY CV7 9LA

/THE MICRON
MUSICAL PRICE

PROMISE
As established leaders in
this field, we guarantee to
match any other
advertised offer. This
promise embraces our
entire range of electronic
keyboards.
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version of 'Jingle Bells' (is this your
attempt at being seasonal? - Ed), while
the bottom half of the keyboard emits a
koto-like sound which should also be
quite usable.

Guitar voices are always difficult to
reproduce on a keyboard instrument, but
the Technics' Acoustic Guitar manages
to capture the 'plucked' sound of strings
reasonably well, particularly in the lower -
mid section. Jazz Guitar, a mellower
sound that's neither jazzy nor especially
guitar -like, is capable of producing some
pleasant harp tones in the upper register
if some sustain is added, while a bright
tone is a neat complement to the guitar
voices generally.

I freely admit that calypso isn't really
my cup of tea, but it must be said that
Steel Drums as interpreted by the Digital
10 are simply excellent. And so to the final
sound, Banjo. Well, another musical
style that's not my favourite hot beverage
is country 'n' western, but if it was
(you wouldn't be working here - Ed), I

guess I could do worse than this Banjo to
hooley-on-down to. In fact, in the All -
comers' E&MM Blindfold Test, this voice
was named in one by all except the Art
Editor, who's tone deaf anyway. And if
that doesn't convince you of the voice's
realism .

Once you've selected your voice, the
Digital 10 lets you modify it by routing it
through three separate control sections.
The first of these is labelled Harmonic
Control and comprises two switches that
allow you to assign either a mellow,
normal or bright tone to any voice, the
intensity of the effect varying slightly
depending on the voice in use.

The rather more comprehensive Effect
section offers a choice of Chorus, Celeste
and Phaser effects (or none at all, if
Cancel is selected) and it's these options
that turn the Digital 10's mono output into
a stereo one. Chorus produces the great-
est stereo swirling between the speakers
but doesn't quite 'create the illusion of
many', Celeste adds an ethereal, slightly -
reverberated touch, while Phaser is a
slower, shallower version of Chorus. If

none of these sounds particularly exciting,
what is noteworthy is that the Effect
section adds little or no noise to the

keyboard's output, which certainly sets it
apart from the crowd.

Meanwhile, Sustain can be applied to
any voice and six positions are accessible
via a graduated slider. 'Sustain' here
actually refers to the 'release' time in
synth language, and the minimum setting
provides the same release time as when
the effect is switched off. Personally, I

think it's a shame piano manufacturers
haven't got around to installing full ADSRs
on their instruments, with an appropriate
button to cancel the section if the normal
voice is desired. Preset envelope levels
(and particularly the sustain time) are
often unsuitable for the job in hand, and
increasing the 'sustain' level (ie. the
release time) only serves to make the
notes indecipherable and the keyboard
less playable. Just a little extra point that
would increase the usefulness and versa-
tility of the presets enormously . . Oh
well, it seems you can't have your PCM
cake and shape it.

Other slider controls are Main Volume,
Tuning and Transpose, and the Power
on/off switch. More specifically, tuning is
variable between 428Hz and 452Hz (less

`This is silly.
The review model's

MIDI sockets are
recessed so far into

the back of the
instrument that

no MIDI cable will
reach .

than a quarter -tone flat and sharp) with
the centre detent indicating A-440Hz,
while the Transpose function has a range
of G below to F# above the key of C.
However, if you decide to transpose to a
lower key, a number of the keyboard's
bottom notes equal to the number of
notes transposed do not function (ie. if
you've transposed down a tone, the
bottom two notes - C and C# - are

rendered inactive). You have been warned.

Rear Panel
Technics have wisely enabled the Digi-

tal 10 to communicate with other instru-
ments and computers via MIDI, and
standard In, Out and Thru sockets are
provided. The Digital 10's MIDI is said to
function faultlessly with a wide range of
synths, but hang on a minute. This is silly.
The review model's MIDI sockets are
recessed so far into the back of the
instrument that no MIDI cable will reach.

Now, Technics have assured us that
this oversight has been cured on the later
keyboards, but what hasn't been cured
is the fact that the Digital 10 will only
transmit and receive data on MIDI Chan-
nel 1. It seems a bit shortsighted of
manufacturers to ignore the influx of
multitrack MIDI computer software onto
the marketplace, yet this is another ex-
ample of that shortsightedness. I mean,
what's the point of buying all that software
if your collection of MIDI synths can only
communicate on the same channel?

Anyway, the back panel also contains
the aforementioned Line Outs, a head-
phone (quarter -inch jack) socket, and the
power supply input (the mains lead is of
the type that invariably gets left behind at
a gig because it's detachable and that's
what detachable leads enjoy doing).
Sockets are also provided for the sustain
and expression pedals: the latter allows
the odd foot to adjust the volume when all
hands are on deck.

Conclusions
At an RRP of £899, the Digital 10 faces

some stiff competition, and buying deci-
sions will probably boil down to whether
you prefer this set of sounds over those
provided on similar instruments, and
whether the inclusion of MIDI is all-
important to your particular set-up. The
lack of a touch -sensitive keyboard is
undoubtedly a weak point on an instru-
ment of this sort, especially as it's a
feature that's included on many compet-
ing models, but the Technics ivories,
although plastic and a bit nasty, are as
good as can be expected from a machine
in this price category.

It appears that further refinements will
be made to production models. For
instance, the level of background noise
will have been reduced to almost neglig-
ible proportions by the inclusion of Dolby
C noise reduction, though the review
model would still pass all but the most
stringent of tests.

In all, the Technics is a digital keyboard
that offers a nice selection of sounds, is
MIDI -friendly, and does what's asked of it
admirably. Perhaps more important, it
should be good enough to encourage the
Japanese parent company to make fur-
ther moves into the pro end of the
electronic keyboard market.

What more can I say? Play it again,
Sam.

Further information from National Pana-
sonic (UK) Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road,
Slough, Berks, SL1 6JB. Er (0753) 34522.
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FESSIONAL

EQUIPMENT

UNIQUE COMBINATIONS OCCUR SO RARELY IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS
THAT WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR ASSOCIATION AND SUPPORT

FOR THE BEST MUSICAL EQUIPMENT MONEY CAN BUY

0 YAMAHA

CX5ME
INCLUDING FM COMPOSER

AND FM VOICING SOFTWARE

£599
INC VAT

Sinclair 48K Spectrum
XR1 Micon Midi Controller
8 track music composer

(24000) real time sequencer
cassette dump with many

new sounds
Function parameter edit

£1449
INCL VAT

PLEASE 'PHONE FOR QUOTES ON ALL *YAMAHA PRODUCTS
WE LITERALLY CARRY THE LOT!

WE SUPPLY TYNE TEES TELEVISION `RAZZAMATAZ' AND CHANNEL 4 'THE
TUBE' CONSTANTLY. THEY DEMAND THE BEST AND THAT'S WHY THEY

INSIST ON YAMAHA. WATCH YOUR TV FOR THE SENSATIONAL DEBUT OF
THE CX5ME AND HAVE A LOOK TO SEE WHAT THE MEGA -STARS ARE REALLY
USING. WE ALSO ENDORSE AND SUPPORT THE DX OWNERS' CLUB FOR ITS

FANTASTIC ENTHUSIASM ON YAMAHA

YOUR YAMAHA ORDER FORM DELIVERY
FREE UK

Goods required

I enclose a cheque or
debit my Access/Barclaycard or American Express
Card No.

Name

Address

Tel. No Signature

TO:
ROCK CITY MUSIC
10 MOSLEY STREET
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
NE1 1DE
0632-324175

FOR A BETTER UK DEAL ON ALL YAMAHA - CONTACT ROCK CITY MUSIC
WE'RE PROBABLY THE NEXT BEST THING TO A YAMAHA PRODUCT
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If thestrap fits...
The KX-5 Remote Keyboard offers you total

performance control without physical restriction.

Via its MIDI port you can access any number of
electronic MIDI instruments-synths, drum machines,

sequencers - from the front of the stage.

It's as light as a guitar yet incorporates a full set of
performance controls plus a velocity and pressure sensitive

keyboard to allow full exploitation of the most sophisticated

instruments like Yamaha's inimitable DX7. No other over -

the -shoulder keyboard can come close.

The Yamaha KX-5
A genuine step forward for keyboard
players

* 32 -way programme select 3 -Octave transpose 
Mono and poly modes Touch -strip pitch bend Volume/
Modulation wheels  Portamento control * Sustain

Breath control facility

./1/19.00 R.R.P.

YAMAHA
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

 MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE
t: (0908)640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222

- 111.111 MIN 11.11 NMI MN INN
Please send me further information on the KX-5
Remote Keyboard.

Name

Address

Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd, Mount Avenue,

Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks. MK1 DE.
El4t4/12/84

MI MI MIN MMI ME MN MN MI MIMI



HARDWARE/

Akai AX80
Programmable Polysynth

Another Japanese giant enters the electronic music field: Akai's first piece
of hardware is a programmable polysynth with a novel parameter editing

system. Paul White
A lICAI

To me, the name Akai conjures up images
of robust reel-to-reel tape recorders and
stylish audio rack systems, and I suspect I

wasn't the only one to express surprise when
the company first demonstrated their range of
electronic musical instruments almost a year
ago.

In addition to the AX80 reviewed here, the
company are also about to release the MG1212,
a self-contained 12 -channel mixer and cassette
machine that uses Akai's own design of half -
inch cassette tape, the MR16 drum voice
generator (or Rhythm Oscillator Bank, as Akai
call it), and the MS08 MIDI sequencer (Music
Processor) to drive both the AX80 and the
MR16.

Despite the fact that the AX80 and MG1212
are unlikely to appeal to similar sections of the
market, Akai are marketing all their first -

1 generation hardware under the umbrella title of
Micro Studio System, and in this context, the
AX80 must be seen as the prime sound
source, though further synthesiser models are
promised for 1985/6. Whichever way you look

1
at it, there's no denying Akai have moved into
the music world in a wholehearted way: the
Micro Studio System is no fly-by-night creation.

Beneath the AX80's stylish and fashionable
exterior lies a fairly conventional eight -voice
programmable polysynth with 32 factory preset
sounds and 64 user -programmable memories:
that's 96 memories in all. The design uses
sound chips from Curtis ElectroMusic in the
States (SCI use them, too), while each voice
has two Digitally Controlled Oscillators and,
unusually, a sub -oscillator. The sound process-
ing sections are fairly standard, but the Akai
incorporates one or two less commonplace
features that set it apart from the crowd - more
on these later. A touch -sensitive five -octave
keyboard is present, and MIDI is implemented
fully (In, Out and Thru sockets, 16 -channel
assignment).

Controls
As you'll no doubt be aware, the current

trend amongst designers of low-cost poly -
synths is to use a single control to change the
value of all variable parameters when the
machine is in Edit mode. This system has the
advantage of being a significant cost -saver for
the manufacturers (all those knobs aren't

cheap), but the major disadvantage is that
synth players can't see where all the parameters
are at any one time or assess how two or more
parameters interact with each other.

Akai have attempted to get round the first of
these problems by employing a not insignificant
number of fluorescent displays that tell the
user the condition of each parameter at a
glance.

These take the form of five groups of bar
graphs assigned to various sections of the
AX80's internals, namely DC01, DCO2, VCF,

`Thanks to
the comfortable,
positively -sprung

keyboard, the
AX80's sounds
can be injected

with a fair degree
of user expression.

LFO, and EGNCA. Below each graph are the
membrane touch -switches that select each
parameter (they double as memory selector
switches), while the values themselves are
adjusted using either the up/down touchpad
or - if more drastic action is required - the
large rotary Control pot, a last-minute (it's
nowhere to be seen on the initial press
photographs) but nonetheless very useful ergo-
nomic addition.

Elsewhere, further thoughtful touches
abound.

The AX80's dual performance wheels (the
pitch -bend variant is centre -sprung) are sen-
sibly located immediately to the keyboard's
left, and not only does each wheel have a
control directly above it which sets its maximum
range, but the LFO mod wheel may be routed
to either the VCF or the oscillators. Meanwhile,
the instrument's rear panel is sensibly angled
so that connections can be made without the
user having to go behind the unit to fiddle
about, and among the panel's features are

sockets for storage of programs on cassette
tape and connections for sustain and program
change footswitches.

It's worth mentioning at this point that
although the AX80 has a chord memory and a
hold feature, these are in fact the only conces-
sions its designers have made to the `even the
family pet can play it' school of keyboard
marketing. I think I speak for most of E&MM's
staff and contributors when I express relief
that the dreaded preset arpeggiator seems to
be making a swift exit from the pro keyboard
arena. So Well Done, Akai for keeping up the
good work in that department.

Parameters
Once you've got into Edit mode, altering

parameter values is a simple matter of pressing
the desired parameter button and using either
the Control pot or the up/down touch switches
to change it. The parameter value is displayed
by the numeric LED display contained within
the Data window at the front panel's extreme
left, while the bar graph pertaining to the
selected parameter is indicated by a red
cursor. Neat.

Where a parameter can have either a positive
or a negative value (the EG filter modulation,
for example), the bar graph starts from a
central position and moves either upwards or
downwards as its value is altered.

A quick run-down of the AX80's various
parameters probably wouldn't go amiss.

Available in 16', 8', or 4' octave ranges,
DCO1 may present either sawtooth or pulse
waveforms, or a combination of the two:
there's also the option of a further sub -octave,
just to fatten things up. Pulse width modulation
depth may be varied, and the rate of modulation
is independent of the main LFO. Fine-tuning is
carried out by means of the Master Tune
control, and DCO2 can be tuned in semitone
steps, enabling harmonies between the two
oscillators to be generated.

As it happens, these semitone increments
cover a range from 2' to 16', and the two
oscillators can be detuned if you're fond of
chorus effects, or synced together for phase -
sync fireworks. The second oscillator's pitch
can be modulated by either VCA or VCF
envelope generators, and in cross -modulation
mode, this versatility should prove a real boon
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for lovers of dynamic flanging effects a la Gary
Numan.

The VCF is a conventional low-pass filter
with the usual cutoff and resonance controls,
but usefully, a high-pass filter can also be
called into play to clean up anything with a
woolly bottom, if you'll excuse the expression.
This section's Envelope Depth and Keyboard
Track facilities should be familiar to most synth
users, but Akai have added a key velocity -
dependent component: just the thing to spice
up a lack -lustre live performance.

The LFO section is of particular interest as it
allows three different forms of modulation to
be set up for DCO1, DCO2 and the VCF. Four
waveforms are available for this purpose, but
although this section's completeness makes
the creation of rich, dynamic sounds a painless
operation, I still feel the addition of an onboard
chorus unit wouldn't have gone amiss. Pre-
sumably Akai have figured most keyboard
players prefer to specify their own external
effects units, but all the same . .

Moving on to the EG, this is based on the
familiar ADSR format and also incorporates a
Key Follow component. As with the LFO, three
values may be set up to control either the VCA,
the VCF, or both together.

The VCA is in fact incorporated into this
section, and has two control variable para-
meters - Level and Key Velocity. And yes,
you've guessed it, it's these two controls that
are largely responsible for setting up the
keyboard's touch -sensitivity.

Sounds
The AX80's factory preset sounds represent

convenient starting points for further editing as

well as being quite usable in their crude state.
Usefully, Akai have split them into seven
distinct groups that relate to their 'real world'
equivalents, viz Percussive Keyboard, Brass,
Woodwind, Strings, Bass, Organ and Synth.

The Percussive Keyboard sounds vary
from something akin to a koto to some rather
impressive electric piano voices, and although

`Patch editing
is more easily

accomplished on
the Akai than

any other synth
employing digital

parameter control .

those bar graphs
play an important

part here.

some of the remaining sounds are a little more
obscure, that doesn't necessarily mean they're
any less usable. All four Brass voices embody
the kind of texture we've come to expect from
polys of this calibre, but where the Akai scores
is in the fact that dynamic control of the VCF
adds greatly to the amount of expression the
player can inject into the output.

Things aren't quite so rosy in the Strings
department, where the cyclic effect imparted

by the oscillators tends to make things sound a
little on the artificial side. That apart, the
sounds are perfectly satisfactory, and especially
so in the lower registers, where things get
almost too realistic for comfort.

Three Bass sounds are offered, and all of
these incorporate some degree of touch dy-
namics as well as being full, fat bass synth
sounds in their own right - excellent for Bird of
Prey impressions, I'd have said.

Finally, the Organ presets vary from Stars
on Sunday to key -click Hammond, while the
Synth voices are, well, synth-ish, though by no
stretch of the imagination do they illustrate the
instrument's capabilities fully.

As the review model came without any form
of user manual (wish I had a fiver for every time
that happened - Ed), it was with some trepida-
tion that I approached the opportunity to
create sounds from scratch.

I needn't have worried.
Almost everything on the AX80 works as

you'd expect it to, and there are even little
status LEDs on the Master Control section to
tell you which button is currently engaged, just
in case you get stuck. During the review
period, anything that wasn't readily apparent
soon became so after a little tentative button -
pressing, and I'll stick my neck out and
suggest that you should feel perfectly at home
with this instrument after the first half-hour.

Patch editing is more easily accomplished
on the Akai than on any other synth employing
digital parameter control, and not surprisingly,
those bar graphs play an important part here.

As far as the MIDI goes, the AX80 exchanged
information amicably with E&MM's small col-
lection of similarly equipped instruments, other
than those with known character defects,
which shall remain nameless.

To be quite honest, it's a fair while since I
came across a more user-friendly machine
than the Akai: whatever you want to accomplish,
it's never more than a button or two away.

Conclusions
A visually attractive synth, the AX80 is

capable of producing a wide range of `analogue'
synth sounds, and thanks to the comfortable,
positively -sprung keyboard and its associated
velocity sensing, those sounds can be injected
with a fair degree of user expression.

As I've already mentioned, the Akai has a
number of useful extra features such as the trio
of LFOs, cross -modulation facility, and of
course those wonderful bar graphs.

Yet despite these facilities and the ergonomic
soundness of the control layout, there's no
escaping the fact that the AX80 has no
distinctive sound of its own - which may or
may not be a bad thing - and although I liked
the velocity control of filter and amplitude,
Akai's designers could at least have given it a
decent dynamic range.

As a first-time effort from a company entirely
new to the world of musical instruments, let
alone professional electronic keyboards, the
AX80 has everything you might reasonably
want from a polysynth in this price bracket -
plus a bit more into the bargain - without
actually possessing a distinctive character of
its own. Now, it's debatable whether many
people put individuality high on their list of
priorities when buying an instrument in this
market sector, but if you're one of those who
do, think carefully before you sign that cheque.

RRP of the AX80 is £1399 including VAT.
Further information from Akai UK, Unit 12,
Haslemere, Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee
Way, Hounslow TW4 6NF. fr 01-897 6388.
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Ultimate Percussion UP5
Electronic Drum Kit

Further refinements and a significant price reduction have given Ultimate
Percussion a head start in the race to make the most popular electronic
drum kit. The UP5's performance belies its price -tag, too. Paul White

vvith so much of today's recorded stereo field in a manner similar to that of ing, having a useful dynamic range of
music being extensively 'pro- an acoustic kit, if you know what I mean. around 60dB.
duced' and a host of sophisti- Taking the snare drum first, this sounds

cated electronic sound processors being Hardware bright and explosive, and at short decay
used to create the end product, it seems times sounds rather like a studio -treated
the general public will no longer take the Ultimate Percussion's drum pads have snare drum. At the longer decay setting,
sound of an un-miked, untreated drum kit been restyled slightly since we last looked the sound becomes recognisably elec-
seriously. It's often been argued that at their produce in E&MM May, but are tronic and therefore more contemporary,
electronic percussion modules don't still built on a steel sub -chassis in the but still with bags of attack - most
sound like 'real' drums, but if your idea of interests of strength and rigidity. An impressive.
real is what you hear on record, then especially tough rubber is used for the The toms can also be varied from the
neither do acoustic drums. playing surface, and this is mounted on a well-nigh acoustic (compressed, gated,

It's possible that, for much of their brief sheet of equally tough plastic which, irf close miked) to the more fashionably hi -
history, the complexity of electronic kits tech, while the bass drum is meatier and
may have intimidated some drummers, better defined than most if not all of the
especially as many that I've met can't competition.
tune their acoustic drums properly, but All the UP5's voicings are analogue
this new kit from Ultimate Percussion and consist of the standard ingredients of
(formerly known as M&A, of course) noise, tone and stick click simulation, but
should change all that. the way in which these have been imple-

What you get for your money (and just mented gives the user a choice of eight
for a change, not much of this is required) very powerful and useful kit sounds.
is a visually attractive five -drum kit that's
built like a tank, is easy to operate and Conclusions
responds in a very similar way to a
conventional kit. By simplifying the necessary control

Instead of being faced with rows upon circuitry, Ultimate Percussion have man -
rows of knobs, the drummer has only a aged to produce an electronic kit that
level control for each individual drum represents a viable, cost-effective alter -
sound, a master volume and three push- native to acoustic drums. Additionally, by
buttons which, as any student of binary reducing the number of controls, they've
arithmetic will tell you, gives eight possible turn, is supported by foam to give a effectively prevented the drummer from
combinations. All these controls are to be comfortable, resilient playing surface. setting up duff sounds through lack of
found on the control module (sounds It's obvious that a lot of thought has experience (or encroaching deafness).
logical to me - Ed), which houses the gone into the design of these pads, and The feel and responsiveness of the
sound -generating electronics and comes the transducers in particular, providing pads mean that most drummers shouldn't
in a neat metal case with a two-tone further evidence that the manufacturers have to modify their technique unduly,
green front panel. Not exactly Habitat, would like to see these kits still in use in and the UP5 could well be used for
but pleasant enough all the same. 20 years' time. Always assuming, of cabaret as well as pop or rock music.

The volume controls are fairly self- course, that technology doesn't make When the club secretary staggers over
explanatory but the three pushbuttons them entirely redundant. smelling of beer and says 'Tone it down a
warrant a few words of explanation. The bass drum is built along similar bit lads!', you can do just that, simply by

The first of these is labelled Decay and lines, but is of course larger and solidly turning a knob.
offers a choice between a fairly well- supported by its base plate and spurs. Personally, I like this kit very much. It
damped sound and a longer, more `elec- Premier stands are used for the four looks the part, it sounds great, and it's
tronic' effect. Next comes the Noise smaller pads, but the kit can be supplied built to last. Glancing at the UP5's paper
button which adds a certain amount of without stands, should you wish to choose specification for the first time, it occurred
noise to the tom-tom and bass drum your own. to me that the preset system would be a
voices, though the snare drum contains The pads connect to the sound- limiting factor, but in reality all my favour -
noise anyway, quite regardless of this generating module by means of locking ite noises were in there somewhere. The
setting. Lastly, the Pitch button gives the XLR-to-jack leads, and the whole kit snare in particular is second to none, so if
option of a slightly slacker drum sound succeeds in looking both stylish and you're looking for an electronic drum kit,
with a little extra pitch -bend, which can reassuringly solid. stick the Ultimate Percussion drums next
be quite effective. Of course, any combi- to the competition, play them all, and see
nation of these three buttons may be Playing which one comes out on top. I have a
used, giving a range of eight pre-set drum feeling it may be the UP5.
kit voicings. The first thing that sets these drums RRP of the UP5 is £555 including VAT.

The back panel contains jack inputs for apart from the competition is their res- Further information from Ultimate Percus-
all five pads and an output which may be ponse. The playing surfaces are ex- sion, Unit 13, Mayland Green Industrial
either mono or stereo. In stereo mode, tremely comfortable and respond naturally Estate, Steeple Road, Mayland, Essex,
the drum sounds are panned across the to both light stick work and animal thrash- CM3 6AX. 23* (0621) 742244.
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0 YAMAHA
HI -TECH CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX

H CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX
lumc Computer only

FOR A
ISTRATION OF
HAZING MACHINE

r10 . .  ."
'ge Piano

rnpaot Piano
ithesizer ............

dal Rhythm Unit ............... .............
store foe Special Christmas Oilers

DRG
' CENTRE FOR S.E. ESSEX
6 Synthesizer £595

61-M, with Midi £675
o Poly Synthesizer C399

1 Stage Piano/Strings... £795
Symphonic Piano/Strings C699

imphonic Piano £599
800 with Midi Phone
if) Midi Expander Module Phone
00 Remote Midi Keyboard Phone
-110 Digital Rhythm Unit Phone
-220 Digital Latin Rhythms . ...... ..... Phone

MAIN DEALER FOR S.E. ESSEX
Juno 106, 128 Memories In Stock
JX-3P, 32 Memories, 32 Presets In Stock
SH101. Monophonic with Sequencer In Stock
PG200, Programmer for JX3P or GR700 In Stock
MS0700. MSO, 100, MC202, Sequencers In Stock
TR909, TR606, TB303, Rhythm Units... ..... .............. In Stock
CR8000, CR5000, DR -110 Rhythm Units .. In Stock
SDE-3000, SDE-100, DE200. Digital Echos In Stock
GR700 & G707 Guitar Synthesizer Outfit In Stock
JC, Cube and Spirit Series Amplification In Stock
Boss Pedals, Effects and Accessories In Stock
VISIT OUR STORE FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFERS

CASIO,
ALL AT SALE PRICES PLEASE PHONE Sale Price
CASIO CT6000 Amazing New Model Sale Price
CASIO CT610 Stereo Model ....... .. Sale Price
CASIO C7310S Battery/Mains Keyboard ....... .. Sale Price
CASIO KX-101 Stereo Cassette Radio and Keyboard Sale Price
CASIO MT8000 with Chorus and Reverb ...... Sale Price
CASIO MT800 with Stereo Speakers . Sale Price
CASIO MT400V with Stereo Speakers ......... ........ .Sale Price
CASIO M1200, with Computer Interlace ......... .. Sale Price
CASIO M1200 Standard Keyboard . ............... ........ .Sale Price
CASIO MT68 AutoChord/Bass/Rhythm Sale Price
CASIO M146 Auto Chord/Bass/Rhythm ....................Salo Price
CASIO MT41 Auto Bass ................ ........ Sale Price
CASIO MT35 Auto Chord/Bass/Rhythm ....... .... Sale Price
CASIO PT80 with ROM Pack .......... ..... .........Sale Price

CASIO P T20 with Memory.......... ..... ......... ..... Sale Price
CASIO PT -1 New Model with Memory Sale Price

Exclusive Sound Creation Centre for
Essex. 200 cymbals in stock, all at

unbeatable mail order prices, which include
postage and packing!

'2002' PRO RANGE
8 inch Splash C53 10 inch Splash £57
11 inch Splash 1:132 12 inch Splash £68
13 inch Crash, Medium or Ride £59
14 inch Crash, Medium or Ride ...................._ £63
15 inch Crash, Medium or Ride ............ ...... t69
16 inch Crash, Heavy Crash, Medium or Ride. £79
16 inch China or Flat Ride C96
17 inch Crash. Medium or Ride C89
18 inch Crash, Heavy Crash or Medium C95
18 inch Ride, Power Ride or Heavy Ride ......._...., £95£95
18 inch China or Flat Ride ...... .................. .£123
19 inch Crash. Medium or Ride £105
20 inch Crash. Heavy Crash or Medium £116
20 inch Ride, Power Ride or Heavy Ride £116
20 inch China or Flat Ride £155
21 inch Crash. Medium or Ride £132
22 inch Crash, Medium, Power or Heavy Ride £147
22 inch China or Flat Ride 0199
24 inch Crash, Medium or Ride £178
13 inch Medium or Heavy Hi -Hats C119
13 inch Sound Edge Hi Hats £167
14 inch Medium or Heavy Hi -Hats £127
14 inch Sound Edge Hi -Hats £179
15 inch Medium or Heavy Hi -Hat £140
15 inch Sound Edge Hi -Hat. 2195
'NEW DIMENSION' CONNOISEUR RANGE
16 inch Short Crash or Dark Crash £109
18 inch Shod Crash or Dark Crash £132
18 inch Dark Ride or Medium Dark Ride £132

18 inch Dark China C132
20 inch Dark Crash or Dark Ride £165
20 inch Bell Ride or Medium Dark Ride £165
20 inch Dark China Type £185
22 inch Dark Medium or Bell Ride £199
22 inch Dark China Type £199
14 inch Dark Heavy or Medium Hi -Hats £169
14 inch Dark Sound Edge Hi -Hats C199

'RUDE' ROCK RANGE
14 inch Crash/Ride £57 16 inch Crash/Ride £72
17 inch Crash/Ride ..... G30 18 inch Crash/Ride C86
19 inch Crash/Ride E97 20 inch Crash/Ride £106
20 inch China Type £139 21 inch Crash/Ride. £122
22 inch Crash/Ride. ..... ...E137 24 inch Crash/Ride £166
14 inch Hi Hats....... ..... ...£115 15 inch Hi -Hats £127
14 inch Sound Edge .......£182 15 inch Sound Edge [195
'505' DELUXE RANGE
10 inch Splasy ..................£27 12 inch Splash £31
13 inch Crash £36 14 inch Crash ........... ........ £39
14 inch China. ............ £44 15 inch Crash
16 inch Crash, Medium Ride, Heavy Crash or Ride £51
16 inch China £56 18 inch China C68
18 inch Crash, Medium, Ride, Heavy Crash or Ride £62
20 inch China £87 22 inch Crash or Ride .E93
13 inch Medium or Heavy Hi Hats £72
14 inch Medium or Heavy HI -Hats £78
15 inch Medium or Heavy Hi -Hats C84
14 inch Sound -Edge 1133 15 inch Sound -Edge £137
'404' BUDGET RANGE
16 inch Crash or medium C38 18 inch Crash or Medium C48
20 inch Medium Of Ride ....LW 22 inch Medium or Ride 184
13 inch HI -Hats £47 14" Med/Heavy H/Hats £54
14 inch Sound Edge C109 15" Mecl/Heavy Hi Hats....£63
'101' BEGINNERS RANGE
12 inch £8. 13 inch E10, 15 inch E16
18 inch EN, 20 inch £29, 22 inch £38
14 inch Hi -Hats .................£24 15 inch Hi -Hats £31
Corning Soon the New Paiste 5 Series
Coloured Cymbals! Black, Red, Blue & Green

FREE DELIVERY
on all items

Immediate Despatch on

QUALSBAO

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Tascam Poda-one mini studio ..... ................ 2425

Tascam 244 Podastudio 4 track
Tascam 234, sync -set
Tascam MX -80, sync set mixer 1239
Tascam PE -40, sync -set pre -amp 0149
Tascam 3 -unit, sync -set flightcase £99
Tascam Sync -set system, as above £960
Clarion XA-5 mastering unit £775
Clarion XD -5 4 -track £485
Clarion floor console for above unit £125
Clarion remote control £29
Clarion X5000 System, complete, as above £1299
Yamaha MT -44 4 -track 025
Yamaha MM -30 Mixer with Graphic £175
Yamaha RB-30, patchbay and rack £125
Yamaha MT system; as above, complete £560
Aria R -504.4 -hack £385
Fostex X-15. 4 -track, portable £299
Cutec MR808, 8 -track, arriving soon E895
Cutec MR402, 4 -track Mk II £415

RHYTHM UNITS
Sequential Circuits 'Drum Tracks' digital
Yamaha RX-11 digital
Roland TR909, Analog/Digital
Hammond DPM-48, digital
Yamaha FtX 15, Digital Phone
Korg PSS-50 Super Section, digital ....................................£345
Roland CR8000, 8 memory In stock
Korg KR5513, 96 rhythms ..................................................£299
Roland CR5000. pre-set In Stock
Korg KPR77 Analog £199
Korg DDM-110, digital drums Phone
Korg DDM-220, Digital Latin Percussion Phone
Roland TR606 'Drumatix' £199
Roland DR -110, Dr Rhythm £110
Soundmaster SR99 £79
Kay Memory Rhythm 16 E39

STEREO MIXERS
Yamaha MC 1204 12 into 4, studio or stage £1499
Traynor 12/201, 12 into 2, built-in reverb £488
PTO -Mark MX3, 12 into 4 studio £445
Starsound Dynamix, 16 into 2, studio £359
Cutec MX -1200. 12 into 2 studio on stage £325
MTR 12/8/2 studio mixer £365
Starsound Dynarnix 12 into 2, studio £249
Roland Boss BX 800 8 into 2 £249
MTR 6/4/2 Studio Mixer .. ............. ............... £199
Korg KM -X8, 8 into 2 £175
Starsound Dynarnix, 6 into 2 £159
Roland Boss BX 600, 6 into 2 £135

RACK PROCESSORS
Aria SO -520 stereo graphic & Spectrum
Aria SO -522 stereo graphic
Aria AR -525 stereo reverb
Cutec GS -2200 stereo graphic & Spectrum
Cutec SA -2000 Spectrum analyser
Cutec AE 400 reverb with analog pre -delay
Vesta -Fire SF -010 dual flanger/chorus
Vesta -Fire RV1 stereo reverb
Vesta Fire RV2 stereo reverb
Vesta -Fire SL -020, dual compressor/limiter
Vesta -Fire TC-810 two channel aural exciter
Tascam MX -80 8 channel microphone mixer
Tascam PE -40, 4 channel pre -amp equaliser

CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Keyboard Combo £169
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Lead Combo £149
CARLSBRO Hornet 45, Bass Combo £139
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Combo. ......... t249
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Lead Combo E219
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Combo E199

£645 CARLSBRO Sherwood 90, Solo Mist Combo .. t259
cws CARLSBRO Stingray 150 Keyboard Combo ....,.., £385

CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Lead Combo £325
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Pro Lead Combo ..... £465
CARLSBRO Stingray 150 Bass Combo £312
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Keyboard Top £159
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, Bass Top £119
CARLSBRO Cobra 90, PA Top, Reverb £169
CARLSBRO Stingray 150, Keyboard Top E237
CARLSBRO Stingray 150. Lead Top E217
CARLSBRO Stingray 150. Bass Top £179
CARLSBRO Marlin 150, PA Top £247
CARLSBRO Marlin 300, PA Top £329
CARLSBRO M150, Mono Slave £159
CARLSBRO M300, Mono Slave £229
CARLSBRO 5300. Stereo Slam £289
CARLSBRO 5600 Stereo Save ... .................. .. ... £445
CARLSBRO 200 watt 1 x 15. Pro Cab £145
CARLSBRO 100 watt 1x 15, Bass Cab £164
CARLSBRO 100 watt 1 x 15 Keyboard ,..E113
All other CARLSBRO Equipment , . POA

Phone
f875

f699
£575 LISA Elite Stratocaster, Rosewood Neck £489

USA Elite Stratocaster, Maple Neck £489
USA Elite Telecaster, Rosewood Neck £445
USA Elite Telecaster, Maple Neck ... ................... .. £445
USA Elite Precision Bass II, Maple, Rosewood.. ... 1E399

USA Standard Stratocaster £259
USA Standard Stratocaster, Tremolo E299
USA Standard Telecasters £239
USA Standard Precision Basses £239
USA Standard Jazz Basses £299
Squire Vintage Stratocasters '57 or '62 models. £199
Squire Vintage Telecasters '52 model £179
Squire Vintage Precisions '57 or '6 models E199
Squire Vintage Jazz Bass '62 model £199
Squire Standard Stratocasters, Rosewood Neck £165
Squire Standard Stratocasters, Maple Neck £165
Squire Standard Telecasters, Maple Neck £165

Westvne
Thunder I Guitar, light oak finish £124
Thunder Jet Guitar, all black £125
Thunder I Active Guitar, light oak £149
Thunder) Active Guitar, red £159
Thunder I Active Guitar, black £159
Thunder I Guitar, with tremolo, black £144
Thunder I Guitar with tremolo, red C144
Thunder II Guitar, white £179
Thunder II Active Guitar £195

£189 Concorde I Guitar, red or black
149 Thunder I bass, light oak finish £135

£185 Thunder Jet bass, all black £135
£199 Thunder I bass, red or black £145
£169 Thunder I Active bass, light oak £149
£129 Thunder I Active bass, red or black £159
£225 Thunder II bass, metallic silver £195
elee Thunder III bass, jet black finish E295
E229
£165
£185
£239
E249

DIGITAL DELAYS
Yamaha 01500, 16 memories and midi EPhone
Korg SOD 3000 programmable C699
Roland SDE-3000. 8 memories In stock
Yamaha R1000, digital reverb £499
Ibanez HD1000, harmoniser and delay £345
Roland SDE-1000. 4 memories In stock
Korg SOD -1000 new model £319
Cutec CD -425 with sub delay £325
Evans MOD 1500 with sub -delay £265
Ibanez DM2000, modulation E299
Boss DE200 with modulation and hold £289
Ibanez DM1100 modulation E285
Evans MDd-1000, LED Readout .........
Aria DES 1000, LED Readout
Washburn WD 1400, modulation..............
JHS Bigfoot digital pedal. modulation 0235

KEYBOARDS GUITARS
DRUMS & PERCUSSION
AMPLIFICATION
HOME RECORDING

300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 2DD.

. £295

SPECIAL
OFFERS ON

ORDER FORM
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

AND FREE DELIVERY
(UK Mainland)

Name

Address

Phone No

Items Req

ci

ACCESSNISA No.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I

Cheque enclosed D HP Form Required El Tick



PR0GRAM SDS 7
 REVOLUTIONARY SIMMONS SDS7.
 NOT SO MUCH DRUM KIT/MORE SOUND CAMERA.
 SDS EPB DIGITAL SAMPLER OPTION ENABLES DRUMMER TO RECORD ANY
SOUND/THEN TO RE-CREATE BY STRIKING DRUM PAD.

 MODULAR FORMAT. SDS7 CAPABLE OF MAXIMUM OF 12 MODULES.
2 INDEPENDENT SOUND SOURCES IN EACH: <1> ANALOGUE/TO PRODUCE
CLASSIC 'SIMMONS SOUND» (2) DIGITAL/FOR MEMORY -STORED REAL DRUI'
OR SOUNDS SAMPLED BY EPB.
 PROGRAM PAD ENABLES EVERY MODULE TO STORE 99 SOUND CONFIGU
ATIONS (DRUM KITS) ANY 16 OF WHICH INSTANTLY RECALLED WITH SELECT(



PAD. IF 12 MODULES OBTAINED/DRUMMER HAS CHOICE OF 1188
PROGRAMMABLE SOUNDS.
 SOUND MANIPULATION. CHOOSE SAMPLED OR «DRUM KIT» SOUND THEN
BEND UP/DOWN/ALTER PITCH ETC. ALL POSSIBLE WITH SDS7 FILTER SYSTEM.
 DEVASTATING DYNAMICS. NEW/EXTRA-SENSITIVE PADS PROVIDE SOFTER/

LOUDER/BRIGHTER SOUNDS/SIMPLY WITH STICK CONTROL.
 IMPORTANT TO ACQUIRE MORE DATA ON
SDS7. SEE AND HEAR IN ACTION: CONTACT
NEAREST SIMMONS DEALER WITHOUT DELAY SIMMONS:

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS LTD ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST. ALBANS, HERTS. AL4 OJH. TEL (0727) 36191 (5 LINES) TELEX: 291326 HEXDRM G electronic drums



/HARDWARE/

Korg DDM 1 10
Programmable Drum Machine

Companion to the Super Percussion model reviewed in October, Korg's
Super Drums unit offers digital drum sounds for the price of an analogue

machine. Paul White

As a logical and cost-effective fol-
low-on from the DDM220 Super
Percussion unit (reviewed in

E&MM October), the 110 is virtually ident-
ical in all respects except for instrument
voicing. For whereas the 220 majored on
Latin percussion sounds, the second of
Korg's budget rhythm boxes contains
conventional kit voices. And as with the
220, all the Super Drums' sounds are
PCM-encoded recordings of real drums.

There are nine sounds in all, and the
machine can store up to six separate
user -programmed songs comprising a
maximum of 390 bars: all this information
can be dumped to cassette for future use
or further editing.

Furthermore, output is stereo so that
each drum is panned to an appropriate
point within the stereo image, but there
are no level controls for individual voices
(apart from a drum -cymbal balance con-
trol) and no separate channel outputs to
allow level setting to be carried out
externally, which is a shame.

Construction
Little larger than a box of chocolates,

the DDM110 weighs a mere 800 grams,
and will operate either from batteries or
from the mains adaptor supplied. Dual
(coarse and fine) tempo controls allow for
accurate adjustment of speed, and there
are three level contre's for master volume,
cymbal/hi-hat content (already mentioned)
and metronome, this being a series of

clicks generated in Program mode as a
timing guide.

A record enable/disable slide -switch
should help to reduce the risk of your
precious drum patterns being erased
accidentally, and programming is easily
accomplished using the row of 15 push-
buttons that lies along the lower section
of the unit, most of these having more
than one function.

Stereo and headphone outputs are on
the machine's right-hand edge along with
a socket for remote start/stop switching:
all these are on quarter -inch jacks, as is
the trigger output, which supplies an S -
trigger pulse whenever a handclap is
programmed, the clap sound being
muted once a plug has been inserted into
the socket. The other end of the box
houses the 9V DC input, the power switch
(not marvellously convenient, this,
though it does reduce the chances of the
110 being switched off inadvertently),
cassette machine connections, and the
Sync socket. This five -pin DIN connector
is similarly configured to - and compat-
ible with - the (ahem) Roland system, and
is therefore switchable between Sync In
and Out functions. In practice, this means
that the Super Drums can be synchro-
nised to other drum machines, used in
conjunction with a device such as the
MPC Sync Track to lay down (and re -
trigger from) a click -track on tape, and -
using Korg's own KMS30 MIDI Synchro-
niser - linked to MIDI -equipped hard-
ware.

Finally, a panel at the bottom of the

attractive plastic case allows access to
the six AA -type batteries which not only
run the machine but also maintain the
contents of the memory when the unit is
powered down.

Operation
The 30 pattern memories can be pro-

grammed in step or real time, Patterns 1
to 16 comprising up to 32 steps and 17 to
32 comprising up to 16. As previously
intimated, six songs totalling a maximum
of 390 bars may be stored, and a repeat
sign facility assists the user in making the
most of this capacity. Naturally, full edit-
ing facilities are included and the numeric
display contains all user -relevant infor-
mation, nine different forms of data being
displayed, depending on which mode
has been selected.

All programming details are dealt with
adequately in the comprehensive 54 -
page user manual, which for obvious
reasons I'm not going to reproduce here,
but anyone familiar with at least one other
programmable drum machine should find
little difficulty acclimatising themselves
with the 110's operational character-
istics.

Basically, all you do is enter the pat-
terns required (in step or real time) and
chain them together to form songs, inter-
spersing a repeat at one point during the
song. If you make a mistake, the Korg's
editing system allows you to locate the
fault and correct it by inserting and
deleting bars. Should you decide to blow
the entire memory on one song, this can
be of up to 385 bars in length but, as Trish
McGrath pointed out in her review of the
Super Percussion model, any pattern
formed by chaining two bars together is
counted on the display as one bar, so it's
vital to keep a clear head when editing.

There are two further points - one
good, one bad. The good news is that
three modes of resolution - 1/16, 1/16
triplet and 1/32, may be selected for each
bar during programming, but the bad
news is that once an accent has been
programmed, it affects all voices pro-
grammed on that beat: there's no way of
accenting voices individually.

Sounds
So, the price is right, the packaging is

neat, and the operation isn't too mind -
taxing, but what does the DDM110 actu-
ally sound like? Well, the fact that the
voices are digitally -stored real drum
sounds doesn't necessarily mean it's
going to be a Linn -beater. It doesn't even
guarantee a better sonic performance
than comparably -priced analogue units.
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HARDWARE`
In fact, the voices on the Super Drums
vary dramatically, so I'll deal with each

one in turn.
Bass drum has a nice solid kick,

though it lacks the percussive 'slap'
provided by more expensive machines,
or indeed the E&MM Syndrom. Still, it's a
welcome change from analogue endeav-
ours (generally weak in nature) and should
be usable in a number of different situ-
ations. I was a bit disappointed with the
snare: it sounds as if the technology is
doing its best to make something out of a
poor sample - badly tuned and lacking in
punch or bite. I know the 110 is cheap,
but surely Korg could at least have used a
decent sample? The rimshot actually
sounds more like a wood block, but is
realistic and usable nonetheless. The
machine imposes the same playing restric-
tion as a real drum kit in that the snare and
rimshot cannot be sounded together,
which should help you retain some ele-
ment of authenticity in your drum pat-
terns. The toms (high and low) are
reasonably authentic, but the 110's rela-
tive lack of memory has meant that the
samples are a bit on the short side (the
sounds just stop, instead of decaying as
they should) and they also contain a fair
degree of digital noise. Added to a com-
plete mix with a little reverb, both toms
should sound OK, but if your intended
applications are more demanding . . .

The hi -hats (open and closed) are very
good indeed: I'm impressed! Again, you
can't play open and closed voices on the
same beat, but then you shouldn't want
to, should you? The cymbal sound is
interesting since the pitch sweeps down
every time the voice is generated, pre-
sumably to extend the duration of the
sample. Mind you, that doesn't prevent it
from sounding quite realistic and I rather
liked it. Handclaps, on the other hand,
are a bit of a problem, since analogue
clap sounds are now so good that they've
gained mass acceptance and sampled
`real' handclaps sound like a pale imi-
tation of the real thing. Isn't fashion
wonderful?

Conclusions
Subjectively, the Super Drums unit

does not have the attack and vitality of its
Latin percussion counterpart (though
whether that's partly due to the lack of

competition faced by the latter, I'm not
sure), but it's still streets ahead of a
comparably -priced analogue machine.
It's a well-behaved, stylish product that
packs more features into its little box than
you could reasonably hope for at this
price.

`Analogue clap
sounds are now so
good that sampled

`real' handclaps
sound like a pale
imitation of the
real thing. Isn't

fashion wonderful?'
ti

The Sync Out facility should prove a
great help to many users, and the fact
that it's compatible with both analogue
Roland and (using Korg's KMS30) MIDI

standards is a triumph for interfacing
common sense. As mentioned above, the
trigger output is to Korg's own S -trigger
standard, and while this may prove useful
for triggering the arpeggiator on a Polysix
or similar, Roland synth owners will need
to build a converter consisting of one
transistor, three resistors and a battery in
order to get everything running smoothly.
Anyone requiring details of this modifica-
tion should send their request on a
stamped addressed fiver to me, and they
will receive a signed copy of the circuit
diagram by return of post (actually, it's
published elsewhere this issue in `Every-
thing but the Kitchen...' so no spin-offs
for you, Mr White - Ed).

To be quite honest, I'm not entirely sure
how Korg are going to put everything into
this box, sell it for £229 and still make
a profit. But then again, I'm not com-
plaining.
Further information from Rose -Morris,
32-34 Gordon House Road, London,
NW5. IT 01-267 5151.

When your
automatic drummer
... isn't, and your
sequencer
...won't.

Mini Om

.;0

-on 0 (0 (0M7Ico

technology is terrific, but timing troubles can tear you and
your studio apart. Garfield Electronics have just the right
Doctor for your timing problems.
For £520 MINI DOC simultaneously co-ordinates timing
for Roland, Oberheim, Sequential Circuits, Linn, Korg,
Moog, EMU, Synclavier, Fairlight, Simmons, Wave PPG,
MXR and anybody else who speaks their timing code
languages.
Mini Doc is simple. Select a master unit, and get its clock
output to the Mini Doc front panel input. Plug in, and all 7
Mini Doc timing outputs will be active at the same time!
Each output has enough 'level' to drive 4 units.
The Mini Doc will also make Sync to tape child's play,
which you can't say for Midi.
Can't remember which output language your master
speaks? No problem. Mini Doc has a complete list of who
goes where and who gets what, right on top.
Mini Doc outputs a run stop signal. You won't have to reset
by hand. Mini Doc has two arpeggiator clock circuits, with
independent controls for clock rate and trigger waveform
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polarity. Mini Doc has everything where you want it.
All inputs and outputs are 'front panel' and Mini Doc
mounts in the standard 19" EIA rack.
As well as all the features of the Mini Doc, the DOCTOR
CLICK rhythm controller at £1695 has several important
timing and interface functions.
Three inputs which accept various types of sync tracks.
Outputs which take the sync track present at the input and
allow you to drive units which are not compatible with the
input sync track.
Gate outputs which trigger synthesiser arpeggiators and
other trigger orientated devices.
Synchronised envelope outputs.
A delay unit, allowing timing differences to be tuned out.
The ability to generate a sync track from a 'live musician'
source.
Fora demonstration of the MINI DOC or DOCTOR
CLICK in action call Music Lab for your nearest dealer
or hire company.

ALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.

72-74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW1 1 BY. 01-388 5392
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The SBX-80 is an affordable programmable tempo
controller that can generate and read SMPTE time
code it generates pulse signals controlled by MIDI
data, 24 -clock DIN signals or SMPTE tee code thus
the SBX-80 can be used as a master tempo controller
for almost all electronic instruments the tempo is
controlled by the tempo knob or the tap switch on the
front panel or by the click signals stored in external
equipment. The SBX-80 allows a musician to control
an instrument not only in tome with the metronome
rhythms of a drum rnachne or a sequencer, but also in
time with his own rhythm. The SBX-80 can memorize
sll the changes of tempo in any compositron a display
hows all the data required including the tempo value

and time synchronization with tape recorder -
Indispensable for multi -track recording - is achieved
using SMPTE time code instead of ordinary FSK tape
sync swats in.* way. The SBX-80 allows equipment
to be synchrontzed with a tape recorder from the
middle of composition It i3 also possible to overdub a
rhythm machine or a sequencer over a composition
that is recorded without FSK tape signals. The SBX-80
also features a function that allows the SBX-80 to

1.J3 I
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PRODUCTS
JUST IN!!
MKB 1000
Now with new modules! Rolands system of the
future available right now! The fantastic velocity
sensitive MIDI keyboard has acoustic piano feel
with real wood keys. It can control all MIDI
pianos. synths, guitar or drum machines, as well
as its own selection of MIDI modules with a total
of 128 programmable memory banks, plus dual
split. Whole parts of the keyboard can be
assigned and memorised in any timbre!!
Rolands budget MKB300 keyboard controller
offers the solution for a high quality master
MIDI controller packed with features at a low
price!! Rolands new Planet series rack mount
MIDI modules point to the future of MIDI
expansion. The 6 voice Planet and 8 voice super
Jupiter offer full synth features in a convenient

and compact 19" rack system.

MKS 10 PLANET P
MIDI PIANO MODULE

MKS 30 PLANET S MIDI
POLYSYNTH MODULE

MK 130 SUPER JUPITER
MIDI 8 VOICE SYNTH
MODULE

send a measure number to a MIDI device that can
accept the measure number as MIDI data such
devices Include Roland's TR-909 rhythm composer.
MX0-700 digital keyboard recorder because the
SMPTE standard is the most popular standard for
professional broadcasting. Recording and film
equipments, the SBX-80 will prove to be essential not
only for rmsk production, but also for video, IV and
film production.

MCP -8 MIDI ;AD

" cs

The MCP -8 is a completely new MIDI controller, rt
allows you to perform any instrument that has a MIDI
Ock by simply hitting the MCP -8's pad, The MPC-8
has eight pads. Sensitivity can be adjusted for each
pad. When a drum machine is connected with the
MPC-8 one sound source is assigned for each pad.
When a keyboard instrument is connected with the
MPC-8 one key is assigned for each pad. In addax..
four different sound combinations can be memorized
and recalled by lust pressing a button. 0 is also
possible to play a MIDI instrument by connecting
external pads to the external input jacks on the rear
panel. me MIDI channel is assignable, dynamics can
also be controlled when a drum machine is
connected. You can play the bass drum and control
the open/close of the hi -hat using foot switches. The
MPC-13 can even be used as a percussion instrument
that creates any sounds you Ike.

SRA 4800 POWER AMPS
AND SPEAKER SYSTEMS

NEW £P0A
JC120H LEAD AND
JAZZ COMBOS

NEW £P0A
SUPERCUBE LEAD AND
BASS COMBOS

NEW £P0A  "Im...

£999
£1150
£499
£599
C575
£775
£795

C1950
£249
£795

£699 CE2
BF2
HAS

£250 HC2
£295 002
£450 CET
£750 ALL AMDEK 50% OFF
0395 PA &AMPLIFICATION

PA250
£99 PA1S0
£45 RM1200
£99 DRUM MACHINES

TR606
TB303
DR55
De110

Roland MC4B & OP8 & 008

£49
C55
£75
£45

£109
£55

£560
C475
£795

£169
£169
£49
C99

I

I
I

\kilo

MSQ 100 POLYPHONIC MIDI
 SEQUENCER. Following their success with the world's first

MIDI sequencer the MSO700 Roland now
introduce a new budget version packed with

II features at a price for all.

 NEW £P0A

G707 GUITAR

G700 MIDI GUITAR
CONTROLLER
The guitarists dream come true!! At last guitarists
join the world of synthesis with the MIDI
connection. Unlimited sound cration and control
from your guitar, excellent tracking from the
G707's new dampened neck with 69
programmable sound memories available within
the G700 plus unlimited expansion possibilities
through the MIDI bus.

44,091 olo

143'
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TR707
ROLANDS NEW
DIGITAL DRUM

MACHINE BREAKS
THE PRICE

BARRIER
ONLY £499!!

LOOK AT THESE FEATURES
* 10 Totally Digital Sounds including 2
snare 2 bass
* Independent outputs for each sound
* Midi + Sync outputs
* 69 patterns on 4 song, 12 songs with
memory cartridge
* Real or step time
* Shuffle - flame, LCD display

JUNO 106 6 VOICE POLY MIDI
KEYBOARD
Unique 6 voice polyphonic synth with 64 timbre
memory and midi output at a budget price! Now
you really can afford a programmable synth with
the MIDI connections. Endless features and
sophistication! Come and try one now,

ROLAND SALE SPECIAL OFFERS
 ROLAND MC4B & OP8 & 008 RRP £299 £799
II Incredible offer on Roland sophisticated MC4B & OP8 M & 008

system at almost 75% off
KEYBOARDS

Roland
 New JP6
- New Juno 6
MI New Juno 60
El New JX3P

New JX3P PG200
New Juno 106
New JP 8 (ex-clen6
New SHIN & free case
New Juno 60 + MSO 60

Ejureen'njujn CaseS060o -

ELECTRONIC PIANOS
HP30
HP60
HP70
HP300

- HP400
- BOSS PEDAL BARGAINS

DR110
- PC2
- DD110

CMU 600 -4- COMMODORE 64 £399
- Low entry price computer music.

complete with software and cables,

INCREDIBLE OFFER ON
 AMDEK KITS!
. DMK 100 ANALOGUE DELAY
 RRP £85 NOW £49

II Incredible offer SH101
plus MGS1 Hand Grip &
Headphones, £249..

69

CR5000
CR8000
TR808
TR909

SEQUENCERS
MS0700
MC202

d l

2

I

£P0A1,:i -

0299
£299
C395
0595

MCA
£199

CS0100 £99
MC413 -4- OP8M £990
The world's most sophisticated and
versatile poly sequencer with new
OP8M MIDI interface

GUITAR SYNTHS/AMPS
0700 CPOA
G707 CP0A
G700 0 6707 CP0A
G808 £365
0202 £215
0505 CP0A
GR300 11385

I I 1111111111111
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U YAMAHA HI -TECH DEALER

MT44 Complete System
with Recorder Mixer & Rack, £479 +VAT.

COMING SOON - INCREDIBLE NEW YAMAHA
PRODUCTS!! CALL FOR INFO.
QX1 DIGITAL SEQUENCE RECORDER

III The Yamaha ()Xi is a fully MIDI compatible digital sequence recorder, provided with 8 MIDI output channels allowing the

1111

musician to control up to 8 separate MIDI instruments. In addition to the exceptional control flexibility rt otters, the OX1 is
unique in that it features a buil-in 5" floppy disk drive, enabling fast, easy storage and recall of sequence programs_ Two

NI methods of data entry are possible with the OX 1: real time write, and step write. Memory is configured so that one
individual 'song' or selection is made up of 8 tracks, each polyphonic. There are 32 banks, one bank holding a single

IN selection composed of 8 tracks. Total memory capacity is 80,000 notes. The OX1 also features a wide range of editing
and utility functions, Tape Sync IN/OUT tacks, a 2-line/40 character LCD display panel, and it is designed for stylistic

- compatibility with the Yamaha DX synthesizer line.

TX8 16FM VOICE GENERATOR SYSTEM
Independent MIDI drivenFM voice generator modules (TF1) have been developed by Yamaha so it is not necessary to

,, acquire 8 complete MIDI synthesizers to make the most of the QX I . An 8 -module system, the D(816, contains 8 TF1
voice generators in a convenient rack -mountable package. Each TF1 module permits 16 -note polyphonic output. and
can hold up to 32 different voices in memory. 32 function mammies are also provided.
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IRXI 1 £799
RX15 £499

;1015 REMOTE KEYBOARD f449
- Fabulous new PCM MIDI drum machines at new
laffordable prices. AXIS has 13 sounds,
100 patterns, 10 song, 8511 has 16 sounds.
2000 events, 10 songs. 16 letter LCD display

'and LED display.

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER
If you're kinking for a personal tamp:ter to mete music look no further! Yamaha's amazing CX5 otters the same
meredible FM sound synthesizer quality as its lemma DX synthesiser series! Plus all the features of tee innovated
MU computer system!

CX5M Music Computer
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£549 Inc VAT Ei

System includes CX5
MSX computer, YKO1

Mini keyboard, YRM12
FM voicing software

and FM cartridge
hardware!

202 NEW KINGS ROAD, 10 BADDOW ROAD,

FULHAM, LONDON SW6 CHELMSFORD, ESSEX.

OPP. PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE,. TEL: 0245-352490

TEL 01-731 5993

instant Credit Availablt,

104-106 ELM GROVE,
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS.
TEL 0705-820595

5I
MICAN

"ham` SS Igo

85 ST. MARY'S STREET,
SOUTHAMPTON, HANTS\
TEL 0703-26798

NEW

KORG
EX800 MIDI EXPANDER IN STOCK!!!

£399.00

AKAI
NEW!! The incredible

AKAI MG121212
channel mixer
recorder on 1/2"

cassette tape
'7'7'. £5999

touch sensitive midi 96 sounds

£1295

AX80 8 voice programmable synth

soun ouse ,
.... .

NEW USA STRATS IN
STOCK AT LOW LOW
PRICES!!! £285 inc VAT
FENDER AMPS AT NEW LOW PRICES
Harvard Reverb II £149.00
Studio Lead £299.00
Yale Reverb £235.00
Montreux £395.00
Princton II Reverb £285.00

CHROWA Polaris. 6 VOICE DIGITAL ANALOGUE
132 PROGRAMS BUILT IN
SEQUENCER

£1799.00

...

GNIE W

ODNR uuNSIT&S

GITADLD

PmEDRICGurrstM

NOW IN STOCK!

£225.00
POLY 800 IN STOC

5EOUErttid L. CiRCUit5 ;tic

SIXTRAK
6 VOICE

MULTITIMBRE
SYNTHESIZER

64INTERFACE FOR COMMODORE64
DRUMTRAKS DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

New Model 910 expansion software for
6 track and Commodore641in stock!!!

G REENGATE
DS3 POLYPHONIC

DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER
Incredible price break
through sound sample
oboniard for Apple IIE

_ i y £250 with digital
kat, '';f -4 scan4potykeyboard£450

Complete Apple IIE system, ApplellE +
2 drives, cards, keyboard and
software £1450
New looping software in stock!

60111111111111115111111aK Elena CA. eirtSBAO
AMPLIFICATION

BRITISH AMPLIFICATION AT ITS BEST!!!
UNBEATABLE QUALITY & PRICE!!

 LEAD COMBO'S Bass Combo's
 Wasp Lead £285£75 Cobra 90

 Hornet lead £165 150w Combo £425

 Cobra 90 £225

 Cobra 90T £225

Keyboard Combo's
Cobra 90 £285

150w Combo £425

PA

Marlin 150

Marlin 300

Cobra 90 PA

£295

£375

£185

ECHO  EFFECTS
Yamaha D1500 midi delay ....£612
Yamaha RV1000 reverb £566
Roland SDE1000 £399
Roland SDE 3000 £799
Boss DE200 £249
Time Matrix £1595
MXR Digital Reverb £1750
Fostex Reverb £299
Lexcon Digital Reverb £1725
Yamaha RVI Digital reverb £7588
Deltalab 1050 delay £199

U
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PERSONAL MULTITRACK
AT FUTURE MUSIC
B16 Another Fostex First Sixteen tracks high
speed recording on 1/2" tape with Dolby C
£3445 inc. VAT
B16 Remote £345 inc. VAT
We have a number of Mixers available for use
with the B16, all of which are subject to special
package prices. Here are a few examples:
B16, Remote, Dynamix 24.8.16 £4755 inc. VAT
B16, Remote, RAM 18,8.16 £3999 inc. VAT
816, Remote, Allen & Heath 24.8.2
£5450 inc. VAT

FOSTEX AS SYSTEM

CALL FOR PACKAGE PRICE
A8 SYSTEM INC. A8

TAPE RECORDER, 350 MIXER
60 METER BRIDGE

Accessit
FOSTEX SIGNAL
PROCESSORS
3070 DUAL COMPRESSOR/

LIMITER £260 inc. VAT
3050 DIGITAL DELAY £275 inc. VAT
3030 STEREO 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQ

£160 inc. VAT
3180 STEREO REVERB £335 inc. VAT
2050 LINE MIXER £140 inc. VAT
3010 32 WAY NORMALISED PATCHBAY

£45 inc. VAT

 111 _
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NEW LOW PRICE

£249!!!! INC. VAT

NEW MN1 5 Compressor/Mixer
only £35
Mains supply, punch in/out switch
ALL IN STOCK NOW

v.

AVAILABLE IN 10 AND 16 INPUT CHANNEL VERSIONS (RM10/RM16)
THE RAM HAS 4 ROUTABLE SUB -GROUPS. TWO MASTER OUTPUTS
AND 8 TRACK MONITORING FACILITIES.

IT IS TOTALLY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 4 AND 8 TRACK RECORDING
APPLICATIONS ON EITHER - 10 OR +4 DBM TAPE MACHINES.
EACH INPUT CHANNEL OFFERS THE FOLLOWING:

XLR BALANCED MICROPHONE INPUTS
RCA TYPE PHONO AND JACK LINE LEVEL INPUTS
INSERT POINTS
3 BAND EQUALISATION (INCLUDING VARIABLE SWEEP MID
BAND PARAMETRIC CONTROLS)
2 AUXILIARY BUSSES
SWITCHABLE PHANTOM POWERING
PEAK OVERLOAD INDICATOR
PAN CONTROL AND PFL CIRCUITRY
AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS
MONITOR DIM CONTROL
2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS

1111111111
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RM 10 £835 INC VAT
RM 16 £860 INC VAT
RM 18 £1885 INC VAT

 MX3 8/4/2 MIXER
IDEAL FOR ALL

 8 TRACK SYSTEMS,

 AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS 
 MONITOR DIM CONTROL
 2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS

FULL FEATURE MIXERS AT INCREDIBLY LOW
PRICES

N

Applied Ergonomics
Since its inception the MX3's
designers have interpreted the needs
of the user from a human as well as
technical point of view. A unique
approach to graphics and colour has
given the MX3 a high degree of User
Friendliness. Signal paths are clearly
visible to all the other colour coded
RCA type connectors. Control knobs
have raised pointers for easy setting.
From the moment you
switch on the MX3 you will
appreciate the refinements
achieved through advanced
construction techniques,
and applied ergonomics.

1 I 111111511

1111

IDEAL FOR
FOSTEX A8
SYSTEM
ONLY £466
incl VAT
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The OB-8 Polyphonic Synthesizer
8 Voice Synthesizer (2 independent
4 voice synthesizers)
120 Patch programs
5 Octave keyboard with programmable
split point
12 Split Programs
12 Double Programs
Stereo/Mono Outputs
Arpeggiator

0E3ERHEIM
THE INCREDIBLE OBERHEIM RANGE IN STOCK

AND ON DEMO AT FUTURE MUSIC

the DSX Digital Polyphonic Sequencer
6000 Note Capacity
16 Voice Polyphony
10 Sequences, each with 10 tracks
10 Merges
Loop and Transpose
Auto -Correct
Programmable Tempo

'Imagine being able to control each of
these voices easily and independently. A

MIDI SYNTH connect 27 sources to any of 47 destinations
Matrix Modulations"' system that lets you

per voice, with an interactive block diagram and
MODULE 120 display characters to make it easy to use. Imagine

being able to interface all of this to anything you wish;
Velocity Keyboards, Sequencers, Guitars, Computers,

MIDI and CVs simultaneously, and of course, the Oberheim System. We've had
these fantasies, too. The Oberheim Xpander . . . the fantasy realized. Realize
your fantasy at your local Oberheim dealer or write for more information.

NEW XPANDER

yt.

The DMX Programmable Digital
Drum Machine
Real Sounds Recorded Digitally
2000 Event Capacity
24 Drums
100 Sequences
50 Songs
Auto -Correct
Programmable Tempo
Interchangeable sounds .Individuelly Tunable

202 NEW KINGS ROAD. 10 BADDOW ROAD

FULHAM. LONDON SW6 CHELMSFORD. ESSEX

OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE TEL 0215-352490

TEL 01-731 5993

A

101-106 ELM GROVE.
SOUTHSEA PORTSMOUTH
HANTS
TEL 0705-820595

19

85 ST MARY S STREET
SOUTHAMPTON HANTS,
TEL 0703-26798

I.
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SDS 7 Digital

analogue kit

ELECTRONIC DRUMS

SIMMONS
ELECTRONIC KITS

SDS 8 analogue

kit

Introducing the

incredible new

SDS1 Digital
DRUM!!! £250

SDS EPB sound

sampler for
SDS7!! £390

GUltimate*Percussion.VP Ntt.
N4'

5 KIT QUALITY ELECTRONIC
SOUNDS AT UNBEATABLE LOW
PRICE!!! £499 Ultimate

(stands percussions new
extra)lup 5 kit offers

high quality
sounds. New

design!
Incredible value

TED DIGISOUND
MODULES
New pynamic sound
modules give high
quality digital percussion
at low price!!!mumt it tl

0

caitir

Can be triggered from
acoustic drum pad or
anything!!
Snare £99
Bass drum £99
Tom £99

Cymbal £99
Snare/bass ..£125
Power £26

ACOUSTIC DRUMS

YAMAHA
SERIES 9000!!! IN STOCK
NEW CHERRY WOOD AND
BLACK AND NOW AVAILABLE IN
POWERTOM!

THE ULTIMATE!!

or

DELTA

MIDI DRUM INTERFACT!
£299 inc VAT

Convert your drum kit and pads
to trigger any midi drum machine
or synth!
Assign each drum to any sound!
Includes Delta Pickups.
Call for details.

NEW! MX GX DX
PROFESSIONAL
SERIES
KITS!!
Top quality professional system
kits now in stock! Power Toms
new finishes export kits £449

11111111111 I 1 I I
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The Drummers
I

Affordable!d
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SONORal .
Drum! i Phonic plus! In  ; lo

Series on Demo!
Stock in new I'Sonor Signature

The Finest
I Gloss Finishes!!!

DrumKit in the
World! Ae

onorlite. from £ 4/ \>,,%l-- \ Come and Try ,.,
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NEW APK ADVANCED 411r,ATS
POWER KIT!! tf,\
In natural wood finish!
With Tri Star stands!!
5 Piece Power Toms!!!
In Stock Now!
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/HARDWARE/

MPC DSM8 AutoTom
Britain is still ahead on points when it comes to the manufacture of
electronic drums: MPC's new AutoTom shows how a little digital
ingenuity can be applied effectively to analogue percussion. Paul White

The new DSM8, with a rack of conventional percussion modules in the background.
PC are now well-known for their within the DSM is incremented, and it's
innovative designs in the field of this that controls the sequencing. A Pitch
live electronic percussion. Their

first product, The Kit, was a revolutionary
machine when it first appeared, and the
company now offer a complete range of
electronic percussion modules.

In simple terms, the new DSM8 (DSM
stands for 'Drum Synthesiser Module')
allows the drummer to simulate a roll
round the toms from one pad. Housed in
a 1U rack box, the unit houses both the
voicing circuitry and the necessary se-
quencing electronics, though it doesn't
contain a power supply: you have to plug
into an outboard DSM power unit.

The front panel contains no less than
12 rotary controls and the back panel one
accent control, the power input and five
jack sockets. These allow the unit to be
triggered from either a pad or a se-
quencer, and there is provision to connect
two footswitches for holding or resetting
the pitch sequencer.

The recipe for producing analogue
drum sounds is now fairly standard, and
this MPC unit gives control over all the
necessary parameters. To produce the
final sound, a pitch is mixed with filtered
noise and a percussive click to simulate
the stick sound: by regulating the pitch
and decay, a wide range of modern drum
sounds can be generated. A further switch
labelled Tom/Bass alters the noise filter
characteristics so that torn, snare and
bass sounds may all be generated by the
same module. A neat cost -saving device,
that.

So far then, we have a voicing section
identical to that on MPC's other DSM
units, but what really sets the 8 apart is its
built-in sequencer section.

AutoTom
Whenever the drum pad is hit, a counter

Step control lets you pre-set the pitch
change between the different sections
that make up a drum fill, while the other
three rotary switches determine how the
sequence will behave.

The first control (labelled Beats/Step) is
used to select how many beats elapse
before the pitch changes, and may be set
at every one to four beats inclusive. Next,
the 'No of Steps' control determines how
many times the pitch increases (or de-
creases, for that matter) before it changes
direction and returns to its original state.

The Mode switch actually shows how
the pitch rise and fall works. In its first
position (there are four in all), the pitch
rises until the preset number of steps is
reached, at which point it returns instantly
to its original value, allowing the entire
cycle to start again. The second position
gives an equal number of rising and
falling steps, while position three gives

`With a bit of fore-
thought, the AutoTom

facility can be
extremely effective

when the unit is driven
from a sequencer,
as the number of

steps and beats can be
optimised in advance,'

the same thing inverted, so that the pitch
starts high, falls, and then rises again.
Lastly, setting four gives the inverse of
setting one, so that the pitch falls and
then, after the appropriate number of

steps, returns to its starting value.
Wonderful isn't it? All this science. But

hang on a minute, what happens if you
miss a beat? Does it mean that all your
future fills will be out of sync? In a word,
no. MPC have thought of that, too, for
there is a switch labelled Auto Reset
which, when active, resets the sequencer
if the drum isn't hit for a period of longer
than three seconds. You can of course
reset the sequencer using one of the
footswitch options, or you can hold any
pitch indefinitely by using the Hold foot -
switch facility, in which case, all drum
beats will be at the same pitch until the
pedal is released.

In Use
Just like the man said, huge multi -tom

drum fills (up to 16 of them, in fact)
without the effort or expense of lots of
pads. Even if you hit the drum fairly softly,
the sequencer steps through correctly,
though the manual does warn against
turning the sensitivity right up and playing
like a butcher. If you do this, the se-
quencer is liable to trigger more than
once on each beat.

The Auto Reset is potentially a very
useful feature, and with a bit of fore-
thought, the Auto Tom facility can be
extremely effective when the unit is driven
from a sequencer, as the number of steps
and beats can be optimised in advance.
Definitely useful for all you home recording
buffs out there.

Conclusions
Technically, the DSM8 is hardly revolu-

tionary, but at least MPC have gone
ahead and put it into production, which is
more than can be said for some other
people I could mention. It's a simple idea
that works and works well.

There's no doubt that the DSM's sonic
ingredients are going to make it sound
somewhat like Sss . . . you know who.
But then again, that's just what you want,
isn't it?

Despite the outward simplicity of the
unit, there's plenty of evidence that a fair
degree of thought has gone into its
design: the footswitch connections should
be a boon in live applications, and the
maximum of 16 pitch steps means you
can go right over the top if you want to.

If your drumming technique leaves a
little to be desired, you go through fre-
quent attacks of laziness, or you suffer
from the common complaint we technical
journalists call Lack Of Money, this clever
box of tricks offers a great deal for a
relatively modest outlay.
RRP of the DSM8 is £199 inclusive of
VAT. Further information from MPC Elec-
tronics, The Gables, Station Road, Wil-
lingham, Cambs, CB4 5HG. IT (0954)
60264.
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PET TAKING

"THE 61'S ALWAYS BEEN GREAT.
HAVING MIDI'S MADE IT BRILLIANT."

'DIGITAL DRUM SOUNDS AT THIS

LICE? AND YOU CAN SYNCHRONIZE

TO MIDI TOO!"

"KORG DELAYS ARE SUPERB. I LOVE '/NE TRULY PORTABLE 800'S FANTASTIC,THE 2 SECOND SAMPLING ON THE 1000." ESPECIALLY WITH THE EX 800 MODULE:'

"I CAN REALLY RELY ON KORG -
ASTONISHING QUALITY AND VALUE."

LADIES AND GENTS MEET MR PETER
OXENDALE - CURRENTLY PLAYING KEYBOARDS
WITH FRANKIE GOES TO HOLLYWOOD.

BEFORE HE HEADED OFF ON AN
AMERICAN TOUR WE HAD HIM TEST OUR KORG
RANGE. WE THINK HE LIKED IT.

AND SEEING AS HOW YOU ONLY HAVE
TO GO AS FAR AS YOUR NEAREST POST BOX TO
FIND OUT MORE, WHY NOT FILL IN THE
COUPON NOW?

I'D LIKELIKE TO KNOW MORE ABOUT KORG.

NAME

ADDRESS

MORO

EMM 12 84K

DISTRIBUTED BY

Rose -Morris
ROSE MORRIS & CO. LTD. 32-34 GORDON HOUSE ROAD.

LONDON NW5 1NE TELEPHONE. 01-267 5151
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St tuoice

Tangerine Dream, the band that took electronics from the inaccessible
art music' ghetto to the record collections of millions, talk about
technology, their new album, and seventeen years of working together.
Matthew Vosburgh

If they possess one quality that sets them
apart from the majority of electronic
music's greatest names, it is that their

approach has been consistently fresh and
innovative throughout their long career. Above
all, it's been their unfailing determination to
innovate that has kept them one step ahead of
their countless imitators, and prevented their
music from becoming stale or predictable for
any length of time.

For example, the Tangs' only recent extensive
tour was one of Poland last year, a country in
which it is almost impossible to make money
(they pay you in Zlotys), which has abysmal
weather in winter (which is when the band
decided to go), and which isn't exactly
renowned as being a major market for electro-
nic music (though Klaus Schulze, himself a
former Dreamer, received a rapturous recep-
tion there when he played some concerts not
long before).

The band's latest album, their first for the
infant Jive Electro label, was recorded at one
of TD's Warsaw concerts, and is entitled,
simply, Poland. It's far from being their first live
effort, so why the fascination for dedicating
concert performances to vinyl?

'A key reason for us to produce live albums
is that we play new material live, material
which we haven't released before. So with the
exception of a couple of encores, Poland is all
new stuff, not just the same music with a
different sound and a couple of variations.

'We recorded it on eight -track: that's about
the minimum we could have used and still kept
reasonably good channel separation. We had
thought in advance about putting the tape out
as a record, but we weren't absolutely sure
about it because of the weather conditions.
You see, on two or three occasions the power
broke down and we had to stop the concert
right in the middle. Sometimes it was upsetting.'

Poland is a double album comprising over
80 minutes of music. Surely some form of

studio editing took place in order to shape it
into its final recorded form?

'Yes. We've made a few changes to the
original recording. You see, when you do a
bridge section from one
part to another,
sometimes it
works

properly,
but sometimes you think

it could have been done better. Not
just a bit better, but much better. If that
happens, you sit down and add a little bridge
or something, because our attitude is that the
people who listen to the record should be able
to get the feel of a piece and not be interrupted

by a technical
mistake or something.

We've also cut a couple of parts to make the
album more compressed. Some transitions
just seemed too long, so we've cut out a
minute here and there. But basically it's still the
essence of the concert.'

A band whose line-up has previously em-
braced the likes of Schulze, the now New
York -based Peter Baumann and recent UK
Electronica hero Steve Jolliffe, Tangerine
Dream have been a three-piece comprising
founder Edgar Froese, Chris Franke, and
Johannes Schmoelling for a number of years,
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arid it's the former two that contributed most
to our conversation. Constantly interrupting
each other-their English is excellent - Froese
and Franke were keen to talk hardware.

Equipment
Well known in the past for the vast modular

synthesiser systems which dominated the
stage at each performance the band gave,
Tangerine Dream are now employing a wider
range of hardware than ever before, even if it's
somewhat less unwieldy.

'We're using all kinds of synths these days -
a Roland Jupiter 8, an Oberheim, a PPG with a
Waveterm, a Yamaha DX7, a Prophet 5 and a
Prophet 600. That's pretty much a bit 01

everybody.
'If we tour England again, you won't see the

big modular system on stage any more,
though there are a few modules that we still
use, like ring modulators and special noise
generators: the sort of things you don't find on
a modern programmable polysynth.

'In a way, of course, the modular concept is
coming back with the new equipment that's
coming out now. The difference is that this
time, one module contains a whole range of
synthesisers and is controlled from a master
keyboard. That kind of system is polyphonic
and programmable, but it has in the back-
ground the same sort of idea as the old
modular equipment.'

The Tangs' present sequencing and per-
cussion department is

also about
as well -stocked as they come . . .

'Currently we're using digital sequencers
that have been custom-built by a company
called PVH. The sequencers are MIDI -equipped,
so they can be used to control percussion as
well as melodies.

'Our percussion machines include an Ober-
heim DMX, a LinnDrum, some Simmons
drums and a couple of custom-built sampling
units. We also use the PPG Waveterm and the
Emulator for sampled percussion sounds. The
Emulator is very good for percussion because
it can be controlled from MIDI or from control
voltages, and it's possible to change sounds
just by swapping floppy disks: on a lot of
machines you have to change ROM chips,
which obviously takes much longer.

E&MM DECEMBER 1984
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Sampling
'One thing we are very much into is the

whole sampling philosophy, because it enables
you to record a sound you are fascinated with

`We like Eurythmics,
Kate Bush, and Laurie

Anderson - the people
that have found a
balance between
technology and
atmosphere.'

and then start working with it, changing it,
making it into something completely different.
There's no doubt that sampling will become
more and more important in our music. Several
years ago we had a digital sampling unit with a
very short sampling time built for us, which we
used for percussion. That was the start of our
digital sampling - at that time memory was
expensive and nobody knew how to put it onto
Winchester disks and things like that.'

Have the band received any support from
custom designers more recently?

'No. We haven't had any custom work done

in that field, apart from having industry
machines like the Publison Harmoniser, Emu-
lator and PPG Waveterm customised for us.
We've just had extra interfaces built into the
machines to make them compatible with our
sequencers and other keyboards.

'We're waiting for machines with better
sample quality to come out, because at the
moment the quality's not much better than
what you'd get using a cassette recorder.
We're also waiting for machines with longer
sampling times, because time is sometimes
more important than quality. Unlike many
people, we've never really used a Fairlight,
because the price -to -sound relationship isn't
really very good. Its sampling time is very
short, and using a machine like that on stage
isn't always a lot of fun.'

'You must remember that we've been using
sampling systems since the early seventies.
At that time we had an analogue system with
a different sample for each key, and every
sample had a length of eight seconds. We
didn't have looping, but we did at least have a
good sample length and some form of multi-
sampling. Of course, sound quality and pitch
stability weren't very good . . . What was that
instrument called? The Mellotron!

'Today, to have a digital sampling system
with 32 samples of eight seconds is just a
dream people would pay a lot of money to
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SPS = SConatH toms

Proof of equation
Introducing the SDS 1, the new battery powered
digital drum from Simmons. Its sounds are digitally
recorded and easily interchangeable, either from
the library of sounds available at your Simmons
dealer or, more excitingly, from your own
personally sampled collection, care of the
revolutionary sampling and EPROM blowing
device, the SDS EPB.

The SDS 1 is a full sized, hexagonal Simmons
pad, complete with new rubber playing surface,
and facilitates perfect dynamic control over volume,
pitch bend (up or down), attack and brightness.
Connections are provided for battery eliminator
and external trigger, accepting signals from drum

machines, miked acoustic drums, drum tracks off
tape, sequencers etc.

A clever little instrument - but eight concert
toms?

The SDS 1 features a unique "run generator"
which, when implemented, instructs the instrument
to output the selected sound at a lower pitch for each
consecutive strike of the drum. The period of time
over which this effect is active can be controlled.
Therefore, if the SDS 1 is struck eight times with the
run time set at four seconds and a concert tom
sound sample installed, the SDS 1 = 8 concert
toms. Well done Simmons, stay at the top of the
class.

Electronics Ltd. Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines)
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G.
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have. But these things should become reality
very soon.'

Writing
Right from the start, Tangerine Dream

placed improvisation high on their list of com-
positional techniques, though as technology
has improved and the range of sound sources
available to the band has increased as a result,
conventional writing principles, have also
begun to play their part.

'The technology we are using has obviously
brought us to the point where we have to
concentrate on structures and pre-program-
ming. The improvisation is still there, but it's on
top of that structure. We think a word like
'development' describes the way we write
better than 'composition'. You can't just write
music down and expect it to be good: in our
music there are other things that are just as
important, such as sound colour. Our way of
working is to go in steps, programming and
improvising as we get closer and closer to the
final product.'

The Tangs' comparative lack of recent
touring activity has been the result of their
devoting their writing skills towards making
music for films. Edgar Froese took me through
the list of soundtracks and the reasons for
doing them.

'We've done a lot of film music within the last
year. I think we've learned a lot by doing it,
simply because you have to use whatever

you've learned through the years to create
music quickly. You can't hang around and wait
for inspiration when you have to hand the
music in on schedule, but you still have to
produce music with the same expression, the
same feeling. Also, you can earn quite a
reasonable amount of money from doing it,
which you can use to take things further,
developing hardware and software.

'The most recent film we did that you've
seen in England is Firestarter, and there are
two others coming out soon called Flashpoint
and Heartbreaker. Then of course there was
Risky Business a couple of months ago, and
we've also just done an American TV series -
Street Hawk. That's quite a lot for one year.'

Influences
Like their 'conventional' studio albums and

live efforts, TD's film music is free from most of
rock music's clichés and the constraints they
impose. Their imitators aside, nobody could
be said to be producing music that is similar to
the Tangs' in concept. So given that their
music is quite unlike anybody else's, do the
band ever listen to any other people's music?

'Yes. At the moment we like stuff produced
by Eurythmics, Kate Bush and Laurie Anderson.
Those people have managed to find the
balance between technology and atmosphere.
Atmosphere isn't something you can put into
musical notes - it's there in between the notes.

'At the moment, everybody wants the big fat
synth sound - which you can create just by

connecting four keyboards in one - and they
expect to get quality just through that fatness
of sound. There are other people who use only
a few notes but can get a lot more across. The
'wall of sound' approach can be fascinating for
a while, but after a few pieces you feel as if
you've eaten too much cake - it's just too
dense. Other people produce better music.'

The band are also keen to point out the
drawbacks of modern technology.

'Well, we shouldn't glorify the new tech-
nology too much, because it's not always a
gift: sometimes it's a battle and a fight. A lot of
the problems are caused by software, because
machines are often put onto the market before
the software has been perfected. For instance,
I had an early Prophet 600 that went wrong not
suddenly but very slowly. After a week the
programs started to change slightly, then they
became completely different sounds, and
finally after a couple of months they were just
noise. It turned out that the program in the
EPROM running the machine had a bug in it.

'We are in a position where we can buy
expensive machinery, which is fine, we are
lucky. But  if you want to create music and
you've got the ideas, it's not necessary to have
a multi -million pound cheque - you can do
everything with very little equipment. It's your
creativity that's important, not having the
latest piece of technology. The machinery is
there as a help, nothing more.'

I don't know about you, but I find that very
encouraging.

DREA444estions
No fewer than 25 copies of Tangerine Dream's latest
double live album, Poland, are up for grabs in this
exclusive competition, courtesy of the good offices of

the band's label, Jive Records. All you have to do to stand a
chance of winning one is to fill in the five questions below and
send the entry form into E&MM's offices to arrive no later than
Monday, December 10. Christmas post being what it is, it may
be wise to send the form off as soon as you can, but then again,
the questions are so straightforward (some of the answers are
given in the feature above!) that you shouldn't have to do very
much in the way of grey matter searching. Best of luck!

TANQEKINE DR iU1

,'A S"." ONCEP1

POLAND

1 'Poland' was recorded during a Tangerine Dream concert,
but it's by no means the first live album the band have
released. Name one previous example.

2 The band's long career has seen only a handful of c anges
in line-up, but can you name two former TD members who
are still making music under their own steam?

3 The Tangs' first LP was released as long ago as 1970.
What was its name?

4 Throughout their career, Tangerine Dream have consis-
tently performed at unorthodox venues. Name two 'non -
concert halls' that have witnessed TD's music.

5 The band took the name 'Tangerine Dream' from a lyrical
reference on a Beatles song. Name that song.

Name

Address

Post Code

Send your completed entry form to this address: Tangerine
Dream Competition E&MM, Alexander House, 1 Milton
Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY. Closing date is second post,
Monday, December 10, 1984.

RULES
All entries must be on the official entry form printed in
E&MM December 1984: no photocopies can be accepted.
The winners will be the senders of the first 25 all -correct
entries picked out of the hat during the week following the
December 10 closing date. The winner will be notified by
post no later than December 24. The judges' decision is
final, and no correspondence regarding the choice of
prize -winners will be entered into. Employees of Music
Maker Publications, Jive Records or Tadream Productions
are ineligible for entry.

NM MN
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Atastretch
justmatch the real

Above, we present four of the world's top
keyboard instruments: electric piano, harpsi-
chord, acoustic piano and clavinet.

And, below, a rather more convenient way
of playing them: the Technics Digital 10 with
PCM sound.

Are we stretching credibility a little?
Not if you know anything about PCM

sound sourcing.
It's a digital encoding system that stores the

actual waveform produced by an instrument.
Then lets you reproduce it as though you

were playing the instrument itself
(We've even put in weighted keys to give

you the feel of a genuine keyboard.)
Not that we've stopped at giving you foi

keyboards in one.
Our polyphonic line-up includes acoust

guitar, jazz guitar, banjo, glockenspiel, vib
phone and steel drum.

Nor do we expect you to live by our Digit
10 alone.

It comes equipped with a MIDI interface
synchronize with other compatible electror
keyboards and synthesizers.

Not to mention a pair of pop-up speak(
for practice or monitoring your performance.

Add transpose, tuning and harmonic a



youmight
imofourDigital10.

ls, and you'll appreciate our Digital 10 is every taro pedal and music rack, retails for just £899
nch the professional's keyboard. Just think what you'd have to pay for the

You won't need to stretch yourself to afford line-up above.Technicsone, either. RCM SOUND SERIES
The Technics Digital 10, complete with sus- 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL1 6JB.Telephone: Slough 34522.

Ok" 44V.74(.,
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°N RECORD
Another batch of vinyl releases examined in E&MM's inimitable fashion.

Dan Goldstein
After a few months of fighting against
the inevitable, the On Record
column finally succumbs to the

pressure of new releases and drops its
well -loved, orderly review format. No
headers, no reference numbers, and not
many pictures -a reflection of just how
seriously the record companies take
the commercial phenomenon we call
Christmas.

By the time you read this, word will
have got around that the Frankie Goes
To Hollywood album, Welcome to the
Pleasuredome on ZTT, is really pretty
hopeless.

Even as I write, the two -album package
has been displaced from its number one
position in the nation's album chart, and
the racks of secondhand record dealers
are beginning to fill up with the gaily -
coloured, well-preserved gatefold sleeves.

If by some remote chance you haven't
managed to get a listen of Welcome yet,
this is what it comprises. The first side is a
collection of sampling doodles culminating
in the title track, a lengthy piece that
combines the best of 'Relax' and 'Two
Tribes' in one and thus ends up being the
best thing on the album. The second side
is simply 'Relax', 'War', and 'Two Tribes',
which you've got already. The third con-
tains an assortment of cover versions
that add nothing whatsoever to their
forebears (this is especially true of the
abysmal 'Born to Run'), and the fourth is
an attempt to show that FGTH are A Real
Rock Band and not just a set of faces to
put in front of those well-known computer
music initials, CMI, NED and PPG. Unfor-
tunately, it only goes to prove that they're
really just a mediocre Liverpool pub band
that got lucky.

There's no shortage of reasonable
songs on Welcome, but the band's first
singles were so invigorating, so brilliantly
produced, and so utterly different from
anything else being touted in 'the pop
nightmare of 1984, that this motley collec-
tion of cover versions and studio mean-
derings (lacklustre arrangements and
dispassionate vocals are the order of the
day) can only be a bitter disappointment.

'The Power of Love' is the new single,
but it's about as forward -looking as the
recent revival of interest in Victorian
morals: trying to be tongue-in-cheek is
no excuse for blandness of this enormity.

And just to make absolutely sure no
one is fooled by the (wonderful) sleeve
artwork and accompanying 'notes', the
earlier singles have been re -mixed and
relieved of most of their power and
dynamics in the process. Don't get me
wrong, Welcome to the Pleasuredome is
still better than whatever Wham! and
Culture Club are coming up with for the
festive season, but it's a closer -run race

than it ought to have been.
Remaining awhile at the top of the

charts, we find Chaka Khan's I Feel For
You (Warner Brothers), the album of the
single that was number one. You may not
feel particularly at home with the genre,
but you can't deny there's some impres-
sive arranging on an album dominated by
Fairlights and electronic percussion.

Each track on I Feel for You has been
written, arranged, programmed and
engineered by an entirely different team
of people (though Arif Mardin takes the
overall producer's credit), and this variety
gives the album a cosmopolitan atmos-
phere, embracing just about every form
of US electro funk currently in existence.

The single and the magnificent 'Hold
Her' are the highlights, and although one
or two of the remaining songs are
decidedly second-rate, Miss Khan's
vocal delivery is forceful and assured
throughout, which is more compensation
than these ears need.

If the Frankie album needed a produc-
tion job of the same standard as the
Chaka effort, much the same could prob-
ably be said of Alison Moyet's debut
long -player, Alf, on CBS. Since leaving
Yazoo, Miss Moyet has graced the charts
with two excellent singles, 'Love Resur-

rection' and 'All Cried Out': both elec-
tronics -based and both written by Alf
herself.

There are plenty more where they
came from, too, as the album shows, but
what puts a damper on things is the lack
of imagination applied to the album's
arrangement (Tony Swain and Steve Jolley
are the men responsible). Instead of
doing the sensible thing and giving the
singles a commercial feel while injecting
the purely album material with something
a little more off-the-wall, they've given all
nine tracks on Alf the same, unremitting
dance beat, played with astonishing
woodenness by drummer Tim Goldsmith.

'Where Hides Sleep' is a beautiful
ballad in the 'Winter Kills' mould, but
whereas that Yazoo track comprised only
grand piano, vocals and background
synth, the 1984 version struggles under
the weight of excess pop padding.

This is a terrible shame, of course,
because the warmth and power of Alf's
voice is rarely given the attention and
prominence it deserves, and the only
songs that survive the Swain and Jolley
'let's record everything so that it sounds
good on Radio 1' treatment are the
brighter, bouncier ones like 'Honey for
the Bees' and 'Money Mile'. Worth listen-
ing to, nonetheless.

Unfortunate production decisions are
not a source of worry on It'll End in Tears,
another debut album, this time by This
Mortal Coil, a band who really only exist
in the mind of Ivo, the album's producer
and boss of the record label on which it
appears, 4AD.

There are six tracks on each side of
Tears, and no two songs have the same
line-up playing on them, performers being
taken from primarily-4AD acts such as
the Cocteau Twins, Dead Can Dance,
Modern English and Colourbox.

The album strikes a roughly 50-50
balance between covers and original
compositions, and a similar symmetry
exists between songs and purely instru-
mental pieces. Overall atmosphere is
quiet and unassuming, with a wide assort-
ment of unusual acoustic instruments
(violin, gizmo, yang t'chin) reflected in
some excellent DX7 programs, and the
vocals of several singers - most notably
the Twins' Liz Fraser and DCD's Lisa
Gerrard - delivered with passion and
precision, two qualities rarely found in
such close proximity to each other.

It's Fraser's performances - on the
indie hit 'Song to the Siren' and Roy
Harper's 'Another Day' - that eventually
shine out from the rest, but the whole
album is beautifully recorded and spirit-
edly played, as well as being devastatingly
original.

The same originality is present on the
Cocteau Twins' third album, Treasure,
released at almost the same time by 4AD.
In a little less than a year since their last
long -player, Head Over Heels, the band
have succeeded in creating majestic,
ethereal sound that's entirely new not
only to them but also to modern music as
a whole.

By comparison with 1983's effort, the
songs on Treasure are more structured,
the performing styles and arrangements
more varied (Simon Raymonde has cer-
tainly made a difference), and the recorded
ambiences better sorted. The vocals are
also as good as they've ever been, and
of the album's two opposing sonic
atmospheres- melodic guitar thrash and
ambient synth swirl - it's the latter,
exemplified by 'Lorelei' and 'Persephone',
that's more appealing in the long term.

Truly, this is beautiful music for the
New Age.
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Where to getyour
hands on four

keyboards inone.
Aberdeen Bruce Millers 0224 592211
Ashington George Harrison Organs 0670 855736
Aylesbury Leisure Play 0296 23378

Banbury Glen Derges M.I. 0295 65896
Barnsley Fox's Music 0226 82676
Barrow in Furness Northern Sounds 0229 27100
Basingstoke Modern Music 0256 64663
Bedford Potters Bar Music 0z34 213471
Belfast Wilmor & Co. 0232 681521
Birmingham The Organ Shop 021 643 2985
Blackpool Ken Astin Organs 0253 22753
Bolton Harker & Howarth 0204 26623
Boston Middletons Music 0205 52411
Bournemouth Eddie Moors Music 0202 35135
Bradford J. Wood & Son 0274 20014
Bradford Stanley R. Woollett 0274 42806
Brighton Brighton Organ Studios 0273 412877
Bristol John Holmes Music 0272 46136
Bromley Roland Friday Keyboards 01 698 0915
Buckie Music Matters 0542 32020
Burnley Dawsons Music 0282 25829

Cambridge Jack White Organs 0223 61091
Cambridge Millers Music Centre 0223 354452
Canterbury Kennards of Canterbury 0227 60331
Cardiff Gamlins Music Centre 0222 20828
Carlisle Creighton & Tweedie 0228 35628
Carmarthen Western Organs 0267 233696
Chelmsford Allegro Music 0245 83527
Cheltenham Wayne Butler Music 0242 519618
Chester Dawsons Music 0244 48606
Chichester Bees Music 0243 780536
Chobham Arthur Lord Organ Studios 09905 6363
Clacton -on -Sea Magic Music 0255 422789
Clevedon Franks of Clevedon 0272 873352

Colchester Manns Music 0206 572783
Coventry Greens Organs 0203 87814
Crawley Riverside Organ Studios 0293 25362
Croydon Riverside Organ Studios 01 680 9747

Derby International Organs 0332 32005
Doncaster Fox's Music 0302 67333
Dublin McCullough Pigott 0001 773138
Dudley Roy Jevons Organ Studios 0384 237736

Eastbourne Peter Bonner Musical 0323 639335
Edinburgh Edinburgh Organ Studios 031 556 3005
Ely Lynn Music 0353 61723

Falkirk Edinburgh Organ Studios 0324 27100

Garstang Ken Astin Organs 09952 5329
Glasgow Glasgow Keyboard Centre 041 552 8966
Grimsby Humberside Organs 0472 361144
Great Yarmouth Aliens Music 0493 2887
Guernsey Gilroy's TV Electrics Ltd 0481 56828
Guildford Arthur Lord Organ Studios 0483 570088

Halifax J. Wood & Son 0422 62751
Harrogate Blackburn & Swallow 0423 69249
Hatfield Leisure Music 07072 71247
Hastings Peter Bonner Musical 0424 421885
Hereford Hereford Music 0432 270069
High Wycombe Sound of Music 0494 27413
Hitchin Stocker Jennings 0462 34960
Huddersfield J. Wood & Son 0484 27455
Hull Gough & Davy 0482 26525

Inverness Bruce Millers 0463 33374
Ipswich Jack White Organs 0473 57223

Keswick Brooks Music Centre 0596 73933
Kettering Kettering Organ Studios 0536 512031
Kings Lynn Lynn Music 0553 4390
Kingston -on -Thames Riverside Organ Studios
01 546 1231

Lancaster Harker & Howarth 0524 69456
Ledbury Western Organs 0531 4183
Leeds Steve Baker Home Organs 0532 488277
Leicester Intasound Organs 0533 545456
Lerwick The Music Box 0595 3993
Leyland Frank Rimmer Keyboards 07744 33281
Lincoln Fox's Music 0522 37141
Liverpool Frank Hessy 051 236 1418
Llanelli Falcon Music 05542 3072
London Chingford Organ Studios 01 524 1446
London Freedmans 01 539 0288

London Lewisham Organs Centre 01 690 2161
London R.W. & B. Hall )Sound Venture) 01 441 1050
London Harrods 01 730 1234

London Sound of Music 01 994 6561
Lowestoft Huw Morgan Organs 0502 4802
Lowestoft Aliens Music 0502 511624

Macclesfield Macclesfield Organs 0625 27062
Maidenhead Sound of Music 0628 20117
Mansfield The Music Scene 0623 31174
Mauchline Billy McEwen 0290 50790
Melrose Clinkscale Radio & Musical 089682 2525
Mirfield Peter Brocklehurst Organs 0924 493697
Morecambe Harker & Howarth 0524 410202

Newcastle-upon-Tyne George Harrison Organs
091 414 4333

Newcastle-upon-Tyne Northumbria Keyboards
0632 614749

Newport Gamlins Music Centre 0633 63867
Newquay Newquay Music Centre 06373 3656
Northampton Harmony Keyboards 0604 22936
Norwich A.W. Cooke & Son 0603 25970
Nottingham Fox's Music 0602 474221
Nottingham Frank Eugene 0602 786563
Nuneaton Taylors Musical 0682 382645

Oxford John Holmes Music 0865 57923

Paignton Torbay Organ Centre 0803 550094

Penrith Creighton & Tweedie 0768 64331
Plymouth City Electronics 0752 23011
Porthcawl Arjay Keyboards 065 671 5886
Portsmouth Bees Music 0705 818814
Potters Bar Potters Bar Music 0707 57764
Preston Preston Organ Centre 0772 50430

Reading Modern Music 0734 51954
Redditch Pied Piper Music 0527 64333
Ripley Fowlers Organs 0773 43124
Romford Wells Music 0708 64583

St. Albans Stocker -Jennings 0727 32765
St. Helens Dawsons Music 0744 30424
St. Helier Easy Play Organs 0534 79570
Salisbury Bryan Cowshall Music 0722 337878
Sawbridgeworth Alec Leader Keyboards
0279 725876

Scarborough Gough & Davy 0723 374610
Scunthorpe Humberside Organs 0724 855515
Sheffield Fox's Music 0742 24070
Shifnal Jon Barrie Organs 0952 461714
Solihull The Organ Shop 021 705 0403
Southampton Bees Music 0703 331844
Southend -on -sea Essex Organ Studios 0702 348476
Southport Frank Rimmer Keyboards 0704 32145
Spalding Spalding Music 0775 67177
Stockport Dawsons Music 061 477 1210
Stoke-on-Trent Keith Baddeley Organs 0782 411401
Stratford -on -Avon Stratford Organs 0789 205896
Sunderland George Harrison 0783 42646
Sutton Coldfield The Organ Shop 021 354 1867
Swindon John Holmes Music 0793 34095

Uxbridge City Electronics 0895 30127

Wakefield J. Wood & Son 0924 374446
Watford Hammonds of Watford 0923 39733
Warrington Dawsons Music 0925 32591
Watton Adcock & Sons 0953 881248
Wednesfield John Howl Organ Studios 0902 722753
Westbury Albry Organs 0373 864255
West Bromwich John Howl Organ Studios
021 553 5269

Weston-Super-Mare Algan Music 0934 513073
Whitehaven Brooks Music Centre 0946 2116
Wigan Dawsons Music 0942 44680
Worcester Roy Jevons Organ Studios 0905 20397
Workington Northern Sounds 0900 4797
Worthing S.M.C. Organs 0903 211181

York Gough & Davy 0904 32421

Technics
PCT SOUND SERIES

300-318 Bath Road, Slough,Berks SLI 6JB.Tel: Slough 34522.
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" STAGE
An introduction to the world of Electro-Acoustic Music and a review of a
concert festival devoted entirely to it - Musica Nova. Adrian Jones

0 ne of the luxuries of attending
music festivals - as opposed to
one-off gigs - is the chance to

observe, at the seminars and discussions
that accompany the concerts, the reaction
to new and perhaps controversial ideas
from a variety of differing viewpoints. And
at the sixth international festival of con-
temporary music, Musica Nova in Glas-
gow, these reactions were sparked off by
a Yamaha DX7 demonstration given by
Dave Bristow. Dave expressed an interest
in introducing a cheaper means of sound
synthesis as an alternative to the wildly
expensive equipment so often used in
'serious' music studios.

The festival, held at the University of
Glasgow in September, was organised
jointly by the Scottish National Orchestra
and the London -based Society for the
Promotion of New Music. Around 70
pieces were performed, and amongst the
14 concerts were two which concentrated
on electronic or 'electro-acoustic' music.
As some readers may not have come
across this term, E -A (as it is commonly
abbreviated) is a relatively new musical
phenomenon developed in the late forties
and early fifties by avant garde composers
such as Stockhausen and Pousseur. E -A
Studios are now based mainly in universi-
ties around the world and the music
usually exists solely on tape, though
pieces may include live performers,
dancers, films, and so on. What makes it
unique is that it deals in timbre, motion
and space. You don't just listen to the
sound, you can watch it travel around the
hall.

All this probably sounds very preten-
tious and, I admit, some E -A works are
very pretentious. Trying to describe any
music in words is at best a compromise
(you really have to hear it for yourself) but
unfortunately, E -A performances aren't
exactly two -a -penny, and many parts of
the country don't have the facilities (or
enough interested parties) to arrange
one.

Anyway, back at the festival . . .

Dave Bristow began his demonstration
by deliberately adopting a generally anti -
electronic studio (and particularly anti-
IRCAM) stance. His argument went some-
thing like this. Why invest in expensive
equipment and limit production of E -A
music to those places that can afford it
(ie. universities and other academic estab-
lishments), when FM synthesis provides
an opportunity for composers to work
creatively (and at a relatively low financial
outlay) outside ivory towers?

Well, the proof of the pudding is in the
tasting. Mr Bristow spent a fair portion of
his session demonstrating how good the
DX7 is at reproducing live instruments, but

The Synthi 100. Out of date, out of mind, and out of
reach.

the E -A composers present weren't par-
ticularly interested in 'acoustic' synthesis.
What's more important to them is the
creation of entirely new previously un-
heard sounds and their subsequent con-
trol, either through tape manipulations or
via digital transformations.

In the event, I decided I needed to find
someone involved with E -A who had
used FM equipment. Fortunately, nestling
among the tape compositions was a
work by a young Scotsman, Charles
Lyall, written using a DX7 and a multitrack
recorder. He had worked with the standard
university analogue synthesiser, the
Synthi 100, and was able to compare the
two systems: with a few reservations, the
DX7 came out favourably, and what's
more, unlike the Synthi 100, it doesn't

Charles Lyall at the 'sound diffusion' console.

make an enormous hole in your pocket or
the living room ceiling!

Even if FM synthesis does limit your
creative urges (many would argue that
limitation is the most creative thing of all -
Ed), it's nothing compared to the restric-
tions the present academic set-up induces.
At the moment, if you want to make avant
garde tape music in this country, you
need either a first-class degree to get
the grant, or excellent contacts. Perhaps
a benevolent sugar parent might come in
handy, but all the same, this still excludes
rather a lot of potentially good composers.
It seems obvious to me that the greater
the variety of people involved, the more
E -A music will flourish: confining it to
those within academic circles will only
result in the electro-acoustic medium
throttling itself.

Mind you, composition is only half the
battle. E -A music is obviously at its best
when performed over an excellent, multi -
stereo or ambisonic speaker system. In
fact, one of the key words in tape music is
'diffusion'. This requires a performer (pre-
ferably the composer) positioning sounds
via a multi -channel mixing desk appro-
priately around the concert hall: relating
the position of sound to musical meaning
is one of the most fascinating aspects of
the electronic medium.

Unfortunately, there are few venues in
the UK that can provide both sympathetic
acoustics and an adequate sound system.
The facilities at Glasgow were limited.
Only six speakers were available, offering
little scope to the diffuser, though all the
works in the second concert combined
tape with live performance and this re-
duced the need for a good diffusion
system. Particularly impressive - from
my point of view - was Paul Lansky's 'As
If . .', which explored the relationship
between 'performed' and 'synthesised'
sound, with the tape acting as an acoustic
backdrop to three string players.

In the first concert, which featured
tape -only pieces, the limited speaker
arrangement could only approximate the
excitement that comprehensive facilities
would have created . . .

The problems that beset Musica Nova
as a rewarding occasion can be traced to
the perennial problem suffered by the E -A
movement as a whole. Lack of money.
Personally, I think Dave Bristow's interest
is to be commended, and any dialogue
between the 'rock' and 'classical' worlds
is bound to be healthy in the long run. It
might even coax the latter genre out of its
cloisters, though time alone will tell.

Who knows? Maybe rock groups will
soon take on E -A composers and their
music, in addition to the more conven-
tional support groups.
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HOW TO FIND MONKEY BUSINESS

INSTRUMENT
AMPLIFICATION

to,
BASS GUITAR PRO -GUITAR

SPECIALISTS CENTRE
Steinbergers, Fretted £1,500 Tokai 38 Special £175

£1,500 Tokai Vintage 335Steinbergers, Fretless f 399
Steinberger, Slight Marks f1,095 Tokai Flying V f 299

ivStatus Carbon Graphite £1,096 Tokai ST40, Black E 176
Wal Custom, Paduak f 695 Tokai ST40 White f 176
Wal Custom, Maple E 695 Tokai ST40, Sunburst £ 176

f 695 Tokai ST50, Gold, Red, Black,
f 695 Sunburst, White, Green etc f 225
f 695 Tokai ST50, L/Hand E 269
f 495 Tokai ST100, Gold E 266
f 395 Tokai Super Edition E 315
P.O.A. Tokai TE50, Black, White, Red,
f 699
E 680
E395
£ 325
E 269
E 175

Wal Custom, Schedua
Wal Custom, Walnut
Wal Custom, Fretless
Wal Pro, Sunburst
Wal Pro, Second Hand
Vigier, Carbon Graphite
Vigier, Fretless, Black
Overwater Custom, Blue
Ibanez MC924, Active
Ibanez MC824, Passive
Ibanez RB850, Black
Ibanez Roadster, S/Hand
Musicman Stingray, Active
I.D. Mark King
J.D. Roadie 2, Active
I.D. Roadie 2
J.D. Roadie 1, Fretless
Fender Precisions
Fretless Precisions
Fender Jazz
Fender Precision, S/Hand
Squier Precisions
Squier Ian
Aria SB1000, Active
Aria SBR60, Fretless
Aria, 5 String
Aria SB600, Oak
Aria 513600, Red
Aria SB600, L/Hand
Aria RSB, Deluxe
Riverhead Basses

Aria Cardinal, CSB380
Aria Cardinal, L/Hand
Aria RS Standard
Tokai VSB60
Tokai VSB80
Tokai Vintage Jazz
Aria P.Bass, S/Hand
Encore, Elec/Acoustic
Kramer V Bass
Kramer, Custom, S/Hand
Kramer, Dimarzio, S/Hand
Washburn Force 8, BBR
Washburn Force 8
Washburn Force 4
Washburn Force 4, S/Hand
Washburn Bantamburger
Vox, Fretless
Le Voi, Fretless, S/Hand
B.C. Rich, Bitch
Shergold, Fretless, S/Hand
Westone Thunder I
Westone Thunder IA
Thunder IA, Black
Fretless IA, Black
Fretless I IIA, Walnut
Maya Fretless Precision

.., Rohner Precision Style
' Rohner Jazz Style

Cimar By Ibanez

£595
E675
£549
f 459
£390
£ 265
f 325
£335
£195
f 195
E 235 Fender Strat., S/Hand

395 Squier Strats
f 365 Squier Teles,
E399 Vintage Squiers
f 250 Gordon Smith Gypsy I
f 285 Gordon Smith Gypsy II
E325 Gordon Smith Gypsy, Semi
f 299 Gordon Smith Graduate
£445 Gordon Smith Gemini
E 159 Gordon Smith Galaxi

Sunburst, Blonde etc
Tokai, Blue, White Edging
Tokai, Paisley Pink
Tokai L.P. Standard
Tokai L.P. Customs
Tokai Talbo, Black
Tokai TE70, Mahogany
Tokai TE50, L/Hand
Fender Flame, Standard
Fender Strats., Trem
Fender Strats., Standard
Fender Tele's
Fender Mustang; S/Hand
Elite Stratoburst
Elite Tele
Fender Bullet

£195 Gibson L.P. Deluxe, Si Hand
£159 Gibson L.P. Custom, S/Hand
£225 Gibson S.G. Standard, S/Hand .
£259 Gibson S.G., Active, S/Hand
£225 Gibson Marauder, S/Hand
£169 Epiphone Riviera, Semi
E159 Epiphone Emperor, Semi
£225 Epiphone Crestwood 1959
f 225 Washburn Tour BBR
E225 Washburn Stage BBR
£269 Washburn Fatcoln Vibrato
£199 Washburn Hawk, S/Hand
£175 Washburn Stage, S/Hand
£135 Washburn Fatcoln, L/Hand
£445 Overwater Deluxe
£189 Status, Carbon Graphite
£275 banez "Gary Moore"
E235 banez RS530, Trem.
f 159 banez RS1300, Trem
£125 banez RS430, Trem
£159 banez Destroyer 11
£175 banez Destroyer, S/Hand
£189 banez RS135, Trem
£299 bane, RS505, Trem
£115 Gretsch Broadcaster, S/ Hand
£115 Westone Thunder I, S/Hand
£115 Westone IA, Black
f 125 Westone Prestige 117

Rare Pogo Bass £295 Westone Rainbow I
Plus many other new and secondhand basses Westone Rainbow II
PLEASE NOTE: We charge only £40 to Maya Deep, Semi
defret any bass purchased from ourselves. Aria ZZ, Tobacco

Aria Urchin
Aria Urchin Deluxe
B.C. Rich, Bitch
Vigier Arpege Custom
Vigier Passion
Cimar By Ibanez
Cimar, S/Hand
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MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

f 299
E 265
E 226
E 281

f 369
£252
f 269
E. 495

f 299
£ 285
£ 265
£ 175
f 575
E 469
f 145
E 225
L 195
E 195
E 239
E 275
f 350
f 365
f 445
f 661
f 499
E 399
£ 445
E 299
f 345
f 199
E299
f 399
E 195

£335
f 395
f 299
E195

.£249
£195
£620
E895
£365
1311
E355
£256
£395
£175
199
f 265
f 225
E110
£179
E247
E247
£288
£275
E 199
E175
E 199
E 235
£791
660
£ 125
E 99

Roland GR700 & GR707 Guitar Synth.
Call in for a mind blowing demo anytime.
Red, Black & Silver in stock.

Session 1 x 12" Guitar Combo L245
Session 2 x 10" Guitar Combo 275
Session 1 x 12" Bass Combo E295
Session 1 x 15" Bass Combo £339
Session 4 x 10" Bass Combo E365
Trace Elliot GP11 Pre -Amp 239
Trace Elliot AH150 Amp 333
Trace Elliot AH250 Amp. E567
Trace Elliot AH500 Amp £682
Trace Elliot 4 x 10" Cab E305
Trace Elliot 1 x 15" Cab 324
Trace Elliot 2 x 15" Cab £621
Trace Elliot 8 x 10" Cab E5913
Trace Elliot 1115 Combo £665
Trace Elliot 1110 Combo

66451

Trace Elliot 7115 Combo E604
Trace Elliot 7410 Combo £580
Peavey TK065, Bass Combo E206
Peavey TNT130, Bass Combo . E283
Peavey Audition GTR Combo 83
Peavey Backstage GTR Combo . E129
Peavey Bandit GTR Combo E229
Peavey Renown GTR Combo L344
Peavey Encore GTR Combo E288
Peavey Deuce Combo, S/Hand E335
Peavey TKOS° Bass, S/Hand E145
Peavey Mk.IV, Bass Amp £382
Peavey 215, Bass Cab £237
Polytone Baby Brute L225
Polytone Teeny Brute E235
Polytone Mini Brute I E255
Polytone Mini Brute II £290
Poly tone Maxi Brute, S/Hand .. £299
Roland Cube, 40 Chorus £179
Roland Cube, 60 Chorus L229
Roland Cube, 40 Keyboard E182
Roland Cube, 60 Keyboard E245
Roland IC50, Combo E249
Roland IC120, Combo 445
Fender Sidekick 10, Combo ... E 89
Fender Side sick 20, Combo 149
Fender Sidekick 30, Combo £175
Fender Sidekick 50, Combo L22.5
Fender Stage, Lead Combo E325
Fender Montreux, Combo 415
Marshall 12W, Combo f 82
Marshall 30W, Lead £145
Marshall SOW, Bass 145
Marshall 60W, Bass L229
Marshall 50W, Combo E225
Marshall 4 x 12" Cab £199
Marshall 50M/V Amp 265
Marshall 100M/V Amp L325
Marshall LB100 Amp, S/Hand . E 85
Yamaha 700, Combo, S/Hand L195
H/H VS Bass Combo, S/Hand E199
H/H Bass Baby, S/Hand 250
H/H Bass Machine, S/Hand £265
H/H VS Bass Amp, S/Hand E125
Little Rock 50, S/Hand E175
5/Hand Valve Amps From E 45
S/Hand Cabinets From L 39
Carlsbro Sherwood Combo E299
Carlsbro Cobra Bass Combo 225
Carlsbro Cobra Keyboard Combo. 288
Carlsbro Hornet Bass Combo 157
Carlsbro Hornet Keyboard Combo .L189
Carlsbro Stingray Combo, S/Hand. E245
Carlsbro Bass Combo Si Hand E199
Carlsbro 150 Bass Amp 199
Carlsbro 200 Bass Cab 169
Loco Combo & Cab E119
Sunn SL260; Combo E299
All traynor Combo's in stuck
Dynacord Bass Combo £699

P.A. AMPLIFICATION
Traynor 6400 Mixer/Amp E331

Traynor 4200 Mixer/Amp E195
Traynor 1210H Cabs. (PR) E299
Traynor 115H Cabs. (PR) E339
Traynor 112H Cabs. (PR) £210
P.A. Cabs. Stands (Pair) f 69
H/H MA80 Mixer/Amp £185
H/H 2 x 10" Cabs. (PR) £320
H/H S130 Slaves, S/Hand L 79
Carlsbro Marlin 150 E294
Carlsbro Marlin, S/Hand 145
Carlsbro Cobra Mixer/Amp £185
Carlsbro 10" + Horn Cabs. (PR) £199
Dynamix 12/2 Mixer £259
Dynamix 16/2 Mixer 368
Aces 300 Stereo Slave 232
Aces 600 Stereo Slave £301
Aces 1000 Stereo Slave 408
Amcron DC300 Slave, S/Hand . E395
1BL 4560 Bins, S/Hand (PR) 495
JBL Lenses, S/Hand (PR) £995
Martin 2 x 15" Bins, S/Hand (PR) E595
Gauss Horns, S/Hand (PR) E295
Midas 1000 Amp Block, S/Hand . E395

Casio CT310S E199
Casio CT610 £345
Casio CT810 395
Akai Polysynth!!! Phone for details
Fender Rhodes Stage 73 E750

Roland MKS -10 Expander
EQUIPMENT -> --)GEORGE STREE

Roland MKS -30 Expander
Roland MKS -80 Expander
Roland Axis Keyboard
Yamaha P.F. and D. X. Keyboards EP.O.A

ION, EDWARD ROAD

Korg Poly 800 Synth SPECIAL
Korg E X800 Expander OFFERS
Korg Poly 61M Synth. THIS
Korg Monopoly Synth. MONTH!
Korg RK100 Keyboard PHONE!
Korg Trident, S/Hand 795
S.C. Pro I Synth, S/Hand £239
ARP Odyssey Synth, S/Hand £195
Rohner String Synth, S/Hand E125
Logan String Synth, S/Hand 125
Rohner Clarinet S/Hand . 175
Wurlitzer Piano, S/Hand E250
Casio PT1 E 39
Casio PT20 f 49
Casio PT30 f 69
Casio MT35 L 79
Casio MT41 E 89
Casio MT46 L 99
Casio MT68 E129
Casio MT 70 E179
Casio MT200 E129
Casio MT400V £199
Casio MT800 1249
Casio CT202 £199

RECORDERS
AND MIXERS
Akai Micro Studio System £P.O.A.
Tascam 244 Portastudio £599
Cute< MR402D, 4 Track E425
Clarion 4 Track Cassette 499
Clarion 2 Track Master & Echo, Rhythms,
Graphics, Mixer, 60W Stereo Amp E799
Cutec 6/4/2 Mixer E225
Studiomaster 12/2c Mixer E719
Studiomaster 16/4/2 Mixer E957
Studiomaster 6/2/1 Mixer E315
Korg 8/2 Mixer 199
Boss BX400 Mixer E 89
Boss BX600 Mixer £135
Boss BX800 Mixer E246

PROGRAMMABLES
Roland MSQ100, Midi
Roland MSQ700, Midi 836
Roland 15060, D.C.B £199
Roland TR909, Rhythm £704
Roland Drurnatix Rhythm E229
Roland Bassline Rhythm E229
Korg DDM110 Digital Drums E229
Korg DDM220 Latin Perc £229
Korg KPR77 Rhythm £249
Korg PSS50 Programmable Digital Drums,
Rhythm and Bass Lines £395

RACK EFFECTS
Dynacord Digital Reverb £632
Roland SDE1000 Delay E409
Roland SDE3000 Delay £836
Korg SDD1000 Digital Two Second Delay
with Sampling Facility £337
Boss DE200 Delay £280
Ibanez DM500 Delay E265
Ibanez DM1.100 Delay E299
Ibanez /.1.000 Delay E365
Ibanez DM2000 Delay E399
Carlsbro D9000 Delay E282
INS Digital Delay 245
Aces Spring Reverb E 99
Aria Stereo Reverb E199
Aria Stereo Graphic 030
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Roland I uno 106 Synth WE
Roland I X3P Synth GUARANTEE
Roland SH101 Synth THE BEST
Roland MKB1000 Keyboarc DEAL ON ALL
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EFFECT PEDALS
The entire range of Boss, Aria, Loco, Ibanez,
Pearl, Washburn and Tokai pedals in stock.
All wired up on permanent demo.

Phone for special mail order pedal prices.

lacquer finish
Tama Swingstar 5 drum extra deep
Black or Blue
Rogers R360 Kit, Black
Rogers R360 Kit, White
Ludwig 5 drums, S/Hand
Rogers 5 drums, S/Hand
Yamaha 5 drum kit, S/Hand
Maxwin 5 drum kits
Maxwin 7 drum kits

20% OFF PAISTE
CYMBALS

TOWN CENTRE

BOILER ROOM
DRUMSTORE
Dynacord Digital Drum System: -
13" Pads (Each) f 76
20" B.D. Pads
Percuter, 8 Modules
Digital Sound Modules
Big Brain Sequencer
Boomer Digital Sampler
Complete 5 Pad Kit with Tama Titan
Stands and Percuter E1,322
Complete 8 Pad Kit with Tama Titan
Stands and Percuter £1,737
Tama Techstar Kits EP 0 A
Paragon Electronic Kits E595
MPC 2 Pad D.S.M E350
Pearl DLX Megaforce 7 piece deep kit in
lacquer finish 999
Pearl DLX Megaforce 5 piece deep kit in
lacquer finish E799
Pearl DX Megaforce 7 piece deep kit in
Gloss Black £950
Pearl DX Megaforce 5 piece deep kit in
Gloss Black £750
New Pearl GLX 100% Maple, Black
lacquer kits due in this month.
Pearl Export Deep 7 piece kits, Black,
White, Blue £575
Pearl Export Deep 6 piece kits, Black,
or Silver 545
Pearl Export Deep 5 piece kits, Silver,
Black, Blue £445
Pearl Professional 5 Wood/Fibreglass
Drums in White, S/Hand £299
Tama Superstar 7 piece extra deep kit,
lacquer finish £1,890
Tama Superstar 5 piece extra deep kit,

£1,499
kits,
£499
E345
£299
£425
£399
£375
£269
£329

E126
E515
E 31
EP.O.A.
EP 0 A

101 IT' Splash 9 2002 8" Bell E 57
101 14" H/Hats E 26 2002 lb" C/M/R E 86
101 16" Crash C 20 2002 18" C/M/R 002
101 18" Crash C 26 2002 20" C/M/R 125
101 20" Ride C 31 2002 16" China E103
404 14" H/Hats E 59 2002 18" China E132
404 16" Crash E 41 2002 14" H/Hats 136
404 18" Crash E 52 2002 14" Soundedge E195
404 20' Ride E 66 2002 20" Novo China 067
505 14" H/Hats C 85 Rude 14" Hi Hats 031
505 14" Soundedge 143 Rude 16" C/R E 81
505 16" Crash C 55 Rude 18" C/R E 98
505 18" Medium C 66 Rude 20' R/C £120
505 20" Ride E 81 Rude 20. China 057
505 14. China E 48 602 14" Hi Hats E155
505 16" China E 61 602 16" C/M/R C 98
505 18" China C 74 602 18" C/M/R 018
505 20" China C 94 602 20' C/M/R E146

15% OFF ZILDJIAN
CYMBALS!
mpulse 14" Hi Huh E118 Avedis 14" Hi Hats £t39
mpulse 16" Crash E 74 Avedis 16" Crash C 85
mpulse 18" Crash t 89 Avedis 18" Crash C 99
mpulse 20" Ride £110 Avedis 20. Ride £115
mpulse 18" China £112 Avedis 20" Earth Ride E115
minds. 20" China 126

Name

Address

Tel.

Please send me the following goods/leaflets,

I enclose a S.A.E.

I enclose cheque P.O. for
or debit my Access/Visa Account Number
Tick if H. P. form is required

i Victoria Rd, Romford, Essex, RM1 2LA. Tel.Romford 754548 and 25919
T EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER, IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ON ACCESS OR VISA CARDS.
TANT NO DEPOSIT H. P. (APR 36.7) PRICES INCLUDE VAT, PART EXCHANGE WELCOME.
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1981

MARCH (SOLD OUT) Music BBC
Radiophonic Workshop Hardware
Yamaha SK20 Computer Musician
(CM) Using Microprocessors Tech-
nology Advanced Music Synthesis
(VC0s, FM), SpectrumSynth, Hi-Fi
Sub -Bass Woofer
APRIL Music Warren Cann (Ultravox)
CM Using Micros Pt2, Programming
Micros Technology Advanced Music
Synthesis (PWM), Spectrum Synth
Pt2, Syntom I
MAY Music Tim Souster CM Apple
Music System, Using Micros Pt3
Technology Spectrum Synth Pt3,
Noise Reduction Unit
JUNE Music David Vorhaus Hard-
ware Fairlight CMI, Yamaha PS20 CM
Using Micros Pt4 Technology Mosfet
Amp
JULY (SOLD OUT) Music Duncan
Mackay Hardware PPG Wave 2 CM
Using Micros Pt5
AUGUST Music Irmin Schmidt Hard-
ware Resynator Synth, Casio VL1
Technology Harmonics, PA Signal
Processor Pt1
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music
Kraftwerk Hardware Linn LM1 CM
Using Micros Pt6 Technology Noise
Gate, PA Signal Processor Pt2
OCTOBER CM Using Micros Pt7
Technology Harmony Generator,
Effects Link FX1, dbx Explained
NOVEMBER Music Landscape Hard-
ware Casio MT30, Roland GR300 and
CPE800 CM Using Micros Pt8 Tech-
nology Speech Synthesis, EMT (Phas-
ing), Auto Swell Pedal
DECEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music Rick
Wakeman, OMD Hardware Yamaha
CS70M, Vox Custom Bass & Custom
25, Roland CR5000 & CR8000, Elka-
Orla X50, Vox AC30, aphaSyntauri,
Fostex 250, ElectroVoice Mics Tech-
nology Synclock

1982

JANUARY Music Tangerine Dream
Hardware Casio 701, Teisco 5x400,
Aria TS400, MCS Percussion Com-
puter, Soundchaser, Beyer Mics
Technology EMT (Flanging), Spec-
trum Synth Update Pt1, Volume Pedal
FEBRUARY Music Ike Isaacs Hard-
ware Korg Trident, AKG Mics, Roland
TR606, Fostex A8, Tokai ST50 and
PB80 CM PolySequencing on ZX81
Technology Yamaha GS1&2 (FM) Ex-
plained, Digital Delay Line Pt1, Spec-
trum Synth Update Pt2
MARCH (SOLD OUT) Music Klaus
Schulze, Robert Schroder, Kraftwerk
'Computer World' Music Hardware
Firstman SQ01, SCI Pro One, Tascam
124AV, Shure Mics, Hamer Prototype
Technology Power 200 Speakers,
Digital Delay Line Pt2

APRIL Music Martin Rushent (Human
League) Hardware Korg MonoPoly,
Fostex 350, Roland TB303 Tech-
nology MF1 Sync Unit, MultiReverb
MAY Music Holger Czukay, Depeche
Mode Hardware Moog Source &
Rogue, Calrec Soundfield Mic Tech-
nology Soft Distortion, Quadramix
JUNE Music Jean -Michel Jarre,
Classix Nouveaux Hardware Emu-
lator, Carlsbro Minifex Technology
Panolo, Multisplit
JULY Music Ronny with Warren Cann
& Hans Zimmer, J -M Jarre 'Magnetic
Fields' Music Hardware Roland Juno
6, Peavey Heritage, Steinberger Bass
Technology Universal Trigger Inter-
face
AUGUST Music Kitaro, Jon Lord
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BACK ISSUES

Back issues are available at CI.30 each (inc. p&p) for 1983/84, while 1981 /82 issues are available
at a special price of 80p each (inc. p&p). All prices refer to the UK and surface mail to Europe
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Hardware Synergy, Korg Polysix,
Tascam M244 Portastudio, Shergold
Modulator 12 -string, Yamaha Pro-FX
Technology 8201 Line Mixer, Guitar
Buddy practice amp
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music
Richard Pinhas Hardware Yamaha
CS01, Jen SX1000, Casio 1000P,
Fender Squier, Carlsbro Stingray,
Pearl Effectors Technology Comp -
Lim, Twinpak
OCTOBER (SOLD OUT) Music Kate
Bush, Ken Freeman Hardware Fender
Vintage Series, Rhodes Chroma, Kay
Memory Rhythm Technology EMT
(Performance Controls), ElectroMix
842 Pt1
NOVEMBER Music Patrick Moraz,
Robert Moog, Bill Nelson Hardware
Yamaha PC100, Technics SXK200,
Casio MT70, Hohner P100, JVC
KB500, Gibson Firebird 2, Alligator
AT150, AHB 1221 Mixer Technology
ElectroMix 842 Pt2, Sweep Equaliser
DECEMBER Music Cliff Richard
Hardware Elka Synthex, Crumar
Stratus, Tokai Basses, Shure PE Mics,
The Kit Technology Transpozer Pt1,
Canjak

1983
JANUARY Music Richard Barbieri
(Japan) Hardware Westone Bass,
BGW 750C Amp, Korg EPS1, Clef
BandBox, Zildjian Cymbals Tech-
nology Synblo, Transpozer Pt2
FEBRUARY Music Isao Tomita,
Human League Hardware Novatron,
LinnDrum, Simmons SDS6, Klone Kit,
Movement Drum Computer 2, Korg
KPR77, MemoryMoog, Synclavier II,
Powertran Polysynth, Vigier Guitars,
Pearl Mics Technology Synbat, Cal -
tune
MARCH Music Klaus Schulze,
Michael Karoli, Francis Monkman,
Bernard Xolotl, Chris Franke Hard-
ware RSF Kobol Expander, Korg Poly
61, Aria Mics, BGW 7000 Amp, Ibanez
Pedals, Tokai Flying V Technology
Shaper, 842 Mixer Meter Bridge
APRIL Music Naked Eyes, Gabor
Presser Hardware Casio 7000, SCI
Prophet 600, Chroma/Apple Interface,
Eko Bass pedals, Vox Guitars Tech-
nology Syntom II
MAY Music Keith Emerson Hardware
Roland MC202, Fostex X15, Carlsbro
Cobra 90 Kbd Combo, M&A K1/B Kit,
Echo Unit Supplement (13 reviews,
inc. Roland SDE2000, Fostex 3050,
Korg SDD3000) Technology Intro-
ducing the MIDI, MicroMIDI, Active
Speaker
JUNE Music Steve Hillage, Arthur
Brown Hardware Synclavier II, Synton
Syrinx, Emu Drumulator, Vestafire Dual
Flanger, Aria ADO5 Delay, Suzuki Mics,
Clarion and Cutec four -tracks Tech-

nology OMDAC
JULY Music Marillion, Hans Zimmer
Hardware Trident VFM Mixer, Kawai
SX210, Aria U60 Deluxe BBS, Dean -
yard VA3OK Amp, MXR Omni FX,
Milab Mics Technology Yamaha DX
synthesisers, Digital Signal Processing
Pt1, Tap Tempo
AUGUST Music Bill Nelson, Hubert
Bognermayr, Barclay James Harvest
Hardware Roland JX3P/PG200,
OSCar, 360 Systems Digital Kbd, MPC
Music Percussion Computer, Yamaha
SG200, Fender 100W Stage Lead,
Frontline FX Technology Digital Signal
Processing Pt2
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music
Peter Vettese Hardware Prophet T8,
Oberheim DX, SCI Pro-FX 500, Rick-
enbacker 360 12 -string & TR75 GT
Combo Computer Musician (CM)
Music Composition Languages Pt1,
Sounding Out the Micro Pt1 Tech-
nology Which Synth Guide, Synclap
OCTOBER (SOLD OUT) Music John
Miles, Andrew Powell Hardware
Yamaha DX1, OctavePlateau Voyetra
8, Siel Opera 6, MXR 185 Drum Com-
puter, Ross Pedals, Fender Elite
Precision Bass 1, Steinberger six -
string CM Sounding Out the Micro Pt2,
Speech Synthesis, Technology Digital
Signal Processing Pt3, Mains Distri-
bution Board
NOVEMBER Music Tony Banks, John
Foxx Hardware Seiko Digital Key-
boards, Eko EM10, UC1 Sequencer for
SCI Pro One, Doctor Click, Klone Kit 2,
Ibanez HD1000, Korg KMX8 Mixer,
Ibanez RS315SC Guitar CM Music
Composition Languages F12, Software
Envelope Generator (ZX Spectrum),
MUZIX 81 (ZX81) Technology Digital
Signal Processing Pt4
DECEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music Gary
Numan, Psychic TV, Philip Glass
Hardware Prophet T8, Yamaha
PC1000, Carlsbro AD1 Echo, Personal
Keyboard Guide CM Decillionix (sound
sampling for Apple) Technology Valve
Driver

1984
JANUARY Music Simple Minds,
Saga, Hawkwind, Dave Hewson Hard-
ware Oberheim 068, Vigier Bass, Siel
Cruise, Ibanez DM2000, The Kit +
Accessories Technology Using
Sequencers, Electronic Metronome
FEBRUARY Music Daniel Miller,
China Crisis, Don Airey Hardware
Korg Poly 800, Siel PX, Yamaha PS55,
Eko EM12, Boss DE200, Roland
Chorus Cube 60, Washburn Bantam
Bass, Carlsbro Marlin, Dr Bohm Digital
Drums CM Mainframe Technology
Drumatix Mods, Voltage -Controlled
Clock
MARCH Music Vince Clarke & Eric
Radcliffe, Blancmange Hardware SCI
SixTrak, Roland SDE3000, Roland

System 100M, Electronic Percussion
Guide (nine reviews inc. SCI Drum-
traks, Boss DR110, AHB Inpulse One,
Hammond DPM48) CM Music
Composition Languages Pt3 Tech-
nology S -trigger Converter, Lead
Tester
APRIL (SOLD OUT) Music Fad Gadget,
Vic Emerson (Sad Café) Hardware
Simmons SDS7 & SDS8, Jupiter 6,
Roland TR909 & MS0700, Yamaha PS
Kbds, Crumar Composer, Ibanez UE400
& UE405, Klone Dual Percussion Synth,
Vox White Shadow Bass CMGentle Art
of Transcription Pt1, Ins & Outs of
Digital Design Technology Under-
standing the DX7 Pt1, Synclrom Pt1,
Bass Pedal Synth
MAY Music Wang Chung Hardware
PPG Wave 2.3 & Waveterm, Roland
Juno 106, Roland JSQ60, Casio 310,
M&A Electronic Drums, Dynacord
PDD14 CM PDSG Ptl , Technology
Understanding the DX7 Pt2, String
Damper MIDI Supplement Pt1 Speci-
fication, Theory & Practice, Product
Guide, MIDI By Numbers (Steve
Levine)
JUNE Music OMD Hardware Roland
GR700/G707, SynthAxe, Siel Expan-
der, SCI Model 64 Sequencer,
MFB512 Digital Drum m/c, Jen Musi-
pack 1.0, Boss DD2 Delay Pedal CM
Gentle Art of Transcription Pt2, PDSG
Pt2 Technology Understanding the
DX7 Pt3, Syndrom Pt2, Multiwave LFO
MIDI Supplement Pt2 Inside MIDI,
MIDI & The Micro, BeeBMIDI Interface
Pt1

JULY Music Human League, Steve
Jolliffe, Jade Warrior Hardware
Yamaha DX9, Korg Super Section,
Yamaha MK100, Microsound 64 Kbd,
TED Digisound, Ibanez DM1100 DDL
CM JMS MIDI Software, PDSG Pt3
Technology Spectrum MIDI (SCI
SixTrak and DX7 Patch Dump), Under-
standing the DX7 Pt4, RackPack,
BeeBMIDI P12
AUGUST Music Rusty Egan (Visage),
Cocteau Twins, Hans -Joachim Roe-
delius Hardware Synclavier Update,
Technics SXK250, Yamaha PF10 &
PF15, Siel Piano Quattro & PX jr,
Roland HP300, HP400, PB300 &
PR800, Garfield Electronics MiniDoc,
Electro Harmonix Instant Replay &
Super Replay CM EMR BBC B MIDI
Software, Fairlight Explained Pt1
Technology Understanding the DX7
Pt5, BeeBMIDI Pt3, Syndrom Pt3, Mini-
blo, SynthMix Pt1.

SEPTEMBER Music Thomas Leer,
Chris & Cosey Hardware Oberheim
Xpander, Korg EX800 & RK100, Digi-
Atom 4800, Cutec MX1210, Microlink
ML10 System, Roland MPU401,
Sycologic AMI & MX1 CM OMDAC
Update, Passport MIDI/4 Software,
Fairlight Explained Pt2, Stepti me
Composition on the SCI Model 64
Technology SynthMix Pt2, Dual
VCLFO, Understanding the DX7 Pt6
OCTOBER Music Ultravox Hardware
Roland Mother Keyboard System, 360
Systems Update, Yamaha PS6100,
DDrums, Yamaha RX Series, Korg
DM220, Tama Techstar Electronic Kit,
Frazer Wyatt Speakers CM Yamaha
CX5M & Software, Greengate DS3
Sampler, PDSG Pt4, Fairlight Ex-
plained Pt3, OMDAC Update 2 Tech-
nology Powertran MCS1 Pt1, Under-
standing the DX7 Pt7.
NOVEMBER Music Cabaret Voltaire,
Peter Hammill, Axxess Hardware
Chroma Polaris, Emulator II, Chase Bit
One, Casio CT6000, Yamaha D1500
Delay, Action Replay CM Amstrad
CPC464, BeeBMIDI 4, Fairlight Explai-
ned P14, PDSG Pt5, Drum Sequencer
(BBC B), Wasp/CBM64 Sequencer
Technology Powertran MSC1 Pt2,
Everything but the Kitchen (Syncing to
tape).
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With a host of solo albums, film soundtracks and collaborative efforts to
his credit, Vangelis is one of the most influential synthesiser composers in
the history of modern music. Yet until now, the methods, incidents and
philosophies behind his unique compositional style have remained a
mystery . . . Dan Goldstein

Being told in advance of its whereabouts
doesn't necessarily make finding Van-
gelis' recording studio any easier. It's

located on the fourth floor of a large, unpre-
possessing, and unadorned building in a tiny
back street that even the most experienced of
London's cab drivers has to consult his atlas
before tracing, yet a good aim and a following
wind would take a pebble from one of its
windows to the ground beneath Marble Arch,
one of the capital's best known and most
central landmarks.

The studio is called Nemo, and has been
Vangelis' only place of work since he came to
England from Paris over a decade ago. Even
before his soundtrack to the film Chariots of
Fire put his name on the lips of cinema -goers
the world over and brought him the vast
collection of gold and silver discs that now
adorn his studio walls, Vangelis was an elec-
tronic composer whose brilliantly -conceived
and originally -arranged music had earned him
considerable respect among the burgeoning
synthesiser fraternity and a cult following that
grew in significance with the release of every
album.

Yet in many ways, Nemo is an uninspiring
place, lacking not only the mass of hi -tech
54

hardware now considered standard in com-
mercial studios with any serious pretentions to
the title 'State of the Art', but also the visual
and acoustic decorations that make so many
recording venues appear similar: the shag pile
carpet, the triple -glazed windows, the subtle
back -lighting. None of these things are included
in Nemo's specification, nor are they ever likely
to be.

In many ways, Vangelis' workplace is a
reflection of the worker himself. Unconvinced
by the worth of technology for its own sake and
unimpressed by the conventions imposed by
commerce and marketing, he remains true to
the musical philosophies that impressed
themselves on him when he first began tinker-
ing with his parents' upright piano in his native
Greece at the age of four.

History
'That is my earliest memory. Playing piano,

some percussion and whatever else that was
available that made a noise. Right from the
start, I was only interested in playing my own
music, not other people's, and very early on I
had a desire to create my own studio in which
to write my music.

'But at the time I was very young and still at

school. I had a very good time in Greece, but
after a while I felt I wanted to get away so I

moved to Paris, where I worked my way up
through the music industry to get enough
money to start a studio.'

While in Paris, Vangelis played keyboards
in a couple of rock bands he considers too
embarrassing to talk about, as well as meeting
Yes' Jon Anderson - who would later become
the composer's partner in a number of joint
musical ventures - for the first time.

Around 1972, he made the move to London,
where he signed his first major recording
contract (with RCA), the proceeds from which
were used to construct Nemo .

'That was not a very easy time for me', the
composer reflects. 'I was trying to put together
the studio while recording my first album,
Heaven and Hell, at the same time. In fact, the
studio was Hell because there was unmixed
concrete everywhere, builders all over the
place making a lot of noise, and next to all that,
there I was, trying to finish my album.

'There was no limit as to how much time I
could spend working on the album, but I felt I

just had to do it, and in any case, the only way
you can complete the construction of a studio
quickly is to start working in it before it's
actually finished. If you try to wait before the
building work is complete, you'll end up
waiting forever!'

Electronics
In the technological thunderstorm that is

1984, it's perhaps difficult to imagine how
refreshing the delicate synth soundscapes of
Heaven and Hell were when the album was
first released. While the rest of Britain's pop
culture was still under the spell of Glam Rock
and Glitter Power, Vangelis' first vinyl product
was stunning in the beauty of its arrangement
and the originality of its structure. Its creator
used synthesisers as the sonic base for his
compositions, and paradoxically, their solid
state automation added warmth and colour
where most other contemporary music had
none.

'Keyboards have always been my main
instrument, and as soon as synthesisers be-
came available, I had to have one. My first
electric instrument was a Hammond B3 organ.
At the time I got it, it provided me with a whole
new spectrum of sound (though obviously it
had its limitations), and it served me very well: I
drive all my instruments very hard, so that's a
compliment.

'My first synthesiser was a Korg 700 mono-
phonic. It's a lovely little machine: I still have it
- I never throw any keyboards away - and I still
enjoy playing it. It's full of possibilities no organ
can even approach.

'Once I'd got the Korg, new synthesisers
started becoming available every six months
or so, and I used to go around the shops in
London to see if there was any synthesiser
offering anything new. Luckily, I was in a
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position where I had enough
more or less what I wanted.'

Vangelis describes the electronic instrument
market during the early and mid -seventies as a
'low-key situation: synthesisers were still quite
basic, but they weren't really all that expensive,
either'. Nowadays, he views the hardware
scheme of things in a detached and philoso-
phical manner rarely found amongst the syn-
thesiser world's elite.

'One half of the market is now completely
oriented towards domestic users, with the
Lowrey and Hammond organs and little Casio
keyboards, while the other side embraces the
Fairlights and Emulators of this world. Those
instruments are very sophisticated and - I
think - unnecessarily expensive. You could
say there's also a kind of middle -ground made
up of the programmable polysynths from the
likes of Roland and Korg, which I think is going
through a bit of a crisis at the moment. Well,
perhaps crisis is too strong a word, but those
polysynths haven't offered anything really new
for quite a while.'

Nothing really new? What about MIDI? What
about the DX7? Vangelis has sensed my
disagreement.

'The DX7 is a nice, commercial little toy, at a
reasonable price. But it's a little bit noisy, and I
think the main reason so many people have
bought it is that it has such a clever library of
sounds. I don't want to criticise it too much -
it's good for studio work and nice to have
around. I've used one myself quite a bit, but to
me it's the equivalent of what the Korg 700 was
ten years ago. A popular instrument, it is to the
synth world what the Renault 5 is to cars. The
Renault 5 was a hit because it was very
versatile and you could park it anywhere .
What I really don't like about it is that, for
Yamaha, it's a step back from the CS80.'

It transpires that there is no instrument
Vangelis admires more than Yamaha's late
seventies synthesiser flagship. In the couple of
hours I spoke with him, his individual command
of English was used to describe his feelings on
the CS80 more than any other subject.

'The most important synthesiser in my career
- and for me the best analogue synthesiser
design there has ever been. It was a brilliant
instrument, though unfortunately not a very
successful one. It needs a lot of practice if you
want to be able to play it properly, but that's
because it's the only synthesiser I could

E&MM DECEMBER 1984

money to buy

describe as being a real instrument, mainly
because of the keyboard - the way it's built
and what you can do with it.

'Today, the only thing that matters to synth
makers and synth players is the supply of
different sounds - nothing else. I think the
manufacturers have a responsibility to fit
synthesisers with better keyboards so that
people get some encouragement to play better,
because if all you do is use synths as a source
of sounds, you'll never be a complete per-
former. You'll never be a player in the practical
sense, you won't acquire fast reactions.'

But if the likes of the DX7 are enough for
most players, what's wrong with the manufac-
turers giving them what they want?

'Nothing, really. I can understand why manu-
facturers do what they do for the middle
ground, but that should only be one part of the
market. Take Yamaha, which is an enormous
company: they can go ahead and sell DX7s,
but there's no reason why they can't also build
an extraordinary instrument. There's the DX1,
but to me that's a disappointment - awkward
to use, and really quite inflexible. When Yamaha
created the CS80, I expected them to refine it
and improve it, make it lighter, put new sounds
on it, but they didn't.

'I think what I'm saying will make more
sense in 10 or 15 years' time. By then,
someone somewhere should have created
The Instrument - the ultimate synthesiser. I

don't mean in terms of sound, because we can
create anything we want these days, but in
terms of being an extension of the performer -
a true performance instrument.

`To explain, if you look at the piano today,
it's the result of about 200 years' continuous
development, but there's not one synthesiser
that's been developed over anything like that
length of time. When a synthesiser comes out,
it's Top of the Pops for two years, then it's
scrapped and replaced by another one with
more memories or whatever. When manufac-
turers stop adopting that attitude, that's when
they'll get closer to creating the sort of instru-
ment I'm after- a true performance synthesiser.'

So we're still quite a long way from that?
`Well, nothing since the CS80 that I've used

can act as a natural extension. of a player's
ability. Nothing can be as immediate. The
situation is even worse now with the arrival of
computers.'

Computers
Aha! Now we come to the real bone of

contention. It seems computer technology
doesn't really fit into Vangelis' scheme of
things at all. He's used them, of course, as and
when they've become available, but he remains
unconvinced by their usefulness as perform-
ance instruments, while grudgingly acknow-
ledging the enormity of their sonic potential.

'In terms of communication, computers are
the worst thing that has happened for the
performing musician. Why? Because you have
to learn to talk to the computer. Having to talk
to a piece of equipment moves you one step
away from spontaneous creation, things are
no longer immediate. When you want to play a
piano, you just sit down and play it - you don't
have to talk to it. You don't have to say 'give
me some sustain here', but unfortunately
that's exactly what you have to do with the
Fairlight, for example.

`Of course, if you take the time to program
computers you can do quite incredible things,
but you still lose the immediate contact and
response. In that respect, all the new digital
and computer instruments are a failure.

'The one computer instrument I've used a
great deal is the Emulator. I wasn't expecting
much from the Mk I because . . well, because it
was the first. It had its problems but I could
understand that, and although it was primitive it
was a very useful instrument. But again, the new
Emulator is a bit of a let -down to me. They
should have fitted a bigger, better keyboard,
and made it more human, easier to use. Still, I

don't want to be too critical. The sound is
much, much better now, and it's very useful for
studio work.'

OK, End of Hardware Story. Vangelis' tirade
against what the latest modern technology
can offer the performance -oriented musician
has been a surprise. It's certainly strange, the
idea of a man who received no formal classical
training whatsoever, who has access to the
most sophisticated electronic instruments
money can buy, putting immediacy and
response highest on his list of synthesiser
priorities.

Then again, perhaps it shouldn't be so
surprising. After all, comparisons between
Vangelis' musical output and those of his
contemporaries almost invariably show his to
be the less contrived, the more natural -
sounding, the more immediate. And that's
something that's true of his solo work (he
refers to it as 'pure' music), his collaborations
with the likes of Jon Anderson, and his scores
for film, ballet and opera.

How does he keep up the standard?
`Well, I think it's important not to get stuck

doing one thing all the time. For instance, since
I did Chariots of Fire I've had about 50 offers to
do soundtracks every year, but I'd rather not
do too many because I don't want to be known
only as a filmscore composer. The most
important thing for a composer is to have the
freedom to become involved in any musical
field - that's the most inspiring way of working.

'Of course, inspiration can come in different
ways, depending on what field you're working
in. When I'm writing music for a film, inspiration
will come from the subject matter and visual
images, because I don't agree to any offers of L 58
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55 1-> film work unless I believe I can add another dimension to the film. But if I'm writing music purely for myself, inspiration comes naturally, from
everything around. I absorb every experience in life, every situation, because anything can become a source of inspiration - positive or negative. In
general I'm influenced more by everyday concepts - nature, the city and so forth - than by hearing other pieces of music. Neither do I find any special
inspiration from working in a studio. Obviously it makes life a lot easier to have 24 tracks to record on, and I use the studioas a tool to help in the
writing process. I see the mixing desk really as another instrument, the conductor for all the others. But although the tape recorder and the console are
just as important as the keyboards, I haven't equipped my studio with a lot of hi -tech effects: I'd rather spend time searching through my sound library to
get the exact colour I want.'

Commercialism
The longer our conversation contin Jed, the more it became obvious that Vangelis regards his own commercial

achievements with amusement rather than excitement. It's clear that he has little time for what he calls 'junk food
music', or records that are made merely to fulfil commercial ambitions, and dreads the thought that he
might one day be forced into a similar way of working.

'For every album I've ever made, I've written many times more music than has actually been
released, and the way I choose which music appears is almost totally random, but one thing
I have never done is to make music for the sake of commercialism.

'I write music primarily for myself, though it's lovely if everybody goes out and buys the
records. My new album - Soil Festivities - was made because I wanted to make music, not
sell a million records. I don't think it's possible to guarantee commercial success for an album
anyway, because nobody really knows what is commercial and what isn't. Even if I went out of my
way to make an album that was more accessible to the public. that would not guarantee its
commercial success.'

Soil Festivities is in fact Vangelis' first album of 'pure' music to be released for some while,
though as this conversation has already shown, that's unlikely to be due to lack of endeavour on
Vangelis' part. An album inspired - more than any of its predecessors - by the beauty of nature,
Festivities is a celebration of the natural elements, with their characteristic sounds sampled by
Emulator, mixed in with 'conventional' polysynth sounds, and occasionally backed by Vangelis' now
familiar acoustic percussion patterns.

And although it's unlikely to match the commercial success achieved by his film soundtracks and
Anderson singles, Vangelis can draw satisfaction from the fact that his latest album reaffirms his position as
a leading electronic arranger and a composer of the highest calibre. Perhaps more excitingly, it may well be
that his own happiness at how Festivities has turned out brings him back to the concert arena, something
he's visited all too infrequently during his long career.

Playing Live
'From the creative point of view, live music is always different to what appears on a record because everything

is spontaneous and you're influenced as a performer by your audience. The negative aspect of live work is that
the audience expects to be entertained, and not only that, the record company and the promoters expect you to
be successful. But to me, the theatre is a meeting place where something unpredictable happens, not
necessarily successful, maybe pleasant, maybe not. That's how I think a concert should be, but in reality
things have to be planned down to the last detail, you have to rehearse with other musicians so the scope
for improvisation is lessened, and these things prevent a concert from being a truly spontaneous affair.
In a way, this reality makes me less keen to do concerts, but in essence I do like playing. I enjoy
the risk.'

So the idea of live improvisation is important?
'Yes. I'd really like to do some concerts of completely improvised music, but one of the

reasons for doing a concert is to experience the enjoyment of the people there, so you have to
include excerpts of music from previous albums because they want to hear something they already
know and like. There's nothing wrong with limiting your spontaneous playing to just improvising
around old themes, but what is wrong is playing a concert solely to promote a certain record. I've never
done a concert tour just to promote Heaven and Hell or Chariots or anything like that. That sort of thing
seems pointless to me.'

Closing Comments
Returning to the subject of the sound -generating hardware that's now available to the

modern musician, it seemed reasonable to inquire whether the magician had ever considered
delving inside, say, a CS8U, in the hope of bringing it up to the standards of his
'ideal instrument'.

'Well, to be honest I don't think it's necessary to find out how pieces of equipment work.
I would prefer to know how music works, or how my body and my mind work. After all, it's
more useful to know how to drive a car than it is to know what makes it go.

'Of course it's important to know certain things about a machine, but I don't need
to be able to build my own synthesiser. It strikes me that the people who
do build them don't know how to play them, so I'd rather find out more
about playing.

'That's probably why I don't rush out to buy all the latest technology.
In fact, I find it quite boring at the moment, simply because so much
of it is just technology- nothing more. I buy something if it really
appeals to me, if I think it will add another dimension to what I
have at the moment. Don't misunderstand me: I think it is
important to have as many different instruments as possible, with
different libraries of sounds, and different characteristics. But some
people adopt the attitude that if they had enough money they could
have all the machinery they wanted, and that would somehow make
their music better. That's simply not the case.

'The way I see it is that the ear works on several different levels,
like the eye. If you're trained to look carefully you see more than people
who aren't, and the same goes for the ear. If your ears are well -trained, you can
hear not just a range of pitches but other sounds that most people just miss.

'This is another reason why it's important not to become obsessed with technology.
You've got to remember that however a sound is generated - acoustically, electronically.
digitally - it's still just a sound, a part of nature.'

There is a trace of sadness in Vangelis' expression as he contemplates, perhaps, a
musical future dominated by the will of technicians and marketing men.

There's no doubt that Vangelis has done as much to bring electronic music into the realms
of public acceptance as anybody else. All he desires now is for those who design electronic
musical instruments to take the needs of musicians into account a little more than they seem to
be doing at present. And there aren't many more honourable desires than that.
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Picture MUSIC
Fancy yourself as another Va elis n music for film and television
isn't nearly so straightforw get into - as you might want

to

Making music with modern technology isn't always as

irst of all, if you seriously intend carving
ryourself a niche composing synthesiser
music for film and/or television, there is

one thing you simply cannot afford to be without
- adaptability. You have to be unbelievably
versatile as a composer because you'll be
required to supply music in an almost limit-
less variety of styles. Time and the odd
Oscar or two might elevate you to Vangelis-
like status and all the artistic independence
that implies, but to begin with, and probably
for some while afterwards, you'll have no
option but to meet the demands placed on you
by the people that matter. Otherwise, you'll
soon find no demands are placed on you at
all .

This musical adaptability must be matched
- if not bettered - by a willingness to program
more or less any type of sound at will. If the
producer wants the theme tune to sound like
Depeche Mode and the incidental music to be
a cross between Tangerine Dream and Bucks
Fizz, you've got to be able to comply both
melodically and sonically.

And as a synthesist you'll be expected to
provide sound effects as well as music in its
accepted sense, so be prepared to exercise
rather less in the way of experimental restraint
than you're used to. Again, time may gain you
a reputation for a certain distinctive brand of
background music, but until that stage is
reached, you've got to be prepared to imitate
other people's styles of synthesis.

So, never forget that you're providing a
soundtrack for someone whose musical pre-

-.

straightforward as it should be. (Still from the film Electric Dreams courtesy of Virgin Films.)

ferences may be as far from your own as the
laws of aesthetic taste will allow. And however
banal their requirements may seem, always
bear in mind that they're paying for the next
month's HP instalment .

Instant Music
The second point to remember is that the

music you write must be 'instant' in its appeal
and effect. Unlike record or cassette listeners,
film and TV audiences will probably only have
one chance to hear your creation, so it's got to
convey the right mood and atmosphere straight
away - otherwise it's a failure.

In the world of picture music, there's little or
no room for self-indulgence. Whereas a con-
ventional pop or rock song can use five
minutes or more for all its melodies and
variations to be aired, a theme tune has no
more than a minute or two to make its impact,
so your composition has got to be concise and
to the point. You may be lucky and find time to
develop themes a bit more during incidental
music, but the problem here is that melodies
and arrangements that are too strong could
well overpower the action of the film. And if
they do, your music won't be used nearly as
extensively, if at all.

It's nice when it arrives, but don't treat a
commission for a film or TV score as a licence
to record that great synthesiser epic you've
had lying around in the vaults for the last

couple of years. In almost 100% of cases,
soundtracks are tailored to match the film they
accompany, not the other way around, so
whatever you write, it's got to be both striking
and economical.

The problem of music overshadowing action
must also be borne in mind when you're
balancing the various sounds in your composi-
tion. A huge Gabrielesque drum sound will
almost certainly cut through too much, so if
your music does feature drums, keep them
well back in the mix. The same goes for
whiney, narrow pulse sounds and highly reson-
ant filter effects: you've got to remember that a
great many TV sets possess annoying resonant
frequencies, and as soon as a note on the
soundtrack hits that frequency, half the televi-
sion sets in the country will start vibrating in
sympathy. Unfortunately, predicting exactly
which frequencies to avoid is well-nigh impos-
sible because each model of TV is slightly
different. The best you can do is to be aware of
the sorts of sound that can be troublesome
and avoid using them. Low bass sounds can
also upset TV speakers - far too often, these
have a very poor bass response - so watch
those when mixing, too.

You should by now have gathered that
mixing on the finest quality studio monitors is
pointless, as the music will eventually be heard
on something resembling a ripped paper bag -
even Auratones are too good. The only way
you can really judge what your composition is
going to sound like through a TV speaker is to
use one at the mixing stage. If it sounds OK
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on that, it'll sound good on the airwaves.

Filmscore composers are fortunate in that
sound quality for motion pictures is probably
higher now than it has ever been. However,
most cinemas are not equipped to cope with
such a glut of sonic information, so a similar -
though obviously less drastic - set of rules to
those for TV music must be adhered to.

You may think that a natural sound balance
will be the only way of getting your soundtrack
heard at its best, but nothing could be further
from the truth. It may seem like a compromise
at the time, but tailoring the shape of your mix
to match the characteristics of typical playback
media can bring rich rewards.

Sound Quality
Mind you, just because your music has to

have an unconventional - by studio monitoring
or hi-fi standards - sound balance, doesn't
mean to say you can forget all about signal
quality.

The finished master tape must be of as high
a level - and as hiss -free - as possible,
because it's not uncommon for incidental
music to be dubbed four times or more from
one medium to another before the film/TV
programme is complete. A typical procedure
would see your masterwork transferred first
from your own two -track to sprocketed tape,
then to a further quarter -inch reel for editing,
on to a video tape and thence to a separate
master video tape.

So, as with a recording that's intended for
cutting onto vinyl disc, picture music often
benefits from a bit of extra brightness just to
make sure all those generations of recording
don't remove too much in the way of top end.

So much for the rules your soundtrack
output should follow. What about the work
itself?

Well, as I've already hinted, the music for a
film or television programme is more often
than not an afterthought. The filming itself may
well have taken many months, but chances are
you'll only be contacted to write the music
when the film has reached the editing stage.
And as a result, you may only have a few days
in which to write the music, get it approved by
the powers -that -be, and record it. You should,
of course, have access to the screenplay, from
which you can gauge a measure of the film's
mood and atmosphere. It'll also give you a
rough idea of timings (just read through the
cues at a sensibly dramatic speed: remember
that normal conversation or reading speed is a
lot faster than acted dialogue), but don't
expect more than that, because it might not
come.

If you're lucky, you might be invited to see a
rough edit of the visuals, which is always a
help. If at this stage you find your views on
what form the music should take to be at odds
with those of the producer, now's the time to
air your discontent. If you wait till the music is
finished, the producer may take the decision to
reject your recordings and use library discs
instead, or worse still, employ somebody else.

OK, it isn't always this hectic and there are
times when the soundtrack composer is given
plenty of breathing space in which to produce
everything, but these are the exception rather
than the rule, so it's best to be prepared for
panic situations. My own soundtrack -writing
career has been littered with rush -jobs, none
more hectic than the occasion on which I was
contacted late one afternoon to provide three
pieces of music by the following morning. I lost
a lot of sleep, but the master tape was on the
producer's desk before he arrived for work the
next day. And what's more, it fitted the
pictures exactly . . .

What to Use
I said right at the beginning that to be a

successful picture music composer, you've
got to be adept both as a composer and as a
programmer. Naturally, the latter involves being
familiar with a variety of synthesisers and their
associated technology. This may seem quite a
basic requirement, but you'd be surprised just
how many musicians try to take on film work
with a knowledge of only a couple of instru-
ments, if that. Creating a certain sound texture
may be beyond the resources of the hardware
in your possession, so hiring in some gear may
be unavoidable. Just remember that if you do
hire some equipment, it's best to be at least
familiar with its basic operating principles,
because with time being so critical, the last
thing you want to do is spend priceless hours
working your way painstakingly through an
instrument you don't understand.

It's always nice to have access to - as well
as a knowledge of -a wide range of musical

`Mixing on the finest
quality studio

monitors is pointless,
as the music will

eventually be heard
on something

resembling a ripped
paper bag.

and recording equipment. In fairness. this isn't
absolutely essential since you can always
resort to hiring, but in the initial stages of
presenting your output to a producer, it helps
to have the means of making your demo sound
as good as possible - hence the recording
gear.

Still, no matter how much recording equip-
ment you have, if you're working on a TV
soundtrack you'll still have to re-record every-
thing at a television studio - it's a Union
regulation. This can be a major stumbling
block, since even if you've had plenty of time
to work at home, you'll only have a morning or
so to put it all together at the TV studio. And
that's not the last of your troubles, because it's
very unlikely that said TV facility will be
anything like as well stocked with synths and
the gear necessary to connect them as your
own. Television engineers are notoriously 'text-
book' in their approach to recording, and you
may come up against one or two raised
eyebrows if you turn up with a whole load of
music computers and outboard processing
gear. Having said that, even trained engineers
are reasonable human beings, so unless you
go out of your way to be provocative, you
should receive their full support.

The need to re-record your music shouldn't
arise if you're working in collaboration with a
freelance video production company (such as
those used extensively by Channel 4, for
example) or a film crew, but that in itself
requires your own studio facilities to be reason-
ably comprehensive, which is why it's always a
good idea to re -invest any royalties you do
receive in the purchase of more equipment.

Getting the Break
If you think you can fulfil the requirements

discussed and are capable of tackling the
many logistical problems that can arise, you're

probably wondering how you go about getting
into writing soundtracks in the first place.

My honest answer is that I don't know. I fell
into it by accident. I was asked to write some
music for a play which was seen by someone
who needed some music for another play. This
happened a few times until one particular play
was seen by a TV producer from the local
independent station who required some music
himself. Word got around the television studios
and I found myself doing more and more work
for them. Producers move around the country
a fair bit and my cassettes tend to go with
them. So they get heard by other producers at
other stations which, in turn, brings me the
chance of more work.

And so it goes on. Partly through word of
mouth recommendations and partly as a result
of my own perseverance, the level of work
coming to my door is now fairly steady, with
commissions from throughout the UK and,
with luck, other countries too.

It's possible that you could follow the same
route. Hassle a local theatre group, write some
music for them and see what happens.

Alternatively, put together a demo tape and
send it to as many TV stations and production
companies as you can find. Be prepared for
disappointment, however, as it's quite likely
that your cassette won't even get a fair
hearing. You stand a better chance than the
multitude sending demos to record companies
in search of a deal, but not much.

As a writer of soundtrack music that is
predominantly electronic in nature, you do at
least have two points in your favour. The first is
that there are literally hundreds of organisations
working in this field, and although many of
them will already have regular sources of
music that they tend to stick by, the more
people there are to send demos to, the more
likely it is that someone, somewhere will hear
your tape and consider it worth following up.

The second advantage is that producers
and their ilk are becoming increasingly aware
of the potential inherent in using electronic
music for a soundtrack. The inception of
microprocessor -based instruments such as
microcom posers - and indeed music compu-
ters themselves - has increased the speed
with which scores can be created and recorded,
as well as easing the syncing of soundtracks to
video tape considerably. If you're a bit unclear
as to the usefulness of sync codes and so on, I
can only refer you to last month's instalment of
Everything but the Kitchen . . . which explains
things with admirable clarity.

Qualifications are of absolutely no use. In
fact, they may even be a hindrance. I know of
several highly qualified musicians who stand
little or no chance of breaking into the world of
picture music because their output is so
classically stylised that any attempt to write
more 'modern' (for want of a better word)
pieces results in a lacklustre amalgamation of
musical cliches. The same is usually true of
musicians trying to do things the other way
around.

Don't expect things to happen overnight,
either. Getting yourself established is invariably
a slow process, and over and above your
musical abilities (or lack of them), you'll also
need other, personal attributes in some quantity.
These include drive, stamina, determination,
patience, and a fair degree of diplomacy (for
dealing with producers, engineers and the
like). And in amongst all the artistic headaches
that will inevitably come your way, you'll have
to keep some semblance of organisational
ability to cope with the bureaucratic ravages of
contracts, accounts, tax, VAT, music publishing,
PRS, MCPS and production meetings.

It may be a precarious and demanding
lifestyle, but it beats having a proper job!
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Powertran MCS 1
Part 3: How it Works

Last month saw the MIDI Controlled Sampler's circuit diagrams
reproduced in full. Now we take a look at what those circuits add up to in

real life. Tim Orr
To re -cap for those who might have
missed the first two parts of this series,
the Powertran MCS1 is a digital delay

unit that can also act as a sound -sampling
device. This means that in addition to providing
all the commonly used time delay effects such
as chorus, echo, flanging and so on, the MCS
is also able to sample externally -generated
sounds digitally and store them in memory.
The pitch of the stored sound can then be
altered via either a MIDI keyboard or a one -
volt -per -octave one.

The description that follows refers to the
four circuit diagrams we published in E&MM
November, so it's important you have that
issue in front of you, otherwise you won't
understand a word of it (some of you probably
won't understand a word of it anyway, but .. .).
Although the reproduction of some parts of the
circuit wasn't quite as good as we would have
liked, you shouldn't experience too many
problems in identifying which bit goes where.

With luck, this description should assist
newcomers to the world of electronics design
in getting acquainted with some of the principles
behind the MCS1, as well as giving experienced
readers a detailed insight into how well -tried
design conventions have been applied carefully
to make the Powertran unit a high-performance
machine whose cost-effectiveness is second
to none.

Diagram 4
I know it sounds strange, but let's kick

things off with a look at the last of the four
drawings published in November.

IC 400 is a variable -gain preamplifier whose
input sensitivity can be selected for high-level
or low-level operation from a low -impedance
microphone. The RC4558 is a low -noise op -
amp that's used at various points throughout
the MCS1's design.

IC401 forms a four -pole low-pass filter
followed by IC402, which forms a notch. The
combination of these two creates an elliptic
filter (Figure 1) with a 12kHz low-pass response
and a notch at 24kHz: this filter stage precedes
the mobile tracking filter, IC403. This is a
switched -capacitor four -pole low-pass filter
presented in an eight -pin package and manu-
factured by National Semiconductor. The break
frequency is determined by dividing the input
clock frequency by 50 (ie. MFCK/50). The
package is used in this circuit as an anti-
aliasing filter (see Part 1, E&MM October, for
an explanation of aliasing and what can be
done to eliminate it), but seeing as it is itself a
sampled -data device, it needs an anti-aliasing
filter of its own, albeit at a frequency 50 times

higher. This explains why the fixed active filter
precedes the mobile one.

A further low-pass filter, IC404, is used to
provide further filtering and to remove any
high -frequency clock breakthrough from the
mobile filter. The MF4-50 (IC403) is claimed to
have a dynamic range of 80dB. In other words,
it can pass a peak signal of 2.8V rms and the
residual noise, band -limited to 20kHz, will be
0.282mV rms. I measured it and made it 79dB,
which for a noise measurement is very close.
Anyway, the second half of IC404 is the pre -
emphasis circuit, and this can be switched on
to give treble lift, thereby masking quantisation
noise (again, see Part 1 for details) at the de -
emphasis stage. The complete anti-aliasing
filter stage is shown in Figure 2.

The signal is now ready to be converted into
digital data by the analogue -to -digital converter.

IC405 is a sample -and -hold device, and this
freezes the analogue signal long enough for a
conversion to be performed. The ADC itself
comprises IC406 (a fast voltage comparator),
IC408 (a successive approximation register, or
SAR for short), IC409 (a companding DAC set
in encode mode) and IC407 and 410, steering
logic.

How does the converter operate? Well, the
SAR is given a command called SC (for Start
Conversion) and a clock signal, ADCK. The
SAR then performs a series of tests on the
frozen analogue input, and these are as follows.

First, it tests the MSB (Most Significant Bit)
of the code to a 1 and all the others to zero: the
DAC output can then be compared to see if it's
bigger or smaller than the analogue input. If the
DAC output is smaller (ie. less positive) than
the analogue input, the MSB is stored as a 1.
The next bit of the code can then be tested by
setting it to a 1, and the whole process is
repeated. In fact, all the bits are tested in this
way, the results being stored by the SAR.

As this process continues, so the DAC
output successively approximates towards
the magnitude of the analogue input. After
eight te,,ts, the conversion is complete, and
the DAC output is then equal to the analogue
input, ± 1/2 LSB. As far as time is concerned,
the whole conversion process takes nine
ADCK periods, and when it's completed, the
output data becomes stable and can be
written into the memory.

Data is read from the memory by latching it
into IC412 and then feeding it into IC413, a
companding DAC set into encode mode. The
DAC output can be seen at the output of
IC414.

IC415 forms a four -pole low-pass filter,
used to recover the analogue signal from the
`crunchy' DAC output. The signal is then

filtered by another mobile four -pole low-pass
filter, IC421. Some replay rates are very slow
(perhaps as low as 2kHz), so the mobile filter
has to track at least an octave below this if the
2kHz sampling rate is not to be too noticeable.
Again, the mobile filter is followed by a fixed
low-pass one, IC422: the second part of this is
used to provide the de -emphasis circuit.

T402, T403 and IC424 form a simple voltage -
controlled attenuator used in the MCS1 as a
mute circuit, the first -mentioned being a junc-
tion FET (field-effect transistor). When the
voltage on the gate is about -3V, the FET is
turned off, and the channel resistance is about
50Mohms, the attenuation through the circuit
in this mode being about 90dB. By comparison,
when the gate voltage is OV, the FET is turned
on and has a channel resistance of only
400ohms. This attenuates the analogue signal
as seen at the positive end of C441 to about
±60mVp, and therefore allows distortion
operation through the FET. See Figure 3. The
last stage of IC424 is an output amplifier driven
by the mix between direct and delayed signals.

The MFCK signal that drives the switched -
capacitor filters is generated by IC416, 417,
418 and 410. This is a phase -locked loop (PLL)
which multiplies the system conversion fre-
quency (CK/N) by a number between 8 and 32
- this is the filter offset. The break frequency of
the mobile filters is given by the equation:

Fb = CIQN x Z Hz
50

where Fb is the break frequency and Z the filter
offset.

Circuit operation is as follows. The CK/N
pulse is fed into the phase comparator of the
phase -locked loop, while the output of the PLL
VCO is used to clock a down counter, IC417.
This counter counts down to zero, whereupon
the RC output causes it to load in a four -bit
code. The counter is then loaded with this
code and proceeds to count down to zero
again: thus a programmed division is performed.
The RC output is divided by 2 by IC410, which
generates the square -wave output fed into the
other half of the phase comparator. The
feedback loop is now complete.

The PLL VCO will adjust itself to be equal to
CK/N multiplied by the total loop division
number, the latch IC416 being used to store
this number. Occasionally, the PLL will be
commanded to generate an output frequency
in excess of 700kHz, but will not be able to do
this simply because its own VCO cannot
exceed this frequency. And seeing as the MF4
mobile filters have a clock frequency maximum
of 1 MHz, this enforced limitation is actually
desirable.
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Response Figure 1. Anti-aliasing filter comprising IC401,

402.
Diagram 2

The MCS1 is 64Kbits long,

4dB/octave
\ Roll off
\--

k2

slope\

memory and
therefore requires a 16 -bit address counter in
the shape of IC207, 208, 210 and 211. These
counters are used to count through memory
locations for both Record and Play functions.
They can be set to any 16 -bit address simply
by being loaded with the data stored in latches
IC206 and 209. This data is H0000 for the
Delay Line front

12kHz
Frequency

24kHz

mode and panel -selectable in
Edit mode.

A 16 -bit comparator (IC201, 203) compares
the memory address with the data held in
latches IC200 and 202, and when the memory

In Out
address is greater than or equal to the address
stored in the latches, it generates a load pulse

put ---. -...put
Fixed
OW pass

Mobile
low pass

Fixed
low pass

for the memory address counters. IC200 and
202 hold the memory end address and IC 206
and 209 the memory return address. SeeFigure 2. Complete

IC401,402 IC403 IC404 anti-aliasing filter. Figure 6.
The logic hardware performs all the looping

on functions, with the MCS1's microprocessor

S1 mute mute

merely setting up the two 16 -bit parameters.
Note that the circuit allows these parameters
to be any number between the start and finish

OV

of the memory - this makes both very short
memory lengths and continuously variable
loop lengths possible.

IC212 213

V gate T402 -3.3Vr -3.3V

and are used to multiplex the
memory address into the MCS1's DRAMs.
First, IC212 is enabled, and the bottom eight
bits of the memory address are entered into

sharp attack slower release
the DRAMs as the ROW address. Next, IC213
is enabled and the top eight bits of the memory
address are entered as the DRAM's COLUMN

IC424 pin 1

/ I / address (see Figure 5).
The DRAMs are actually 64K dynamic devices

and are refreshed by performing ROW reads.
This is why the fastest moving of the

l
Figure 3. Mute circuit

operation.

part
memory address (the LSB end) is used to
select the ROWs. In fact, many of the refresh
requirements are generated by the natural
reading process. The refresh time as quoted

Instantaneous

Load address
jump loop

I

Set by comparator
IC 206 209 IC201 203

by manufacturers is usually between 2 and 4
milliseconds: that is, the refresh electronics
should perform a dummy read on each row
every 2-4mS. If for some reason this doesn't
happen, there's a possibility that the contents\ /

-9.

of the memory will be corrupted.
I've tested the MCS1 DRAMs myself and

found they actually needed a refresh every 25

0000 Return End FFFF
Start address address Maximum

length
Memory length (hex) Fi 4. Ligure oopng.

seconds, whereas the makers specify 4 milli -
seconds. They might from time to time get a
duff memory cell that actually discharges itself
in that time, but personally I have my doubts . . .

Anyway, to make absolutely certain that no
refresh problems are encountered, a high-
speed refresh counter (IC224) and buffer

Figure 5. Memory address timing diagram.
(IC223) are used to perform the dummy reads.

Data can be transferred from the DRAMs to

F. ,. .g
the microprocessor data bus via two latches,
IC222 and 225. These routes are used to.7,,I

"""°i ri &AM Ow i cx-n-LA
transfer the memory data to and from the
external floppy disk, and also to clean out the

5,n i__. memory on powering -up the MCS1. Just to
aTe."---1 I illustrate how important this function is, imagine
R(E Ps 1 ,Mh

getting 10 seconds of digital junk blasting out
kw p,__I of the audio output every time you turn the
,-,-.1,,

MCS1 on.
,Te I

a. -ci, 1 - Moving on, a click -track (IC227) uses the,.... ..
-cC.7.,.... MSBs of the memory address counter toc)

,,,./., ,,,,,, /thew contrive a metronome beat, and a graphic
Ao.f., t Kw., illustration of this is shown in Figure 6.
44(.4) Avles..)

Diagram I,x)1
r ,A4.4

_k_. all
Figure 6. Click -track signal.

The whole delay line (but not the micropro-
cessor) is driven from a master clock generator
IC101, which runs at frequencies between
2.5MHz and 10MHz. The oscillator is voltage -
controlled, and can therefore be controlled by
a voltage from any conventional one -volt -per -
octave music synthesiser. Obviously, this
voltage has to be converted into an exponential I>
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signal by a simple log converter, and this is
made up from IC121, T100 and T101.

As we mentioned in Part 1, a two -octave
range can be obtained using the voltage
control input, but the MCS1 can also add a
large musical transposition to the output signal.

The voltage control is a Play mode function,
and a two-way switch (IC107) selects either
one -volt -per -octave or microprocessor control
of the master clock generator. By using a latch
(IC118), a DAC (IC119), and a low-pass filter
(IC120), the microprocessor can generate
sinusoidal sweep and pitch -bend control
voltages.

The sinewaves are generated in software
with a counter and lookup table. A number is
generated by the sweep frequency controller
(a panel function, this) which is added to the
counter at regular intervals of time. The counter
is used as a pointer to read the magnitude of
the sinewave in the lookup table: as the pointer
moves through the table, a sinewave is gener-
ated and turned into a voltage by the DAC. The
number added to the counter determines the
sinewave frequency - if the number is small,
the pointer will take a long time to travel
through the lookup table, and so on. The filter
is used to smooth out the crunchy shape of the
sinewave generated by the DAC, though it
really isn't all that bad in the first place. If you
want a visual representation of the software -
generation of sinewaves, look no further than
Figure 7. Incidentally, amplitude control of the
sinewave is also performed in software, by a
multiply routine.

The control voltage electronics as a whole is
actually rather difficult to align, while the
master high -frequency oscillator contains a
non -linearity which can cause detuning at low
frequencies. The best musical results are
obtained by optimising the log circuit for
operation over the top octave range, because
if you try to align it over the full keyboard range,
tuning errors are simply inevitable. The MCS1's
two -octave CV range is still useful for effects
purposes, while CV devices can be used to
drive the sampler over a six -octave range if
you can get your hands on one of the analogue -
to -MIDI converter units that are either available
now or are soon to become so. You'll also
need a MIDI keyboard, of course.

The master clock generator is fed into a
divide -by -N down counter comprising IC102-
104. The value of N is stored by latches IC105
and IC106. The counters count downwards to
zero, and when they reach zero, an RC pulse is
generated by IC104, and this loads the counters
with the value of N. They then count down to
zero again, so as you can see, they don't lead a
particularly interesting existence.

The CK/N signal generated by this timing
process is the sample rate of the system as a
whole. Thus, by changing the value of N (N is a
12 -bit word), the sample rate can be modified
directly. In fact, this mechanism is used to vary
the sample rate continuously via the control on
the MCS1 front panel.

Additionally, and as a result of having a
lookup table of values of N that result in a
musical distribution of CK/N frequencies, it's
possible for the microprocessor directly to
control the pitch of the output signal in

semitone steps. And yes, this control informa-
tion can be obtained by decoding MIDI pitch
data.

Now, while a source of MIDI codes can be
used to generate the Play pitch for the MCS1,
the method of dividing a master frequency by
N to generate equally -tempered tuning is not
without its problems. For one thing, N has to
be an integer, and while this results in good
pitch resolution for low notes, things aren't
quite so consistent further up the scale. The
overall resolution can be improved by increas-
ing not only the size of N but also the frequency
of the master oscillator: the MCS1 uses a
maximum N value of 4096 and a maximum
frequency of 10MHz.

On the basis of that 4096 figure, the first
(lowest) octave has 2048 values of N at its
disposal to define its 12 semitone frequencies,
but the fifth (highest) octave has only 128. In
other words, tuning resolution is still rather
better at low frequencies than it is at high
ones . . .

Moving still further ahead, ADC and read-
write timing is generated by two counters
(IC110, 111) and a bipolar ROM, IC112 (again,
see Figure 5). If the CK/N period is long, extra
refresh counts are generated by the RAS and
RAE signals, ORed together by IC114.

Diagram 3
The microprocessor at the heart of the

MCS1's design is a 6802, shown on the
drawing as IC309. Strange though it may
seem, this device generally has nothing much
to do. It scans all the panel controls, loads up
all the control latches and display registers,
and then waits patiently for something to
happen.

The reason for this inactivity? Simply that
most of the MCS1's functions do not depend
on the active intervention of the microprocessor
for them to operate smoothly. The 6802's busy
time is when it's generating a software sinewave
or loading from or saving to floppy disk. A data
bus buffer (IC321) has been used because the
microprocessor would otherwise be unable to

support loading on the data bus. The program
is held in an EPROM, IC308.

A static RAM (IC307) is used as a scratch
pad memory for items such as filter offsets and
current values of N, while IC310-312 generate
all the address decodes for the memory -
mapped devices.

All the MCS1's front panel display details
are handled by two chips, IC304 and 305.
These are 34 -bit long -shift registers with parallel
outputs that can drive LED displays directly.
Display data is entered serially as a 34 -bit -long
chunk, and the IC does the rest. No seven -
segment decoding takes place inside the IC
because the segments that have to be switched
on are controlled directly by the input data
stream. The four -digit display and the illumin-
ated panel switches are driven by these ICs.

The pitch -controlling keyboard is scanned
by IC315 and 316. The former pulls one row at
a time low while the latter reads the keyboard
in four -bit nibbles: any key depression is
detected as a low voltage, and the six rows
and read sequentially. IC316 also reads some
of the other system signals.

IC328 is a control latch, the outputs of which
are used to enable various functions. Serial
data is handled by the ACIA (IC323), and
transmission and reception between the ACIA,
the BBC Micro (a future update), and MIDI is
performed by enabling various tristate buffers
(IC235, 326). The MIDI In signal is coupled to
the MCS1 via an optoisolator IC327: this helps
prevent the ground loops and other unwanted
hiccups that so often occur while equipment is
being interconnected.

The Gate, Audio and spin -wheel controller
signals all generate a hardware interrupt (IC317,
318, 319, 320 and T300). When an external
Gate signal occurs, it clocks flip-flop IC318,
setting the Q output (pin 5) to a 1. This turns on
T300, which in turn generates an interrupt. The
microprocessor services this interrupt by read-
ing the contents of bus buffer IC320. It

discovers it was the Gate that caused the
interrupt (the Gate signal is also available for
reading at IC316), and takes appropriate action
by generating a clear interrupt (CLINT) signal
which sets the flip-flop back to a zero. The
remaining two interrupts are similar.

The Audio signal is fed into a voltage
comparator (IC317), and when the voltage at
its input pins exceeds ±50mV, the interrupt is
set: this circuit is used to trigger the start of a
recording at the beginning of memory.

The spin -wheel controller is an important
part of the circuit because it is the manual
interface between the user and the MCS1's
internal control parameters. The controller
(Figure 8) is a rotary switch with 50 positions
per revolution: there are two switch contacts
90° out of phase with each other, and the
rotation range is a full 360°.

Inside the MCS1, IC319 is used to detect the
controller's rotation and the direction of that
rotation. One switch output is used to clock a
D -type flip-flop, the other provides the data
input. If the rotation is clockwise, the Q output
is set to a 1, and if it's anti -clockwise, a zero.
The individual switch pulses generate an
interrupt and need to be cleared if the next
event is to be recognised.

The MCS1 software provides for three control
sensitivities for the spin -wheel, these being
Fine, Medium and Coarse. Just think, if you
only got 50 'clicks' per revolution of the wheel
in reality, it would take a grand total of 1310
turns of the controller to travel the full length of
the MCS1's memory address.

The MCS1 retails at £499 plus VAT as a
complete kit of parts, £699 plus VAT as a
ready -built unit. Further information from
Powertran Cybernetics, Portway Industrial
Estate, Andover, Hants. a (0264) 64455.
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THE UKS FASTEST
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
IMPLY RING OUR HOTLINE (0705) 660036

SYNTHESIZER AND BOSS HM2 Heavy Metal
BOSS CE2 Chorus

£40
£55

KEYBOARD BARGINS BOSS CE3 Stereo Chorus £59
SEQ. CIRCUITS Six Tracks £776 BOSS DS1 Distortion £38
SEQ. CIRCUITS 64 Interface £175 BOSS SD1 Super Overdrive £42
ROLAND JX3P 1 Phone BOSS GE7 Graphic £55
ROLAND Juno 106 £699 BOSS DD2 Digital Delay £139
ROLAND SH101 £279 BOSS DM3 Delay £81

ROLAND RS09 £299 BOSS SP1 Spectrum £39
ROLAND PG200 Programmer £169 BOSS TW1 Touch Wah £50
ROLAND MC202 £269 BOSS SG1 Slow Gear £39
KORG Poly 800 (White Keys) £459 BOSS NF1 Noise Gate £39
KORG Mono Poly £399 BOSS CS2 Comp/Sustain £54
KORG Micro Preset £120 BOSS 0C2 Octaver £55
KORG CX3 Organ s/h £475 BOSS VB2 Vibrato £55
YAMAHA DX9 FM Synth £750 BOSS PH1R Phaser £59
YAMAHA DX7 FM Synth £POA BOSS PC2 Percussion £44
YAMAHA CS01 £89 BOSS HC2 Handclapper £49
YAMAHA Portasound (used) £75 BOSS MA1 Mascot Amp £31
CASIO PT30 £55 BOSS DP2 Damper £13
CASIO PT50 £79 BOSS Rocker Distortion £69
MOOG Prodigy Synth s/h £175 BOSS PSA220 Mains Adaptor £12
The Gnat Synth £89 BOSS ACA220 Mains Adaptor £12
Keyboard Stand £20 BOSS MSA100 Stand Adaptor £20
Keyboard Extension adaptor £8 BOSS FS1 Footswitch f16

BOSS FS2 Footswitch
IBANEZ PT9 Phaser

£20
£39

IBANEZ Flanger £48

RHYTHM/DRUM SYNTHS
SEQ. CIRCUITS Drumtraks £859

IBANEZ CS9 Chorus
IBANEZ SD9 Sonic Distortion

£59
£35

ROLAND TR606 Drumatix £210
ROLAND TB303 Banshee
ROLAND TR909

£210
£625

ROLAND TR808 (used) £375
ROLAND TB303 (used)
ROLAND CR8000 (used)

£110
£270 Er NEED CASH? rE

BOSS DR110
KORG Percussion DDM220

£99
£229 We buy synths, guitars,

YAMAHA MR10 (used) £59 amps and combos.
Ring Clive on

RECORDING EQUIPMENT
TASCAM Portal £419 (0705) 660036 NOW.
TASCAM Portastudio M244 £659 He loves giving
TASCAM 32 (1/2 Track)
TASCAM 34 (4 Track)

£765
£899 money away!

TASCAM DX2D Noise Red £186
TASCAM DX4D Noise Red £258
TASCAM M09 £169
TASCAM MB20 Meter Bridge £149
TASCAM EX20
TASCAM RC71
TASCAM MC120
TASCAM RC3OP

£99
£42
£59
£15

IBANEZ AD9 analog delay
IBANEZ TS9 Tube Screamer
IBANEZ GE9 Graphic
IBANEZ CP9 Compressor

£89
£33
£59
£39

CARLSBRO Comp. Minifex £34

HEADPHONES
CARLSBRO Flanger Minifex
CARLSBRO AD1 Echo

£48
£125

BEYER DT330 £34 CARLSBRO Profex ADR1 £336
BEYER DT441 £39 CARLSBRO 10 Band Graphic s/h f30
BEYER DT320 f25 MELOS DE1 Digital Echo £79
BEYER DT109 w/boom mic £77 EC500 Super Echo Unit £86
DM120 Lightweight/Boom mic £25 EP250 Super Echopet £150

KORG Signal Delay £149
AE205R Analogue echo/reverb £145

MICROPHONES
BEYER M200
BEYER M300NCS
BEYER M400 NCS
ELECTRO VOICE PL11

£49
£65
£99
£85

11./H Digital Multi Echo s/h
SCHALLER Volume Pedal
MX R Blue Box (used)
GOLDEN Throat (used)
Cry Baby Pedal

£150
£19
£39
£40
C34

ELECTRO VOICE PL77B £105
ELECTRO VOICE PL95a
AUDIO TECH Pro2

£94
C21 SANOX PEDALS (Same as Frontline)

AUDIO TECH Pro4L C53 SANOX,65sx Junction Box £7
AUDIO TECH ATM41 £63 SANOX 71sx Perc. Synth 1 120
CHASER 444 £34 SANOX 98sx Power Supply £13
CHASER 555 £37 SANOX 110sx Excitor £20
CHASER 666 £35 SANOX 32sx Crossover £20

SANOX 55sx Graphic £20
SANOX 14sx Super Phase £25

MIC/SPEAKER STANDS
SANOX 70sx Pocket Amp
SANOX 85sx Flanger

£15
£35

Mic Boom Stand (P&N) £17 SANOX 112sx Parametric eq £20
Mic Boom Stand (MET) £20
Mic Stand (Valan) £29
Speaker Stand £32 TUNERS

BOSS TR60 £35

PEDALS AND EFFECTS
BOSS TU120
BOSS TU12

£65
£39

BOSS BF2 Flanger £69 KORG Micro 6 £19
BOSS OD1 Overdrive C38 KORG GT6Ox £25

Banana Tuner £24
Prelude Gtr Chord Computer £20
NOTE Please add El post and packing to all PEDAL
TUNER & MIC Prices

OVATION GUITARS
ELECTRIC Anniversary £599
ELECTRIC Glen Campbell £499
ELECTRIC Legend £499
ELECTRIC Balladeer Cutaway £599
Ultra Acoustic £239

ACOUSTIC GUITARS
FENDER F03 Jumbo £58
FENDER F65 £99
FENDER F75 £129
APPLAUSE Round Back Acoustic £Phone
APPLAUSE Elec/Acoustic £Phone
CLASSICAL Guitars from £58

ELECTRIC GUITARS
FENDER Precision (special) bass £495
FENDER Precision M/n £335
FENDER Precision (used) £199
FENDER Tele R/N white £279
FENDER Tele Custom P/N black £299
SQUIER 52 Telecaster £235
SQUIER 62 Precision £199
FENDER Bullett Bass deluxe M/n £199
FENDER Bullett Bass 111 M/n £199
TOKAI TST 50 (all colours) £199
TOKAI TTE50 (all colours) £199
TOKAI Talbo New Solid Metal £285
IBANEZ Roadstar (all colours) £165
IBANEZ Roadstar Natural £139
SHERGOLD Masquerader Vh s/h £95

PIT STOP SERVICE
For fast reliable repairs to
all makes of equipment

Buzz Kevin and his team of
MUSICAL MECHANICS

on (0705) 660036.

SHERGOLD Meteor s/h
GIBSON RD Custom s/h
WESTONE Thunder 11a guitar
WESTONE Thunder 1 guitar.

£149
£250
£182
£159

WESTONE Thunder 11 bass f/less £240
WESTONE Thunder 111 bass £320
VOX Custom bass £199
VOX White Shadow bass f/less £182

TRACE ELLIOT AMPLIFICATION
TRACE ELLIOT 1110 Combo £647
TRACE ELLIOT AH150 Head £317
TRACE ELLIOT 1048 (4 x 10) cab £305
TRACE ELLIOT 1518 (1 x 15) cab £325

MARSHALL AMPLIFICATION
We are Specialists in the sale and service of Marshall
Amplification. We carry large stocks of new/used
equipment- stock changes daily so ring for a
competitive quote.
MARSHALL Super bass amp Mall s/h £195
MARSHALL Super bass amp old style £170
MARSHALL 100w MV amp £POA
MARSHALL 50w MV amp £POA
MARSHALL 100w Valve Switch combo £POA
MARSHALL 50w Valve Switch combo £POA
MARSHALL 12w Transistor combo £87
MARSHALL 20w 1x 10 keyboard combo £116
MARSHALL 30w transistor combo £155
MARSHALL 100w 2 x 12 MV valve combo £POA
MARSHALL 50w 1x 12 MV valve combo £POA
MARSHALL 50w 2x 12 valve combo £POA

ACCESS BARCLAYCARD VISA AMERICAN
EXPRESS

AMERICAN
ESPRESS

- HP -
£ PART EX. £

1111tIddt
(A Division of Mike Devereux Music Ltd.)

189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth P02 9AE.
TplAnhnnp (mos) 660036. Telex 869107 TELCOM G.

JUST ARRIVED
THE NEW 'MAX' SYNTH

FROM SEQUENTIAL
CIRCUITS ONLY £599

MARSHALL 75w 1x 12 trans. combo £276
MARSHALL 100w 2 x 12 valve combo £377
MARSHALL 100w super bass combo £POA
MARSHALL 280w 4 x 12 1960b cab £POA
MARSHALL 4x 12 19608 cab s/h £120
MARSHALL 4 x12 1935A cab s/h £120
MARSHALL 2 x15 200w bass cab £249
MARSHALL 4 x 12 260w cab £261

ROLAND COMBOS
Special Low Prices This Month Only
ROLAND Spirit 10A £64
ROLAND Spirit 10 £69
ROLAND Spirit 25 £119
ROLAND Spirit 30 £115
ROLAND JC120 Chorus Combo £399

HIGH QUALITY PA
ROLAND SPA240 stereo amp s/h £295
BOSE 1800 stereo amp lkw £POA
BOSE 302 bass bins £POA
BOSE 802 series II speakers £POA
JBL 4612 speakers s/soiled £399
ACES 12-2 mixing desk £350
SOUNDOUT 12-2 desk w/tlt case s/h £245

AMPS CABS COMBOS
SESSION 75-112 combo £239
SESSION 75-210 combo £265
H/H MA80 80w PA amp £186
H/H MA100 100w PA amp s/h £165
H/H MA150 PA amp £299
H/H TPA 100 Pro slave amp £99
14/H S150 slave amp £182
H/H V -S bass amp £85
H/H IC 100 amp £95
I-VH V -S Musician lead amp £95
Fi/H Studio 60B bass combo £199
YAMAHA G501 x12 combo £299

MARSHALL
AMPLIFICATION

The UK's largest stockist of
new and used MARSHALL
equipment. Stock changes

daily. Ring for quote.

VOX VENUE 100w lead combo £192
VOX VENUE 120w PA amp £192
VOX 15w 2x 10 combo £106
FENDER Bandmaster valve amp s/h £135
FENDER Bassman 100 cab £150
MUSICMAN 112 combo s/h £225
DYNACHORD B1001 bass amp s/h C95
Guitar cabinet 100w 4 x 12 s/h £65

CARLSBRO AMPLIFICATION
CARLSBRO S300rn stereo amp £315
CARLSBRO Marlin 6-150 £279
CARLSBRO Marlin 6-300 £345
CARLSBRO M150 slave £185
CARLSBRO 1 x 12H 75w spkr. cabs pr £220
CARLSBRO 2 x 12H spkr cabs (pair) £349
CARLSBRO Stingray bass amps from £170
CARLSBRO Stingray bass amp s/h £125
CARLSBRO Stingray bass combo s/h £195
CARLSBRO Stingray multichorus £275
CARLSBRO 90 keyboard combo £275
CARLSBRO 90 twin combo £240
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 bass combo £199
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 lead combo £199
CARLSBRO Cobra 60w bass combo s/h £110
CARLSBRO 150 bass combo £254
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 lead combo £147
CARLSBRO Wasp lead combo £58

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
RTC 15" 100w £46
Mckenzie 15" 150w £79.95
McKenzie 12" 80w £34.50
Piezo Horns £6
FVH Bullet Horns HF200 £25

PA EQUIPMENT
ACES stereo elec. crossover £69
ACES Graphic EQ £120
ACES stereo bassbin filter £60
ACES spring reverb £94
ACES graphic slave 100w £349
ACES SP300 300w stereo amp £299



/TECHNOLOGY/

MODULAR SYNTHESIS
More on Using Sequencers

A look at using a VCA for pre-programmed sequencer level control.
Steve Howell

his month sees the final instalment ofC sequencer usage and makes use of a
synth's VCA module for pre-programmed

>level control. To re -cap on a patch given in
E&MM November, Figure 1 shows how the
second CV output of a sequencer can be used

(adto control the synth's volume, and uses a
second VCA after the main 'shaping' VCA.

But what happens if you're a bit short on
hardware and possess a sequencer that has
only one CV output? Referring to Figure 2
should solve your problems. In this example, a
sequencer has been laid down on Track 3 in
the normal fashion with no dynamic control,
and a click -track has been recorded on Track
5 to be used as a master clock. We now feed
Track 3 into the VCA on the synthesiser, and
by routing the click -track into the 'Step' input
of the sequencer and then routing the sequen-
cer's CV output into the control input of the
VCA, you can program your dynamics into the
sequencer. As the tape rolls and the click -
track steps through the sequencer, the volume
of each note on Track 3 will vary in accordance
with the sequencer's voltage levels. The VCA's
output can be fed into another track on the
multitrack tape (the original can then be wiped
to accommodate another part) or, alternatively,
if you keep the click -track until mixdown you
can feed the VCA's output direct to the mixer.

Any sound can be processed in this way: a
snare voice from a drum machine, a polyphonic
synth as discussed last month - the list is

endless. It's also possible to create crescendo
and diminuendo effects on sustained sounds
such as strings.

By inserting a lag -time processor between
the sequencer and the VCA, the stepped
output can be smoothed out as in Figure 3.
Level changes will now be gradual and can be
used as an effective single -channel computer
mix. In this instance, you don't necessarily
have to sync up the sequencer to a click -track:
its tempo can be adjusted to suit the speed of
your swells and fades.

Dynamics
Another technique well worth employing

involves injecting dynamics manually into a
sequencer track. Figure 4 gives a patch which
utilises the Envelope follower, the CV output of >

Figure 1. Patch for sequential control of dynamics.

Figure 2. Sequential control of dynamics of a pre-recorded track.

+ 3V-

OV Stepped seq output

lag time
processor

Figure 3. Effect of a lag time processor on a sequential voltage output.

+3V -

Smoothed voltage
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/TECHNOLOGY/
which is routed to the control input of a VCA.
By connecting a microphone to the audio input
of the envelope follower, you can vary the
dynamics of the sequencer part simply by
tapping the mic harder and softer. The sound
source can come from a patch (as in Figure 1)
or off -tape (as in Figure 2) and could therefore
be a bass drum, snare drum, or whatever.
Crescendo and diminuendo effects can also
be achieved by `AAAHing' into the mic at
various levels.

Another method of varying levels is to use a
switch to feed the preset bias voltage from a
DC voltage source (such as a battery) which
allows you to key in accents and dynamics as
and when the mood takes you. Again, the
sound source can be derived from just about
anything, but the initial gain of the VCA must
be set to allow sound to pass through when no
bias voltage is applied. The greatest advantage
of a modular synthesiser is that, because of
the high signal levels used within the modules,
devices can be used for purposes other than
those originally intended for them by their
designers. This is especially true of the VCA,
as it can be used to control the level of a
modulation source.

Figure 5 gives a patch for sequential control
of vibrato. In this example, the sine or triangle
wave output from an LFO is fed into the VCO(s)
via VCA2, and the CV output of the second
channel of your sequencer (or the CV output of
a suitably synced second sequencer) is fed to
the control input of VCA2. By setting the CV
levels on the sequencer's second channel
high, the LFO will be allowed to pass through
the VCA2 and vice versa, so that pre-program-
med amounts of vibrato can be introduced on
specific notes during a sequence. Of course, a
modulation source can be used with and
routed to any voltage -controllable device. An
envelope generator, for example, can be used
for pitch -bend effects, a square wave for trills,
and so on.

EG Triggering
Another possibility - along similar lines -

employs a technique we looked at quite
recently, whereby the sequencer's second
channel is used to trigger an EG. By setting the
CVs in the second channel above and below
the EG's trigger input threshold level, you can
trigger an envelope cycle as and where you
wish. Figure 5 shows a patch which'll allow
you to introduce a delayed vibrato effect on
certain notes. The example given in Figure 6
allows you to switch vibrato in and out, but this
technique enables the gradual introduction of
vibrato to be carried out. Note that the output
of EG3 is routed to VCA2 via an inverter. This is
to turn the envelope voltage upside-down, as
it's the delay/release portion of the cycle that
we're going to use. By setting the attack to
instant, the decay and release times are
adjusted to the required length of the vibrato
decay. However, you still have to split the
output from the sequencer's CV channel and
route that from VCA2, so that when the voltage
is low (ie. OV) no voltage will flow through it.
Otherwise, when EG3 is not triggered you'll
have permanent vibrato: not a very inspiring
state of affairs. By doing this, the VCA will
normally be 'closed', so that when the sequen-
cer's output goes high to trigger EG3, the VCA
will also be 'opened' - the inverted attack will
then 'close' it and it'll be 'opened' gradually
by the inverted decay/release portion of the
cycle.

Well, I hope all this has given you some food
for thought on the creative use of sequencers
in the context of a modular synthesiser system.
As I hope you can see, the possibilities are
almost limitless, and I've only been able to
outline them briefly. Suffice to say, experi-

-,

Figure 4(a). Using an envelope follower for dynamic
control.

Sound
source

see text)

mic

VCA

Envelope
follower

Sound
source

+V 0

S1

Figure 4(b). Using a bias voltage to vary dynamics.

Figure 5. Sequential control of modulation.

Seq

VCF

CV1

V2

EG3

EG1

1". VCA1

EG2 1

Trigger

Figure 6. Patch for delayed vibrato under sequencer control.

mentation with these patches should yield a
whole host of sophisticated effects, and with
any luck your music will be more interesting as
a result.

As I've pointed out before, the advent of
MIDI and computer control doesn't make
these techniques obsolete in today's some-
what higher -tech atmosphere. If anything,
incorporating these techniques alongside those
of newer technology gives you the best of both
worlds, and for those readers who simply
cannot afford to consider the new-fangled
devices currently on offer, these patches
should expand your sonic vocabulary con-
siderably without incurring any additional ex-
penditure. It's quite encouraging to remember

that many of these patches and the sound they
create just can't be done on the most sophisti-
cated digital systems such as the Fairlight and
PPG Waveterm . . .

Well, that concludes our look at modular
synthesis for the time being, as most of the
less obscure applications have now been
covered. Having said that, there are still many
possibilities that have not been explored, and
seeing as these are also applicable to other,
'conventional' synthesiser systems, the next
few issues will see your intrepid reporter
covering non-specific subjects such as im-
proving lead -line sounds using vocoders,
combining FM synthesis and analogue equip-
ment, and so on.
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Professional products division

Fane Acoustics Limited 286 Bradford Road, Batley, West Yorkshire WF17 5PW, England.
Telephone: Batley 476431. Telex: 556498 FANEG



originate

When you play an SDS8 you're playing an original,
an instrument that is changing the face of drumming today.

As innovators of electronic percussion, we knew
that drummers would marvel at the crystal clear power
of the Simmons sound and delight in the sheer beauty
of the unique hexagonal pads.

And now it seems we are not alone in our mission
to bring drums into the eighties - well they do say
that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.

;SIMMONS]
S D S 8 - now everyone can own an original

Simmons Electronics Ltd.,
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH,
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines)
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G
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Once again, Powertran and E&MM combine to bring you
versatility and top quality from a product out of the
realms of fantasy and within the reach of the active
musician.

The MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back
from a keyboard (either MIDI or Iv/octave). Pitch bend or
vibrato can be added and infinite sustain is possible
thanks to a sophisticated, looping system.

All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing,
Flanging, ADT, Echo) are available with delays of up to 32
secs. A special interface enables sampled sounds to be
stored digitally on a floppy disc via a BBC
microcomputer.

The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top
professional units such as the Fairlight or Emulator. But the
MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5 -figure price tag. And, if
you're prepared to invest your time, it's almost cheap!

Write or phone now to place an order.
Powertran Cybernetics Limited,
Portway Industrial Estate,
Andover, Hants, SP I 0 3EM.
Telephone: 0264 64455

VISA

Specification

Memory Size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes.

Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds.

Storage time at 8 KHz sampling rate: 8 seconds.

Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds.

Converters, ADC & DAC: 8 bit companding. Dynamic
range: 72 dB.

Audio Bandwidth: Variable from 12 KHz to 300 Hz.

Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and
recovery.

Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator.

MIDI control range: 5 octaves.

+1N/octave control range: 2 octaves with optional
transpose of a further 5 octaves.

Delay Line

Introduced in 1982, Powertran's
DDL has brought digital quality

ects to thousands of
sicians. Still available in

format only £179.00 + VAT.

POWERTRAN cybernetics ltd
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speaker cabinets.
The Frazer Wyat dX Fullrange and dX Bass 2b0
Watt speaker ca (nets have outstanding clarity.This

extends fault Ssiy into the bass ancVeven
further into the infrkritss which yor" really
feel. Every note deliyergd with hi-fi
precision, whether you play keyboard, synthesised
drums, any acoustic instrument or bass guitar.

POWE RTRAN
APPROVED SERVICE
AND KIT ASSEMBLY

Economical work by Professionals.

Specialists in Commercial Electronic
Design, Assembly and Test for the

Hi-Fi and Music Industry.

FOR REPAIRS ETC
PLEASE CONTACT:

COLIN MAXTED

`In 01-646 5686
CIRCOLEC

TAMWORTH MANOR
302-310 COMMONSIDE EAST

MITCHAM, SURREY
Telephone: 01-646 5686
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YAMAHA
HI TECH
DEALER

Sequenkw

tPak
ariclurtirr.

stprice

PI:b1)11F72

Looking for a Sequencer (8000 notes)
Looking for a Poly Synth (Like a DX7)

Looking for an MSX Computer 32K RAM
It's here, it's Yamaha CX5 complete with
keyboard, we also have a range of RAM

packs for composing or editing your DX7.
Remember it triggers other MIDI

instruments too*!
ONLY £549 inc. keyboard.
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Everything but the Kitchen..
Or how to get the best from your electronic instruments by syncing
them together. Part two looks at playing synthesisers from each other.

Steve Howell
What sets the synthesiser apart from
every other musical instrument is its
ability to be played by another

instrument. Imagine the joy of, say, the world's
trumpet players if they could suddenly and
magically hook up their instrument to a piano
so that every note they played would result in
the second instrument following, either in
exact unison or an octave or a fifth apart. Yet
such arrangements are easily obtained in the
world of synthesisers. All you need is a couple
of leads and . . . the know-how necessary to
connect two instruments from different eras
and manufacturers. Which is where this
month's Everything but the Kitchen . . . comes
in.

History
In the mid -sixties, Robert Moog rationalised

the whole concept of synthesisers by intro-
ducing a technique known as voltage control.
This simple idea is based on the principle that
by applying a voltage to the control input of
any synth module, you can affect its working
parameters. So for instance, if you apply a
voltage that undulates up and down to the
control input of a Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO), the pitch of that oscillator will rise and
fall as the voltage increases and decreases.

Now, a synthesiser's keyboard represents a
further voltage source which, scientifically
speaking, is really no more than a switched
variable resistor that allows more or less
voltage through to the VCOs depending on
which 'note' you play. A further requirement for
the keyboard is that it should provide a pulse
suitable for triggering the synth's Envelope
Generators. So, what's now clear is that
whenever you play a note on the keyboard,
you actually generate two voltages - one to
determine the frequency or pitch of the VCOs,
and one to 'fire' the EGs. A keyboard, then, is
just another control device and can't therefore
be dispensed with in some instances: that's
why many of the earliest synth designers didn't
include one.

Interfacing
Figure 2 shows the layout of two typical

synthesisers readily available from most music
shops. The keyboard is routed to the VCOs,
while the Voltage Controlled Filter (VCF) and
the keyboard's trigger output are connected to

the gate or trigger input of the EGs. Note also
that there are two points on both synths - Al
and A2 and B1 and B2.

What happens if you connect these sets of
points together? You've guessed it. One
synthesiser can be used to control the other. I
hasten to add that electronically, things aren't
quite as simple as that, but it's all you need
know about it in practice.

Points A and B appear on the back of most
analogue synthesisers (though obviously
they're not labelled as such), and it's these that
allow your synth to talk to the outside world
and strike up lasting friendships with other
electronic instruments.

On some syths, you'll find separate inputs
and outputs for both CV and trigger connec-
tions, but one important point to bear in mind is
that these are switched jacks, so that whenever
you plug something into one of them, you
automatically override the synth's internal
functions and replace them with those of the
external keyboard.

The reason most manufacturers put over-
ride functions on their instruments is that
presenting a module with two voltages (one
from each keyboard, in this case) can cause a
lot of technological confusion, which more
often than not results in the synths drifting out
of tune from each other.

And that's really what it's all about: over-
riding one function within a synth with some-
thing from a second, so that the latter instru-
ment does all the controlling. Nowadays, MIDI

and its associated technology have changed
the workings of the concept a little, so that
instead of a keyboard providing two discrete
voltages, it supplies just the one digital code
which is then multiplexed into two separate
voltages for the purpose we've just analysed.

Having said all that, you're still going to run
into a few difficulties . . .

The reasons for these difficulties aren't as
complex as many people seem to assume,
and really date back to the early days of synth
mass manufacture when there was little com-
munication between designers and each one
went his own sweet interfacing way. As a
result, certain incompatibilities cropped up.

The two leading manufacturers of the time -
Moog and ARP - utilised the principle that
every volt increase results in the doubling of a
module's parameters. In other words, if the
VCOs receive a voltage swept over a range of
one volt, the pitch changes by one octave; if
the VCA receives a similar voltage, the signal
fed into it becomes twice as loud, and so on.
Some early Korg and Yamaha synths utilised a
volts -per -hertz system and were therefore
incompatible with the volt -per -octave models;
conversion could only be carried out by Korg's
MS02 interface (more of which later).

Some time after, the former system was
adopted as the industry standard and became
known as the one -volt -per -octave rule. What the
makers couldn't agree on was a standard form
of trigger pulse, and even today, problems
exist in this area (hence the rationale behind

Constant
current
source

R1 R2

V volts

T

Gia.2

51a

R3 R4

S2a S3a 54a

to VCO's

IJ\ J
L Sib \)S2b L L Sob

to EG's
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ARE YOU
Looking for a new hobby or a versatile synthesiser
system?
Interested enough in electronics to wield a
soldering iron?
Unable or unwilling to spend hundreds of pounds at
once on a basic conventional synth?
YOU ARE?!!
Then you need the DIGISOUND 80 Modular
Synthesiser
Newly available - two low price starter systems:
SYSTEM 1 - Comprises power supply, VCO, VCF-
L, dual VCA and dual ADSR £97.00 fully inclusive
SYSTEM 2 - Comprises System 1 modules
together with a 49 note keyboard and contacts and
all the necessary keyboard circuitry to build a basic
monophonic synthesiser £199.00 full inclusive

YOU NEED

DIGISOUND
To order or for further details and our latest price list,

contact us at:
14/16 QUEEN ST., BLACKPOOL, LANCS, FY1 1PQ

Tel: (0253) 28900
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L .10PRI LID

OY/2/201E IkaPPla

USiC
62 BLENHEIM CRESCENT, LONDON W111NZ

WE ARE SHORTLY
MOVING TO NEW

PREMISES AND HAVE
A SALE OF SURPLUS

STOCK AT UP TO 30%
OFF ALL EQUIPMENT.

EG: BBC MIDI PACKAGE
RRP £169. OUR PRICE £125 inc.

VAT

PHONE FOR PRICES
TEL: 01-221-0192
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(We sincerely
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Should directly interface with TR606.
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go to Hollywood).
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`TECHNOLOGY/
this series of articles). There are currently three
types of trigger signals in use, none of which Fl6 2.
will talk to either of the others without a
suitable interface.

The Positive V -trigger is the most common
form of trigger and can be found on synths
from Roland, ARP, SCI and Oberheim. The

VCO VCF VCA

trigger rests at zero volts when no note is
to

Synth 1
played, rising a positive voltage as soon as
any key is This form of trigger is alsopressed.
found on almost all drum machines and
sequencers, too. EG1 EG2

The S -trigger is found exclusively on early CV
Moog equipment, and is also known as a
'switch' Kbd Gate

trigger. It rests at +12 volts but goes
down to zero volts when a key is depressed.

The negative V -trigger is used by Korg and
early Yamaha analogue monosynths. Like the
positive version, it rests at zero volts, but then

B1

falls to a negative voltage once you play a note.

Circuitry
So, what happens when you connect your

VCO VCF VCA

Roland SH101 to a Moog Prodigy? Sadly, not
a lot. In order to get the Roland to trigger the

Synth 2

Moog, you'll need to transform the trigger
pulse completely: a circuit is shown in Figure
4(a) which'll do just that. It will not, however, EG EG
allow the Moog to play the Roland, so a circuit CV
for this is given in Figure 4(b).

Converting a V -trigger to a negative Kbd Gatepositive
one is relatively straightforward, and a suit-
able, circuit is easily constructed using a
cheap and cheerful 741 IC: the diagram is
shown in Figure 5. This little piece of electronic  B2
wizardry will enable you to trigger Korg
sequencers and arpeggiators from Roland

Nodrum machines. Alternatively, you can use a
Korg MS10 (or 20) to play a Pro One, no
problem.

If all this circuit -building sounds too much
like hard work, you could always take the easy

fr-26 3 A

-1-5V -
4-12V

- - - -On

note

- - -On
fi6 3 6

,f6, 3C
OV No

(read 'more expensive') way out and purchase
Korg's ready -built MS02 interfacing unit,

OV- No

note

although this may not be that easy as it's now
It £95

note
5V - - -On

obsolete. used to retail around the mark,
if be tobut you shop around you may able pick

one up secondhand. As well as converting
positive Vs to negative Vs and S -triggers (or

F-16. 44 Af
V LED

vice versa, or any combination you can think IN u
of), the Korg also gives you the option of being
able to trim control voltages so that both

916 AL
' 9V

PP3
synths can be connected in the true and certain input
knowledge that they will be perfectly in tune
forever.

,L.,, IN 916
14 13 12 It 10 9 8

BC107If money's no object, there's always the Mini
Doc and Doctor Click interfacing devices from
Garfield Electronics. In fact, Garfield's UK

10K IMAM1
importers, Music Labs, have just started
bringing in a new range of low -price interfacing
equipment from the American company, so
they could be well worth checking out.

Of course, the arrival of MIDI has made

100K
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

OIL Relay 1pole 5V
500R coil type A

playing synthesisers remotely from the key-
boards

i normally open
of other synths no more complicated

than fitting a couple of MIDI cables. However,
the wonderful Oberheim Xpander excepted,
few MIDI instruments are equipped with old-
fashioned trigger sockets, so if you've got a
couple of synths from differing generations (a

14./6' 46 126. 5 -
1N916

DX7 and a Pro One, say) you're going to have
to resort to an analogue -to -MIDI converter 10K
such as Sycologic's AMI or the London Rock
Shop's DigiAtom 4800. 2211

lt

___. _ -I-9V
Sources of Information: T 0. 10K
Korg MS02 - Rose -Morris, 32-34 Gordon . ,07 2 7

House Road, London NW5. 21'01-267 5151.
le lfl 6 Outs

Garfield Electronics - Music Lab Sales,
72-74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY.
2101-388 5392. 0.

-
4

-
Sycologic -AMI - Syco, 20 Conduit Place,
London W2. $01-724 2451.
DigiAtom - London Rock Shop, 26 Chalk

9V

Farm Road, London NW1. e01-267 5381.
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/TECHNOLOGY/

The Syndrom
Part 4: Walking the Dog.. .

Circuits that enable E&MM's digital percussion unit to be triggered from
any audio source and pitch -controlled from a synthesiser keyboard.

David Ellis, Clive Buxton, and Ken Pykett

Technical Editor Paul White has put together the
above unit using six Syndrom modules, powered
by the E&MM RackPack (July 84).

So, Part 4 of the Syndrom saga . . .

isn't it amazing how time flies when
you're having fun? No? Oh well, we

promise that this will be the last instalment
of the present incarnation of Syndrom.

In fact, this month sees the most
important additions to the basic Syndrom
circuit:
1 Audio triggering, including Simmons

drum pads or microphones.
2 CV/trigger control from any one volt -

per -octave synth.

Trigger Interface
As you'll no doubt be aware, the basic

Syndrom will trigger from only a limited
range of sources, ie. a +5V pulse or a
piezo transducer. This trigger interface
circuit, on the other hand, allows the
Syndrom to be triggered from any audio
source, including Simmons and other
drum pads, microphones, or what have
you. In fact, the dynamic range over
which it'll trigger is 30dB or greater, and
the sound can be of any length without
re -triggering occurring.

The trigger interface circuit is shown in
Figure 1. The input signal is DC -blocked
by C1 and the level adjusted by VR1,
before it's fed to the non -inverting input
of the 1458 dual op -amp (IC1a). The gain
setting switch enables gains of 50 or 500
to be selected. The output from IC1 a is

SW1
(gain)

10K 1K

C1

input1Trig0.1

10
K VR1 3

(sensit-
-ivity)

D2

470 K
7-1

2

IC1a/b = 1458 or equivalent
D1-03 = I N4148
C1 = 0.1 uF
C2 = 0.22uF
C3 = 4n7

D1

+9-12V

47
K

47
K

2C2
"7.

+9 2V

150 K To trigger
 input of

Syndrom

D3

-9-12V

Figure 1. Audio Trigger interface.

rectified by D1 and D2 and the peak
amplitude is followed by C2, the time
constant being set by the 470K resistor.

The level on C2 is compared at IC1b
with the voltage on the inverting input,
which is set at a half the value of the
positive rail (9 or 12V, depending on
whether you're using batteries or a PSU
like E&MM's RackPack). If the value
exceeds this voltage, the output of IC1b
will jump from the negative rail to the
positive limit of the chip: this is then

differentiated by C3/D3 to produce a
positive spike, which is divided by the
subsequent 150K resistor and the input
resistor of the Syndrom to an amplitude
of +5V if the rails are +/-12V, or slightly
less in the case of +/-9V. This is where
the Syndrom takes over, and the first gate,
a Schmitt NAND, turns the spike into a
TTL pulse to operate the Syndrom.

Using the circuit is straightforward.
First, the gain should be set by SW1.
Drum pads, microphones, and so on will
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-15V

14820

mOluF

+15V

(scale
adjust )
10K

0.1 if*
24K

+15V

(freq
adjust)

47K

-15V

1 K 100K CV from
1V/octave
synth

+15V
16 15

2 470

5K6
3

CEM
3340

10

13

14

12

11

001
uF

1M5

To pins 2&6 of
-o IC 1 on Syndrom

1K8
470

T 0 OluF

-4 -i- -

-nm
220

PF

board
Figure 2. CV/trigger interface.

require the high gain setting (SW1 closed),
while high level inputs such as line levels
or another Syndrom will require SW1 to
be open. Then, connect the sound source
to the input and operate it repeatedly,
adjusting VR1 until the Syndrom attached
to the output triggers. When the circuit
was first tested, a second Syndrom was
used for the sound source, and this was
triggered from a pulse generator. We
found that the trigger interface was
capable of distinguishing between sound
envelopes even when they were repeated
at a rate of about 10 times a second, so it
should cope pretty well with just about
anything you care to chuck into its input.

0.01uF

trigger output
from synth

Figure 4. Inverter.

To trigger
input of
Syndrom

IN 4148

CV/trigger Interface
As anyone who's familiar with the

Sequential Circuits Drumtraks will attest,
a lot of mileage can be had out of a single
drum sample if its pitch can be varied. But
more than that, certain samples - slapped
basses and orchestral thumps, for
instance - are crying out to be used with a
more rigorous control of pitching than
can be achieved by just twiddling a pot in
a more or less random fashion. This, then,
is the rationale for the CV/trigger interface
-a means of enabling the Syndrom to be
controlled by any one volt -per -octave
synth.

Although the 555 timer chip used in the
basic Syndrom circuit functions as a
voltage -controlled oscillator - twiddling
the pot varies the controlling voltage,
which alters the output clock frequency

and therefore the rate at which sampleS
are yanked out of the EPROM - these
chips don't belong to any particular
school of linearity, so attempts to make
them function in a musically -meaningful
fashion are doomed to failure. The way
around this impasse is to bypass the
onboard clock and substitute an external
VCO that will work as nature really
intended.

The circuit (Figure 2) is based around
the CEM3340 VCO, a chip well suited for
controlling the rate of sampling from an
EPROM because of its superb specifi-
cation and upper frequency limit of greater
than 100kHz. Generally speaking, the

trigger
output
from
synth 22K

In=

22K

Figure 3. Differentiator.

5V

4K7

BC Inverted
108 to output

different iator

circuit uses values recommended by the
manufacturer, but the timing capacitor
(between pins 11 and 12) has been
reduced to 220pF to provide a higher
frequency range. A full explanation of the
IC's innards can be found in the data
sheets supplied with the device. All com-
ponents should be of 1 or 2% high -
stability type, though it would take a
mighty discerning ear to spot pitching
discrepancies.

In order to get the VCO ticking to the
Syndrom, the output of the VCO (pin 10)
should be connected to pins 2 and 6 of
the 555 (IC1 on the Syndrom board), ie.
the trigger and threshold inputs. As pin 10
of the VCO is a triangular output, the 555
will regard this as if it were the rising and

falling voltage on its own timing capacitor,
and will therefore convert this to a TTL-
compatible waveform to drive the
counters. The existing timing components
on the Syndrom board - R3, R2, and C1 -
must, of course, be removed for this to
work.

Triggering of the Syndrom in this situ-
ation will largely depend on what the
synthesiser cares to pass on to the
outside world. For instance, if the trigger
rises to about 5V when a key is depressed,
the combination of the 0.01uF capacitor
and an IN4148 diode -a simple differen-
tiator - will suffice as the conditioning
circuit needed to be inserted prior to the
normal Syndrom trigger input (Figure 3).
On the other hand, if this voltage is
exceeded, it's good policy to insert a
zener diode (a 4.7V BZY88 type) in place
of the IN4148, though with the same ori-
entation. Finally, if the trigger is negative -
rather than the more usual positive -
going, a simple one -transistor inverter
(Figure 4) should precede the differentiator.

Aside from the complication of the
CEM3340 requiring +/-15V supplies,
the operation of this add-on is again
pretty straightforward. Once the VC and
trigger from the synth have been con-
nected to the relevant parts of the circuit,
the only critical step is the adjustment of
the two presets that determine the scale
(RV1) and adjust the frequency (RV2).
First, set RV1 to midway in its travel, and
then adjust RV2 whilst playing the bottom
key of the attached synth until the Syn-
drom falls in line with the pitch. Next, play
octaves up and down the keyboard ad-
justing RV1 as you go, until you're satisfied
that the Syndrom is falling in line with the
one volt -per -octave standard.

Conclusions
Well, four instalments on, the Syndrom

has expanded considerably from its
humble beginnings. Lots of expandability,
lots of circuits, and lots of headaches for
anyone trying to cobble the whole lot
together. Frankly, it's all very well adding
on just a single circuit to the basic unit,
but once you start talking about adding
on multiple and audio triggering and CV
control, life's getting a bit too compli-
cated for comfort. We sympathise. Which
begs the question of 'where do we go
from here?' Well, we're seriously thinking
about a 'Syndrom II', a PCB -based design
that'll incorporate all that's been added to
the first Syndrom so far plus a lot more.
But because of chip prices and so on, this
needs careful thought before we jump in
at the deep end. So, as they say, watch
this space for further developments. . .

Part 1 of the Syndrom featured in E&MM
April 84, the PCB overlay and parts list
followed in E&MM June, while additons to
the original design appeared in E&MM
August. The Syndrom is still available in
kit form or as a ready -built unit, prices
being £24.95 and £29.95 respectively.
PCBs are also available from the E&MM
Mail Order Department at £4.95. All prices
include VAT and postage and packing.
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JONES & CROSSLAND

mum, liMERRY FESTiVE
cAsPo DEALS!

ROLAND

EW ROLAND PRODUCTS RECORDING EQUIPMENT
GR700/707 Guitar Synthesiser. Tascam..244 Portastudio..Best _
"The Guitarists Dream Come U.K. price! 32 -34 -38 -always in"
True!" Plus the G707 Guitar stock..New..Tascam Ministudio
Controller now available in Red, just in. AHB mixers..Loads
Black or Silver. Now in...MS0 GBS springs, Accesit, Beyer,
100 Polyphonic Midi Sequencer, Sennheiser, Audio Technics,
the New Budget Priced version JBL. Ampex 406 & 465 all
of the MSQ700. Also in the formats. Dynamix, a new desk at
MKB1000 & 300 Midi Keyboard a great price! Ibanez HD1000
Controllers. MKS10 Midi 19" harmonizer/delay £325. Also
Piano Module & MKS30 Midi new model Ibanez DM1100 3.6
19" Polysynth Module. Also second delay.. Now only £299!
MKS80 Super Jupiter 19" Midi 8 Frazer Wyatt DX Speakers....will
Voice Synth Module. blow your ears off! Also New

Promark MX3 Home Studio
Mixer..Hear'em, see'em..Todayr_

Come on down to

4-8 Smallbrook Queensway
Birmingham B5 4EN

\ Or phone
021-643
4655/7

SIMMONS
In Stock Now!...
E -Prom Blower

SDS7 Digital -Analog Drums
SDS6 MIDI Sequencer

SDS8 Analog Drums
SDS1 Single Sampling Pad

YAMAHA HI -TECH
DEALER 44,:0-1.

We have all the latest Hi- aV_r_)."
Tech products set up and

running, so come 'n see the
CX 5 Computer

T 8 FM Digital Synthesizer
QX 1 Sequencer

RX11 & RX15
Digital Drum Machines

D1500 MIDI Digital Delay
R1000 Digital Reverb

KX5 MIDI Keyboard Con/
DX7 PF10 PF15

KX5 MIDI keyboard Controller
DX7 PF10 PF15

. COMPUTER MUSIC
We have Midi music programs for Spectrum, Commodore,
BBC, Apple and IBM computers. Please phone for details.
We also have large stocks of peripherals, midi cables,
interfaces etc. Now in! We have all available programs for

YAMAHA CX5! Mail order anywhere!

ELECTRONICS LTD.

TOMORROW'S DESIGNS TODAY

`ARE YOU
BUGGING

ANYONE THIS
CHRISTMAS?'

FOR THE BEST
TAPPING DEVICE
THIS CENTURY
INTRODUCING
THE MPC 'BUG'

MPC BUGS CAN BE ATTACHED TO ANY SURFACE INCLUDING A DRUM HEAD & COME
COMPLETE WITH 3M LEADS TERMINATING IN 1/4" JACKSOCKETS. BUGS CAN TRIGGER
ANY ELECTRONIC DRUMS SUCH AS MPC DRUM SYNTHESISER MODULES THAT HAVE
JACK INPUTS. BUGS WILL ALSO TRIGGER OTHER DEVICES.
ATTACHED TO OBJECTS OF YOUR CHOICE YOU CAN BUILD A UNIQUE PERCUSSION
SYSTEM TRIGGERING FROM BRICKS - WOOD BLOCKS - PAINT CANS - IN FACT ANY

HARDISH SURFACE

GET BUGGED TODAY - AT £13.50 EACH (inc. VAT) YOU CAN'T AFFORD
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

ELECTRONICS LTD
THE GABLES, STATION ROAD, WILLINGHAM, CAMBS. ENGLAND

TEL: 0954 60264 (24hr) TELEX EARFAIR 81648

NOT TO
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PATCHWORK
Readers send in details of their own synth patches and how to play them...

patchwork provides you with a chance to show off your best synth sounds, so if you're of a sharing nature, send your offering on
a copy of an owner's manual patch chart (including a blank one for artwork purposes) to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY.

a

ROLAND SH101 `Tomita' K Thomas
Mid -Glamorgan

A classic one this - full-bodied, clear and sweet (have you been on the wine again? - Ed). When setting the all-important filter
controls, push the Resonance up to 10, then slowly slide Frequency up from 0 until the sound becomes really clean (should be about
3.5).
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ROLAND JX3P `Vibraphone II'

PG -200 JX3-P Edit
Element Indicator

DC0-1 Range A-1 A

Waveform A-2 C

Freq Mod: LFO A-3 A

ENV A-4 A

DCO-2 Range A-5 C

Waveform A-6 C

Cross Mod A-7 B

Tune A-8 9

9Fine Tune A-9
Freq Mod: LFO A-10 A

ENV A-11 A

Freq Mod LFO Depth A-12 5

ENV Depth A-13 1

ENV Polarity A-14 B

Markus Aigner
Austria

No notes with this one, though we
particularly liked the sound that emerged
when B8 was reduced from 8 to 5. Values
relate to the Edit facility on the JX3P, but
these can be adapted to suit the PG200
programmer, facilitating further editing
and the possibility of discovering new
sounds along the way.

General Notes:
1. The patch may beachievedeitherwith the PG -200 programmer,
switched to manual, or by using the JX3-P edit facility.
2. The indicator column refersto the bank buttons A to D or, where
appropriate, t he Tone Seledorindicators1 to 16 which are set using
the sens knob.
3. DCO-2 tuning (elements A-8 and A-9) is best accomplished
"by ear".

PG -200
JX3-P Edit

Element Indicator
VCF Source Mix A-15 9

HPF Cutoff freq A-16 6

VCF Cutoff freq B-1 3

LFO Mod B-2 3
Pitch follow B-3 14
ResonarIce B-4 1

ENV Mod B-5 9

ENV Polarity B-6 B

VCA Mode B-7 B

Level 8-8 8

CHORUS B-9 B

LFO Waveform B-10 B

Delay time B-11 2
Rate B-12 8

ENV Attack B-13 1

Decay 8-14 10
Sustain 8-15 1

Release B-16 11
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SCI SIX-TRAK `Six-Trak Twosome' Roger Holdom
Cheshire

A soft French Horn (A) that can double
as a good solo sound or, if chords are
played with the left hand, can be used for
adding a bit of atmosphere or subtle
backing. A slight amount of modulation
can be added with the mod wheel if
desired.

The second listing (B) is a staccato
sound useful for arpeggiated bass lines,
but chords aren't out of the question,
either. Again, it may be worth experiment-
ing with the performance controls.

PARAMETERS
(A1

VALUE
(131

VALUE
FILTER

(A)
VALUE

(131

VALUE
OSCILLATOR
00 COARSE FREQUENCY 24 12 18 OSC/NOISE MIXER
01 FINE FREQUENCY 19 CUTOFF FREQUENCY 68 78

02 GLIDE RATE 20 RESONANCE
03 LFO 01 01 21  ENVELOPE AMOUNT 04 10

04 ENVELOPE AMOUNT 22 INVERT
05 INVERT 23 ATTACK 03

06 ATTACK 24 DECAY 09 03

07 DECAY 10 03 25 SUSTAIN 09 06

08 SUSTAIN 26 RELEASE 02 04

09 RELEASE 27 LFO
10 SAWTOOTH WAVE 01 01 28 KEYBOARD 02 01

11 TRIANGLE WAVE 29 OSC TRI MOD AMT
12 PULSE WAVE -077
13 PULSE WIDTH AMPLIFIER
14 LFO 30 ATTACK 03

31 DECAY 07

LFO 32 SUSTAIN 15 1.5

15 FREQUENCY 11 11 33 RELEASE 07 11

16 PROGRAMMED AMT 34 VOICE VOLUME /5 11

17 TRI/SQUARE WAVE 35 UNISON

or set to 00 if preferred

YAMAHA DX9 `J M Jarre'
DX9 Voicing Competition Winner

John Pagan

1

Winner of the recent DX9 Voicing
Competition (see Newsdesk), this patch
came into E&MM's offices without any
additional sonic information. Still, if it won
its creator an MT44 personal multitracker,
it should be well worth entering into a DX.

2 3 4

OP

50 O 99

3 4

733

3

2

A F

ALGORITHM
/FEEDBACK

5

WAVE SPEED DELAY PMD AMD PITCH AMP

LFO

6 7 8

MOD. SENS

9 110

OP

4

3

2

POLY/MONO

Poll

4
4
4 -

FREQUENCY
COARSE

PITCH BEND
RANGE

FREQUENCY

PORTAMENTO
MODE TIME

0

F

S

99 6090 32 99 99 99 0
39 41 40

FINE DE TUNE
/SYNC

994-140
994140

1 2 3

RATE

32

32
32

4

99 98 95

99 98 95
9998 95

1 2 3

LEVEL

0
0
0
4

RATE LEVEL

OSCILLATOR EG KEYBOARD SCALING

85
99
99

OUTPUT
LEVEL

OPERATOR

C2

KEY
TRANS
POSE

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

MODULATION WHEEL BREATH CONTROL
RANGE PITCH AMPLITUDE EG BIAS RANGE PITCH AMPLITUDE EG BIAS

6 ON OFF OFF
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NEW: MSQ 1000 GR700  MKS 30 & 800 MPU 401
 MKB 1000 & 300E1 SBX-80  MCP -8

Over the last couple of years, we have become established as
one of the country's leading Roland sales and service centres.

In addition to all the main product lines (synths, sequencers,
rhythm composers, effects, amps, computer peripherals,
pianos, echos etc.) we carry all the accessories from pedals.
switches and interfaces to flight cases and carrying bags.

Our approach to Roland is total. Our staff have been trained
in demonstrating the features and functions of each piece of
equipment (when you get your sequencer home and have
difficulty getting the best results, we won't tell you to "ring
Roland") yet retain a musician's approach to Electronics.
Serving largely professional clients, our service has to be, and
is, like lightning.

Roland's emphasis has always been on hookup -ability. The
capabilities of any system are far greater than the sum of the
capabilities of its component units. We have several systems
running.

You may end up wasting time, money and effort if you don't
check us out before you buy. We think you'll be impressed.

SEND S.A.E. FOR COLOUR BROCHURE ON SPECIFIC ITEMS
IN WHICH YOU ARE INTERESTED.

5E551011

Best SESSIONETTE 75 Guam, tx12
Prices SESSIONETTE 75 Guitar 2.10

SESSIONETTE 100 Bass 1.12

CEfVTrL

All Korg
prices
include
P & P and
Iree leads

NEW Super drums £229
sampled sound

NEW Super percussion £229
sampled sound

NEW Ex 800 expander £425
NEW RK 100 remote £499
Poly 800 £POA
Poly 61 midi £POA
KPR 77...1235

171.30SS
ALL PRODUCTS IN STOCK

mmg
NEW MEM MOOG Seq POA

ORSINI°
Cobra 90 KBD Combo £228
Hornet 45 KRO Combo £158

TASCAM
I I M. Prodtk titre Prodik is

244 PORTASTUDIO £595 Inc P & P

lit5
irt rirr

TASCAMsew Ministudio

Remotes, punch -ins, flight cases for 244
al in stock.

234 Syncaset POA
122B Master cassette 2 speed POA
32 Open Reel Master POA
34 Open Reel 4 on 1/4" POA
38 Open Reel 8 on 1/2" POA
M2 -A 6/4Mixing Desk POA
M/30 8/4 Mixing Desk POA
Enhancement Series in stock eg
PE -40 4 Band 4ch Parametric POA
PB-64 64 way Patch Bay POA
plus all Teac multitrack accessories
cleaners, demagnetizers, cables etc.

TASCAM MULTITRACK PRIMER
Well written, extensive book on how to
get the best results from the smallest of
setups.

£4.99 postage free

18a Soho Square,

London W1V 5FB,
Tel: 01-434 1365

&-L6rPionirs

synsomcs
drums

AS ADVERTISED ON T. V.
 Bass, snare, 2 toms, Cymbal and HH 
Use sticks or hands  Drum pads are touch
sensitive  Toni Torn 1 can be tuned over a
5 octave range  3 separate 16 beat
memories allow storage of patterns. Each
memory may be layered indefinately with
patterns Am..int button  Roll button
comes with leads to plug directly into your
Hi-Fr/guitar amp.

Rec Retail Price £99.95

FULLY

IUILE OFFER £59WHILE STOCKS LAST

SALE SALE SALE SAL
NEW KBDS _

Jen SX 1000 £115
Moog Rogue £189
Memory Moog £1695
Roland HP400 £599
Roland Juno 60 £539

SECOND HAND KBDS
Hohner Clavinet £119
Wurlitzer Pianos £325
Rhodes 73 from £375
Roland J SO 600 Seq £165

Roland CSO 100 Seq 199
Roland CSO 600 Seq £165
Roland Compumusic £165 .
Korg analog Sequencer
for m.s. 10/20 1E115

Four meters.'
Input mixing. Zero return.

Electronic punch -in. Dbx noise
reduction. At least ten tracks
bounced down onto four.
£429 inc power supply and P+P

A-8 Open reel 8 on 1/4" POA
B-16 Open ree1,16'on Ve POA

WE GUARANTEE THE
ABSOLUTE
LOWEST U.K. PRICE
ON ALL FOSTEX PRODUCTS

L..5BilL)71
WITti tiL1L1.5=.1

OWAMA A
CX5, OX1 , RX11,
RX15, DX7, DX9,
PF10, PF15, MT44.

IN STOCK NOW
PRICE ON APPLICATION

laouEncim. CiRCUi7.1
PRO ONE £375
PROPHET 600 POA
PROPHET V ..01i .P POA
PROPHET T8 POA
SIXTRAX POA
DRUMTRAX POA
VOICE CHIPS FOR
DRUMTRAX POA
COM 64 SEQUENCER POA
64 REAL TIME SOFT-
WARE POA

UK'S LARGEST
SALES & SERVICE

CENTRE

A NEW USA FENDER STD STRATS

with tram £299 inc P&P.
New Squiers from £175. Phone or write for details. New Pro.isions RH,
LH and Fretless. Seletion, £299. All hi tech amps in stock. Detail s on
application B300, 300W bass amp parametric, complete, soiled £299.
1982 4 -bolt strat, small headstock. Two in the boxes offers.

THESE REVOLUTIONARY GUITARS

ARE IN STOCK AT LAST.

------ PHANTOM. CHROME HARDWARE INC. CASE...£525

Each channel has, Gam, Pan, Treble, Bass,
Aux Level and send and return tacks
Also master send & return and E1 75
effect level. S N ratio > 70 db. Inc P&P

0 YAMAHA kn.Oth4e, brts- -inE3ffistoc k

MIXERS (See Tascam & Fostex)
MTR 6:4:2 Unbeatable value £225
BOSS 6:2 Pan E.O. Effects POP

DIGITAL DELAYS
Roland SDE 1000 POA
Roland SDE 3000 'POA
Boss DE 200 POA
Boss DD 2 Pedal POA
Ibanez DM 200 POA A' K4
Ibanez HD 1000 Harm .... £329 Or ce
Yamaha Midi POA .*.
Maxim Dual Delay £165 4.10

ANALOG DEL JSei
Evans EP 100 . £8940

fro
Evans Mini £6 9A csV
Boss DM2 £69 CO
Rozz R-8 £49, act.
200 m.s#,

Sago

#

This is all we can show you
right now of an amazing new
DIGITAL POLYSYNTH from
CASIO. It's called the CZ -
101, it costs
under £400 and it

SOUNDS
UNBELIEVABLE

We are taking telephone
telephone enquiries: orders
for January delivery or alter-
natively send a

full spec sheet.

REVERBS

Great British Spring £229
Accessit Spring £132
Vestafire Spring 19" £219
Aces Spring 19" £89
Yamaha Digital RV 1000 £459
 lantex Rooverb Spring £39

OMPRESSOR'S/NOISE GATES
OSTEX 3070 Complimrter 19" POA

Vestafire 19" £225
 ccessit Compressor £52
ccessit Noise Gate £52

ISCELLANEOUS
PC Sync Trac (Drum Machine -Tope) £39 AV

ikes. Shure. Audio technics
from £15,"eadphones

nces start from £25 eAc AP
stands from £18 #

any other effects A C,
-nd accessories c,w,(\

n stock
one

°y
\,,6###ooQo

P&P
inclusive

in all prices
24 hour despatch
Cheques 7 days

Telephone orders
welcome
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you know, it takes a lot of guts to do what Acorn Computers have done with their Music 500 system (see exclusive review in this month's
CM). I really take my hat off to them. A major company with a multi -million pound turnover producing a serious digital synth add-on
for their flagship computer ... Well, it's just been unheard of up until now, and it's going to be fascinating to see what effect Acorn's move

has on other (less imaginative) companies.
It's worth noting that the only micro that's even vaguely on the horizon with as deep a concern for things musical is the one being developed by

the Amega Corporation in the States. Aside from having a truly remarkable 4096 colours in any graphics mode - courtesy of a custom graphics co-
processor - this machine also has sampled -sound capabilities that owe their existence to a further custom chip and the involvement of Sequential
Circuits, or so I was told by SCI's John Bowen a few months back. But bearing in mind that Commodore have just purchased the Amega
Corporation, and that Atari has sued Amega claiming that the sale to Commodore violates agreements between Amega and Atari over the licensing
of the machine, the emergence of this 'under $1500' computer now seems a somewhat remote prospect. Which makes you all the more grateful
for home-grown developments.

So, why have computer manufacturers been so resistant in the past to giving serious space to music? Take Apple Computers, for instance.
They're zooming up the stock market, launching all manner of new and enterprising machines, but can't see beyond their collective noses when it
comes to the sound specs of their machines.

You'd have thought that the Macintosh would have had a decent custom sound chip, wouldn't you? But no. Instead, that beautiful 68000
processor (the same as that used by the Kurzweil 250) is made to give up as much as 30% of its processing just for the sake of synthesising four
channels of not -that -inspiring sound. And if you want to do that at the same time as using graphics . . .

well, forget it.
Actually, I guess the real reason for this recalcitrance is quite simply that

most people just don't know what to do with the facilities when they've got them.
It's all very well having this or that structured BASIC, but musical activities

are easier said than done, especially when the language is doing its best to
confuse the issue and makes scoring a piece of music an inelegant mass of
DATA statements and convoluted GOSUBs.

No, for the music side of micros to really take off, a special
language is needed that meets music's essentially multi-
tasking requirements. Which is where the AMPLE side of
Acorn's Music 500 steps into the picture or, at least, where
there's a potential for it to step into the spotlight of public
appraisal. To be honest, when the designers of this f,e,

Advanced Music Production LanguagE
first suggested to me that they were
looking for its general acceptance as a
music programming language, my first
reaction was pretty sceptical. Well,
arrogance has that effect on me. But I'm
beginning to see their point.
Perhaps the right software is the
way to drag hardware designs
into the next century, even if
it's reluctantly and by the
scruff of their necks.

Really, it's up to you,
the musical consumer, 11

and what you do with a
language that offers
flexibility and expand-
ability on a plate. So
cogitate gently, send us
your AMPLE -scored
pieces for publication,
and let us know what you
think.

David Ellis
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Rumblings .

This month's round -up of all that's new in the world of computer music.
David Ellis

Springtime with Moog
At long last, information on Moog's

Song Producer combination of MIDI
hardware and software for the Commo-
dore 64 has winged its way across the
Atlantic, courtesy of their in-house pro-
motional bulletin, Interface. Reading
through the specs for the hardware is like
taking what everyone else has done and
then multiplying it by four. Not only does
Moog's hardware have four MIDI Outs
(that's four separate MIDI busses!), but
also eight drum trigger outputs, clock
in/out, start, and stop jacks.

Then there's two ways of running it.
First, the real-time 'MIDI Command' soft-
ware that uses graphics to show what's
going down those four MIDI busses,
makes any MIDI keyboard a split or
layered one with eight definable split/
layer points, and allows footswitch ad-
vance through chains of up to 99 pre-
viously -defined programs.

Second, on the recording side, there's
'Songstepper', a step -time sequencer
package that permits eight voices of
music to be distributed over the four MIDI
busses (a claimed 32 notes simultane-
ously possible!) with full editing features,
standard notation display, and printout
facilities.

Impressive, eh?

Micro Arts
Having tried on several occasions to

elicit some sort of response from a group
calling themselves the Small Computers
in the Arts Network (SCAN) in the States,
it's good to see a similar sort of organisa-
tion emerging from the UK, though with
the simpler title of Micro Arts and a
rather more public presence. This is what
they say about themselves, their maga-
zine, and the software they're releasing:

'Micro Arts is a forum organisation for
people working in microtechnology and
the arts. The magazine covers micro art,
music, general debate, and other more
speculative areas. The software label will
build up a catalogue of new artists' work,
and can include anything that falls outside
existing straitjackets.'

The contents of the magazines (two
issues so far, costing 90p each), are
nicely eclectic, ranging from `Sextech -
Sensuality and Technology' to the 'Elec-
tronic Beowulf', 'Programmer as Onanist',
and 'Systems Music'. According to Geof-

frey Davis, the founder of the group,
they're now also thinking along the lines
of releasing cassettes of micro -produced'
systems music.

For more information or copies of the
magazines, contact Micro Arts at PO Box
587, London, SW4 9PH. Er 01-720 4456.

Erdenklang
... as you may recall, was the title of

Hubert Bognermayr and Harald Zusch-
rader's 'computer -acoustic sound sym-
phony' LP released last year. It also
became the name of a new record label
and publishing company in Hamburg
who specialise in promoting computer
music, and aside from the above -
mentioned Fairlight-using duo, Erdenk-
lang's other artists include Klaus Pruns-
ter (described as a ' computer-teenie-
bopped), Tri Atma and Gyan Nishabda
(who produce 'music to relax, to meditate,
to dance', where 'rhythm guitars are
orchestrated together with raindrops while
seashells murmur behind the tablas'),
Krystian Schultze (he of Expedition Extra
fame), and Raven Kane and Klaus Netzle
(producers of Silicon Valley - 'a concep-
tion album about the struggle going on
between the passive emotions of man
versus the computerised high-tech world
that is taking over'). I know just how they
feel . . .

Erdenklang's current plans are to pro-
duce a double album entitled The Story of
Computer -Rock I, 1980-1985, including
a version on Compact Disc. Aside from
including Erdenklang's own artists, the
company are also looking for unreleased
material from other performers, and are
inviting interested computer -musicians
to contact them at Haistenbeker Weg 17,
D-2000 Hamburg 54, West Germany.
2T 040-576035. Why not give them a try?

Channel 8 MIDI
Channel 8 are a well -respected soft-

ware house with a lot of games software
under their belts, and unlike most of their
blinkered colleagues, they've been quick
to realise the value of the MIDI.

The end result of a good deal of
observation of the MIDI software and
MIDI synth industries has led them to
come up with a package called MIDISOFT
1 which, when released later this year, will
be 'without any of the usual limitations

imposed by badly written and poorly
designed software'. Or so they claim. In
fact, their October advertisement in E&MM
suggested that the product would be
ready for the PCW show held at Olympia
in September, but I'm told their plans
have been held up by 'unforeseen circum-
stances'. Sounds like a familiar story, you
think - could it be the advertise it at least
two months before it's released syn-
drome? Well, personally I hope not -
Channel 8 aren't a fly-by-night company,
so there's every reason to expect the
goods in the very near future.

Anyway, the Channel 8 hardware seems
to be a fairly universal design, allowing
either a BBC Micro, Commodore 64, IBM
PC, or Sinclair QL to indulge in MIDI
communications. Aside from a MIDI In,
MIDI Thru and three MIDI Outs, there's
also a multiplicity of LEDs for indicating
tempo, pulses -per -quarter -note, start/
stop status, and trigger pulses in use, as
well as outputs for clock, trigger pulse,
start/stop, and a footswitch. Sounds like
a thoroughly sensible design.

The software also sounds quite\ intrigu-
ing. Aside from offering a real-time se-
quencer that overdubs quite happily, it
also incorporates a step -time mode that
allows input from either the MIDI key-
board, a joystick, or the micro's QWERTY
keyboard, displays the score as it's being
edited, and allows sections of music to
be CALLed from elsewhere in the score
with transpositions, though without using
up more valuable memory space.

And to put theory into hard -copy reality,
there's also a graphic printout facility that
allows a dot-matrix printer to indulge
itself in specified sections of a score.
Channel 8 also say that as part of their
after -sales service, they'll be providing an
update system which will entitle pur-
chasers of MIDISOFT 1 to obtain anything
from minor revisions to major rewrites of
the software. They don't say how much
that'll cost, but it all goes to show that
they've got their heart in the right place . . .

The price quoted in September for the
BBC Micro version of the package (with
the software in ROM) was £189.95, inclu-
sive of VAT. Whether that's also the price
for versions running on the other chosen
micros isn't known, but no doubt Channel
8 will clear the air once they've got over
those unforeseen circumstances. In the
meantime, Channel 8 Software invite you
to send for their free brochure by writing
to 51 Fishergate, Preston, Lancs.
Er (0772) 53057.
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With 16 inputs and 16 outputs designed to compliment the new
generation of 16 track machines now available featuring the unique
Studiomaster compact design but with the added bonus of E.Q. cut on
left and right master outputs.
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A sophisticated but compact portable mixer boasting all the
technological flexibility of the16.8.2 only with a four -channel submix
facility. For live mixing or 4 -track recording a totally professional desk at
a fully realistic price.

A conservative 60 watts rating of traditional value amplification coupled
with advanced equalisation and effects facilities means harnessed power.
Hand built and available in three different finishes the Leadmaster is
amplification for the individual.
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With 16 channels plus 8 -track submix facility the wealth of on board
versatility of 16.8.2 is ideal for both studio or stage work. Perhaps the
most comprehensively engineered portable mixing desk in the world.

The new Studiomaster 6.2.1 mixing console offers features and
performance normally obtained from mixers costing twice the price.
With 6 -channel add-ons available this makes trade-in losses a thing of the
past. Free standing or 19" rack mountable this console will be difficult to
surpass.

An incredible 500 watts per channel of sheer slave amplification. With
LED signal meters, dual cooling fans, fuse lights, thermal warning lights
and cut out, the Mosfet 1000 is rugged, reliable, safe and simple to use.

FOR INFORMATION ON THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES CONTACT:
Al Music, Manchester 061-236-0340 Alpha Music, Leeds 0532-457500 M.A. Amplification, Standish, Nr Wigan0257-426923

Audio Service, Cheshire 066-32-4244 Avitec, Hitchin 0462-58961 Axe Music, Ipswich 0473 54996

Axe Music, Colchester 0206 65652 Blackpool Sound Centre 0253-25544/0253-28553 Dougies Music, Northwich, Cheshire 0606-782522

Tim Gentle, Leigh on Sea, Essex 0702 72926 Tim Gentle, New Shoop, 0908 613909 Gigsounds, Streatham 01-769 5681

Gigsounds, Catford 01-690 8621 Frank Hessy's, Liverpool 051-236 1418 Don Larking Audio, Luton 0582 450066

Michael Steven & Partners, Bromley 01-460 7299 Musical Exchanges, Birmingham 021-236 7544 Music Stop, Wolverhampton 0902 29352

Music Stop, Stafford, 0274 568843 Music Workshop, Hull 0482 227162 J.S.G. Musical Supplies, Bingley, West Yorkshire 0274 568843
Rea Sounds, Cookstown, N. Ireland 06487 64059 Rea Sounds, Omagh Rock City, Newcastle 0632 324175

Sound Control, Dunfermline 0383 733353 Turnkey, London 01-202 4366 Wisher's, Derby 0332 48156 Wing Music, Sidcup 01-300 3838



COMPUTER MUSICIAN/

SOFTWARE
SURPLUS

As more and more musicians become aware of the potential of the home
computer, software companies large and small are releasing new music
packages on an almost daily basis. Some of the software is MIDI -
compatible, some of it limits the user to micros' internal sound chips, but
almost all of it is well -designed and user-friendly. And the best may be yet
to come.

Manufacturer : COMMODORE

Computer : COMMODORE 64

Reviewer Chris Jenkins

The Commodore 64, now the world's
largest -selling home computer, is ideally
suited as an introduction to computer-

ised music. It has a powerful sound chip, (the
sadly much -maligned Sound Interface Device
or SID), plenty of available peripherals, and a
wealth of useful software. Until now, though,
it's suffered, as have all home computers,
from being unplayable in the strictly instru-
mental sense.

There are some products available that
enable you to upgrade your 64 to a 'real'
musical instrument. The Autographics Micro -
sound 64 music keyboard (2169) and the LVL
Echo 1 (299) are just two examples. But for
the less than fully -committed computer music-
ian, what's been missing is a cheap alter-
native - enter the Music Maker.

This tastefully -named unit (obviously some-
one at Commodore reads all the right maga-
zines) costs a mere £29.95, and includes a
clip -on two -octave mini -keyboard, a software
package on either standard disk or tape, a set
of keyboard stickers and a music book. The
book is from the SFX series by Music Sales,
the UK's biggest sheet music publishers, who
have been developing the Music Maker in
conjunction with Commodore. It's especially
designed for home keyboards in particular,
and is thus quite appropriate for the Music
Maker system, which provides a similar range
of capabilities to the smaller Casio or Yamaha
home instruments.

A clip -on plastic keyboard fits over the top
two rows of the 64's QWERTY keys, and
though it appears a little flimsy, it does its job
adequately.

Software
On loading, the software presents a menu

from which selections are made using the
function keys situated to the right of the key-
board.

You can start to play music right away,
selecting a backing rhythm (with or without a
bass line), and playing a solo over the top on
the keyboard. Alternatively, you can go into
Poly mode and play three -note chords,
though since this leaves no oscillators free for

modulation, the sounds tend to be a little on
the sparse side.

What you must bear in mind is that the SID
chip has only three voices, though filtering,
waveshape and ADSR parameters are none-
theless highly controllable. Your 64 is never
going to sound like a DX7 so long as SID is
exclusively involved, but it will give good
impersonations of a monosynth such as a
Jen, a Transcendent, or a simple Casio. In
fact, one of the major features of Music Maker
is comparable to the system used on the
popular Casio VL-Tone. In the sequencer mode
you can enter the notes of a melody without
any regard for timing, subsequently setting
the tempo by tapping one key in sync with a
metronome sound. It's therefore easy to build
up convincing bass, rhythm and lead com-
positions with no musical ability whatsoever...

More adventurous users will probably want
to experiment further than the 10 preset
sounds allow, and this is achieved by the Voice
Modify page. This allows most of the SID
chip's internal parameters to be controlled.
ADSR, in 15 steps; selection of triangle, saw -
tooth, pulse or noise waveforms; pulse width;
low-pass, band-pass or high-pass filters; and
resonance and cutoff frequency control: all
modified with a simple function key selection.

Both voices and compositions can be
saved to tape or disk, and there are three
demo tunes included with the software pack-
age - 'Georgia', 'Snow Waltz', and, appropri-
ately, 'When I'm 64'.

A couple of features of the system have
obviously been incorporated at the advice of
an experienced multi -instrumentalist. Take as
an example the Tune function (controlled by
the cursor keys) or the pitch -bend (accessed
via the space bar) which makes the 64 sound
a little like a MiniMoog, though not a CS80 -
the bend doesn't work in Poly mode.

Conclusion
Three points to bear in mind.
First, Commodore have designed the

Music Maker package to appeal largely to
children who've become bored with zapping
Space Invaders. Don't let this put you off. If

the sequencing and synthesis facilities made
available by the package are used to the full,
there's no reason why they shouldn't be gain-
fully employed by serious musicians. Sec-
ondly, the actual quality of the sound output is
never going to be anything special. The SID
chip's audio output can be linked up to a hi-fi
or other external amplification quite easily for
better results, and guidance on how to do this
is given in both the Music Maker literature and
the Commodore 64 Programmers' Reference
Guide. However, a significant amount of noise
reduction will still be required should you wish
to use the 64's built-in sounds for any serious
home recording purposes.

Thirdly, if the facilities offered by Music
Maker seem primitive compared to packages
such as Waveform's MusiCalc, it's worth
bearing in mind that Commodore are planning
several other compatible software/hardware
releases such as the forthcoming ProSynth
and SFX packages. These will allow full use of
the SID chip's facilities - including modu-
lation, ring mod, sync and dynamic filtering -
along with multitrack composition and
graphic displays of music notation that can be
converted to hard copy using a suitable
printer.

Once these packages are available, Music
Maker should represent a fascinating com-
positional synthesis set-up. Moreover, if
you're still not convinced by the song of the
SID chip, there have been tantalising rumours
that Commodore have plans to introduce
hardware that will allow the 64 to be synchro-
nised to commercial synthesisers. Whether this
means an implementation of MIDI, or some-
thing more individual from a company with a
strong reputation for going its own way, time
alone will tell.

But for the moment, the Music Maker sys-
tem is an amusing and useful package that's
cheap enough to be attractive and holds out
the promise of better things to come.

Further details from The Commodore Informa-
tion Centre, 1 Hunters Road, Weldon, Corby,
Northampton NN17 1QX 21f. (0536)205252; or
Music Sales, 78 Newman Street, London W1.

01-636 7777; or Siel UK.
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YAMAHA
DX/SINCLAIR

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS
DX7 VOICE LIBRARY £24.99
DX9 VOICE LIBRARY £24.99

These contain 224 new sounds for the DX7
and 140 sounds for the DX9

DX7 VOICE CREATOR/EDITOR
DX9 VOICE CREATOR/EDITOR

£24.99
£24.99

Takes the hard work out of programming with
complete parameter display and graphics of

envelopes, breakpoints etc.

DX7 FUNCTION PARAMETER STORE £14.99

Saves 32 complete sets of function parameters
for easy loading.

All programs have a tape dump facility and will
run on E&MM, EMR, MICON, RMS, SIEL and

UPSTREAM midi interfaces.

losiSi KEYBOARDS

Come along
and feel the sounds
on all the latest
equipment from
leading Keyboard
manufacturers

IL.2.Roland OYAMAHA

DX KEYBOARDS IN STOCK

23A WIDMORE RD
BROMLEY KENT

TEL01 460
0165

REAL
MI ON COMPUTER

A NEW DIMENSION FOR KEYBOARD PLAYERS
USING COMMODORE 64 OR SINCLAIR
SPECTRUM 48K COMPUTERS.

With JMS Software you don't need to be
a Computer Programmer or high tech
wizard. All the clever stuff has been done
for you! You just get the benefit of the
tremendous facilities available through
these simple -to -operate programs.
Using a MIDI keyboard and the appro-
priate accessories, the home micro
computer becomes part of your instru-
ment line up.
What do I need?
A MIDI Keyboard, amplifier JMS inter-
face, JMS software, Commodore 64
Computer and disk drive OR Sinclair
Spectrum 48 Computer and tape player;
connecting leads and a TV screen.
What can I do with it?
In a word - plenty! Depending on which
software you choose you can compose,
playback, even use your computer as a
12 Track Recording Studio using
facilities unheard of even in sophisticated
recording studios.
MIDI INTERFACE RMS2H
MIDI interface for Commodore 64 and
Sinclair Spectrum 48K computers. 3
MIDI outputs, MIDI in, MIDI thru and
control in.
RMS1OS LIVE RECORDING
For use with MIDI Keyboard, Sinclair
Spectrum 48K Computer, JMS Inter-
face, Double Footswitch and Tape
Player. Polyphonic live sequencer.
Retains and reproduces all transmitted
MIDI parameters. Loop facility. Using
foot pedal, tempo can be set by tapping
4 times. Save and load features.
RMS11S ARPEGGIATOR
For use with MIDI Keyboard, JMS inter
face, Sinclair Spectrum 48K Computer,
Tape Player and Double Footswitch. Up
to 40 chord sequences can be stored
and arpeggiated. Simple foot switch
operation. Arpeggios can run

up/down/cyclic. Sequences can be
saved on tape. Can be synchronised to
external rhythm unit.
RMS12S MULTITRACK COMPOSER
For use with MIDI Keyboards, JMS
Interface, Sinclair Spectrum 48K
Computer, Tape Player and TV. 8

channels of over 1000 steps each.
Variable channel capacity for maximum
flexibility. Step time input from keyboard.
Retains MIDI data including gate and
velocity. Edit facilities. Sound changes
can be made at any point in any track.
Each voice assignable to a separate MIDI
channel. Synchronises with external
drum unit.
RMS20C MULTITRACK COMPOSER
For use with MIDI Keyboards, JMS
Interface, Commodore 64 or SX64
Computer, Disk Drive, Drum Unit (clock
pulse 24). (If using drum unit RMS-5H
cable required).
Step time input from computer. Six voice
channels. Each voice channel assignable
to a MIDI channel. Over 1500 steps per
channel. Tempo changes without pitch
changes. Sound changes can be made
in any voice at any point. Supplied with
demo/storage disk. Retains MIDI key
velocity data.

These products are distributed in the UK by

A THORN EMI COMPANY

RMS21C SOUND EDITOR
For use with Yamaha DX7 or DX9
Synthesiser. JMS Interface, Commodore
64 or SX64 Computer, Disk Drive and
Printer (optional).
Displays all sound parameters together
on screen. Edit on keyboard and screen
parameters change. Print out facility from
screen. Store new sounds on floppy
disk. Simplifies editing.
RMS23C ARPEGGIATOR
For use with MIDI keyboard, JMS Inter-
face, Double Footswitch, Commodore
64/Sx 64 Computer and Disk Drive. Up
to 40 chords can be stored and arpeg-
giated. Simple footswitch operation.
Arpeggios can be set to run up/down
cyclic. Sequences can be stored on
floppy disc. Can be synchronised to
external drum unit.
RMS24C RECORDING STUDIO
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The 12 Track Recording Studio can
actually improve on a conventional
recording machine.
Tempo change without any change
of pitch. A total change of any sound
after the recording. Transposition of
any sound after recording. Listing
and editing of any measure in any
channel.
RMS25C MASTER KEYBOARD
The Master Keyboard program permits
fast control of a series of connected
keyboards. It has the following facilities:
Sounds can be drawn from any con-
nected MIDI keyboard and set into a
designated area on the master key-
board. A series of MIDI based keyboards
and devices can be pre-set to up to 80
variations, enabling the player to reset
the entire range of keyboard sounds on
stage between numbers. A simulated
'drawbar' facility can be used to add
harmonics to designated areas of the
master keyboard. Pitch variation.
RMS22C SOUND LIBRARY
For use with Yamaha DX -7 Synthesiser,
JMS Interface, Commodore 64, Disk
drive, TV. This program contains 192
professionally programmed sounds for
the Yamaha DX -7.

ROSETTI LTD
138-140 Old Street, London EC1V 9BL
Telephone: 01-253 7294 Telex: 25606
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Manufacturer : SIEL

Computer : SINCLAIR SPECTRUM

Reviewer : Geoff Twigg

Few companies have entered the field of
computer music - in both domestic and
professional fields-as wholeheartedly as

Siel, an Italian company whose most impressive
product three years ago was a string synthe-
siser. The parent company's British counter-
part - Siel UK - has also got into micro music
in a big way. Not only are they selling the
complete range of Italian -designed MIDI soft-
ware for the Commodore 64 and Spectrum,
they've also modified both hardware and
software to work with Britain's most popular
home micro, the BBC B. And, as if that weren't
enough, they're taking on music retail distribu-
tion for the two more domestically -oriented
programs reviewed in Software Surplus -
Commodore's Music Maker and Island Logic's
Music System.

Over the last couple of weeks, I've spent
some time in the company of two of Siel's
packages for the Sinclair Spectrum, namely
the Expander Editor and MIDI Live Sequencer.
Both of these are designed to work in conjunc-
tion with Siel's own MIDI interface, which is
identical to that used by JMS and has already
been described in detail within these hallowed
pages.

My overriding impression is that, if their
Commodore and BBC packages are in the
same league (and given the additional possibi-
lities afforded by those computers, there's no
reason why they shouldn't be better still), Siel
have got very little to worry about.

Expander Editor
Siel's stand-alone MIDI Expander was one

of the first such devices to appear - now the
marketplace is full of them, from manufacturers
as diverse as Yamaha, Korg, Oberheim and
Roland. The idea behind all of them is that by
buying one, you at least double the capabilities
already afforded by your existing MIDI synth,
and you don't have an extra keyboard to pay
for.

The Expander is designed specifically for
use with Siel's own Opera 6 polysynth and its
immediate successor, the DK600 (reviewed
elsewhere this issue), and since it employs
digital parameter control for patch editing, one
of these is essential if you're going to make
proper use of the additional facilities it offers.
Even then, editing isn't exactly a barrel of fun.

Or at least, that was the state of play before
the arrival of Siel's Expander Editor program.

Briefly, what the program does is to display
the Expander's controllable parameters graph-
ically on the micro's monitor screen, with a key
beneath that tells you how to access each
parameter using specific keys on the Spec-
trum's QWERTY keyboard. In fact, each display
represents a section of the DK600's front
panel and the layout is identical, so if you're
already acquainted with the DK, finding your
way around the Expander Editor should be the
technological equivalent of a piece of cake.

Dialling up Patch 95 followed by Record and
Enter on the Expander enables hardware to

communicate with software, though no con-
firmation that dialogue is taking place becomes
apparent until the message 'OK, Data received'
comes up on -screen. First time round, that's a
very reassuring line to read.

There are four graphic displays in all, and
these represent the LFO (accessed by selecting
'1' on the Spectrum), the DCOs (2), the VCF (3),
and the ASDR (4).

So much for the numbers. The QWERTY's
letters allow you to do various things with a
parameter screen once it's been selected.
Amongst many other things, you can gain
access to either the old setting (0) or the new
one (N) for a particular parameter, play either a
chord (C) or a monophonic sequence (M)
that's pre-programmed to illustrate a selection
of pitches in the patch you're editing, load from
the Expander (L), dump in a new program (D),
or turn to the software's Help Page (H) which
guides you clearly through what each function
is, what it does, and how you can go about
altering it.

In addition, the Spectrum's arrow keys are
used to move a bright rectangle around the
display to affect individual editing units, keys R
and T are used to increment pot values in steps
of 1 (or steps of 10 if you hold the Caps key
down), while S switches those parameters that
are simply either on or off.
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How does it work out in practice? Well, the
comprehensiveness of the display and the
easy -to -remember commands make the whole
process hugely entertaining as well as useful.
As you press R to increase a parameter value,
a little indicator moves round the 'knob' in an
approximation of where the real thing would
be, while the value displayed inside the control
increases simultaneously. Switches have light
and dark patches to indicate whether they are
on or off, and react instantly to any press of the
S key.

This is probably the best sound editing
program I've ever seen. It's extremely effective,
user-friendly, and makes using a home micro a
pleasure rather than a chore. At an RRP of
£53.50 for the Spectrum version, it seems
excellent value for money, and it liberates the
Expander for use with MIDI synths other than
the Opera 6/DK600. So well done Siel for not
letting commercial considerations get in the

way of a terrific piece of software.

Live Sequencer
Like the Expander Editor, Siel's Live Se-

quencer program for the Spectrum is cassette -
based, and allows the recording of a single
polyphonic sequence and its subsequent
speeding up and slowing down on playback.
The sequence can also be looped to play
continuously, should you be very enthusiastic
about your composition (or anyone else's, for
that matter).

The program loads quickly and easily. As
Spectrum owners will know, the procedure is
...LOAD (the keyword on the J key), followed
by SYMBOL SHIFT and P... twice, not J twice
as it says in the manual. You're kept well
informed while the program is loading, and the
screen display (there is only one) appears once
the process has been completed.

The display comprises a menu that lists six
available options as follows. Play, somewhat
confusingly, actually enables you to record
your sequence, and is operated by pressing 1
and Enter. Once you've finished playing, pres-
sing Break returns you to the original menu,
where the Memory Used message should con-
tain a percentage of storage capacity taken
up by the sequence: if this still shows 100, your
sequence hasn't been recorded - start again.

The sequence is replayed using the second
menu option, Playback. Whichever MIDI key-
board you're using remains usable for addi-
tional performance, though as no overdubbing
is possible with this software, only the original
sequence will remain stored in memory. Tempo
control is also effected in this mode, key 5
slowing the track down and key 8 quickening it
up.

The remaining four options are Load from
Tape and Save to Tape, which are pretty self-
explanatory, Correct Time, which resets a
post -performance tempo adjustment so that
the sequence is replayed at its original speed,
and Refrain, which is Siel's equivalent of a
loop.

This software package is exactly what it
purports to be -a real-time entry sequencer
that faithfully records, stores and replays any
sequence you care to put into it, so long as it's
not of gargantuan length. It's easy to use and
well -presented but, for obvious reasons, rather
limited. I kept on wanting to overdub further
sequences as the inspiration took me, despite
the fact that such feats are impossible on the
live Sequencer.

Still, at £22 I don't think there can be any
complaints, and this package would make an
ideal starter program for someone just getting
into computer music via a MIDI synth and
Siel's interface. Which, as chance would have
it, is exactly how the Live Sequencer is being
marketed . . .

Further information: Siel UK, Ahed Depot,
Reigate Road, Hookwood, Horley, Surrey RH6
OAY. 23 (02934) 76153.
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AFTERS YEARS OF HONEST TRADING

Siam
5-7 CHESTER ROAD = ---- * ' -----* * 4

NORTHWICH YAMAHA - ROLAND - KORG FLASH ST ELECTROMUSIC

CHESHIRE S. CIRCUITS - FOSTEX (ABOVE
END OF GT

JAMM STUDIOS)
. MOOR ST.

0606 782522 APPROVED OFFICIAL MAIN DEALER BOLTON, LANCS.
OPEN 10-6 SIX DAY 0204 397893

SPECIAL OFFERS SYNTHESIZERS
Jen SX 1000 synth £99 Yamaha KX5 £385

Roland MC202 £159 Yamaha DX9 £779

Korg MS10 synth £159 Yamaha DX7 Special Package Deal £POA
Roland SH101 £250
Roland Juno 106 £775
Roland Jupiter 6 £1250
Roland JX3P £850
Roland Jupiter 8A £2750
Roland MKB1000/MK510 in stock
Korg MS10 £159
Korg Poly 800 £POA
Korg Poly 61 £599
Korg Poly six £699
SC Pro one £350
SC Sixtracks £POA
SC 64 Sequencer £175
SC 910 expansion £65
SCI T8 £3500
Oscar in residence £469
Oscars Brother (MIDI) also in residence £549

S/H KEYBOARDS
Yamaha CS5
Korg 700S
Godwin strings
Jen Strings
Teisco 110F

£99
£199

£150
£90

£250
Teisco SX400 (4 voice poly) £399
Yamaha CS15 £299
ARP Quartet £199
Crumar Wman S2 £350
Selina strings £150
Casio 101 £115
Casio 1000P £245
Technics FXK200 £390
Siel Cruise £299
Korg mono/poly £299
Korg poly 6 £550

CLASSIC (USA) KEYBOARDS
ARP Axxe £150
ARP Pro DGX £195

ARP Solus £195

ARP Oddesey £375
ARP 2600 £POA
Multimoog £350
Mini Moog (D type) £750

Poly Moog keyboard £750

Poly Moog synth £1250
Sel Prophet V Rev I £750
SCI Prophet V Rev II £1050

SOME OTHER STORES ARE SELLING SUCH
CLASSICS AT GIVE AWAY PRICES BUT ARE THEY
FULLY WORKING WITH HANDBOOKS, SERVICE

EFFICIENCY ETC?

KEYBOARD AMPS
Vamp 10w £69

£89

£159

Roland Cube 40 £215

Vamp 60w £169

Roland Cube 60 £279
Ohm 140w £350

Ohm Tramp 16w
Vamp 30w

KEYBOARD ACCESSORIES
X stands £18

X stands & ext. £32

I -Tie 2 -tier £69

I -Tie 3 -tier £99

Ultimate Support (USA) £199
(expensive but the best)
Good selection of footswitches, pedals etc.

Saxes s/h auto (does work!) £120
Martin Tenor (USA) silver £225

WE HAVE NO
EX -DEMO KEYBOARDS

THEY ARE ALL ON DEMO!!

SIEL DK600 THE ONLY DYNAMIC POLYSYNTH
WITH KNOBS ON AND MIDI UNDER £900?

YOUR SYNTH IS WANTED

FOR P/EX OR CASH

ELEC. PIANOS/ORGANS
Hohner Pianett
Hohner Duo
H/H P73
Wurlitzer EP200 S/H
Yamaha PF10
Yamaha PF15

£150
£299
£550
£300
£699
£899

Rhodes Domestic 88 £750
Siel PX junior £399
Korg CX3 organ £475
Korg BX3 organ £799
Hammond L1W split S/H POA
Korg EPS1 as new £750

jdyevewitwo4v,V
BOTH STORES OPERATE

A MINIMUM 12 MONTHS
GUARANTEE (on new goods)

PLUS INSTANT

REPLACEMENT ON FAULTY

---(subject to availability)
WE KEEPA DA GUYS ..11

ON DA ROAD

ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION
Roland TR909 £699
Yamaha RX15 £449
MXR £950
SC: Drumtracks SPECIAL OFFER
Korg PSS50 £POA
Korg DDM 110 £POA
Korg DDM 220 £POA
Yamaha RX11 IN STOCK

RECORDING/RACKERS
Fostex MN15 £39

Fostex X15 Special Package Deal £POA

Fostex 250 £599

Fostex 8 -track system POA

Accessit in stock
Ibanez DM1100
Boss DE200
Roland SDE2000

£289
£299
£389

Yamaha R1000 reverb £POA
Akai 400DS Mkll to clear £99

Akai GX40000 to clear £99

Revox A77 Hi/Vairspead suitacase £345

Fostex 8 track system as new £1399

Yamaha D1500 IN STOCK

lash 4t*reetc
efeceromvsic ,f-,,

MIXERS
Star Sd dynamix 8:2 £199

Star Sd dynamix 12:2 £245
Promark £425

Studiomaster 6:2:1 £345
Studiomaster 8:4 £650
Studiomaster 12:2C £699

Studiomaster 16:4:2 £899

WE HAVE GUITARS! WE HAVE DRUMS!

NEW PRODUCTS HERE INCLUDE:

ROLAND MK KEYBS

ROLAND GR707 GUITAR SYNTH

ROLAND MXQ 700

YAMAHA SK20/CP30/
CS60/SK5OD
PHONE FOR

UNBELIEVABLE SALE PRICE

YAMAHA CX5 (M)

MUSIC COMPUTER

ON DEMO -
ORDERS BEING

TAKEN NOW!

ALL ABOVE IN STOCK AT EITHER (OR BOTH) STORES PRE -CHECK FIRST!
NORTHWICH (0606) 782522 - BOLTON (0204) 397893

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. MAIL ORDER POSSIBLE. ACCESS/VISA.
DELIVERY POSSIBLE
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RUZOC SICHIN

: ISLAND LOGIC

BBC B

: Jay Chapman

The Music System (TMS) is a software
package developed by Island Logic
(Island as in the record company, Logic

as in NAND gate) in a joint venture with disk and
tape manufacturers Memorex. TMS is used to
enter, edit, store and print out music played on
the BBC micro's internal sound chip, and also
allows the sound synthesis capability of the
said chip to be exploited to the full.

TMS is available in both disk and cassette
versions, and the disk version reviewed here is
supplied on a dual standard 40/80 -track
'System' disk and comes with a 'Song and
Sound Library' disk containing numerous
examples. To use TMS, you simply insert the
system disk in Drive 0 and do a SHIFT -BREAK
boot. If you use 80 -track disks, you'll have to
use a utility supplied with TMS to copy the
library files onto an 80 -track. Boot the library
disk for instructions.

The disks come in a video-tape sized case
with a 75 -page manual and a function key
definition strip. As soon as you see the artwork
on the outside of the case, you begin to realise
that TMS is no run-of-the-mill production. This
impression is confirmed by the quality and
content of the manual, which is not only
extremely comprehensive but also beautifully
laid out on quality paper - no faded two -page
photocopies here! The text is well written,
helpful, and supported by a wealth of diagrams
that relate the instructions in the manual to
what you will actually see on the BBC's screen.

After booting the system disk and viewing a
suitably vitriolic copyright message for a few
seconds, you're presented with the main
control screen. This displays five icons (easily
remembered symbols) representing the five
modules that make up TMS, these being the
Editor, Keyboard, Linker, Printer and Synthe-
siser. Pressing the space bar causes each icon
to be highlighted in turn: pressing the return
key brings the highlighted module into play.

The Modules
The Editor allows you to edit the musical

score for each of the BBC micro's four (three
pitch and one noise) sound channels. Each
channel is edited individually, but you can
switch between the scores with ease if you
want to check that chords are lining up
correctly. Pitch, volume and envelope are
easily selected for each note, and bar lines are
inserted automatically according to the time
signature. Key signature can be specified, and
accidentals are effective for the rest of the bar,
as you'd expect. In addition, triplets can be
used, first and second time repeats can be
added and transposition (disk version only) is
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The Linker.

also possible.
Each note is considered and drawn indivi-

dually, so that rhythmic groupings are not
marked or enforced, which means that sight-
reading requires a little more care than usual.
Rests corresponding to all note lengths can be
used at will, but for some reason dotted rests
are not allowed: this is a pity and makes
compound time signatures more than a little
tedious. Anyway, each note can be sounded
when entered, and either individual monophonic
lines or the whole polyphonic shooting match
can be played back and then re-edited, with
insertions and deletions permissible at any
point.

The Keyboard allows the music data for one
channel at a time to be played into a software -
implemented four -track recorder direct from
the BBC's QWERTY keyboard. The function
key strip contains a diagram to remind you
which keys give which notes, while a two -
octave music keyboard displayed on the screen
(this maps onto any two octaves of a five
octave range) gives a visual confirmation of
each key press.

Still on the subject of the screen display,
highlighted icons show the status of the
recorder, while there's even a metronome on-
screen that ticks audio -visually, if you get my
drift. As on a multitrack tape machine, you can
play back pre-recorded tracks whilst laying
down a new one, and music data can be saved
and later loaded up into the Editor for correc-
tion or the Printer for hard -copy production of
a full score.

The Linker (disk version only) simply allows
as many as 10 separate compositions to be
played back in a user -defined sequence. This
facilitates key changes during a piece and also
allows repetition of sub -compositions.

The Printer is capable of printing out all four
monophonic channel scores, on a grand stave
each, with bar lines aligned if required. This is
accomplished slowly (thanks to graphics mode
printing) down the length of the paper, and is
both neat and readable. The manual informs
us that Epson FX80 and RX80 printers are
supported as well as the Star Delta 10: I used
an Epson MX100 successfully, though the tails
on the notes didn't quite attach to the stems
properly and an extra rest appeared at the end
of one of the channel outputs. A small bug
somewhere, perhaps?

The Synthesiser is, quite simply, the best
piece of software for controlling the BBC
sound chip's facilities I've yet seen. The use of
graphics, icons and windows (superb through-
out TMS, as I hope the examples show) is
particularly impressive in this module. Up to 15
'music envelopes' at a time can be defined,
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stored and used on an individual note basis in
your compositions. Envelopes can be listened
to as each change is made, while for those of
you interested in using the sound chip's
facilities in your own programs, TMS will set up
and file away the BBC BASIC envelope com-
mands corresponding to the sounds you
create with the Synthesiser module. Stirring
stuff.

User Friendly?
Great care has been taken throughout The

Music System to make the software as user-
friendly as possible. Software is often adver-
tised as user-friendly these days without good
reason: TMS actually delivers the goods.
Instead of trying to pack masses of text
describing current status and sets of possible
commands onto the screen, the software
keeps everything clear and readable. If you
need more information or wish to play with a
particular set of parameters, a window pops
up as and when required and then disappears
again when you've finished. This means that
graphic displays can take up the whole screen
if necessary (which makes them easier to use)
without space being lost for lists of parameters
and data entry questions. Given that a picture
is worth a thousand words (Ha! Ed), I can't do
justice to the visual icon/window approach in
the space of this review, so try to see TMS in
action for yourself. You won't be disappointed.

Another contribution to the system's user -
friendliness is that parameters have default
values, which means you don't have to set all
of them explicitly. Where a parameter has a
specific set of values, you can select the value
you require simply by using the cursor control
keys.

In fact, the amount of typing you have to do
is reduced to an absolute minimum throughout.

/COMPUTER MUSICIAN/
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The Synthesiser (2).

Once you've read the manual (and I suggest
you read it thoroughly, if only to be sure that
you don't accidentally ignore half the facilities
offered by TMS), using the package rapidly
becomes intuitive.

Conclusions
The Music System is one of the best pieces

of software - music or otherwise - I have ever
used. A complex piece package offering a host
of useful and well thought-out facilities has
been made immediately and intuitively usable
thanks to Island Logic's innovative use (on an
eight -bit micro!) of default values, graphics,
icons and windows.

The Sheffield -based development team
involved in the production of TMS are justifiably
proud of their achievements, and are appa-
rently intent on further developing both this
and other products.

Rumours of a MIDI add-on for the system
are rife, and this would release budding com-
puter musicians from the constraints of the
Beeb's internal sound chip which, though it
comes out rather well after comparison with
the Spectrum's beep, does fall a little short of a
DX7 in terms of sound quality.

If you're into making your own music and
have access to a BBC Micro, The Music
System will broaden your horizons both in
terms of the facilities it offers and in the way it
deals with the computer -user interface. Go on
-treat yourself.

Disk version of The Music System retails at
£24.95 including VAT, while the cassette
variant carries an RRP of £12.95: two cassettes
are required to complete the system. Further
information from Island Logic, 22 St Peters
Square, London W6 9NW. 23" 01-741 1511.

Eddie Moors Music
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135.

302509.

Ikr---Tioland Synthesizers

This month we have some incredible offers
on a number of Roland products.
Don't miss out, phone for details!

MC202 £159. JSQ60 £125. Jupiter 6 £1099.
Also huge discounts on JX3P, MSQ700,
MSQ100, Juno 106, SH101.
New Products Just Arrived - MHB1000,
MHB300, MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, MPG80,
MPC8. All Prices on Application!
Also in stock: Full Range of Roland
Amplification, and Boss Products!!
Roland TR909. Limited Quantity £549.
Roland TR606 £169. Boss DR110 P.O.A.

Special Offers

Kawai SX210 Polyphonic Synthesizer
(Demo £449).
Moog Rogue (Demo £139).
Korg MS10 S/H £175.
Yamaha SH10 Strings S/H £159.
Yamaha PF15 S/H £725.
Yamaha PF10 S/H £539.
Yamaha Producer System P.O.A.
Tascam 244 Portastudio P.O.A.
Carlsbro Cobra 90 Keyboard P.O.A.
Korg SDD1000 Digital Delay £299.
Yamaha CX5 Computer Now Available!
Free mail order on all Korg products
for this month.

YAMAHA Digital Keyboards

DX7 & DX9 Polyphonic Synthesizers.
PF10 & PF15 Digital FM Piano Keyboards.
Lowest Ever Price on DX9 and PF10.
Hurry While Stocks Last!!

NOM Keyboards
Poly 800 Polyphonic Synthesizer P.O.A.
PSS50 Super Section P.O.A.

EX800 Midi Polyphonic Synthesizer
Module. Now Available! P.O.A.
RH100 Remote Keyboard. In Stock Now!

Sequ ntial Circuits
Prophet T8. Polyphonic Synthesizer.
Prophet 600. Polyphonic Synthesizer.
Drum Tracks. Digital Drum Computer.
Six Track. Polyphonic Synthesizer.
Sequential Circuits Sale Now on!!
Phone for lowest ever prices!

Computer Rhythms

Korg DDM110 Super Drums.
Korg DDM220 Super Percussion.
These digital drum machines are
available at an unbelievably low
price! Phone For Details.
Yamaha R X11 & RX15 Digital Drums.

We specialise in high-technology
musical instruments and supply
only the finest products from the
world's leading manufacturers.
Our prices are low, really low,
and our mail order service is
available free of charge on most
items. All prices are available on
application. 'Phone through
your Access or Barclaycard
number for immediate despatch.

SIMMONS SDS5

7,]

Instant world products
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WYMAN g A
Manufacturer : LONDON ROCK SHOP

Computer : BBC 6

Reviewer : Dan Goldstein

My first reaction to the UMI was the
obvious one. £495 is an awful lot of
money to pay for a piece of MIDI soft-

ware. Yet the more you know about the UMI
system - what it sets out to achieve and how it
goes about achieving it - the more you realise
why it costs so much.

The software - written by Lynton Naiff and
marketed exclusively by The London Rock
Shop - incorporates allowance for input in
both real and step time, editing, chaining and
copying facilities so extensive they ought to be
advertised under the well-worn banner 'the
answer is yes - now what's the question?', full
MIDI channel assignment of tracks and stor-
age of all conveyable MIDI data (velocity,
aftertouch and so on), sensible external hard-
ware connections, and even a DX7 voice
dump program, should you be one of the 10
million or whatever it is that have now bought
one.

Recording
The UMI's main menu is beautifully clear

and straightforward (especially after the efforts
of some software writers), though in fact, the
themes of simplicity and attention to detail are
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carried through to all the relevent displays
within the UMI system's repertoire. Anyhow,
nine modes are available to the user at this
point, and these are listed - together with the
BBC function key needed to access each of
them - to the left of the control section. A
further range of options becomes available if
you hold down the Beeb's CTRL key, and
these are indicated to the right of the display, a
resume of default values and a Memory Left
value (expressed as a percentage, that one)
occupying the screen's lower half.

Step -time composition (f9) really couldn't be
simpler. After the tortuous data entry pro-
cedures that accompany similar systems, the
UMI's way of doing things is blissfully refreshing.

The first screen in this mode shows the time
signature (default value 4/4, but others are
possible) and the legend 'write pattern' against
which you simply type in the number of the
pattern you want to record: a thoughtful
'written so far' section at the bottom gives you

a spot-check on which patterns are and are
not available. If you haven't used any patterns
at all, the pattern number can be anything
between 1 and 127, while the length of the
pattern is also adjustable (default value 8
beats).

Once you've entered this information, the
main step -time operating screen appears, and
the main focus of attention here is a display of
five columns that each represent a D -to -C
octave range in semitone steps. Now, that
obviously makes a total of five octaves in all,
and this is one area where the synergistic
relationship between the UMI and the DX7
really shows through: quite what happens if
you hook up a somewhat lengthier MIDI
keyboard - Roland's MKB1000, say - I'm not
entirely sure.

Design
A major contributor to that price tag is the

fact that UMI's controlling software is contained
within sideways ROM (which has the advantage
that loading the program takes no longer than
the bat of an eyelid - ideal for studio sessions
when the pressure is on) and that the compre-
hensive facilities afforded by the package

What now?

rum held CTRL
f9 write step -time f9 dfltseclok,clik
fa write real-time fa save song
f7 finer -adjust f7 load song
f6 play song f6 play from link*

'5 w'it''edit ch'illiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif4 erase pattern
f3 edit pattern
f2 copy pattern ,,' save voice
fl play pattern .. load voice

842 memory left

clock- 24/beat
click Be'
count-in 4 beats
ptn lgth a beats
storagy

require the addition of an Aries B20 20K RAM
expansion board (about £70 worth) to the
BBC's overworked memory. All these chips fit
quite neatly into the BBC's internals, and
should the idea of fiddling around inside a
micro with a soldering iron scare you to death,
the Rock Shop will do the installing for you for
nothing.

Of course, the software has got to be
connected to the MIDI instruments it's being
used to control, and this is where the UMI
interface comes in. Now, in many respects this
is similar to E&MM's own BeeBMIDI board or
the interfaces being marketed by Siel and
EMR, but where the UMI unit scores is in its
range of external control options. From left to
right, there's To and From Tape Sync (the sync -
to -tape code is novel in that it consists of
short bursts of audio and can therefore be
used as a marker during tape editing), Clock In
and Out (Out set at 24 pulses -per -beat; In
software -controllable to be 24, 48, or 96), a

MIDI In and two MIDI Outs, a Roland -standard
Sync Out (gets around the problem of Roland
clocks not turning themselves off by making
the 5V start/stop signal controllable via one of
the interface's pushbuttons - more on these
later), and an expansion port that may, in the
not -too -distant future, be used to connect
several UMIs together in order to control more
MIDI instruments than the mind can comfort-
ably conceive (though the appropriate soft-
ware doesn't exist as yet). Finally, a 34 -
way ribbon cable terminates in an IDC con-
nector for plugging -in to the BBC's good of
1MHz bus.

This interface is also peculiar in having three
pushbuttons and a rotary pot, where most
similar units have nothing at all. The latter is
used for tempo control (a digital readout of
same is proffered on the main menu screen
display), but the pushbuttons are unlabelled,
presumably because future software develop-
ments will render them multi -functional. This is
disconcerting at first, but seeing as the soft-
ware's various screen displays continually
shove graphic representations of all three of
them (one is rectangular, the remaining two
square) together with explanatory notes on
what they're used for in the current mode,
there are few problems in practice.

Each time you play a note on the connected
MIDI keyboard, the appropriate letter within
the five -column matrix illuminates, indicating
that it is about to be stored as part of that
pattern. If you decide you don't like that note
any more, you can erase it simply by pressing it
again, and if you want a chord you simply play
all the constituent notes in any sequence you
care to, before moving the whole process
forward one step from the QWERTY keyboard.

Should you require an especially short gate -
on time (ie. one of less than a step), you can
choose from Normal (75% of a step), Short
(30%), and Very Short (10%). All utterly logical.

Provided your keyboard playing skill is up to
it, real-time recording (f8) is if anything easier
still.

The rectangular button on the interface acts
as the run/stop controller, an internal metro-
nome counts you in (you've guessed it -
the number of beats in the intro is user -
programmable), and you're away. As soon as
you come to the end of your desired pattern
length, your performance is replicated by the
computer continuously - warts an' all - until
you press the rectangular button again. You
can record as many patterns (up to 127) as you
like in this fashion, before going into Edit mode
(f3) to make fine adjustments.
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Editing

As I mentioned briefly at the start, one of the
UMI system's many valuable assets is its
ability to remember MIDI information relating
to keyboard velocity, after -touch, and pitch and
mod wheel usage. However, what many people
don't seem to realise is that this data - and the
wheel data in particular - is extremely memory -
sensitive, and can therefore prevent large
chunks of RAM being used for note storage if
applied in even moderate quantities. Fortu-
nately, UMI's programmers have realised this,
and have therefore provided a Pac (for com-
paction) facility which lets you filter out at the
editing stage some of the data that doesn't
have any audible effect on the proceedings.
It's a simple process, a) because it soon
becomes audibly apparent that your compac-
tion technique has gone too far, and b)
because you can see how many bytes of
memory you're saving as you go along, simply
by gazing up at the Edit sub -menu.

Compaction aside, the Edit page also allows
auto -correction, re-recording, and overdubbing
(15 tracks of it, if necessary, all 16 -note
polyphonic) of already -recorded patterns. And
once again, the procedures involved are so
straightforward and the displays so informative,
even a member of Iron Maiden's road crew
could probably manage something.

The remaining 'pattern' sub -menus - Erase
(f4), Copy (f2), and Play (f 1) - don't require
much explaining, but like the Edit page, all of
them are applicable to step -time as well as
real-time patterns, and this sequencing egali-
tarianism is continued to the Write/Edit Chain
mode (f5), where finished patterns are chained
tog&er to form songs.

The chaining process is really the only part

of the current UMI software where the user has
to do a lot of fiddling with the whole range of
the BBC QWERTY keys (the rest of the time,
tasks are undertaken by the Beeb's Function
and cursor keys or the interface's pushbuttons),
but even so, a simple display that shows a list
of the various chain options to the right and a

write patternst 60
press CM to start
after 4 beat count -in

(Press '5' for simultaneous C
playback of another pattern) L

C
K
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tten so far. 25 26 27 26 29
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38
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record of what you've put together so far to the
left makes the process a lot less soul-destroying
than it could have been.

And when your meisterwerk has reached its
logical and successful conclusion, it can, of
course, be saved to either disk or tape.

Conclusions
It would seem that unlike most other soft-

ware designers - and a fair few hardware ones,
too - the UMI's programmers have taken MIDI
firmly by the horns and developed a package
that really makes the most of the system, in
addition to acknowledging its deficiencies.

It's a sad fact that there aren't nearly enough
multi -channel MIDI instruments - let alone

multi-timbral ones - available really to do the
UMI track and channel assignment facilities
justice, though there are signs that some
manufacturers are beginning to wake up slowly
to what can be done, given a little thought.

One thing the UMI won't do is to remember
patch changes as part of a song, so this has to
be done manually during playback. This
wouldn't be any cause for concern if it weren't
for the fact that far too many of today's synths
experience a momentary loss of output while
changing from one program to another. It can
sound more than a little odd.

And yes, the UMI is expensive when com-
pared with the rest of the software under
review this month. But one or two reservations
like the one just mentioned aside, its cost can be
justified without too much difficulty. After all, if
you're going to spend upwards of £2,000 on a
MIDI synth system that conveys all the informa-
tion over MIDI that the 1.0 specification requires
of it, there seems little point in using controlling
software that can't distinguish a pitch wheel
variation from an eclipse of the sun, or assign
all the tracks with the same MIDI channel. The
price tag compares favourably with those of
dedicated MIDI sequencers, and the fact that
UMI is software -based could shield purchasers
from the worst ravages of planned obsoles-
cence: I shudder to think what Lynton Naiff is
working on at the moment.

A well -designed, comprehensive and
straightforward software package that was
designed for, grows with, and never talks
down to the impatient, ignorant and indecisive
beast that is the modern musician.

Further information: The London Rock Shop,
26 Chalk Farm Road, London NW1. 23* 01-267
5381.

11(___2Roland
Main Dealer

9 THE BROADWAY
BRIGHTON ROAD

WORTHING, SUSSEX
TEL. WOR. 202458

ALL ROLAND PRODUCTS IN STOCK

JUNO 106 * JUPITER 6 * JX3P
NEW GR700 MIDI GUITAR SYNTHESIZER

JUPITER 8 * SH-101
MSQ700 * BOSS PEDALS

YAMAHA DX7 DX9 PF15 PF10 RX15
ON DEMO NOW

SPECIAL ROLAND
SH101

£249 CARRIAGE PAID

ACCESS - BARCLAYCARD - INSTANT CREDIT

CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC
The NEW CLEF DIGITAL C.M.S.
WHEN WE SAY 'PROGRAMMABLE' WE MEAN IT!

The new Clef Computer Music System is a FULLY
programmable Digital Synthesizer. It's so programmable
that you need a BBC Microcomputer to run it.
Programmable waveforms on 32 independent oscillators.
Programmable shape and keyboard touch response on 32
envelopes. Programmable stereo on each Osc/Env. Up to
four different Osc/Env's per note. 5 Octave touch sensitive
keyboard, real time polyphonic sequencing and massive
potential for future software. In short, the Musical control
you've always wanted at an affordable price.
Just £495.00 inc. VAT!!! Complete with software disc.

Phone or write for full details
EXPERIMENTERS! PDSG,
P.S.U. & Keyboard available
separately as promised in
E&MM. Demonstrations by
appointment at:

BAND -BOX
Programmable backing trio
THREE PIECE BACKING BAND
Generates the sounds of three

instrumentalists to back
Soloists & Cabaret Acts

DRUMS+ BASS+ KEYBOADS
Over 3,000 chord changes (60
scores) on 132 different chords

-16 chord sounds
RRP £499.00

1 V1'01 *

2:JJkit .

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONIC) LIMITED
(Dept E&MM/12/84) 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall,

Stockport, Cheshire SK7 1AH. 061-439 3297
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: SIEL

COMMODORE 64

Steve Howell

S
iel's first piece of sequencing software for
the Commodore 64 is a six -track step -
time only composer with a capacity of

around 1500 events per track, each of these
being monophonic. Key velocity information
can also be stored (assuming that your key-
board is velocity -sensitive and is capable of
transmitting dynamic information via MIDI),
and unlike some other systems I've come
across, the Siel doesn't seem to need much
memory space to store this data.

Operation
On powering -up the computer, the software

is accessed by inserting the disk and typing
LOAD"CMP1.1",8,1. When the computer
responds with READY, you type in SYS50000,
and the micro goes a -hunting for the main
program, which takes a few minutes.

When this has been done, the main menu
appears, and this presents you with three
options, these being Composer (accessed by
typing C on the 64's keyboard), which allows
you to record, edit and replay music; Disk
Operation which lets you load, save, rename
and erase music files; and MIDI which enables
you to assign any of the six tracks to different
MIDI outputs and to select one of three MIDI
modes.

As an example of the way this bit of the
software works, let's take the factory demo
piece that comes with the disk.

Now, the first option you select is obviously
D. Once you've decided which file you want,
and given the computer your instructions
(luckily, single keystrokes are the order of the
day here), the micro will obey and return you to
the main menu automatically once the file has
been located and called up. It's worth noting
that if the file in question is a little on the long
side, the loading process can take a long time
too (about five minutes, to be exact), which is a
bit tedious and more or less rules the package
out for live work.

Anyway, once you're back in the main menu,
selecting M takes you to a further sub -menu
from which you can select MIDI modes and
channels. All three modes are offered, namely
Omni (all parts played exactly the same), Poly
(different parts can be assigned to different
synths), and Mono (for use with multi-timbral
synths such as the Oberheim Xpander and SCI
SixTrak, where each monophonic track can be
given both a different part and a different
sound.

If you've selected Poly, the sub -menu will
also let you assign MIDI channels (between 1
and 16) to each of the synths you've put under
software control. Pressing RETURN then gets
you back into the main menu, after which the
third and final option - Composer - can be
selected.

In this mode, the computer displays the
current status and lists a summary of the data
currently on-line by showing MIDI mode,
which of the six monophonic tracks is assigned

to which of the interface's MIDI Outs, and the
total note values of each of these. To listen to a
file, you have to type (in this particular case)
P . 1 88 R. This asks the computer to play (P) all
the channels (.) once (1) at a tempo of 88 beats
per minute (88). And R sends all those requests.

If everything runs smoothly, you should then
be treated to a rendition of the first movement

PIIII/ I COMPOSER CITA 1.1
IC) 1U4 SY S. 1. E E.

(C) COMPOSER

(A) DISE OPERAT ION

(PI) 11101 CONTRA(

PLEASE MEM:

from one of the Brandenburg Concerti, and
very splendid it is too.

Recording
However, I suspect that most musicians will

buy this package to record their own music
rather than spend all day listening to Bach, and
as already intimated, such recording is also
accomplished in the Composer mode.

Now, to input music, you have to define
rather a large number of parameters for each

EIMPOSt OM 11111 '
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4 6
4 7 I 6

P 68 ( 01,15

note, viz the channel number, step number,
the note itself, the note length, and finally the
gate -on time (which is normally two-thirds of
the total note length, to allow for the release
portion of the ADSR cycle). To end the piece,
you define a step and type in a'@'. Just to give
you some idea of what this definition entails,
here's what a typical note might look like:

1 23 E5 24 18 (space bar)
As you can see, rather a lot of typing for just

one note. It doesn't take a wild stretch of the
imagination to realise that entering complex
compositions with this software can take an

awful long time - far longer, I suspect, than
most musicians will tolerate.

I'm no slouch at data entry (before I started
all this scribbling nonsense and playing music,
I had a proper job as a data processor), but a
sequence that took just a minute or two to
enter into a Roland MSQ100 still took over 12
minutes with the Composer/Arranger. Given
that in the professional music world, time is
money, and that few pro musicians are there-
fore likely to have sufficient time on their hands
to make the most of the recording facilities
afforded by this package, I think it's a pretty
fair bet that this particular Siel program was
written by computer programmers who know
little or nothing about musical performance.
Even if you're one of the minority that positively
relishes the prospect of row upon row of
figures to enter into a computer, the processes
involved are so mind -bogglingly slow, they're
almost bound to sap your enthusiasm
eventually.

Thankfully, the software's saving grace lies
in what it lets you do to a sequence once
you've recorded it. Like most step -time input
programs, the Composer/Arranger allows ex-
tensive editing to be carried out on existing
tracks, and relative to what you have to do to
record a sequence, this process is surprisingly
straightforward. All you have to do to amend a
step is to type it in again, but although it's
possible to insert blocks of data wherever you
like, you can't erase either blocks or single
lines, which is a shame.

Excellent copying and transposition facilities
are also available, while in addition to the
software's ability to store MIDI dynamic infor-
mation, the Composer can also be programmed
to change patches (again, usinc. MIDI data
transfer) on one or more synths at a given point
during your sequence. A nice touch.

Conclusions
Well, there I was all set to give this package

the thumbs -down on the grounds that this
particular form of step -time entry is a waste of
both time and effort, and that Siel should really
be turning their attention to writing real-time
programs, when the Editor steps in and tells
me the company have already done just that.

The Live Sequencer, as the new package is
called, is capable of recording 16 tracks of fully
polyphonic MIDI note information, its capacity
- in its Commodore 64 incarnation, at least -
being approximately 9000 MIDI events. And
once a pattern has been recorded, it can be
linked together with other patterns to form
songs. It looks on paper to be good value at
£64 (tape) or £69.50 (disk), but obviously a full
appraisal will have to await a future issue.

So what of the Composer/Arranger? Well, if
you're after extensive editing facilities and
don't object to the laborious method of data
entry, I suppose it ain't half bad. However,
during the time I used the package it crashed
on numerous occasions, one of which proved
somewhat embarrassing as I was demonstrat-
ing 'the wonders of computer music' to a
group of schoolchildren at the time.

Computer programmers and frustrated key-
boardists who can't play a note will probably
find the Composer/Arranger attractive, but
traditional musicians like myself will probably
opt for the Live Sequencer, when it appears.

The phrase 'horses for courses' springs to
mind . . .

RRPs are £34 including VAT for the cassette
version, £39 for the disk. Further information
from Siel UK, Ahed Depot, Reigate Road,
Hookwood, Honey, Surrey RH6 OAY.
211" (02934) 76153.
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MCROSOUND 15.1

THE FIRST PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL SAMPLING SYSTEM FOR THE COMMODORE 64

The techniques of digital sound sampling
have been around for some time, but at a
price that few could afford ...

... UNTIL NOW!
The Microsound 64 Digital Music

System has broken the price barrier

to bring professional quality sampling
within the reach of every musician and
home recording enthusiast.

Compare its features with ANY other
digital sampling system ... then compare
its price.

 Variable sampling rate up to 32KHz  Sample stored in 30 Kbytes RAM
 Pitch shift ± 2 octaves minimum  Programmable output attenuation

 Envelope control of timbre and amplitude
 Samples can be loaded/saved on disk  Connection via cartridge port

 Waveform editing via high resolution graphics
 Programmable 24dB tracking low-pass filter

 Pre-emphasis/de-emphasis circuits as standard
 Input amplifier suitable for mic or line signals  MIDI IN/OUT

 Real time pitch and amplitude control via new
professional quality keyboard

Digital Sampler and software - £299 4 Octave Keyboard and software - £195

COMING SOON
 ZX Spectrum, BBC Model B versions
 MSDOS 16 bit version

(IBM PC - Sanyo 555 - ACT Apricot)

Ft

Order Form

7 DAYS Money back guarantee

Dealer enquiries
welcome

All Prices include VAT

Microsound, PO Box 14, Petersfield,

Please send me:
Keyboard plus software (a 1 9 5

Digital Sampler plus software C £299 

Name:

Address:

I Hants GU32 1HS, Telephone: 073087 403
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jellinghaus Music Systems have been
marketing a MIDI interface and associated
software for the Sinclair Spectrum and
Commodore 64 for some time now (see

reviews, E&MM July 84). but this latest pack-
age is definitely a cut above the rest.

Basically, the disk -based JMS MIDI Record-
ing Studio allows 12 polyphonic tracks to be
recorded in real-time using up to 7677 MIDI
events, and each track can subsequently be
assigned to a separate MIDI channel, trans-
posed to any key, looped, quantised, listed,
edited, and printed. Program changes and
modulation parameters can be memorised

S111":
I

0ft

and tempo and time signature changes carried
out freely. And if all that hasn't whetted your
appetite and sent you running for your flexible
friend, the piece being composed can be given
a name and saved to a standard diskette for
future retrieval (ie. when further inspiration
dawns).

Hardware requirements stretch to a Com-
modore 64 or SX64 with matching disk drive, a
MIDI computer interface, a MIDI synth (the
more the merrier), and the necessary MIDI
cables. The JMS interface loaned with the
review software consists of three MIDI Outs, a
MIDI In, a MIDI Thru, and an In Control, which

T
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serves no purpose as yet.
Before we go any further, I think I ought to

point out that the MIDI Recording Studio won't
transform your solo MIDI synth into an elec-
tronic orchestra. With the exception of the
multi-timbral SCI SixTrak and Oberheim
Xpander, the average MIDI synth is capable
only of receiving and transmitting MIDI data on
one channel, and of playing just one program
or sound at a time, and using a limited number
of vices (depending on the make and model),
these voices being allocated to different tracks
either monophonically or polyphonically as the
software permits. Seeing as quite a few synths
can only communicate on MIDI Channel 1, it's
not beyond the bounds of possibility that
some keyboard players may own two synths
that are both hard -wired in this manner. If
you're using this software package with one
MIDI synth assigned to Channel 1, and record
a bass line on Track 1, chords on Track 2, and
a melody on Track 3 (utilising a total of six
DCOs, say), these will all replay using the one
program or preset. It's not an enviable task,
trying to program a sound that's suitable for all
three parts. At best it's a compromise.

And of course, having two synths stuck on
the same channel means that all the tracks are
now played on both synths, though obviously
with a different sound on each.

So remember that multitrack doesn't neces-
sarily mean multi-timbral, and that unless
you're fortunate enough to have at least a
couple of MIDI synths with assignable channel
numbers, the full benefit of this type of software
probably won't be realised. Not yet at least.

Parameters
When the program is loaded, you're given

the option of using either the computer or a
drum machine as the master synchroniser, as

,;..pqA!0°K/IrvI)PeESSeei
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well as starting and stopping the recording by
means of two footswitches. Loading takes
about 90 seconds, after which the screen
displays the main Recorder menu, with data
relating to the 12 tracks (labelled R and 1 to 11)
occupying the best part of the screen.

Tempo defaults to a moderate 100 crotchets
per minute but is variable (even during play-
back) between 40 and 200. However, since
neither of the keys used to adjust this para-
meter have an auto -repeat facility, carrying out
dramatic changes to the Tempo value is both
tedious and time-consuming. Surely a method
of using the computer's numeric keys could
have been incorporated into the software?
Time Signature is defaulted to 4/4 time and
similarly variable.

The cursor is positioned at Track R (the only
track on which data can be recorded) on
booting up, with movements carried out by the
cursor's arrows (logical) and values altered by
the plus and minus keys.

Parameters on each track consist ofOn/Off
(for switching tracks on and off during play-
back), Unit (denotes the number of beats
recorded on that track), Mode (either SYNC
or OSTI), MIDI Channel (for allocating each
track to a channel between 1 and 16), Trans-
pose (to transpose the track during playback
up or down a number of semitones), Volume
(for balancing the dynamics of each individual
track), and Filter, which indicates what data
has been recorded on each track according to
the SETUP page.

More specifically, setting a track to SYNC
means that it is restarted synchronously with
the longest track during multitrack playback,
while in OSTI mode, the track is looped
continuously: great for repetitive basslines and
chord sequences.

Before recording commences, F6 allows
you to SETUP a track to record pitch -bend,
program changes, aftertouch, and keyboard
dynamics (the latter two, not unnaturally, can't
be used if your MIDI keyboard isn't appropri-
ately equipped), or to 'filter' out certain options
in the interests of saving memory. Bear in mind
though that using aftertouch and pitch -bend
and effecting program changes on one track
will affect all tracks assigned to the same MIDI
Channel number. Common sense, really.

Recording
For the purposes of this review, the three

MIDI Outs from the JMS interface were con-
nected to a Yamaha DX7 (receiving and
transmitting on Channel 1), an Akai AX80
(receiving on Channel 2), and a Yamaha RX15
drum machine (on Channel 16 and allowing
control over its clock and start/stop functions).
Seeing as the software records on Channel 1
only, the DX7 was used as the master keyboard
and connected to the MIDI In.

Once all the necessary connections have
been made (and it can take a while), recording
a track really couldn't be simpler. If you're not
using a drum machine, the computer sends a
metronome signal to the monitor, and this
allows a one -bar introduction, though the
resultant output is noisy in the extreme.

Using a MIDI drum machine is the most
hassle -free solution, as its operation can be
controlled directly from the computer. Record-
ing can be activated by either the first keyboard
note, the footswitch (an optional accessory,
this), or F7, should you require a pause at the
beginning of the piece. When you've finished
playing the first track, pressing F7 stops the
recording and the system switches auto-
matically to playback. As recording is always
undertaken in complete bars, it's necessary to
stop recording before the last beat of the bar
(especially if you plan to loop the track),
otherwise a blank bar will be added at the end.

Once the first track has been recorded
satisfactorily, it's copied to any track from 1 to
11 and assigned a different MIDI Channel or
Mode as necessary. Note that Track R is not
erased - merely duplicated - by this process,
so the first track can be copied again, trans-
posed up or down an octave and sent to
another MIDI Channel for simple layering
effects.

Editing
LIST (F8) offers not only quantisation, but

also the option to Edit, Print, and List a
particular track.

Since quantisation cannot be 'undone', it's
best carried out as soon as a track is recorded
and copied (ie. if the track quantisation is
unsatisfactory, Track R can simply be copied
again and re-quantised to another value, with
no harm done). Quantisation can be carried
out to 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 of a crotchet (as
well as their triplet counterparts) calculated on
48 time events per crotchet, and proves a real
boon in tidying up a less -than -perfect per-
formance.

LIST - not surprisingly - commences listing
of the track in question and displays the
measure number, note on/off, key velocity,
and controller and program change data, all of
which can be altered via the EDIT page. Editing
is quite straightforward once you overcome
the MIDI language barrier, and again, values
are changed by using the cursor and plus and
minus keys.

PRINT (you've guessed it) enables you to
make a hard copy of the track listing - guess it
might be useful to somebody . . .

Building Tracks
Meanwhile, back at the main menu . . .

Subsequent tracks are built up in exactly the
same way as the first, and previous tracks can
be used as guides or switched off on playback
as desired. Deleting tracks can be carried out
easily by pressing F3 (ERASE), though there's
no need to erase Track R, as going into record
mode does this automatically.

Your masterwork can be named and saved
to disk (F4) at any time, but oddly enough,
when I saved a piece with two recorded tracks
(Tracks 1 and 2), they loaded back as Tracks
15 and 16, with any unused controllers 'filtered'
out. Doesn't seem very logical to me.

Finally, a number of tracks assigned to the
same MIDI Channel can be 'mixed down' onto
one track by simply connecting MIDI Out to
MIDI In, recording the total on Track R, and
copying to an empty track as per usual.

Conclusions
A couple of bugs and the hopeless manual

notwithstanding, I was pleasantly surprised at
the ease and speed with which complex
pieces can be composed and recorded with
Jellinghaus' latest real-time software.

The bad news is that, contrary to the bumpf
and the manual, syncing a non -MIDI drum
machine operating at 24 pulses -per -quarter -
note requires an edge connector (from the
user port) to DIN (sync socket of the drum
machine) lead, at a further cost of 218.
However, the good news is that updated
software to cure this oversight will be on the
market before the end of the year, and Rosetti
will replace the present version with the new
for a nominal fee. This will bring the In Control
socket on line and enable you to use a rather
cheaper DIN lead.

It's certainly heartening to know that JMS
are busy refining the MIDI Recording Studio
and, personally, I hope the Germans will
consider adding a facility for commencing
playback from a chosen bar number instead of
the beginning of the piece, a Bar Count
readout, and the means to playback one
particular channel, which would save switching
off all the other tracks.

Still, even in its present form, the JMS MIDI
Recording Studio goes a long way to realising
some of the ideals of the MIDI concept, and
provides a flexible, easy -to -use 12 -track poly-
phonic sequencer for use on one of Britain's
biggest selling computers. Just think, if they
added a sync -to -tape facility this software
package could transform a Portastudio into a
powerful multitracker: any advances on 37
tracks?

RRP of the Recording Studio disk is £99.95,
while the JMS MIDI Interface retails at £89.95,
both inclusive of VAT. Further information from
Rosetti Music Systems, 138 Old Street, London
EC1. 21" 01-253 7294.

THE FAIRLIGHT
unnm&naqmo) 6Orly McLeod.
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THE FAIRLIGHT
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Sampling may be the CMI's most talked -about feature, but as this article
shows, defining sounds using harmonic information can be just as dramatic.

Jim Grant
So far we have discussed only one
method of actually creating sounds
with the Fairlight sampling. This

aspect of sound formation is probably the
single most important feature of the CMI,
and was certainly the focus of public
attention when the machine was an-
nounced. However, the ability to specify
sound by means of harmonic information
can not only result in some very interesting
sounds, it's also rather useful in an
educational environment.

Two display Pages, 4 and 5, allow the
construction of waveforms by harmonic
data. They deal with exactly the same
information but present it to the musician
in different ways.

First of all, though, let's clear up a little
mystery that's been evading us for some
months - the Mode switch. Actually, this
is very simple and is therefore something
of an anti -climax. When a voice operates
in Mode 1, only the first 32 segments of
waveform RAM (4k bytes) are used to
represent the sound. An unlooped Mode
1 sound will stop at the 32nd segment,
even though another 96 segments of
RAM exist. In order to compensate for
shorter note event time as played on the
keyboard, each of the 32 segments is
looped several times before moving on to
the next segment: this maintains a fairly
constant net event length for any pitch.
Mode 4 uses the entire waveform RAM
(all 128 segments of it) and is always used
for sampling since long, high bandwidth

Figure 1.

sounds need lots of numbers to represent
them.

So what's the use of Mode 1? Well,
calculating a time waveform from har-
monic data can be quite time-consuming,
especially if the supplied data is detailed
and enables subtle nuances of sound to
be generated. However, more often that
not, only a simple waveform is required,
and to calculate the RAM waveform for all
128 segments when a short loop is all
that's needed is rather wasteful, to say
the least. There's no hard and fast rule
about which Mode a sound should be in:
the choice is entirely the musician's.
However, using a voice as the destination
for sampling data always results in all 128
segments being overwritten, even if the
voice selected is Mode 1.

Page 5
Figure 1 shows a typical Page 5 display.

This page displays the harmonic overtone
series as a set of 32 'faders' similar to
those on a graphic equaliser. Each fader
is logarithmic in nature and has a range of
zero to 255, allowing a good degree of
control over harmonic amplitudes and
thus enabling the application of a Fourier
type harmonic series.

As an example, Figure 2 shows a
square wave generated by the CMI, com-
puted from the values of Fourier com-
ponents shown on the faders. The result -

INDEX
COMMAND

HARMONIC FADERS

CURRENT SEGMENT'

VOICE: I

SQUARE
MODE: I

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 31234567890 1 234567890 1 23456789012

ZERO COMPUTE

ant waveform is visually very similar to the
real thing, and perhaps more importantly,
sounds indistinguishable.

However, the power of the CMI lies in its
ability not only to compute a complex
waveform from a set of Fourier com-
ponents so that it can be played on the
keyboard, but also to compute a different
waveform for each segment. Every seg-
mert has a unique Page 5 display, so
while a Mode 1 sound has 32 sets of
faders, a Mode 4 one will have 128! The
current segment number is indicated on
the display, and this allows a synthesised
sound to change drastically throughout

Figure 2.

7n, .711111111INI.SQUARE

123456 8 1111

ZERO COMPUTE

its duration, simply by the user filling each
segment with a different waveform calcu-
lated from its own Page 5 fader settings.

In fact, the technique of using different
waveform segments as the sound pro-
gresses is very much the domain of PPG
synthesis. Generally speaking, these pro-
gressions are known as wavetables,
and in the PPG, a sound consists of a set
of 64 waveforms that reside initially in
EPROM (they are transferred to RAM on
power -up) which are read out sequentially
when a key is pressed. The idea behind
this system was to circumvent the need
for filters by constructing wavetables that
held a set of representative waveforms
of, say, the classic filter sweep. Unfortu-
nately, this results in a very hard, metallic
sound, as the sound changes abruptly
from one waveform to another, slightly
different one. It's still a good sound, but in
the interests of flexibility, PPG have
chosen to incorporate the usual VCFs
and ADSRs as well as extensive wavetable
modulation.

The CMI is also capable of this form of
synthesis to a limited degree, using the
loop controls on Page 7. For example,
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suppose we had filled all 128 segments
with waveforms that change very slightly
as we progress through the waveform
(see Figure 3). Now, if the loop controls
were set up as shown in Figure 4 (this is a
Page 7 display), moving CNTRL1 on the
music keyboard would result in a different
timbre when the note was played. Using
this technique allows for some expressive
playing, since the principle is rather akin
to varying the filter frequency control on a
synthesiser, the only difference being
that the actual timbres can be radically
different from one segment to the next.

To increase the timbral movement
within a sound, CNTRL2 can be patched
to 'LOOP LENGTH' on Page 7, resulting
in sections of different waveforms being
read out repeatedly. Since the waveform
data is computed by the CMI, it's always
constructed so that the waveform fits
exactly into one segment, thereby over-
coming looping problems.

Fourier Series
Well, with all this talk of 'Fourier com-

ponents' and the like, some of you may
reasonably be thinking 'what's it got to do
with music?' The answer, of course, is
not much. Only scientists and engineers
delight in quantifying the world which our
senses seem to handle perfectly ade-
quately. However, in order to express
ourselves explicitly and unambiguously
about a wide variety of concepts (some of
which may be abstract) we need to use
the language of mathematics. Fourier
analysis and synthesis are mathematical
statements about something which is not
intuitively obvious: the fact that any truly
periodic waveform can be decomposed
into an infinite sum of sinewaves, usually
called harmonics. Similarly, any periodic
waveform can be constructed from the
sum of an infinite number of sinewaves.
The sinewaves have frequencies that are
related to the fundamental of the waveform
in such a way that the second harmonic
lies at twice the fundamental frequency,
the third harmonic lies at three times the
fundamental, and so on. The fundamental
itself is often referred to as the first
harmonic.

Of course, obtaining a reasonable rep-
resentation of a desired waveform does
not require an infinite number of sine -
waves: more than 16 is enough to give a
good approximation. The Fairlight uses a
maximum of 32 harmonics, which enables
most waveforms to be synthesised with a
fair degree of accuracy. Figures 5 to 8
show the development of a square wave
by successively adding further harmonics
and using Page 5 to compute the resultant
waveform. The square wave doesn't con-
tain any even harmonics (2, 4, 6 and so
on) and we can see that the lower
harmonic numbers set the basic square
shape while the higher ones fill in the
bumps and sharpen the edges. Even with
all the odd harmonics the Fairlight can
compute, the square wave is still not
visually perfect, but it sounds OK.

Figure a

INDEX I

COMMAND :I
PAGE D READY III

I

WAVEFORM DISPLAY

VOICE: I
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MODE 4
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Figure 4.
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Figure 7.
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Acorn Music 500
Synthesiser Hardware and Software

for the BBC Micro

An exclusive review of a new British -built computer music add-on that
incorporates a programming language designed specifically for musicians.

David Ellis

Ah well, Christmas is coming, the geese
are getting fat, and people are thinking
of pressies -a ripe time for the launch of

Acorn's latest box of merriment. But no, this
isn't the Model C BBC Micro, or indeed
anything to do with their growing interest in
business computing. Instead, in all but name,
the Music 500 is a second processor specifi-
cally designed for high quality sound synthesis,
but inclusive of some special software by the
name of 'AMPLE' (standing for Advanced
Music Programming LanguagE). And as I hope
this review will show, it is remarkably advanced,
knocking spots off all previous attempts at
giving musicians their own programming lan-
guage, and for an astonishing all-inclusive
price of £199.

Background
Well, there are two sides to the story - the

hardware and the software - and both start
with another Cambridge company by the
name of Hybrid Technology. We first reported
on their endeavours in Rumblings back in
E&MM October 83, when the story went
something like this:

'Well on the way are a couple of really
smooth British (about time too .. .) program-
mable digital sound generators for home
micros. Specs are elusive at present, but one
would appear to have 12 channels each with a
64kHz sampling rate and offering all sorts of
yummy modulation options, whilst the other

goes for more channels (32) with a lower
sampling rate of 32kHz. The former is expected
to appear initially for the BBC Micro, and not
surprisingly, Acorn are showing a lot of interest.
With expected price tags of under £200, these
look like just what the doctor ordered .. .

A year later, the pudding turns out to have
proved itself in no small way, though the
hardware almost undersells itself in its disk
drive -sized case (actually, it is a disk drive
case) that plugs into the BBC Micro's 1MHz
bus and produces a stereo output via a five -pin
DIN socket. The Music 500 synthesiser box
also includes its own power supply, so there's
no question of over -stretching the Beeb's
resources.

The design of the hardware mirrors the
'time-sharing' principle of both the alphaSyn-
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per -quarter -note drum machines, and c) the
language works on the principle of 'words' for
labelling music (`Gst0'), instruments (`HM's
tpt'), instructions, or whatever and wherever
your creative urge takes you. The reasoning
behind the use of combined -case notes goes
something as follows:
1 Music is essentially linear - it goes up and
down and moves to the right.
2 The printed score shows this by the direction
of lines joining groups of notes, but doesn't
make any visual distinction about octave
break-points, unlike MCLs running on systems
as diverse as the Fairlight and a Spectrum
MIDI sequencer.
3 When home computers were only capable

.of upper-case display, notes could only be
shown in upper case, yet the practice has
lingered until the present day.
4 AMPLE attempts to mimic this visual linearity
of music by using both upper and lower case
note words. At the same time, this reduces the
number of key entries required to enter such
tricky things (for MCLs) as trills (especially
between B and 0!), scales, and octave shifts.

But it's the 'word' side of AMPLE that's the
most important to take home from this review.
Like the languages FORTH and LOGO, with
which AMPLE has a lot in common, Hybrid's
brainchild works using a stack of words (50 in
all) that can be defined by the user for
whatever purpose he has in mind. Thus, in the
case of the Pachelbel example (Table 4), you'll
find a couple of words used to define the two
parts, a word for instructing the ARTS as to
how the piece is to be conducted (key signature,
tempo, and the number of beats in the bar), a
further word to get all the parts and instruments
orientated in time and space, and finally the
words used to define the actual instruments.
But you could just as well define a couple of
words to produce major and minor arpeggios,
a word to set a transposition action, and then a
further word to gel the whole lot together into a
playable entity, as in Table 5.

What all this tells us is that AMPLE is a Music
Composition Language - no, a Music Produc-
tion Language - that grows with you. If your
only interest is the straightforward rendition of
Bach with pseudo -authentic Baroque instru-
ments, then fine. That's easily accompli-
shed. And you've a choice of entering it using
either the text buffer to store lines of music, or
for more complex pieces, a word processor

like VIEW to assemble the text, which can then
be *EXECed into AMPLE. But AMPLE goes a
great deal further than the plain coding of
music and its synthesis. Because AMPLE is a
true programming language, with a host of
programming words for performing operations
on numbers and strings, control structures,
and iriput/output, it's ideal for extending the
user's horizons into the realms of algorithmic
and chance procedure composition. Take a
line like the one in Table 6, for instance.
Transpose it up and down a few octaves, do a
few permutations of the notes, assign it to a
number of contrasting percussive instruments,
add a high C eighth -note pulse, and you've got
a realisation of Terry Riley's 'In C' that will
never sound exactly the same, simply by virtue
of AMPLE's RAND word.

And that's just the tip of the iceberg.

Synthesis
AMPLE nominally configures the system's

16 output channels into eight pairs. However,
you're entirely free to reconfigure them, if
that's what you wish. But the real beauty of the
system lies in the way in which multiple -
waveform voices can be set up with all manner
of inversions, offsets, sync, timbral variations,
and stereo field spreads. in fact, once you've
experienced the mind-blowing chorusing, phas-
ing, and sync sweep that ensues, you realise
that the Music 500 is one system where asking
for separate output channels is somehow
missing the point . . .

When it comes to envelopes for pitch and
amplitude modulation, users have the option
of either using files of presets supplied with the
system or constructing their own. The latter
takes a good deal of effort, as shown by the
example in Table 7 for playing alternating
fifths with a slide in between.

Still, surely it's better to have that sort of
flexibility than not at all? And if you get stuck,
you can take heart in the fact that the excellent
manual and reference section provides plenty
of examples. Not surprisingly, the definition of
waveforms can be similarly complicated if you
choose to use all 16 of the permitted harmonics.
On the other hand, you can also elect to fill a
waveform simply by using that rather useful
RAND word (Table 8). And if you want authentic -
sounding percussion with built-in ambience,

Mus t %on.. AmPLE

prot:lramming
environment
for- notes and
instruments

BBC Mi cr(3
e.go valent: BASIC

Table 1.

ARTS Synth box

software extension
of synth far queuing
of events and dynamic
note control

pr oducti on of
sounds

;found chi p

CEDGAB
Cbag-fedc
cCcCcC
CCDbCD EEFedc DcbC

% rising scale
descending scale

% alternating octaves
% 'God save the Queen

Table 2.

Table 3.

"6st0" [ 0:48,CCD 24,b//C 48,D EEF 24,e//d 48,c Dcb C'I
"HM's tpt"E 1 VOICE 2 CHAN brass AENV 1 CHAN 2 WAVE 50 OFFSET

tauri's five -year -old synthesis hardware and
the Clef Products system featured until last
month in the E&MM Digital Music series, the
second system referred to in the above quote.
But Hybrid Technology's design goes much
further. Gone are the days of annoying aliasings
and restricted bandwidths, because with an
individual channel sampling rate of 46.875kHz
(a couple of kHz faster than the Compact Disc,
in fact), there's quite simply more harmonic
space to play around with. Add to that some
ingenious design concepts like 'oscillator index-
ing' at a rate of six every microsecond, which
permits all manner of powerful modulation
tricks like FM, ring modulation, pseudo -random
noise, and synchronisation, and you begin to
get a taste of the thought that has gone into the
hardware. Then, for the icing on the cake,
there's the logarithmic coding of wavetables,
which allows digital multiplication to be achieved
simply by adding logs together (remember
school days?), thereby getting around the
breakfast cereal crackles and pops present in
other systems. And with a complementary
multiplying DAC, this gives a dynamic range
typical of the best companded eight -bit sys-
tems.

AMPLE
Where Music 500 really stands or falls is by

the software that runs the synthesiser. The
basic aim behind this was to create a program-
ming environment that would grow from the
base up to result in a powerful, integrated
system. Indeed, the intention has now been
extended even further in the direction of a
standardised language for producing music
on different micros. Grand ideas, to be sure, so
AMPLE has got a lot to live up to.

But let's start by seeing where AMPLE and
the Music 500 synthesiser fit into the standard
BBC Micro picture (Table 1). In essence, the
Music 500 system works in a similar manner to
the BBC Micro, where running a program
directs the Operating System's queue control
to send bytes in an orderly manner to the
humble sound chip. But even given BBC
BASIC's callable PROCedures, and their strong
similarities to the organisation of musical
material, BASIC is a poor language for musical
activities. The point is that music is all about
simultaneous events rather than events carried
out in turn, which is where AMPLE really
comes into its own. Indeed, if there's one
principle that sums up AMPLE, it's 'concur-
rency' - meaning doing a number of things at
the same time - and you can bet your bottom
dollar that it'll be this that earns musical
computers their slice of the bread in years to
come.

One of the intriguing things about AMPLE is
that features that users can easily write for
themselves aren't provided as standard. In-
stead, the features that are already present are
there to allow you to build other features. If this
sounds like a tautological conundrum, take the
building industry as a comparison. Bricks,
mortar, wood, and cement are provided as
standard, but if you want to build a Taj Mahal in
your back garden, it's up to you to draw up the
plans and construct your own suburban folly.

Starting at the system's most basic level,
there are the note words illustrated in Table 2.
Then, applying some duration values to the
last-mentioned, and giving the whole thing a
name and an instrument to play it, we get the
contents of Table 3. At this juncture, we've
already experienced a number of important
things about AMPLE. Namely that a) notes are
specified in both cases - upper case to go up
and lower case to go down, b) note durations
are of values commonplace with 48 pulses-

-
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Table 4.

% excerpt from Pachelbel Canon...

"leadpart" C] "basspart" C] "conductor" C]
"play" C] "stringy" C] "cello" C]

"leadpart" C 48,Fedc I baBC I Dcba I gfee 124,dFAgfdFe I dbDAgBag
fdECDFAa NA-F(1D 12,0//c DcDdcAeFdDcbCFAB 1 gfeGfedcbagfeGfe
dEFGAeAgfBagAgfe l db8CDcbagfe8aBag 24,-FFei'd 4e,F f BaDC
24,Ddc/." 48," : ]

"basspart" L 48,-1: DaD+ I GdGA 17

"conductor" C SCORE K( +F +C )K 48 4 £* BAR 1: 3

"play" C 25000 TEMPO 4 PLAYERS
1 PLAY( stringy conductor 1923'. leadpart )PL.AY
2 PLAY( stringy conductor 192," " leadpart )PLAY
3 PLAY( stringy conductor 192," - " ' leadpart )PLAY
4 PLAY( cello conductor 10 FOR( basspart )FOR 43,DA"I )PLAY
GO

"vib" C 2 EMOD 10 2 CYCLE 1 EMOD 14 2 CYCLE 3
"stringy" 1 VOICE 4 CHANS SOUND ALL CHAN 128 AMP
1 WAVE ODD CHAN vib 1 PENV EVEN CHAN vib 2 PENV 1 ODD CHAN -3 POS
EVEN CHAN +3 POS 4 FOR( INDEX CHAN INDEX 1 f- 20 £* OFFSET )FOR
"cello" C 1 VOICE 2 CHANS SOUND ALL. CHAN 128 AMP 1 CHAN 7 WAVE
2 CHAN 4 WAVE 1 CHAN -2 POS 2 CHAN +2 POS I

"majarp" C 6,0:cEGeGCgCEcEGeGCgCEcEGeGC 1 ]

Table 5.

"minarp" C 6,0:c-EG-eGCgC-Ec-EG-eGCgC-Ec-EG-eGC 1 ]

"!" C transp E! 7 % sets transposition by n! semitones

"lead2" C 0! majarp 9! minarp 5! majarp 0! majarp
0! majarp 4! minarp 9! majarp 7: majarp 5! majarp ]

Table 6.

"inC" C RAND? 100 AND 25£4- FOR( 48,CDE 12,G 36,F 1 )FOR 3

2 EMOD
1 4 0

127 1 1

1 100 2
112 50 3

1 100 4
-112 50 5

ESECT
ESEG
EGRAD
EGRAD
EGRAD
EGRAD

Table 7.

% select envelope 1 for mod
% use four segments for effect

0 1 ELEV % jump to normal pitch at start
12 2 ELEV % wait for is at lower pitch
112 3 EGRAD % slide, up over 0.5s
113 4 ELEV % wait for l's at higher pitch
0 5 ELEV % slide down over 0.5s

Table 8.

"randwave" I 128 FOR( RAND? INDEX WG ) FOR WGEND

Table 9.

"cymins" I 1 VOICE 4 CHANS SOUND 1 CHAN perc AENV
6 WAVE 0 OFFSET YES RM 2 CHAN 6 WAVE 3000 OFFSET
3 CHAN perc AENV drop PENV 128 AMP 4 CHAN perc AENV
drop PENV 128 AMP 30 SHIFT ]

Music 500 Synthesiser specifications:

CHANNELS: 16
SAMPLING RATE: 46.875 kHz per channel (750 kHz overall)
DYNAMIC RANGE: 72 dB
S/N RATIO (to thermal noise): 70 dB
OUTPUT FILTERS: 3 -stage, -50 dB roll -off at 23 khz
STEREO: 7 software -definable positions, left to right
PROGRAMMABLE WAVEFORMS: fourteen 128 byte x 8 bit

on -board tables
FREQUENCY CONTROL: 23 -bit, 0.0 - 23,437 Hz,

with 0.0052 Hz resolution
MODULATION: FM, ring modulation, syncronisation,

and pseudo -random noise
AMPLITUDE CONTROL: logarithmic, 10ms time resolution
ENVELOPE TIMES: 0 - 320 seconds for each segment
TIME -BASE RANGE: 2.55 - 655 ms, with resolution of

10 us within that range

11'11111,1'ifil

> try this Simmons lookalike sound (Table 9) that
makes excellent use of ring modulation.

The Future
Hybrid Technology are currently working on

a four -octave keyboard that has its own
processor and will plug into the BBC Micro's
1MHz bus. AMPLE will then support the use of
the keyboard both as a conventional real-time
input device and as a scoring device for
creating musical 'words'. On top of that, you'll
also be able to define your own highly -
specialised keyboard instruments that will
insert into the data stream from keyboard to
synthesiser box.

Of particular importance when it comes to
the acceptance of Music 500 by more studio -
minded musicians is the news that Hybrid are
working on a simple time -code system that'll
enable the BBC Micro to send and receive
sync data when connected up to a multitrack.
There are various technical problems to be
sorted out first, but the system has a head -
start in using a time -base that's identical to
that of the LinnDrum et al (48 pulses -per -
quarter -note) and is therefore an ideal sync
source.

MIDI has also entered into Hybrid Techno-
logy's thought stream, but they're reluctant to
make any positive moves in its direction until
'MIDI comes of age', as they put it. However,
the point about the system's modular design is
that adding on MIDI is actually very straight-
forward (it's really just a question of replacing
ARTS - the software extension of the synthe-
siser - with whatever's needed for interfacing
Music 500 with the MIDI).

One of the other intriguing developments
Hybrid have come up with for their own
internal use is a pitch input box that allows the
Music 500 system to be controlled from any
pitch source - keyboard, voice, or otherwise -
by the simple expedient of plugging in a
microphone. Initial teething troubles with har-
monically complex sources (my voice, for
instance!) seem to have all but vanished, and
although Hybrid have no immediate plans to
market the thing, there's no doubt that a
similar facility will be figuring in their future
plans.

Conclusions
Acorn must have a winner here. The price is

right, the quality of sound is simply superb,
and AMPLE is the bee's knees.

If there's any criticism to be made, it's that
getting the best out of the system takes time,
and that's especially true when it comes to
constructing genuinely new and interesting
instruments using the various modulation and
envelope options. But like buildings, complex
sonic edifices aren't manufactured overnight,
so a measure of exploration and experimenta-
tion is inevitable. Anyhow, any problems in that
direction are overshadowed by the fact that
AMPLE offers musicians (at long last) the
opportunity to program in a language that's
designed for them rather than head -bangers,
hackers, and the like. And the fact that a music
keyboard isn't involved at present may in fact
be a blessing in disguise, in that it should
encourage users to get the most out of a
system that makes a virtue out of positively
encouraging continually changing creative
directions.

In short, I'm hooked by it.

Further information: Hybrid Technology, Unit
3, Robert Davies Court, Nuffield Road, Cam-
bridge, CB4 1TP. (0223) 316910.

,
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The Acorn music synthesiser
will blow your mind,

(But at 099,not your savings)

The new Acorn Music 500 synthesiser will
transform your BBC Micro into a mind-blowing
music making machine for just 199 notes.

All you need to start making beautiful
music in superb stereo is a hi-fi amplifier and
a little imagination.

With its 16 sounds and a whole battery of
sound -making techniques (for the technically
minded they include wave forms, pitch and
volume envelopes and advanced cross modu-
lations) the range of sound possible is as
mind -boggling as the technical specification.

To help you harness this incredible power
the synthesiser is controlled from a new
language, created specially for music and
sound. Called AMPLE° it is very easy to use
and will have you making tunes in minutes,
even if you don't know a note from a stave.

Also included is a carefully prepared
manual explaining all you need to know about
the 500 and its workings.

Together with a selection of example pro-
grams, the system makes up everything you
need to create music that spans the likes of
Bach to Bowie.

To order your Music 500 synthesiser, fill
in the coupon below and send it to Vector
Marketing, London Road, Wellingborough,
Northants NN8 2RL.

Credit card holders can order by'phoning
0933 79300.

Please allow 14 days for delivery.

To: Acorn, do Vector Marketing, London Rd., Wellingborough,
Northants NN8 2RL.
Please send me Music 500 Synthesiser(s) at £199 each.
I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acorn. Or charge my credit card.

Card Number
rnexii)iners/Visa/Access (delete)

Name

Address

CACORN

Postcode

MPUTER Signature
ONO

©AMPLE is a trademark of Hybrid Technology Ltd.
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Be eBMIDI
The second of two articles in which we look in detail at how to receive
data from MIDI In. Last month was the theory half - this month is the

Last month I discussed in detail the
sort of problems that can arise if
data is lost during real-time input

from MIDI In. The obvious solution to the
problem would seem to be the use of
interrupts, but as that first article ex-
plained, if interrupts are masked out for
too long, our own interrupt may be
ignored for such a length of time that data
is still lost. So, how can we use interrupts
and ensure that all the data arrives and is
safely stored?

Perhaps the most obvious solution,
and certainly the simplest, is to avoid the
interrupt masking problem and the use of
interrupts altogether. The reason we con-
sidered interrupts at all was that testing
the ACIA status register from our MIDI
program can be interrupted by all the
background processing that the BBC
Micro is doing on our behalf (eg. incre-
menting the TIME pseudo -function value).
If you don't mind this processing not
being done, you can stop it-and thereby
ensure that your MIDI program has the

practical. Jay Chapman
assemble the two routines into a suitable
area of memory (the user character buffer
&COO is assumed in the Table - if this is
already in use you could always reserve
space with a DIM statement) using the
BBC's built-in assembler. If the routines
are stored at location &COO, then CALL
&C00 will 'mask out' IRQs and CALL
&CO2 will re -enable them. If you 'bracket'
your real-time input code with a disable
CALL at its start and an enable CALL at its
end, your response problems will be
dealt with at a stroke.

Overview
The use of interrupts may well be the

most complex thing you've yet attempted
on your BBC micro. In just a few pages, I
can't possibly teach you all you need to
know on this subject and seriously recom-
mend that you beg, borrow or buy a copy
of the Advanced User Guide, which will
broaden your horizons considerably!

Anyway, what do we have to do to use

somewhere safe so that the real-time
input routine can pick it up at a convenient
moment. The interrupt that spurred the
routine into action must be turned off so
that we don't attempt to deal with it twice,
and the interrupt handler must then exit
gracefully so that the code it interrupted
is not disrupted in any way.

Second, we need somehow to con-
nect the interrupt handler to the hardware
interrupt mechanism so that the code will
be invoked when the interrupt occurs.
Since it's likely that other interrupt handlers
are already connected, we've got to
ensure we don't disconnect them when
we connect our routine. Even worse,
there's also a risk of our leaving nothing
connected at all! Since the disk and
econet systems both use NMI, we could
end up with quite a mess if we're not
careful.

Third, we need to arrange some fool-
proof means of communication between
the interrupt handler and the main pro -

.disable

.enable

sei

rts

c 1 i

r t s

Table 1.

\ disable IRO's (&COO)

\ return from CALL (&C01)

\ enable IRO's (&CO2)

\ return from CALL (&CO3

micro's full attention - by 'masking out',
or disabling, the interrupts that are res-
ponsible.

The author's own MIDI software makes
use of interrupt facilities for several MIDI -
related background functions. For ex-
ample, a VIA timer is used to count
through the MIDI clock time interval and
then interrupt to say that another 'tick'
has occurred. For this and other reasons,
the normal interrupts should not be semi -
permanently masked out, so NMI inter-
rupts are employed instead to guarantee
response.

If you want to take the easy way out -
and it does let you get away with writing
very little assembly code - then you
should disable interrupts (meaning IRQs,
but not NMIs) at the start of your real-time
input routine and enable them again at its
end. You can do this with two routines
that are CALL -able from BASIC, and
these are shown in Table 1. You can

interrupts to deal with MIDI In?
Well, first we have to write a routine

that will be invoked when the relevant
interrupt occurs: this is our 'interrupt
handler'. This routine must check that the
interrupt has been caused due to a byte
arriving via MIDI In and put the byte

(4 pan

USED
COUNT

6

4-OUT

®FULL

EMPTY

figure 1 - theoretical ring buffer

gram. Without interrupts, all the program-
ming we've done so far has been serial.
Do this, then this and then that, in other
words. With interrupts, we're dealing with
(apparently) concurrent, asynchronous
activities - which means that, in general,
we have to be very careful where two

B
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IH 182

183

184

185

OUT 1106

187

188
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111
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COURT

6

FULL

EMPTY

EIHOT buffer
memory

figure 2 - ring buffer implementation
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pieces of code might be changing the
same memory location 'at the same
time'. This problem is unfortunately too
complex for me to discuss in detail here,
and in fact the nature of our specific
problem deals with it quite naturally
anyway.

Buffer in Theory
Whether you use IRQ or NMI interrupts,

you need to arrange for each incoming
byte to be kept safe until your main
program can pick it up. Now, it may well
be that more than one byte arrives - and
is safely gathered in by the interrupt
handler before your main program can
turn its attention to incoming bytes. It is
not sufficient, therefore, to have one
'safe' location in which to leave an in-
coming byte: you may need to deal with a
second byte, and perhaps a third, or even
a fourth . . .

To deal with this problem we use a
circular or ring buffer. Figure 1 shows
what such a buffer looks like in theory,
while Figure 2 shows how it's actually
implemented in practice. There are two
pointers associated with the buffer. The
input pointer (In) points to the first empty
location: this is where the next byte
received will be put. The output pointer
(Out) points to the buffer location contain-
ing the oldest buffered byte, ie. the byte
that arrived first out of those currently
buffered. We also keep track of how
many bytes are currently stored in the
butter in the 'used count' location.

Every time there is a Receive Register
Full interrupt from the 6850, we pick up
the byte received, store it where directed
by In, and move In on to point at the
next free location: we must also increment
the count, of course. Whenever our real-
time input routine is ready to deal with a
new byte, we check that the count is
greater than zero to make sure that at
least one byte has been received. If one
has been received, we pick up the byte
pointed to by Out, move Out on to point
at the next used location, and decre-
ment the used count.

If the used count is zero, In and Out will
actually point at the same ring buffer
location, but that in itself causes no
problems since we will not try to pick up
an Out byte after checking the count. If
too many bytes come in too quickly, we
may lose bytes because the buffer 'over-
flows' - you try storing 11 bytes!

The solution to this problem is to make
the buffer so large That the real-time input
routine always has time to catch up. I

make mine 256 bytes long, but if your
MIDI input routine gets that far behind,
you've probably switched the computer
off anyway!

Buffer in Practice
Seeing as we haven't got any suitably

circular memory chips readily to hand,
we've got to make do with ordinary RAM

/COMPUTER MUSICIAN/
to make our ring buffer. Figure 2 shows
that we simply take a section of RAM
(locations 100 to 109 in the diagram) and
create the circularity we require by mani-
pulation of the buffer In and Out pointers.
When we increment a pointer, we check
whether it has gone off the end of the
buffer, and if it has, reset it to the start.

My own software uses the 256 -byte
block of memory from &C00 to &CFF as
the ring buffer. Using 256 bytes has the
advantage that when I increment the
counter location, which is one byte in
memory, it automatically 'wraps round'
from 255 (&FF) to 0 (&00), which gives the
necessary circularity without any further
effort on my part. If you use a different -
sized buffer, you'll have to do a little more
work.

It's worth mentioning that if you intend
writing a lot of assembler code, the
BBC's own assembler can become a
limiting factor in that both the source and
the assembled code need to fit into
memory at the same time. If you use a full
80 -column line in order to give each
assembler instruction a descriptive com-
ment, you can run out of memory all too
quickly. You're stuck with the BASIC
editor rather than a word processor,
though in fairness there are ways around
this.

Now, the VASM disk -to -disk assembler
allows you to prepare source files (with
View in my own case: Wordwise and
other editors would also work), and there
are other facilities which could also prove
very useful. If you can't afford the Acorn
Assembler Development System (which

is another solution to the same problem
but needs a 6502 2nd processor) then
VASM might not be a bad idea. For more
details on the system, contact VIDA
REBUS, PO Box 256, Watford WD1 8HY.

Interrupt Handler
Figure 3 shows the interrupt -handling

routine. Ignore the first three instructions
for the moment - we'll come back to
them when we consider how to connect
the routine to the hardware interrupt
mechanism.

Before we do anything, we must be
sure that the interrupt that invoked this
piece of code is actually the one we're
interested in! To do this we get and then
check the contents of the 6850's status
register. If bit 7, the IRQ bit, is set (ie. is 1)
to say that the 6850 is interrupting, then
the bmi (branch on minus) instruction's
condition is true. This is so because the
status register with bit 7 on is negative
when considered as a 2's compliment
binary number. The bmi therefore causes
execution to continue at the label 1 %' if
the 6850 interrupted, and to exit via the
jump &D03 otherwise (this will be ex-
plained later). '1%' is a VASM local label -
if you're using the BBC's assembler,
substitute an ordinary one.

If we arrive at the label 1% we know
that the interrupt was for us, so we pick
up the byte in the receive register (1 da
Rxreg) and store it in the first free location
in the ring buffer pointed to by rxbuflN
(Idy rxbuflN; sta rxbuf,y). We then incre-

RXINT MIDI IN (6850) NMI Interrupt Routine.

Description RXINT receives and buffers. a MIDI IN byte and correctly \
maintains the ring buffer input pointer and counter.

Note: RXINT is connected into the NMI service routine at &DOO \
by the main program initialisation code.

Registers IN None.
OUT None.
DESTROYS None.

\ Global rxbuf, rxbufin, rxbufcnt.

.rxint

al I

for the

pha
tya

pha

ida statreg
bird 1%
jmp &DO3

checks (e.g. space
sake of simplicity

Ida
Idy
sta
inc
inc
pla
I:: ay

pia

Rxreg
rxbufTN
rxbu-F,y
rxbufIN
rxbu+CNT

\ do register' store that was at &DOO
\ these 3 bytes were over -written by our

\ inserted instruction 'jmp rxint'

\ have we had a MIDI IN interrupt
\ yes - deal with it
no - goto untouched part of NMI routine

left, overrun error) have been removed

\ get the MIDI IN byte (clears interrupt)
\ point. to next free buffer location
\ and put it into the buffer
\ advance the IN pointer'
\ count nine more byte in
\ restorethe registers we saved in reverse
\ order because they were stacked

rAi not:. its (this was an interrupt)

- Interrupt. Handler code.
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ment rxbuflN to point to the new 'first
free' location (inc rxbuflN) and increment
the count (inc rxbufCNT). Note that this is
done last so that at no time does the
count say there are more bytes in the
buffer than we've actually stored.

Main Program
Having got the bytes coming into the

buffer, it's not difficult to see how the
main program (in my case the real-time
input routine) picks these bytes up. Figure
4 shows typical code to do the job.

We check the buffer count and branch
to the pick up code if it is not zero (1 da
rxbufCNT; bne 1%). If it is zero, we
continue with the various 'housekeeping'

chores (imp loop). We point to and then
pick up the first of the buffered bytes (1dx
rxbufOUT; 1 da rxbuf,x) and then move
the Out pointer on (inc rxbufOUT) and
decrement the used count (dec rxbufCNT).
We now have the received byte in the
accumulator and can deal with it at our
leisure, happy in the knowledge that the
interrupt routine will safely gather in any
byte that might arrive at some incon-
venient moment. Provided we don't take
so long that the buffer overflows, that is.

How do we connect the interrupt hand-
ler routine to the hardware interrupt mech-
anism and BeeBMIDI? Well, whatever
you do, don't forget to connect the NNM I
link (x -z) on the BeeBMIDI board as
shown last month.

When an interrupt occurs, the BBC

\ Check if any bytes have ar

ida rxbufCNT

el

\

r MIDI in.

see if counter- > 0
bne 1% \ yep - at least one byte HAS arrived
jmp loop \ byte NOT arrived - go round again

\ MIDI IN byte HAS

idx
Ida
inc
dec

arrived.

rxbufOUT.
rxbuf,x
rxbufOUT
rxbufCNT

\

\

\

\

point to next. received byte
get the MIDI IN byte
move buffer- out pointer on
since we've just used one

figure 4 - main program buffer communication cede

INITIALISATION \

 Connect the BeeSMIDI 6850 ACIA Rx

- allsation and finalisa on code

Ida #&.4C
ste &DOO

Interrupt Routine into NMI code. \

\ 8,4C is the opcode for JMP
\ overwrite first 3 bytes of NMI code
\ with 'jmp rxint'

Ida #rxint and 8,FF\ low byte of address first
sta &DO1

ida #rxint shr 8\ then high byte of address
sta &D02 \ (shr = shift right)

 Configure ACIA (to include interrupt on Receive Register Full

Ida #8,03
sta ctrlreg

ida #&95
ste ctrlreg

 FINALISATION \

\ Reset the 6850 by writing a 3 into
\ its control register

\ Configure the ACIA to include
interrupts on Receive Register Full

 Tidy up - set the NMI code back to what it was originally.

ida #3,48
sta &DOO

ida #&98
sta &DO1

ida #&48
sta M.)02

\ restore original NMI contents - pha
\ ('peeked' before writing code!)

\ tya

\ pha

Reset. ACIA to avoid a permanent NMI ...

ida #&03.
eta ctrireg

micro automatically starts executing code
held at a particular place in memory. To
cut a long story very short, the address
that execution starts at for the NMI
interrupt is &D00. What we want to do is
somehow insert a 'hook' into this code so
that our NMI interrupt is also dealt with.
There are official ways to claim the NMI
interrupt facility, but these are only avail-
able from ROM -based software, so we
have to improvise!

Figure 5 shows the code that needs to
be run to insert our 'hook'. Before writing
this code, I disassembled the first few
bytes held from &D00 onwards. The job in
hand was to insert the code for Imp rxint'
at &D00 so that whenever an NMI occur-
red, the interrupt handler will be executed.
Since Imp rxint' takes up 3 bytes, the first
three bytes of the existing &D00 routine
had to be replaced. And as the first three
bytes (pha;tya;pha on my Watford DFS
disk -based system) are all single -byte
instructions, they could be moved without
difficulty. If any multi -byte instructions
had been involved, I would have had to
be careful always to move complete
instructions.

Looking back at Figure 3, you can now
see the reason for the first three instruc-
tions which we ignored earlier. They are
the ones we've replaced by Imp rxint'.
The pha;tya;pha sequence saves the
accumulator, while Y registers on the
stack so that the NMI routine can use
these registers for its own purposes
without overwriting, and thereby losing,
the values the interrupted program had in
them.

When we exit from our part of the NMI
routine we must, of course, restore these
saved register values. This is the purpose
of the pla;tay;pla sequence of instructions
just before the rti instruction that causes
the interrupted code to be executed
again from where it was stopped.

If the NMI interrupt turns out not to be
for us, we do a 'jmp &D03' which runs the
original NMI code to deal with the disk or
econet. You should remove the hook
from the NMI code when you're not using
a BeeBMIDI board, as well as resetting
the 6850 by writing a 3 into the control
register (or simply turning its power off). If
you don't - and if the 6850 is left with an
interrupt pending (because your MIDI
software crashes, for example) - you'll
find your disks won't work properly.

6850 Interrupts
Having made the hardware/software

connection, we must finally configure the
6850 ACIA on the BeeBMIDI board so
that it uses interrupts. In the past, we've
used the 'Receive Register Full' bit in the
status register to check if a byte has
arrived. We still use it (as a confirmation
that we know what's going on - we still
need to check the status register for
errors anyway), but we also ask the 6850
to interrupt whenever the Receive Regis-
ter Full event occurs. The configuration is
accomplished by the (1 da #&95; sta
ctrlreg) code shown in Figure 5.
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Subscribe
Now!

autt.v.
;UBSCRIBE NOW to the biggest selling UK music monthly with a world wide readership from Cambridge to Cape Town! With
coverage of all the latest in instruments, amplification and accessories, plus interviews with the leading artists and performers of the
day - can you afford to do without it?
For 12 issues:
UK & Eire £15.50
Europe & Overseas(surface) £16.20
Airmail (Europe) £23.50
Airmail (outside Europe) £37.50
(Would overseas subscribers including Eire please note that payment should be covered by bankers draft in pounds sterling.)
Subscriptions normally start with the current issue of E&MM.
Please fill in the coupon below, and enclose it with your cheque (or bankers draft) to: Mail Order Dept, ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY.
Please send me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker, I enclose a cheque/postal order for £15.50/£16.20/£23.50/£37.50,
made payable to Electronics & Music Maker.
Please print or type carefully:
Name
Address

P.E. ECHO-REVERB,

P.E. PHASER AND OTHER

SUPERKITS FOR BETTER

MUSIC AND EFFECTS

P.E. MONO -STEREO ECHO REVERB (SEP84) 200ms echo, lengthy
reverb, multi -tracking kit as published - BLK box: SET 218 £5566
PANEL CONTROLLED SUPERKITS CODE STD BOX BLK BOX
BASS BOOST: Increases volume of lower octaves SET 138B £8.46 £11.46
BLOW BOX: Voice operated VCF & VCA for fascinating effects SET 214 C24.33 £28.33
CHORUS UNIT: A solo voice or instrument sounds like more! SET 162 £31.40 £34.90
COMPRESSOR: Limits & levels maximum signal strength SET 133 £10.86 £13.86
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE: 8 -bit binary to Lin & Log voltage SET 176 023.96 £26.96
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR unit with VCA SET 174 £17.15 £20.65
EQUALISER: Variable combinations of Low, Mid, Top & Notch SET 217 £22.33 £25.83
EQUALISER: 10 Channels fully variable SET 134 £37.83 £41.83
FADER: Voice operated with 5 response controls SET 167 £14.21 07.21
FILTER: For voice bandwidth enhancement over background SET 142 £9.23 C12.23
FLANGER: Fascinating music effects, plus phasing SET 153 C22.74 £26.24
FREQUENCY CHANGER: Tunable note & waveform modifier SET 172 £34.48 £37.98
FREQUENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer SET 98 £ 9.80 £12.80
FREQUENCY GENERATOR: Multiwaveform, 0.4Hz-470KHz SET 128 £19.04 £22.54
FUNKY WOBULO: Modulates a singing voice SET 149 £12.40 £15.40
FUZZ: Smooth distortion, retains attack & decay SET 91 £10.57 £13.57
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Heavy fuzz with selectable qualities SET 56 £19.73 £23.23
GUITAR SUSTAIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate SET 222 =81 £25.31
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trig outputs SET 173 £32.87 £36.37
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual variable clap effects SET 197 £22.69 C25.69
HEADPHONE AMP: 2 watts into phones or speaker, variable SET 156M £12.03 £15.53
HUM CUT: Tunable mains hum cut filter SET 141 C11.26 £14.26
JABBERVOX: Voice disguiser with reverb & tremolo SET 150 £23.84 £27.34
METRONOME: With audio output & visual beat & downbeat SET 143 £13.81 £16.81
MIC PRE AMP: Variable again & switched tone response SET 147 £7.13 £10.13
MIXERS: Several in catalogue
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation SET 213 £19.87 £23.37
MULTIPROCESSOR: FIng, Rvb, Faze, Fuzz, Wah, Trem, Vib SET 189 £57.14 £61.14
MULTIWAVEFORM VCO: Log voltage to frequency, switchable SET 177 £16.98 020.48
MUSIC MODULO: 8 variable tremolo & wah guitar effects SET 196 £18.79 £21.79
MUSICAL CALL SIGN: Programmed call sign generator SET 121 £12.91 C16.41
NOISE GATE: Reduces tape & system noise SET 145 £9.97 £12.97
PHASER (SIMPLE): Auto & manual rate & depth controls SET 164 £18.40 £21.90
POLYPROCESSOR: Tremolo, Fuzz, 3 Wah modes SET 188 £35.40 £38.90
POLYWAH: Note triggered 3 filter wah-wah SET 171 £14.33 £17.83
REVERB (SIMPLE) Mono/stereo, variable depth & delay SET 203 £25.54 C29.54
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, 9 drum effects SET 185 £30.64 £34.64
RHYTHM GENERATOR: 15 pm -programmed rhythms, 9 effects SET 170 £35.64 £39.14
RING MODULATOR: Enhances music harmonic modulation SET 179 £15.76 C19.26
ROBOVOX: Versatile robot type voice modifier SET 165 £21.03 £24.53

BLK BOX - steel & ali, black plastic finish. STD BOX -plain aluminium, lipped lid.
DC BOX -robust diecast. SET codes include PCBs, parts, instructions, boxes, wire, solder.
More details & kits in catalogue - send S.A.E. (Overseas £1 or 5 IRC's)

P.E. RING MODULATOR (NOV84). With multi -waveform VCO, Noise
Gate & Auto -level, Kit as pub. - BLK box: SET 231, £39.99

ROGER CALL SIGN: Twin gongs, auto triggered SET 126 £11.38 £14.38
ROGER CALL SIGN: Single tone auto triggered SET 127 £9.04 £12.04
SIRENS: Auto triggered by sound or pulse SET 199 £19.93 £23.43
SIRENS: Manually controlled, constantly varying SET 151 £13.19 £18.69
SIRENS: Manually variable, incl gun & space type SET 146 £9.96 £12.913
SPEECH PROCESSOR: Clearer scaech and level control SET 110 £9.68 £12.513
STORMS EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects SET 154 £15.86 £19.36
SWEEP GENERATOR: Auto sine wave 20Hz-15KHz, variable SET 169 £16.41 £19.91
SYNTHESISER: 2-oct push sw, variable ES, Freq, Shape, Span SET 182 £39.76
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivariable SET 190 £15.05 £18.05
TONE CONTROL: Bass, mid, treble, gain & cut SET 139 £13.17 £16.67
TREBLE BOOST: Increases volume of upper octaves SET 138T C8.13 £11.13
TREMOLO: Panned twin output level modulation SET 102 622.16 £25.16
TREMOLO: Mono variable rate & depth modulation SET t36 £9.71 £12.71
TUNING FORK: 96 note audio/visual tuning aid SET 46L C29.38 £32.98
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED FILTER: 12dB, variable modes SET 178 £17.02 £20.52
VIBRATO: Variable rate & depth of freq. shift SET 137 023.94 £27.41
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 chans, extendable SET 152 £84.31 £68.31
VODALEK: Robot type voice modulator SET 155 £12.44 £15.44
VOICE OP SWITCH: Vanable sensitivity & delay SET 123L £13.41 £16.41
WAH-WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered SET 140 £17.28 020.76
WIND & RAIN: Manually variable effects SET 28 £ 9.03 C12.03
WOBBLE-WAH: Oscillator controlled wah-wah, variable SET 161 £12.60 £15.60

P.E. FILTER -SHIFT PHASER (OCT 84). Enhanced Phasing with
modulated filter shifting. Kit as published - BLK box: SET 226 £39.13

Add 15% VAT & £1 P&P to all orders (overseas details in cat).
Payment CWO, CHQ, PO, ACCESS, VISA, or pre -arranged collection.
Details correct at press E&OE. Despatch usually 10-14 days.

PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM4D, 8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED
Tel: Orpington 37821 (STD 0689, London 66), Mon -Fri 10-7.
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EMMSOFT
The latest from EmmSoft, the hardware/software marketing division of
Electronics & Music Maker.

mmSoft has taken under its wing
both past micro -based projects and
will include future E&MM software

developments. The following guide sum-
marises the EmmSoft projects for which
printed circuit boards and software pack-
ages are available, and this will be updated
every other month. All prices quoted are
inclusive of VAT and postage and packing
- please allow 28 days for delivery. Send
your order, with payment in sterling
cheque, postal order or bankers' 'draft
payable to Music Maker Publications, to
EmmSoft, E&MM, Alexander House, 1
Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY.

MicroMIDI May.83
A single -board serial interface that will

link any MIDI synth to the Sinclair Spectrum
microcomputer. Features include three
parallel I/O ports, crystal -controlled data
transfer, and opto-coupled output.

The PCB is available from EmmSoft
at £4.25.

MicroMIDI II July 84
A revised, simpler version of MicroMIDI

was published subsequently which incor-
porated the same facilities with the ex-
ception of the three parallel I/O ports.

The PCB is available from EmmSoft at
£4.25.

As part of the 'Spectrum MIDI' article in
E&MM July 84, two software programs
were published -a SixTrak Patch Dump
and DX7 MIDI Dump - both of which will
run on either version of MicroMIDI.

A cassette containing an expanded
version of Steve Parr's DX7 MIDI Dump
program (including a short sequencing
routine) can be obtained from SDS, 18
Cambalt Road, London, SW15 6EW, for
£5.95 including postage and VAT.

OMDAC June 83
The OMDAC, when used in conjunction

with a Z80 -based microprocessor, will
provide eight sets of gate, trigger and
control voltages compatible with most
one -volt -per -octave synthesisers.

A `Patch Change' program for the
Spectrum was published in E&MM Sep-
tember 84, while the second OMDAC
Update (E&MM October 84) enables the
hardware to be modified to run on the
BBC microcomputer. Further OMDAC
software is in the pipeline (see also 'Drum
Sequencer', E&MM November 84).

BeeBMIDI
June &July 84

A MIDI interface for the BBC Model B
microcomputer, Part 1 of BeeBMIDI con-
tained the technological and construc-
tional details, while Part 2 continued with
a full parts list and some MIDI software
routines. The PCB is available from Emm-
Soft at £4.95.

BeeBMIDI Software
August 84

A full listing of a comprehensive dump
program written in BBC BASIC and 6502
Assembler for the Yamaha DX7, with the

software also available on cassette (for
the sore -fingered) from EmmSoft, price
£7.95.

Further software for BeeBMIDI is cur-
rently under development. This will include
voice dump and MIDI polyphonic se-
quencing programs.

Drum Sequencer
November 84

Some new software for the BBC Micro
that allows E&MM's electronic percussion
modules to be sequenced using either
the OMDAC or the user port of the BBC B.

Available on 40- or 80 -track disk
(please state preference) from EmmSoft
at £8.95.

Professional Quality Kits
For Stage and Studio

A new series of easy to assemble standard
19" rack mounting projects

STUDIO PATCHBAY
A 32 way patchbay using standard
1/4" jacks with rear panel phono
connectors or hardwired. The circuit
can be linked to operate in a
normalised or non -normalised
mode. If you can solder a jack plug
you can build this.

£35 + VAT

HEADPHONE
AMPLIFIER
Six channels of powerful stereo or
mono headphone monitoring. A
single input feeds six individual
headphone outputs or alternatively
two inputs can feed two separate
groups of three headphones. Ideal
for studio foldback systems and
Audio -Visual applications.

£89 + VAT

SYNTH MIX
A six channel stereo keyboard mixer
with wide range EQ, 3 auxiliary
sends with stereo returns and a
powerful headphone output. When
combined with a suitable power
amplifier the SM6 forms the basis of
a comprehensive sound system.
Will also accept guitar, drum
machine and high impedance
microphone inputs.

£169 + VAT

Write or phone now to place an order.
VISA

POWERTRAN cybernetics lid
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP1 0 3NN
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Yamaha 27

MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER
FOR A 48K

ZX SPECTRUM
Features include:

 STEP SEQUENCER
with 24000 events

Music Score
Full Edit Facilities
Input from Synth

 REAL TIME SEQUENCER
with Correct

10 Sequences
Patch Dump
Recording with Metronome
External Drum Machine

 SYNC
from MIDI

Sync 24
or Internal Micon Clock
 PRICE - Interface and Software - cheques and
P0's payable to XRI Systems
 TRADE - enquiries welcome El 08
 ADDRESS - 10 Sunnybank Road,

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Tel. (021) 382 6048 Evenings, 'phone:

(021) 477 4590

eh.

To fit
ypocour

ket...
RICOI
ELECTRONICS

Sampling Unit
for Sinclair Spectrum

External keyboard
interface and software

suitable for any
1v/Octave keyboard

now available.
Comprehensive range of
software available being

continually updated.

atched for versatility
and ease of use at a price

everyone .meveryone
Ricol EtCtronics.

48 Southport Road, Ormskirk, Lancs. L39 1QR.
Tel: (0695) 79101/2,
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FOR SALE CLASSIFIED
CORDLESS TELEPHONES. A NEW FREEDOM! Local or
worldwide p,ess-button cordless calling from absolutely any-
where within 700" of house, garden, workshop, farmyard,
bathroom, actory, shop-floor, office, neighbour's even the
local pub! Send £89 (inc. P&P) today or phone 0274 871090.
Or send stamp for literature Access/Amex Credit Cards
phone anytime. Churchill Cavendish, Blenheim Ridings,
Timothy Lane, Upper Batley, W. Yorks.
KEYBOARDS two octave C -C metal frame £3.00 WEM. 01-
735 6568.
CARLSBRO KEYBOARD 90 combo, ungigged, £200. MXR
graphic pedal £20. 0920 69007 evenings.

KEYBOARDS two octave c -c metal frame £3 WEM. 01-735
6568
CLEF 6 octave domestic piano, built by Clef. Perfect con-
dition, £450 ovno. Tel. 01-561 1719.
ROLAND TR808 £375. ROLAND SH2 £175. CASIO CT202
£125. All home use. Michael, Cwmbran 2267.
ROLAND TR808 Classic programmable rhythm composer.
Excellent condition. As heard on thousands of hit records.
Must sell, hence £295. Call (0223) 323399.
TR606 DRUMATIX OWNERS! Separate voice outputs fitted
to your TR606 for only £20. Trigger outputs from all seven
voices for electronic drums or synth syncing £20. Both mods
together for £30. Send your TR606 carefully packed with
cheque or P.O. to P.A. White, Speciality Music Services, for a
fast service, at 29 Quest Hills Road, Malvern, Worcs. (06845)
61397.
VOLTAGE TO S TRIGGER converters ready built for only
£19. Interfaces Roland etc to Korg, Moog etc. P.A. White,
Speciality Music Services, 29 Quest Hills Road, Malvern,
Worcs. (06845) 61397.
YAMAHA PF10 PIANO, as new, only one month old,
£550 o.n.o. Tel. Norwich (0603) 617387.
YAMAHA CX5M Music. Computer for hire with DX7 Voicing
and Music Composer Programs. Phone Heywood 0706 65802.

SERVICES
NEURONIUM FAN CLUB send SAE to Paul Walker Neuronium
Fan Club, 25 Ranenswood Avenue, Rock Ferry, Wirral,
Merseyside L42 4NY.
ALL SOUND ENGINEERS/MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS/
video audio engineers/tape operators. Details wanted for
listing by music news computerized information service.
Send for free details: More News, Freepost, 24 Glebe Place,
London SW3 5BR.
BANDS, SONGWRITERS AND MUSICIANS sought by
Producer for recording. Write with tapes enclosing SAE for
return. Parallax Productions, Red Hill Lane, Great Shelford,
Cambridge CB2 5JR.
DON'T PLAY WITH YOURSELF! 12 specially recorded
backing tracks in a variety of modern electro-music styles.
With bar charts and instructions, for synths, guitars, horns
etc, £4.99 inclusive. Ash & Dunn Music, The Studio,
Kingscross, Isle of Arran, KA27 8RG.

JAPAN ELECTRONICS BUYERS GUIDE. Free POB 503,
Singapore 9144. Tlx: RS39194AB.

GATM151111110
011,

dill1111111111111111116

The Gateway School of
Recording and Music

Technology
Consultants in

Studio Synthesiser
and Computer Music

applications

RECORDING &
SYNTHESISER COURSES

Call us at Gateway for details of our
Primary and Advanced recording
courses, Synthesiser courses and
Specialist courses in Computer/
Synthesiser interfacing. We are at
present planning short orientation
courses for the Synclavier and other
advanced keyboards, and we would like
to hear from you about courses you
would like to be involved in.
Write to Gateway School of Recording
and Music Technology, 1 a Salcott Road,
London SW11 5QD or call 01-350 0340.
Our courses are arranged in co-
operation with Bandive, The Fostex
Corporation, Soundcraft, Teac and
Roland UK.

These courses should not be confused
with any others.

L

Rates for 1984: Lineage 34p per word (min. 12 words); Box No. 80p extra. Semi -Display: £1.00 extra
Display: £10.00 per single cm. column.

All lineage advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 5th of month preceding publication
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rat(

card (available on request).

HI -TECH
MUSIC CENTRES

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX -7's,
PF-15's, JUNO 106, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly -800
all on demonstration and available at the right prices!
Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try.
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices, and Advice.

City
Music

fiIfiiii Phone 01-863 1841
for an invitation to

our next
Midi Synth Show

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-8631841
TORQUAY: 65 Market St 0803 25488

EXETER: Queen St 0392 51846
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901

SiCt
LABSERVICE

Officially appointed

RE VOX
TEAC/TASCAM

Service Agents
A fast, efficient repair service

with collection and
delivery available

Contact Nikki Antoniou on

01 -388 5392
72 Eversholt Street, London NW I 1BY

./1111

Loudspeaker
Cabinet
Fittings

From Adam Hall Supplies:
Coverings & frets  flight case parts

 Celestian power speakers 
Rean jacks & fittings  P&N stands
Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated

catalogue

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES LTD

Unit M,
Carlton Court,
Grainger Road,

Southend-on-Sea
Essex

p

-CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM -
Please insert the advertisement under the heading of

in the next issue of E&MM for insertions

I enclose Cheque/PO. for f
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to:

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

ENTER EACH WORD OF YOUR CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
IN EACH BLOCK. COST: 34p per word. Underline

words required in bold (add 10p extra per word)
NAME

ADDRESS TEL. NO. (DAY)
Send this form together with your cheque to: -
E&MM CLASSIFIED, ALEXANDER HOUSE

1 MILTON RD., CAMBRIDGE CB4 1UY
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THE FINE LINE
In the world of digital signal processors there is a fine line
between processors that are "loaded" with features and those
that are truly useful processing tools. Carefully designed
signal processors have features and functions that are de-
signed to work with each other logically and efficiently. This
makes the digital processor easier to understand, to control,
and ultimately to integrate into live musical situations.
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It is this fine line that separates Ibanez digital signal proces-
sors from the competition. Each Ibanez digital processor,
from the low-cost, full -function DM500 to the top -of -the -line
DM2000, stands on its own as a strong, logical and useful
processing system. And each is engineered to be the most
cost effective processor in its class. So cross over that fine
line to Ibanez digital signal processors-they're on your horizon.
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DM1100 is the latest issue of Ibanez digital delay line, relative simple to operate. New setting of maximum delay time,
3,600 mms expands applications dramatically. Ibanez is fully commited to providing professional and amateur musi-

cians with the most powerful range of
signal processors. Check out

Ibanez and get the right and
new tools for your job.

For latest colour catalogue of Ibanez effects send 30 pence to:
Summerfield (Dept. EMM), Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead, NE8 3AJ




